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In this study, possible options for the active damping of a smart beam with piezoelectric
patches using neural network control algorithm, are presented. The algorithms used for the
control are Neural Direct Inverse and Feedback Linearisation (NARMA-L2). Additionally,
several possible modifications used for the purpose of improving the control, such as different
values of control gain or sampling time of the training data, as well as step-wise control are
tested.
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1. Introduction

In the recent years, the interest in the so-called “smart structures” and their application in real-
-life systems has greatly increased. The advantages of such structures – to monitor even subtle
changes in their environment and actively respond and react to them – cannot be overlooked.
Numerous possible uses of this technology have already been developed and discussed, e.g.,
structural health monitoring, active vibration and noise damping, energy harvesting (Choi, 2002;
Crawley and Luis, 1987; Cupiał, 2008; Preumont, 1997; Tylikowski, 1993).
Neural networks, on the other hand, have been successfully used mostly for the purpose

of identification and pattern recognition (Flasiński, 2011; Rutkowski, 2009), but also to some
extent in the control of both linear and non-linear systems (Hagan and Demuth, 1999; Narendra
et al., 1990; Nøorgaard et al., 2003; Omidvar and Elliot, 1997; Passino, 2005). The possibility of
combining smart materials with neural network control could provide us with systems responding
to external excitation and adjusting to it accordingly.
This paper focuses on the possibility of using such a combination in order to improve the

damping performance of an oscillating system, i.e., a clamped beam with piezoelectric patches.
The option of using neural networks for the damping of similar “smart structures” has already
been attempted by several authors. In these studies, the neural network was either used to
emulate an existing control method (Smyser and Chandrashekhara, 1997) and to adjust the
parameters of such a method, e.g., find the optimal values for KP , KI and KD of an PID
controller (Qiu et al., 2012) or the network was of a recurrent type (Valoor et al., 2001).
Each of these methods is correct from the analytical point of view and some have been proved

(both numerically and by means of an experiment) to reduce the vibration of an oscillating object
efficiently. However, it would be preferable if the neural control method were not derived from
an existing control algorithm and would be derived from the dynamics of the systems alone.
Additionally, it is necessary that the artificial neural network used for the control is both simple
to implement and use.
In this paper, the damping is performed by methods that utilize neural networks of the

feedforward type, while the training is based only on the samples from the existing model
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(without assuming any pre-existing control). In addition to that, several adjustments to control
are considered for the purpose of increasing the performance even further.

2. Model of the smart beam

In this paper, an effort is made to present possible means of damping the vibration of a smart
beam using artificial neural networks. The “smart beam” in question is a clamped-free beam
with two piezoelectric patches attached next to the clamping end, as shown in the simplified
model (Fig. 1). The patches operate as a collocated pair – one acting as a sensor while the
other one as an actuator (Preumont, 1997). It is assumed in the model presented in this work
that the external excitation is applied in the form of an impulse at the free end of the beam,
perpendicular to the beam. This assumption allows for the model to be simplified by considering
only the transverse vibration of the beam, while it also ensures that the higher vibration modes
are excited as well.

Fig. 1. Simplified model of a smart beam with piezoelectric patches (A – actuator, S – sensor) and
a charge amplifier (Cf )

The dimensions and material properties of the beam considered in the analysis are given as
follows

L = 1.5 · 10−1m − length of beam
h = 1.5 · 10−3m − height of beam
b = 10−2m − thickness of beam
ρ = 7.9 · 103 kg/m3 − beam material density
E = 2.1 · 1011 N/m2 − Young’s modulus

Using these parameters and one of the available methods (Rayleigh-Ritz, Galerkin, etc., see
Nixioł, 1996) the natural frequencies of the beam can be obtained.
For the additional simplification of the model, the effect of the piezoelectric patches can be

defined using the following equations (Preumont, 1997)

M(t) = cVa(t) Vs(t) = s

[
∂w(x, t)
∂x

∣∣∣
x=xb
− ∂w(x, t)

∂x

∣∣∣
x=xa

]
(2.1)

Equation (2.1)1 relates the moments at both ends of the piezo-actuator with coordinates xa,
xb to the applied voltage. The variable x in this equation defines the position on the beam, while
the parameter w is the deflection of the beam at a given point and time. Equation (2.1)2, on the
other hand, gives the relation between the angle of rotation of both ends of the piezo-sensor and
the voltage generated in the sensor. Each of these equations contains additional parameters c
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and s which are dependent on the material properties and the dimensions of the patches. These
parameters can be calculated using the following formulas (Preumont, 1997)

c =
Ep|d31|bp(h+ hp)

2
s =

Ep|d31|bp(h+ hp)
2

1
Cf

(2.2)

in which h is the height of the beam, Ep and d31 are Young’s modulus and the piezoelectric
constant of the patches, while bp and hp is the thickness and height of the patches, respectively.
Cf appearing in Eq. (2.2)2 is the capacitance of the charge amplifier. For the purpose of this
analysis, these parameters are chosen as follows

Ep = 50 · 109N/m2 d31 = −150 · 10−12 C/V bp = 10−2m

hp = 1.5 · 10−3m lp = 2 · 10−2m Cf = 10−7 C

Additional information about piezoelectric materials and their application both as sensors
and actuators can be found in the literature (Crawley and Luis, 1987; Cupiał, 2008; Preumont,
1997).

3. Artificial neural network control

3.1. Control considerations

Before an attempt at any actual control by neural networks can be made, several important
aspects of this control need to be considered. This step is essential, due to the complex nature
of neural networks the behaviour of which may be influenced by many different factors. Below,
the listing of the most relevant factors is presented along with a short explanation for each one
of these decisions as well as for the choices made during the control design:

• type of control – although the model considered in this paper could be regarded as
MIMO, the control becomes much simpler if it is considered as SISO, which is especially
true when trying to train the appropriate network for control. The input in this case is
the voltage applied to the actuator. As for the output – either the voltage measured by
the patch sensor or the displacement of the beam free end seem appropriate. In fact both
of these have been tested for this paper and the results are similar;

• neural controller type – even though there are several types of neural controllers ava-
ilable in the literature (Hagan and Demuth, 1999; Korbicz et al., 1994; Nøorgaard et al.,
2003), not all of them can be efficient when applied to the model in question. Although
the control using one of the direct method controllers (Direct Inverse and Feedback Line-
arisation) proved possible, albeit with slight modifications, an attempt to damp the beam
by means of Predictive Control was found to be inefficient;

• neural network design – specifically: number of layers, number of regressors, size of
layers (especially the hidden ones) and the type of activation functions. All of these para-
meters influence the way the network behaves, and how well it can perform;

• training data – the data collected from the model (either experimental or generated
numerically) needs to be adequate for the training of the network. First of all, the training
samples should contain, if possible, the whole range within which the control will be
performed. This, in turn, requires the input (excitation) to be chosen correctly, either as
a random- or as a chirp function. Additionally, a decision needs to be made regarding the
sampling time and the amount of samples – in both of these cases, an optimal value must
be found or the network may not operate as intended;
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• training method and performance – in the case of dynamical neural networks the
preferable method of training is the so-called Lavenberg-Margquardt method (although
not always, e.g, with Model Reference Control). As for the training performance (in this
case calculated as a mean square error between the target- and the actual output value),
it can be shown that problems may occur both when it is too low (inefficient control) or
too high (super-efficient control, but with the control effort reaching unrealisable values).
Similar to the training data generation, an optimum needs to be found.

The two neural control methods used for damping of the smart beam are: the Direct Inverse-
and Feedback Linearisation (NARMA-L2) Control. In the former method, an assumption is
made that the neural network can be trained to emulate the behaviour of the inverse of the
system. By supplying the already trained controller with a desired reference value, the network
can calculate the control force needed to reach that reference. The equation describing the inverse
function is given as follows

û(k) = f̂−1(yr(k + 1), y(k), . . . , y(k − n), u(k − 1), . . . , u(k −m)) (3.1)

with û(k) representing the control force, yr(k + 1) – the reference value, u(k), . . . , u(k −m) –
control regressors and y(k), . . . , y(k − n) – output regressors.
The second control method (NARMA-L2) defines the control value using the linearised equ-

ation

û(k) =
yr(k)− f(k)

g(k)
(3.2)

where yr(t) is the reference signal, while f(k) and g(k) are non-linear functions of the control
and output regressors

f(k) = f(y(k), . . . , y(k − n+ 1), u(k − 1), . . . , u(k −m))
g(k) = g(y(k), . . . , y(k − n+ 1), u(k − 1), . . . , u(k −m)) (3.3)

Both non-linear functions are trained using separate neural networks using the data generated
(or obtained) from the model.
A more detailed description of these NN control methods can be found in the papers by

Nøorgaard et al. (2003), Hagan and Demuth (1999), Medsker and Jain (1999).

3.2. Neural network control

The data used for the training of the neural controllers are generated using the available
smart beam model, described in Section 2. The voltage applied to the piezo-actuator during the
data generation is limited to the range [−250V, 250V]. It is necessary to impose these limits to
ensure that a feasible value of voltage is applied during the simulation and eventual control. In
the simulation studies an additional saturation block has therefore been added.
Although the two control methods used in this paper differ in terms of the network structure,

the results of control are similar with only minor differences noticeable. Therefore, only the
results of one of these methods are shown in the following tests. Apart from the active damping,
additional passive modal damping of value ζ = 0.001 for each mode is present in the model.
Unless stated otherwise, the default values used for the tests discussed below are as follows:
control gain g = 0.01, sampling time ∆t = 0.002 s.
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3.2.1. NN control – relation to training data

Figure 2 shows how the sampling time of the data used for the training of the neural controller
influences its behaviour. It needs to be noted that in each case the network architecture as well
as the number of training iterations and the desired training performance is the same. It is
imperative that the sampling time ∆t is small enough to include the dynamics of the controlled
system with enough precision. However, as can be seen in Fig. 2, the higher the sampling
frequency, the faster the network tries to regulate the system, which leads to a much higher
control voltage. If not for the saturation block, this would have caused the voltage applied to
the piezo-actuator exceed the values imposed during the design. On the other hand (Fig. 2c),
if the sampling time ∆t is too small, the active damping is less effective. Therefore, it can be
seen that the control performance of the neural network controller is related to the training data
chosen, and it should be considered beforehand.

Fig. 2. Displacement of the free end of the beam wk and control voltage Va for different training data
sampling times: (a) ∆t = 0.001 s, (b) ∆t = 0.002 s, (c) ∆t = 0.005 s

3.2.2. NN control – relation to gain value

The results of using three different values of the control gain are shown in Fig. 3. The
efficiency of damping can be improved by increasing the gain, but obviously at a cost of the
increased voltage.

3.2.3. NN Control with the step-wise change of target value

As neural network controllers show a tendency to choose the best possible (mostly highest)
control value to reach the desired point, it may be possible to improve their behaviour by setting
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Fig. 3. Displacement of the free end of the beam wk and control voltage Va for different values of gain:
(a) g = 0.1, (b) g = 0.01, (c) g = 0.005

interim goals for the controller, leading to the final goal. In this case, an additional step-wise
change block is added, which in each step replaces the setpoint value t of the displacement of
the free end of the beam by a value that lies between the actual value y and the setpoint. This
new target value can, in general, be found using the following equation

t̂ = y(1− d) + td (3.4)

where d ∈ [0, 1] is the descent ratio. In our case this is simplified since t = 0. If d = 1, the control
is changed to default (as if no modification were introduced). On the other hand, when d = 0,
no control can be performed as the actual output y is the same as the modified target output t̂.
By adjusting the value of ratio d, the controller can be forced to reach the target more slowly
and, in turn, to decrease the required control voltage. In Fig. 4, it can be seen that for d = 0.1
the control values are visibly lower with no noticeable difference in the control performance.

3.2.4. NN Control with stepwise control (higher modes)

The control of several modes (in this case the 1st and 2nd one) can be seen in Fig. 5,
respectively, with the standard- and stepwise control. The results are similar to those discussed
before. It should be noted that the control in this case is performed using the controller trained
only for the first mode and then modified to operate for both modes. In this approach, the
controller sampling time remains unchanged. On the other hand, the system sampling time is
made shorter by dividing the controller sampling time by a natural number r. This means that
instead of using the output regressor y(k − n), the regressor y(k − r · n) is used. The same rule
applies to the input regressors. However, one should be careful when using this modification.
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Fig. 4. Displacement of the free end of the beam wk and control voltage Va with step-wise change
(fundamental mode); (a) d = 1, (b) d = 0.1

Fig. 5. Displacement of the free end of the beam wk and control voltage Va with step-wise change (two
lowest modes); (a) d = 1, (b) d = 0.1

When applying this procedure, one should exercise caution, since when the value of r is too
high, the neural control system may become unstable and some additional measures to prevent
this from happening would need to be taken.

4. Summary

The purpose of this paper is to present possible options for the active vibration damping of a
clamped-free beam with piezoelectric patches using neural network control. Two control methods
have been chosen and used for this purpose. Due to the complex nature of neural network control,
several factors have to be considered. Several changes to the most important of these factors are
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presented in this study. It can be shown that by properly setting and adjusting these parameters
the control can become faster and more effective.
Although the paper has been limited to the simulation studies, the results obtained and the

techniques used are belived to be of help in the design of a neural controller of a physical smart
beam.
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This paper presents the dynamic behaviour of three-layered, annular plates with a linear
viscoelastic core. The annular plate is loaded in plane of facings with variable in time forces
acting on the inner or outer plate edges. The analysed plate structure is symmetric and com-
posed of three-layers: thin facings and a thicker, soft core. The core material is considered
as linear with viscoelastic properties. Analytical and numerical solution will be presented
including the wavy forms of dynamic loss of plate stability. In the analytical and numeri-
cal solution, two approximation methods: orthogonalization and finite difference have been
applied to obtain the system of differential equations for the analysed problem of dynamic
deflections of the examined plate with the viscoelastic core. Additionally, the suitable plate
model using the finite element method has been built. The numerical calculations carried
out in ABAQUS system show the results which are compatible with those obtained for the
analytical and numerical solution. Presented in figures time histories of plate deflections
and velocity of deflections as well as buckling forms of the plate model show the dynamic
response of the examined plate on time-dependent loads and core material properties.

Keywords: sandwich plate, viscoelastic core, dynamic stability

1. Introduction

The examinations of three-layered plates have been undertaken in numerous works. Rarely, they
concern annular plates under lateral loads variable in time and plate structures where damping
properties of the layer material is taken into account. A wide range of possible applications of
annular layered plates in aerospace industry, mechanical and nuclear engineering presented in
works by Dumir and Shingal (1985), Paydar (1990), Chen et al. (2006), Wang and Chen (2004)
causes the evaluation of dynamic behaviour of such complex composite plates still important.
The following, exemplary papers by Wang and Chen (2002, 2004), Chen et al. (2006) belong

to the group of works, where the plate dynamic problems like vibrations or dynamic instability
have been analysed. The examinations concern the plates composed of three layers: the thin outer
constraining layer, the thin middle viscoelastic damping layer and the bottom outer host layer of
the plate. The evaluation of the influence of the viscoelastic core thickness on the improvement of
damping plate properties was presented in work by Wang and Chen (2002). In many works, the
problem of the loss of plate stability wss often limited to only the axisymmetric case. Whereas,
full evaluation also requires analysis of circumferentially waved plate buckling forms. In the work
by Krizhevsky and Stavsky (1996), the asymmetric instability problem of a three-layered plate
with a relatively thin core was shown. The results of critical loads were presented.
The evaluation of dynamic behaviour of a three-layered annular plate with a viscoelastic

core loaded in facings plane is presented in this work. The type of the three-layered structure
is characteristic, transversally symmetrical and composed of thin facings and a suitable thicker,
soft core. The asymmetric buckling modes of examined, dynamic loaded plates are also observed.
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Including in the description of physical relations the rheological properties of the plate core
made of polyurethane foam correctly approximates the critical real plate behaviour. It could be
supposed that the noticed in the work by Romanów (1995) sensitivity of foam materials on the
long duration of load could be important particularly in supercritical plate work under a load
constant in time or slowly increasing.
Such observations together with dynamic stability analyses of three-layered annular plates

with viscoelastic cores are the main goal of this work. The presented way of problem solution
and detailed results refer to analyses presented in works by Pawlus (2010, 2011a,b,c).

2. Problem formulation

The three-layered annular plate with the soft foam core and with the symmetric cross-section
structure is the subject of consideration. The scheme of the plate is presented in Fig. 1. The
facings are elastic. The core material is treated as elastic or viscoelastic. The plate is loaded on
the inner or/and outer perimeter of facings with uniformly distributed stress linearly increasing
in time, according to Equation (2.1) or constant in time (see, Eq. (6.1))

p = st (2.1)

where p is compressive stress, s – rate of growth of the plate loading, t – time.

Fig. 1. A scheme of the three-layered annular plate composed of facings – layers 1, 3 and core – layer 2

The plate with bilaterally slidably clamped edges is undertaken in the presented considera-
tions. The form of plate predeflection corresponds with the plate buckling form. The circum-
ferentially waved forms of the loss of plate dynamic stability are analysed, too. The classical
theory of sandwich plates with the broken line hypothesis, presented by Volmir (1967), and the
decomposition of basic stresses to normal and shearing components, carried by facings and the
core, respectively, have been accepted in the mathematical formulation of the problem. In nu-
merical solution, the approximate finite difference method and finite element method have been
used.
As the criterion of the loss of plate stability, the criterion presented by Volmir (1972) has

been adopted. According to this criterion, the loss of plate stability occurs at the moment of
time when the speed of the plate point of the maximum deflection reaches the first maximum
value. The essence of the accepted criterion of the loss of plate stability connected with the eva-
luation of values of dynamic critical loads in the region of significant increase in plate deflections
corresponds to the Budiansky-Roth criterion. This criterion is used in the buckling analysis of
laminated shells, presented for example by Tanov and Tabiei (1998).
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3. Basic equations

Solution to the considered problem is based on the relations typical for the edge-initial problem:
dynamic equilibrium equations, geometrical and physical relations and initial and boundary
conditions. Dynamic equilibrium equations have been formulated for each layer of the plate.
Core deformation is described by the angles β and α in the radial and circumferential directions,
respectively

β =
u1 − u3
h2

− 1
2
h1 + h3
h2

wd,r + wo,r

α =
v1 − v3
h2

− 1
2r
h1 + h3
h2

wd,θ +
1
r
wo,θ

(3.1)

where wd is additional plate deflection, wo – preliminary plate deflection, u1(3), v1(3) – displace-
ments of the points of the middle plane of facings (layers 1, 3) in the radial and circumferential
directions, respectively.
Linear physical relations of Hooke’s law for facings and linear viscoelastic relations of the

standard model (see Fig. 2) for the plate core are applied. The physical relations of the visco-
elastic core material subjected to shearing stresses are presented by the equations

τrz2 = G̃2γrz2 τθz2 = G̃2γθz2 (3.2)

where γrz2 , γθz2 are shearing strains of the plate core in the radial and circumferential direction,
respectively, expressed by

γrz2 = u
(z)
2,z + wd,r γθz2 = v

(z)
2,z +

1
r
wd,θ (3.3)

where: u(z)2 = u2 − zβ + zwo,r, v(z)2 = v2 − zα + zwo,θ/r are the radial and circumferential
displacements of the points in the distance z between the point and the middle surface of the
plate core; u2, v2 – displacements of the points of the middle plane of the core layer in the radial
and circumferential direction, respectively; G̃2 – modulus expressed by the formula corresponding
to the form of the constitutive equation of the standard model

G̃2 =
C +D ∂

∂t

E + F ∂
∂t

(3.4)

where C, D, E, F are the quantities formulated by the elastic G2, G′2 and viscosity η
′ constants

of the core material, presented by Skrzypek (1986)

C =
G2G

′
2

G2 +G′2
D =

η′G2
G2 +G′2

E = 1 F =
η′

G2 +G′2
(3.5)

and ∂/∂t – differential operator.

Fig. 2. The standard model of a viscoelastic layer material
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Using the equations of the nonlinear Kármán’s plate, the sectional forces and moments in
the facings are established. Then, the resultant transverse radial and circumferential forces and
the resultant membrane forces expressed by the introduced stress function are formulated.
The initial conditions, loading and boundary conditions as well as relations connected with

the slidably clamped both inner and outer plate edges are established as follows

w
∣∣
t=0
= wo w,t

∣∣
t=0
= 0 wd

∣∣
t=0
= 0 wd,t

∣∣
t=0
= 0

σr
∣∣
r=ri(ro)

= −p(t)d1(2) σr,t
∣∣
r=ri(ro)

= −(p(t)),td1(2) τrθ
∣∣
r=ri(ro)

= 0

w
∣∣
r=ri(ro)

= 0 w,r
∣∣
r=ri(ro)

= 0 δ = γ
∣∣
r=ri(ro)

= 0 δ,r
∣∣
r=ri(ro)

= 0

(3.6)

where w is the total deflection, wd – additional deflection, wo – preliminary deflection, σr – radial
stress, τrθ – shear stress, d1, d2 – quantities equal to 0 or 1, determining the loading of the inner
or/and outer plate perimeter, δ, γ – differences of radial and circumferential displacements of
the points in middle surfaces of facings, respectively.
Finally, after some calculations the basic differential equation expressed the deflections of

the analysed sandwich plate with the viscoelastic core are determined

N1wd,rrrr +
2N1
r
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N1
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wd,θθ

+
2N2
r2
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2N2
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h2r

(
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′ 1
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′rwd,rr
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r

( 2
r2
Φ,θw,rθ −

2
r
Φ,rθw,rθ +

2
r2
w,θΦ,rθ −

2
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w,θΦ,θ + w,rΦ,rr + Φ,rw,rr

+
1
r
Φ,θθw,rr +

1
r
Φ,rrw,θθ

)
−Mwd,tt

(3.7)

where N1, N2 are expressed by the material and geometrical parameters of plate layers;
H ′ = h′ + h2; h′(h1 = h3 = h′) – facing thickness, h2 – core thickness.

4. Problem solution

In the solution, the following dimensionless quantities and the expressions have been assumed

ζ =
w

h
ζ1 =

wd
h

ζo =
wo
h

F =
Φ

Eh2

ρ =
r

ro
δ =

δ

h
γ =

γ

h
t∗ = tK7 K7 =

s

pcr

ζ1(ρ, θ, t) = X1(ρ, t) cos(mθ) ζo(ρ, θ) = Xa(ρ) +Xb(ρ) cos(mθ)

ζ = ζ1 + ζo F (ρ, θ, t) = Fa(ρ, t) + Fb(ρ, t) cos(mθ) + Fc(ρ, t) cos(2mθ)

δ(ρ, θ, t) = δ(ρ, t) cos(mθ) γ(ρ, θ, t) = γ(ρ, t) sin(mθ)

(4.1)

where m is the number of circumferential waves corresponding to the form of plate buckling,
h = h1 + h2 + h3 is the total thickness of plate, pcr – critical static stress.
Using the orthogonal method to elimination of the angular variable θ, Eq. (3.7) has been

replaced by the approximate one obtained from the following condition

2π∫

0

ψ cos(mθ) dθ = 0 (4.2)

where ψ is the difference of the left and right side of transformed Equation (3.7).
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Using the physical relations, relations of sectional forces and moments in the facings with
stresses and equations of resultant membrane forces expressed by the introduced stress function
after elimination of the quantities described by sums of the radial (u1 + u3) and circumferential
(v1 + v3) facing displacements, the following equation has been obtained
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2
r
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1
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1
r3
Φ,r +

1
r4
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4
r4
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Φ,rθθ +

2
r2
Φ,rrθθ

= E
[1
r
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(
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1
r
wo,θθ

)
− 1
r2

(1
r
wo,θ − wo,rθ

)2
− 1
r
w,rr

(
w,r +

1
r
w,θθ

)

+
1
r2

(1
r
w,θ − w,rθ

)2]
(4.3)

The quantities δ and γ, unknown in Equation (3.7), have been obtained determining the differen-
ces of the radial and circumferential displacements u1, u3 and v1, v3 of the points of the middle
surface of the plate facings. The equilibrium equations for forces acting on the non-deformed
outer plate layers in the u and v direction are used.
After insertion of Equations (4.1) describing the functions w, wo, Φ and after comparison of

the expressions by the same trigonometric functions, Equation (4.3) has been presented in form
of three equations.
In the solution, the finite difference method has been used for the approximation of the

derivatives with respect to ρ by central differences in the discrete points. The form of the
system of differential equations expressing the deflections of three-layered annular plate with
the viscoelastic core is as follows

PU+Q+PLU̇+QL −W1Ü =W2
...
U

MYY = QY MY Ẏ = Q̇Y

MVV = QV MV V̇ = Q̇V

MZZ = QZ MZŻ = Q̇Z

MDLḊ =MDD+MUU+MULU̇+MGG+MGLĠ

MGGLĠ =MGGG+MGUU+MGULU̇+MGDD+MGDLḊ

(4.4)

where

W1 = K7
h′

h
roh2MEL W2 = K37

h′

h
roh2MFL

and M is the expression: M = 2h′µ+ h2µ2; µ, µ2 – facing and core mass density, respectively;
ro – outer radius; EL, FL – quantities determined by elastic and viscosity constants of the co-
re standard material; U,Y,V,Z, U̇, Ü,

...
U, Ẏ, V̇, Ż – vectors of plate additional deflections and

components Fa, Fb, Fc of the stress function Fa′ρ = y, Fb = v, Fc = z and their derivatives
with respect to time t, respectively; P, PL – matrices with elements composed of geometric
and material plate parameters, the quantity b (b – length of the interval in the finite difference
method), dimensionless radius ρ and the number m of buckling waves and its derivative with
respect to time t, respectively; Q, QL – vectors of expressions composed of the initial and
additional deflections, geometric and material parameters, components of the stress function,
radius ρ, quantity b, coefficients δ, γ and the number m and their derivatives with respect to
time t, respectively; MY – matrix of elements composed of the radius ρ and quantity b, respec-
tively; MV ,MZ – matrices of elements composed of the radius ρ, quantity b and number m;
QY ,QV ,QZ , Q̇Y , Q̇V , Q̇Z – vectors of expressions composed of the initial and additional de-
flections, radius ρ, quantity b and the number m and their derivatives with respect to time t,
respectively; MD,MG,MGG,MGD,MDL,MGL,MGGL,ṀGDL – matrices of elements compo-
sed of geometric and material parameters, quantity b and the number m and their derivatives
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with respect to time t, respectively;MU ,MUL – matrices of elements composed of material pa-
rameters and quantity b and their derivatives with respect to time t, respectively;MGU ,MGUL –
matrices of elements composed of geometric parameters, material parameters and the number m
and their derivatives with respect to time t, respectively; D,G, Ḋ, Ġ – vectors of expressions
composed of coefficients δ and γ and their derivatives with respect to time t, respectively.
The system of Equations (4.4) has been solved using Runge-Kutta’s integration method for

the initial state of plate.
Eliminating from the system of Equations (4.4) Equations (4.4)3,5,7 and the expressions con-

nected with the differential operator ∂/∂t applied in physical relations of the viscoelastic material
of the plate core, a system of equations for plate with elastic core has been obtained (Pawlus,
2010, 2011b,c). The critical static stress pcr has been calculated solving the eigenproblem for the
problem of the disk state neglecting the inertial components and nonlinear expressions (Pawlus,
2010, 2011b,c).

5. Finite element plate models

In the analysis carried out with use the finite element method, two models have been built:

• basic model in form of the complete model of the annular plate, circularly symmetrical
(Fig. 3a),

• simplified model built of axisymmetrical elements (Fig. 3b).

The facings are built of shell elements but the core mesh is built of solid elements. The grids
of facings elements are tied with the grid of core elements using the surface contact interaction.
The calculations were carried out at the Academic Computer Center CYFRONET-CRACOW
(KBN/SGI ORIGIN 2000/PŁódzka/030/1999) using the ABAQUS system.

Fig. 3. (a) Basic model, (b) simplified model

The viscoelastic properties of the core material have been described by a single term of the
Prony series for the shear relaxation modulus (Hibbitt et al., 2000)

GR(t) = Go
(
1− qp1

(
1− e−t/τG1

))
(5.1)

where qp1 , τ
G
1 are material constants, Go – instantaneous shear G2.

The values of material constants qp1, τ
G
1 for the standard model of the plate core have been

calculated from the following equations

qp1 =
G2

G2 +G′2
τG1 =

η′

G2 +G′2
(5.2)

6. Exemplary calculations

Exemplary numerical calculations were carried out for the plate with the following geometrical
dimensions: inner radius ri = 0.2m, outer radius ro = 0.5m, facing thickness h′ = 0.001m, core
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thickness h2 = 0.005m, 0.01m or 0.02m. The parameters of steel facing are: Young’s modulus
E = 2.1 ·105MPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, mass density µ = 7.85 ·103 kg/m3. Polyurethane foam
is the core material. Two kinds of foam presented in works by Romanów (1995) and Majewski
and Mackowski (1975) have been accepted:

• with the values of constants G2, G′2, η′, µ2 presented in work by Romanów (1995) equal
to: G2 = 15.82MPa, G′2 = 69.59MPa, η

′ = 7.93 · 104MPa·s, µ2 = 93.6 kg/m3,
• with the data presented in work by Majewski and Mackowski (1975) the Kirchhoff’s mo-
dulus equal to: G2 = 5MPa, the creep function ϕ = 0.845(2− e−0.36t − e−0.036t) and mass
density equal to: µ2 = 64 kg/m3.

The creep function presented in the work by Majewski and Mackowski (1975) allows for cal-
culation of the values of elastic and viscous constants of the five-parameters rheological model
composed of two Kelvin-Voigt models and the spring element connected in series. Because the
solution presented in this paper is for the core material described by the three-parameters
standard model (see, Fig. 2), hence the presented characteristic of function ϕ(t) has been ap-
proximated by the function of the standard model. The numerical analysis has been carried out
for the following values of standard constants of the plate core: G2 = 5MPa, G′2 = 3.13MPa,
η′ = 212.92 ·104MPa·s, (Pawlus, 2010). According to the standard specification PN-84/B-03230
the value of Poisson’s ratio is equal ν = 0.3. The values of Young’s modulus calculated treating
the foam material as an isotropic are equal, respectively, to E2 = 41.13MPa, E2 = 13MPa. The
values of material constants qp1 , τ

G
1 , expressed by Equations (5.2), in Prony series (see, Eq. (5.1))

are as follows:

• qp1 = 0.615, τG1 = 26.19 · 104 s for the foam with G2 = 5MPa,
• qp1 = 0.185, τG1 = 928.46 s for the foam with G2 = 15.82MPa.

Rapidly increasing loading acting on the edge is expressed by Equation (2.1). The rate of
plate loading growth s is equal for each numerically analysed plate. The value of the rate s is the
result of the following equation: s = K7pcr (see Eq. (4.1)). The value of parameter K7 is accepted
as K7 = 20 s−1. Solving the eigenproblem, the value of critical stress pcr is pcr = 217.32MPa
calculated for the plate compressed on the inner perimeter with the facing thickness h′ = 0.001m,
core thickness h2 = 0.01m and value of core Kirchhoff’s modulus G2 = 15.82MPa and pcr =
46.58MPa for the plate model with N = 26 number of discrete points radially compressed on
the outer perimeter with the number of buckling waves m = 7, the facing thickness h′ = 0.001m,
core thickness h2 = 0.005m and value G2 = 15.82MPa (see Table 1).
The calculations by the finite difference method have been preceded by selection of the

number N of discrete points from numbers N , equal to N = 11, 14, 17, 21, 26. The values
of critical dynamic loads pcrdyn of plates with the viscoelastic core and values of critical static
loads pcr have been evaluated. The numerical calculations show that the number N = 14 allows
us to achieve the accuracy up to 5% of technical error. The calculations have been carried out
for this number. Table 1 presents exemplary results of the analysis.
The treating of the polyurethane foam as isotropic is one of the accepted assumptions in

the description of the plate core material. In FEM numerical analysis, the value of the material
Young’s modulus has been calculated using the following equation: G2 = E2/[2(1 + ν)]. Table 2
presents exemplary results of the critical time tcr and the critical additional deflection wdcr for
the basic elastic plate model compressed on the inner edge with the core parameters: thick-
ness h2 = 0.005m, Young’s modulus E2 presented in Table 2, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, Kirch-
hoff’s modulus G2 = 15.82MPa. The axisymmetric form m = 0 of plate buckling has been
examined.
In the wide range of the assumed values of Young’s modulus E2, the results for the critical

time tcr, and after calculations, also the values of the critical dynamic loads pcrdyn do not change.
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Table 1. Critical loads pcr, pcrdyn of the plates with the viscoelastic core loaded on the outer
edge G2 = 15.82MPa G′2 = 69.59MPa, η

′ = 7.93 · 104MPa·s, h2 = 0.005m, h′ = 0.001m,
µ2 = 93.6 kg/m3, K7 = 20 s−1

m

N
11 14 17 21 26

pcr pcrdyn pcr pcrdyn pcr pcrdyn pcr pcrdyn pcr pcrdyn
[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]

0 73.97 81.47 74.46 81.38 76.23 81.47 76.27 81.47 76.30 81.47
1 70.28 79.42 70.73 79.42 72.51 79.51 72.56 79.51 72.59 79.51
2 61.14 69.54 61.67 69.64 63.44 69.73 63.53 69.82 63.59 69.92
3 53.01 67.96 53.39 68.05 55.10 68.15 55.21 68.33 55.30 68.33
4 48.33 66.28 48.64 66.38 50.02 66.47 50.13 66.47 50.21 66.66
5 46.11 53.43 46.36 52.59 47.45 52.50 47.55 52.21 47.62 52.03
6 45.39 51.01 45.58 49.05 46.45 50.54 46.53 50.26 46.60 50.17
7 45.60 47.84 45.75 47.47 46.45 47.65 46.52 47.93 46.58 47.84
8 46.44 45.69 46.56 45.32 47.14 45.04 47.20 44.86 47.25 44.67

Table 2. Values of the critical time tcr and maximum deflection wdcr depending on core Young’s
modulus E2

E2 [MPa] 1.0 5.0 13.0 50.0 100.0
tcr [s] 0.019 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
wdcr · 103 [m] 4.14 4.48 4.15 3.85 3.73

The values of the plate maximum critical deflection wdcr change according to prediction. The
analysis shows that the accepted core material could be treated as an isotropic in the presented
evaluation focused on the critical plate loads.
The calculation results of the plates with the standard core material subjected to momentary

loads (duration in the range of 0.1 s) do not differ significantly from the results for the plates with
the elastic core. The time histories of deflections of the plates with the viscoelastic and elastic
core for the number m = 0 are presented in Fig. 4. The results are presented using two kinds of

Fig. 4. A comparison of deflection time histories of plates loaded on the inner edge with the viscoelastic
and elastic core

lines grey and black for the pairs: elastic and viscoelastic plate core with the same parameters
h2, G2. The compatibility of deflection time histories is observed for the plates loaded on the
inner perimeter with the viscoelastic and elastic core and compressed on the outer edge, too (see
Fig. 5). The values of the critical time tcr and critical dynamic loads pcrdyn are practically the
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same. The critical deflections are comparable for the plates with core thickness: h2 = 0.005m
and h2 = 0.02m. Of course, the values of the critical time and load increase for the plate with
the stiffer core (higher value of modulus G2 and thickness h2). Then, supercritical vibrations
disappear.
Figure 5 shows characteristic time histories of plate deflections for a selected number of

buckling m = 0, m = 3, m = 5, m = 8 in two respective groups. Some differences are observed
in supercritical responses of the plates. The minimal value of plate critical parameters is for the
waved plate with the number m = 5 of buckling modes.

Fig. 5. A comparison of deflection time histories of plates (G2 = 5MPa, h2 = 0.01m) loaded on the
outer edge with the viscoelastic and elastic core for the buckling wave number: (a) m < 4, (b) m > 4

The image of behaviour of the plates with the standard core is enriched by comparison with
the results obtained for the plates with the core expressed by a simpler two-element model.
The accepted in observations Maxwell model built of elastic and viscous elements connected
in series takes attracts attention on the influence of the core material viscosity constant on the
plate time histories of deflection. The numerical calculations have been carried out for quantities
(3.5) assuming G′2 = 0. The comparison of deflection time histories of the plates compressed on
the outer perimeter with the standard core (G2 = 15.82MPa) and the core expressed by the
Maxwell model with parameters: G2 = 15.82MPa and viscosity constant η′ = 7.93 · 104MPa·s
is shown in Fig. 6. The results are presented for selected buckling forms, which entirely show

Fig. 6. The time histories of deflections of plates (G2 = 15.82MPa, h2 = 0.005m) compressed on outer
edge with: (a) standard core, (b) Maxwell core

the character of curves. The standard model of solid body clearly extends the time to the loss
of plate stability. In the case of the Maxwell model, the character of time histories of deflections
of the plates with various numbers of circumferential waves m is comparable – increasing in
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the plate loading time. One can observe that the deflection time histories for the plate with
the standard core model differ for plates with higher and lower numbers of the buckling mode.
Figure 5 shows this character of curves too.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of curves ζ1max = f(t∗) of the plates with the elastic and

viscoelastic core compressed on the outer edge with the number of circumferential waves cor-
responding to the minimal values of the critical dynamic load for different values of material
parameters and core thickness. The same lines (gray and black) are used to present the results
for the plates with the elastic and viscoelstic core. The diagram presents the results for the
plates with the Maxwell core, too. For this simple model, the change of material parameters
(G2 = 15.82MPa, η′ = 7.93 · 104MPa·s and G2 = 5MPa, η′ = 212.92 · 104MPa·s) does not
influence the deflection time histories and the critical time. Whereas, the plate core thickness
has a great importance. The results show the relevant sensibility of the plate structure with
three elements and the standard core on the material and geometrical parameters. It confirms
an obvious and better approximation of the structure behaviour of the expected responses of the
actual object. The results obtained for the plate compressed on the outer edge confirm earlier
observations that the critical time prolongs for the plates with the stiffer core. For these plates,
the minimal critical dynamic load is for the mode m = 5-7. It depends on the core parameters
G2, h2. The value of the critical additional deflection is about 0.1 of the total plate thickness
(see Eq. (4.1)). It is slightly higher for the plate with the modulus G2 = 15.82MPa.

Fig. 7. Time histories of deflections of plates compressed on the outer edge for the elastic standard and
Maxwell core with: (a) G2 = 5MPa, (b) G2 = 15.82MPa

The viscoelastic properties of the foam material relevantly depend on the viscosity con-
stant η′. The deflection results for the plates with the viscoelastic core of significantly lower
viscosity constant η′ differ. Figure 8 shows the deflection time histories of the plates loaded on
the inner edge with various values of the viscosity constant η′ of the viscoelastic core material.
Large differences could be observed for the core material with very small values of the

constant η′ within the range 7.93 · 10−2(10−3)MPa·s. The time to the loss of plate stability
shortens. The increase in values of the constant η′ does not change the critical or supercritical
deflections of the plates with the viscoelastic core. They are compatible with the results obtained
for the plates with the elastic core.
The numerical FEM calculations of the simplified plate model confirm these observations.

The critical dynamic loads distribution depending on values of the constant η′ is presented for two
kinds of the core viscoelastic materials in Fig. 9. The plates are loaded on the inner edge. A large
theoretical decrease in values of the number η′ up to a value about 10−8 times lower influences
the contraction of the time to the loss of dynamic stability and decreases critical dynamic loads.
These observations have an important practical meaning. In a wide range of accepted values of
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Fig. 8. The influence of viscosity constant η′ on the deflection time histories of plate (G2 = 15.82MPa,
h2 = 0.005m) loaded on the inner edge

Fig. 9. Influence of the viscosity constant η′ on the critical dynamic loads pcrdyn of the FEM plate
model loaded on the inner edge

the viscosity constant, the dynamic response of the plate subjected to quickly increasing loads
does not change. Here, it should be noticed that for true materials, precise determination of
viscous material parameters is a great problem. Smaller sensitiblity to fluctuation of values of
the viscoelastic material parameters seems to be the advantageous dynamical behaviour of such
plates.
Exemplary time histories of deflections and velocity of deflections as well as critical de-

formations of the FEM simplified plate model with the elastic and viscoelastic core with
η′ = 212.92 · 10−6 (10−10 times decrease) are presented in Fig. 10. In general, there are no
differences in the character of curves. A slightly less critical time and also dynamic load with hi-
gher deflection are noticed for the plate with a strongly reduced value of the viscosity constant η′.
For a higher parameter η′, the response of the plate with the viscoelastic core is consistent with
that with the elastic one.
The influence of rheological properties of the core material on the increase of plate deflections

is observed for the plates subjected to the load constant in time. The supercritical response has
been analysed for both plates with the viscoelastic and elastic core compressed on the inner or
outer edge in the case of the load constant in time. The assumed load function is expressed as
follows

p(t) =

{
st for t ¬ ntcr
npcrdyn for t > ntcr

(6.1)

where tcr is the critical time of the loss of plate dynamic stability, n – assumed number.
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Fig. 10. Time histories of deflections, velocity of deflections and buckling forms of the plates
(G2 = 5MPa, h2 = 0.005m) with: (a) elastic core, (b) viscoelastic core loaded on the inner edge

Fig. 11. Time histories of deflections of plates G2 = 5MPa, h2 = 0.01m, m = 5 with the elastic and
viscoelastic core subjected to the load constant in time acting on the outer edge

Figure 11 shows the time histories of deflections of the plates with the elastic and viscoelastic
core compressed on the outer edge with the waved form of predeflection and buckling. The
number m is equal 5. The value of the number n is equal 0.5, 0.8 (undercritical load) and
n = 1.01, 1.2. Additionally, Fig. 11 presents the curve ζ1max = f(t∗) obtained for a linear (p = st)
increase in the load acting on the plate with the viscoelastic core. The marked points show the
moment of the loss of plate dynamic stability and static stability after suitable miscalculations in
the value of the critical static load. The course of deflection time histories of the plates with the
elastic and viscoelastic core under increasing linear load are consistent. The differences could be
observed in the range for the loading constant in time. In a short time (t = 2.5 s) of the loading,
an increase in the deflection of the plate with the viscoelastic core can be significant. An increase
in the deflection rises in the critical (n = 0.8, 1.01) and supercritical (n = 1.2) range of plate
operation. The sensitivity of the plate structure with the viscoelastic core material subjected to
the load constant in time is clear. It is interesting that the course of these curves is observed
for the plates examined in the short loading time. Doubtlessly, a quick increase in the dynamic
loads, which involves the basic part of plate operation, influences such behaviour. One can find
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that the course of curves for the plates subjected to the load constant in time corresponds to
the characteristic rheological curve with zones of the stationary and final creep.
The influence of dynamics of the increasing loading on the course of constant deflections of

the plate with the viscoelastic core compressed on the outer perimeter is shown in Fig. 12. The
rate of loading growth expressed by the parameter K7 is not out of meaning in the response of
the examined plate under the supercritical load (the number n is equal 1.01) constant in time.
The dynamic behaviour with an increase in deflections of the plate initially linearly loaded with
different values of the parameter K7 in a longer time of the loading with a constant value is
observed. The thickness h2 of the plate with the viscoelastic core has here the influence, too. The
results confirm dynamic sensitivity of the sandwich plate with the viscoelastic core. They also
show importance of the general solution with the accepted description of the physical relations
for the core rheological material in the analysed problem.

Fig. 12. Time histories of deflections of plates with the viscoelastic core subjected to the load constant
in time acting on the outer edge depending on the rate of loading growth K7 for different core
thicknesses h2: (a) h2 = 0.005m, G2 = 5MPa, n = 1.01, m = 7, (b) h2 = 0.01m, G2 = 5MPa,

n = 1.01, m = 6

7. Conclusion

Summarizing the presented results and observations, it could be stated that, in general, the
calculations of plates with an viscoelastic core could be replaced by calculations of similar plates
but with an elastic core. Then, the solution of the problem could be significantly easier. However,
the presented results show plate responses to its rheological properties. It has been observed
that the plate behaviour differ for plates subjected to short critical time loadings and for plates
loaded longer. The reactions on viscoelastic material parameters of the plate structure under
longer duration of loading are quite clear. The indicate that the use of viscoelastic expressions
in the plate physical relations is relevant. Then, the practical calculations become more difficult
and should be carried out solving a more complicated problem formulation. Additional plate
parameters connected with the effects of external factors like higher temperature make the
problem more complex, which requires the achievement of the generalized solution.
The computational results also showed the influence of dynamics of the preliminary loading

on the growth of rheological deflections of plates loaded constant in time. Both loading time
histories expressed by the assumed function, in this paper by Eq. (6.1), as well as the speed of
loading growth have an important meaning in this problem. A detailed analysis could expand
the knowledge about dynamic behaviour of such a plate structure.
The carried out numerical experiments allow one to formulate the following statements:
• the use of proper constitutive relations for the plate material with rheological properties
is essential in the solution to the dynamic deflection problem,
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• determination of the material model of the viscoelastic layer and the values of its constants
is a problem in itself. This multiparameter problem requires some compromise between
the attempt to find an exact problem description and the assumption of a rationally
sophisticated one,

• action of loads in longer duration on the plate structure identifies its rheological properties.
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The article presents the differences in energy flow for two human physical models from ISO
10068:2012. The models are compared on the basis of a numerical simulation of energy flow
implemented with MATLAB/simulink software. For purposes of comparison, the dynamics
of the two Human-Tool systems is mathematically modelled and then used to derive their
energy models. The model dynamic structures are fully specified in order to determine and
compare three kinds of powers. The study revealed differences between the model characte-
ristics when analysed along different directions of vibrations and as a whole.

Keywords: biomechanical system, energy flow, hand-arm vibrations

1. Introduction

Every physical model of a system requires a corresponding mathematical model. Developing a
valid mathematical model is essential for purposes of analysing the system behaviour in different
conditions (Cannon, 1973; Żółtowski, 2002). The construction of an appropriate model is not an
easy task and should always be preceded by numerous verification studies. In an effort to create
more complex models, it is sometimes more practical to take advantage of a model that has
already been verified and use it as a component of a larger system. This approach may prove
problematic when there is a number of competing models that can be used to describe a given
system and each one is supposed to correctly represent the way the system functions. This is
the kind of problem we are faced with when trying to choose a model representing responses of
the human body to mechanical vibrations (Dobry and Hermann, 2014, 2015).
Research focused on developing discrete models of the human body dates back to the 1970s.

Major contributions in this area were made in the studies by Griffin (1990), Meltzer (1981),
Reynolds and Soedel (1972) and many others. Nowadays the impact of vibrations on the human
body can be analysed by selecting one of many existing biomechanical models of the hand or
the hand-arm system (Dobry and Hermann, 2014; Książek, 1996; Rakheja et al., 2002; ISO
10068:1998 and ISO 10068:2012). It is worth pointing out that in order to create a physical
model, and hence a mathematical model of a system, one needs to have a wide knowledge of its
structure and properties as well as relationships and processes that occur within it. It should also
be remembered that a model is, by definition, a certain idealised or simplified representation of
reality (Cannon, 1973; Żółtowski, 2002). This is exactly the kind of situation we are facing when
trying to choose a model to analyse theoretically the impact of vibration on the human body.
The available models differ from one another with respect to the number of components included
in their dynamic structure, the kinds of joints and the number of degrees of freedom. This affects
the extent to which the reality is simplified and the way the components are connected. Figure 1
shows selected structures of human biomechanical models used in the dynamic analysis of the
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impact of local vibrations. What is more, the character and the degree of simplification is related
to the knowledge, awareness and needs of the researcher. Finally, it should be added that in this
case all models must presuppose the same characteristic of motion of the model and the real
system.

Fig. 1. Structures of human biomechanical models used to analyze the impact of local vibrations
(Książek, 1996)

Hence, while constructing a model, it is, above all, necessary to ensure the same response of
the model and the real system to the excitation. However, the model should not be determined
only on the basis of the relationship between input and output values or else the system to be
analysed will resemble a black box. As a result, any conclusions drawn from such a model will
most likely be imprecise, especially with respect to the impact of vibrations on the human body.
It can be demonstrated that a system modelled with this approach disregards some unknown
properties. Hence, while the response of the model is important, what also needs to be taken
into account is adequate internal structure of the model. Only this kind of similarity between
the model and the original system can ensure the most accurate information (Żółtowski, 2002).

Consequently, one can ask what distinguishes the models used to analyse the human response
to mechanical vibrations? This question is particularly justified when one considers that the
relevant standards, ISO 10068:1998 and ISO 10068:2012, contain a number of different human
physical models. The fact is that work on the development of new models (ISO 10068:2012) has
been conducted for a few years and presented in numerous publications, e.g. (Dong et al., 2007,
2010, 2013). Models described in the withdrawn standard ISO 10068:1998 have also been verified
and approved and have been in use all over the world for many years. The facts mentioned above
may help to appreciate the complex nature of modelling and model verification and the difficulty
faced by those who need to choose one of the available models.

The present article describes an energy method used for comparative assessment of human
physical models, specifically the Human-Tool model. The application of this procedure facilitates
a comparison of the biomechanical Human-Tool systems (Dobry, 1998, 2001, 2012; Dobry and
Herman, 2014). It is a synchronous method, in which values resulting from the dynamic analysis
are used in real time as the input in the energy analysis. By applying an energy model of the
system, it is possible to switch from the conventional dynamic analysis to the energy analysis
conducted in the domain of energy flow. In the present study, the criterion for assessing the
model validity is the equality of energy phenomena occurring in the dynamic structure during
operation (Dobry, 1998, 2001, 2012; Dobry and Herman, 2014). The aim of the study is to
analyse two models of the Human-Tool system, which are constructed using the physical models
specified in ISO 10068:2012 – models 1 and 2.
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2. Energy models of Human-Tool systems

Physical models of the Human-Tool systems are constructed using human dynamic models from
ISO 10068:2012. The models specified in the standard are discrete models, where specific points
of reduction are connected by means of spring and damping systems. Basic parameters of the
models are specified in ISO 10068:2012 – see Table 1 and 2.

The Human-Tool systems in question are constructed by combining human models with tool
models. The purpose of the modelling process is to create a simple model of a person operating
a power tool, e.g. an angle grinder. For this purpose, the energy analysis needs to account for
the tool mass mN , its vibration frequency f and the character of the driving force F (t).

Table 1. Values of dynamic parameters for the model with two points of reduction – model 1
(ISO 10068:2012)

Parameter Unit
k-th direction of vibration
x y z

m1k kg 0.5479 0.5374 1.2458
m2k kg 0.0391 0.0100 0.0742
k1k N/m 400 400 1000
k2k N/m 0 17648 50000
c1k N·s/m 22.5 38.3 108.1
c2k N·s/m 202.6 75.5 142.4

Table 2. Values of dynamic parameters for the model with three points of reduction – model 2
(ISO 10068:2012)

Parameter Unit
k-th direction of vibration
x y z

m1k kg 0.4129 0.7600 1.1252
m2k kg 0.0736 0.0521 0.0769
m3k kg 0.0163 0.0060 0.0200
m4k kg 0.0100 0.0028 0.0100
k1k N/m 400 500 1000
k2k N/m 200 100 12000
k3k N/m 4000 4907 43635
k4k N/m 8000 17943 174542
c1k N·s/m 20.0 28.1 111.5
c2k N·s/m 100 39.7 39.3
c3k N·s/m 144.6 50.7 86.8
c4k N·s/m 79.9 14.3 121.0

In the study, the tool model is limited to one massmN = 5kg. To enable comparisons between
the models, it is assumed that a sinusoidally varying driving force F (t) with an amplitude of
200N acts on the biomechanical systems in every direction. This kind of force is usually generated
in angle grinders due to mechanical wear. The last parameter, namely the vibration frequency,
is set at f = 30Hz and is taken into account in the driving force. Figure 2 shows the final models
of the Human-Tool systems.
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The following step involves development of mathematical models of the dynamic structures
using Lagrange equations of the second kind given by (Cannon, 1973; Żółtowski, 2002)

d

dt

(∂E
∂q̇j

)
− ∂E

∂qj
= Qj +QjP +QjR j = 1, 2, . . . , s (2.1)

where E is the kinetic energy of the system, qj – generalized coordinates, q̇j – generalized
velocities, Qj – external active forces, QjP – potential forces, QjR – forces of dissipation, s –
number of degrees of freedom.

Fig. 2. A synthesis of the ISO 10068:2012-based human physical models with the tool model:
(a) model 1 and tool; (b) model 2 and tool (ISO 10068:2012)

The mathematical models of the Human-Tool systems are constructed using generalized
coordinates. Since three directions of vibration are taken into account, it is necessary to formulate
three differential equations of motion. Hence, a complete analysis of the impact of vibration on
the human body (along the x, y and z axes), requires:

a) for the model with two points of reduction (Fig. 2a) – 6 generalized coordinates and
6 differential equations of motion, since the model has 2 two points of reduction and
6 degrees of freedom,

b) for the model with three points of reduction (Fig. 2b) – 9 generalized coordinates and 9
differential equations of motion, since the model has 3 two points of reduction and 9 degrees
of freedom.

Since the models of interest have the same structure in each direction of vibrations, in
accordance with the ISO standard, it is sufficient to present 2 general differential equations of
motion for the model with two points of reduction and 3 general differential equations of motion
for the model with three points of reduction. The equations for the x, y and z directions can be
obtained by substituting the values of dynamic parameters for each direction, see Table 1 and 2,
and introducing generalized coordinates for this direction.
The first step in the formulation of general differential equations involves introduction of

generalized coordinates. For the model shown in Fig. 2, the following generalized coordinates
are used (Fig. 2a)

j = 1 ⇒ q1k = u1k(t) − displacement of mass m1k in the k-th direction
j = 2 ⇒ q2k = u2k(t) − displacement of mass m2k and mN in the k-th direction,

where mN is the mass of the hand-held power tool for each
direction
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For the combination of the ISO 10068:2012-based model – model 2 and the tool model
(Fig. 2b), the following generalized coordinates are used

j = 1 ⇒ q1k = u1k(t) − displacement of mass m1k in k-th direction
j = 2 ⇒ q2k = u2k(t) − displacement of mass m2k in k-th direction
j = 3 ⇒ q3k = u3k(t) − displacement of mass m3k, m4k and mN in k-th direction

After applying the generalized coordinates defined above, the general mathematical model
of the Human-Tool system (Fig. 2a), can be written down as

j = 1 m1kü1k + (c1k + c2k)u̇1k + (k1k + k2k)uk − c2ku̇2k − k2ku2k = 0
j = 2 (m2k +mN )ü2k + c2ku̇2k + k2ku2k − c2ku̇1k − k2ku1k = F0 sin(2πft)

(2.2)

The general mathematical model of the combined model consisting of the ISO 10068:2012-
-based model and the tool model (Fig. 2b) is given by three equations

j = 1 m1kü1k + (c1k + c2k + c3k)u̇1k + (k1k + k2k + k3k)u1k − c3ku̇3k − k3ku3k
−c2ku̇2k − k2ku2k = 0

j = 2 m2kü2k + (c2k + c4k)u̇2k + (k2k + k4k)u2k − c2ku̇1k − k2ku1k − c4ku̇3k
−k4ku3k = 0

j = 3 (m3k +m4k +mN )ü3k + (c3k + c4k)u̇3k + (k3k + k4k)u3k − c4ku̇2k
−k4ku2k − c3ku̇1k − k3ku1k = F0 sin(2πft)

(2.3)

General differential equations of motion (2.2) and (2.3) are used to construct energy mo-
dels of the Human-Tool systems of interest by applying the First Principle of Energy Flow
in a Mechanical System (Dobry, 1998, 2001, 2012). This approach enables switching from the
conventional dynamic analysis conducted in terms of displacement amplitudes, velocities and
accelerations to the energy analysis in terms of energy flow. The general energy model of the
Human-Tool system with two points of reduction, Fig. 2a, has the following form

j = 1
t∫
0
|m1kü1ku̇1k| dt+

t∫
0
|(c1k + c2k)u̇21k| dt+

t∫
0
|(k1k + k2k)uku̇1k| dt

−
t∫
0
|c2ku̇2ku̇1k| dt−

t∫
0
|k2ku2ku̇1k| dt = 0

j = 2
t∫
0
|(m2k +mN )ü2ku̇2k| dt+

t∫
0
|c2ku̇22k| dt +

t∫
0
|k2ku2ku̇2k| dt

−
t∫
0
|c2ku̇1ku̇2k| dt−

t∫
0
|k2ku1ku̇2k| dt =

t∫
0
|F0 sin(2πft)u̇2k| dt

(2.4)

The general energy model of the second Human-Tool system, Fig. 2b, is given by

j = 1
t∫
0
|m1kü1ku̇1k| dt+

t∫
0
|(c1k + c2k + c3k)u̇21k| dt+

t∫
0
|(k1k + k2k + k3k)u1ku̇1k| dt

−
t∫
0
|c3ku̇3ku̇1k| dt−

t∫
0
|k3ku3ku̇1k| dt−

t∫
0
|c2ku̇2ku̇1k| dt−

t∫
0
|k2ku2ku̇1k| dt = 0

j = 2
t∫
0
|m2kü2ku̇2k| dt+

t∫
0
|(c2k + c4k)u̇22k| dt+

t∫
0
|(k2k + k4k)u2ku̇2k| dt

−
t∫
0
|c2ku̇1ku̇2k| dt −

t∫
0
|k2ku1ku̇2k| dt −

t∫
0
|c4ku̇3ku̇2k| dt −

t∫
0
|k4ku3ku̇2k| dt = 0

j = 3
t∫
0
|(m3k +m4k +mN )ü3ku̇3k| dt +

t∫
0
|(c3k + c4k)u̇23k| dt +

t∫
0
|(k3k + k4k)u3ku̇3k| dt

−
t∫
0
|c4ku̇2ku̇3k| dt−

t∫
0
|k4ku2ku̇3k| dt−

t∫
0
|c3ku̇1ku̇3k| dt−

t∫
0
|k3ku1ku̇3k| dt

=
t∫
0
|F0 sin(2πft)u̇3k| dt

(2.5)
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The energy models of two Human-Tool systems (2.4) and (2.5) are solved using a simulation
programme implemented in the MATLAB/simulink software. The simulation time t was 300
seconds. Additionally, integration time steps used in the simulation were set to range from a
maximum of 0.0001 to a minimum of 0.00001 second, with a tolerance of 0.001. Simulation-based
inputs of the energy of inertia, dissipation and elasticity were used to compare the models. The
models were regarded as comparable when the inputs of respective types of energy were equal.

3. Energy comparison of the human-tool systems

On the basis of the First Principle of Energy Flow in a Mechanical System (Dobry, 1998, 2001,
2012) it is possible to determine the precise amounts of the three kinds of energy for each Human-
Tool system. Energy inputs of inertia, dissipation and elasticity can be obtained by integrating
the absolute values of dynamic forces. In this particular case, these are simply sums in which
the absolute values of specific types of power are integrated within simulation time equal to 300
seconds.
For the Human-Tool system based on the model with three points of reduction from ISO

10068:2012 – Fig. 2b, the energy inputs are calculated using the following formulas:
a) energy of inertia for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]

E3k−INE =
t∫

0

|m1kü1ku̇1k| dt+
t∫

0

|m2kü2ku̇2k| dt+
t∫

0

|(m3k +m4k +mN )ü3ku̇3k| dt (3.1)

b) energy of dissipation for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]

E3k−DIS =
t∫

0

|(c1k + c2k + c3k)u̇21k| dt+
t∫

0

|(c2k + c4k)u̇22k| dt+
t∫

0

|(c3k + c4k)u̇23k| dt (3.2)

c) energy of elasticity for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]

E3k−ELA =
t∫

0

|(k1k + k2k + k3k)u1ku̇1k| dt+
t∫

0

|(k2k + k4k)u2ku̇2k| dt

+
t∫

0

|(k3k + k4k)u3ku̇3k| dt

(3.3)

For the second Human-Tool system – Fig. 2a, the following formulas are derived to calculate:
a) energy of inertia for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]

E2k−INE =
t∫

0

|m1kü1ku̇1k| dt+
t∫

0

|(m2k +mN )ü2ku̇2k| dt (3.4)

b) energy of dissipation for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]

E2k−DIS =
t∫

0

|(c1k + c2k)u̇21k| dt+
t∫

0

|c2ku̇22k| dt (3.5)

c) energy of elasticity for the k-th direction, expressed in [J]

E2k−ELA =
t∫

0

|(k1k + k2k)u1ku̇1k| dt+
t∫

0

|k2ku2ku̇2k| dt (3.6)
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Table 3 presents the amounts of three types of energy, the combined energy input in each
direction and the total energy input for the two Human-Tool systems of interest.

Table 3. Energy flow in the models of the Human-Tool systems

Model
Model 1 Model 2

2 points of reduction 3 points of reduction
Direction x y z x y z

Energy
input of

inertia EINE(t) [J] 3749 4211 4406 3782 4078 4309
dissipation EDIS(t) [J] 2047 1266 2669 3591 1195 3967
elasticity EELA(t) [J] 5 813 2226 486 1107 8950

Energy input – in one direction [J] 5801 6290 9301 7859 6380 17226
Total energy input [J] 21392 31465

Using the values obtained by applying the energy method, it is possible to compare the two
models from ISO 10068:2012. Figure 3 shows the percentages of the three kinds of energy in the
two models in three directions. The percentages are calculated as ratios of energy kinds for the
model with 3 points of reduction to their corresponding values for the model with 2 points of
reduction. The relation can be written as

DK =
E3k−X
E2k−X

· 100% (3.7)

where: E3k−X – energy input of inertia, dissipation and elasticity in the whole system, calculated
as a sum of energy inputs from all points of reduction and obtained by adopting model 2 with
three points of reduction – expressed in [J], E2k−X – energy input of inertia, dissipation and
elasticity in the whole system, calculated as a sum of energy inputs from all points of reduction
and obtained by adopting model 1 with two points of reduction – expressed in [J].
A value exceeding 100% means that the energy input in model b is higher than in model a

– see Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Energy difference between the models depending on the direction of vibrations

The results shown in Fig. 3 indicate a lack of similarity between the models. The degree
of similarity depends on two factors. The first one is the kind of energy. In this respect, the
differences between the models range from:

• energy of inertia – between 1 and 3%,
• energy of dissipation – between 6 and 75%,
• energy of elasticity – between 36 and 9620%.
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It should be noted that the 96-fold underestimation of the energy of elasticity evidently results
from the model structure. With respect to the model with two points of reduction (Fig. 2a), the
structure along the x direction of vibrations differs from the structure along the other directions.
The authors of the model choose not to account for elasticity along this direction – denoted as k2x
(Table 1). The value of the dynamic parameter for this element equals 0, which contributes to
model simplification and results in a considerably lower flow of energy through the model.

This fact does not affect the order of energy kinds in terms of the degree of similarity between
the models, which is the same in all directions, with the highest level of equivalence for the energy
of inertia, followed by the energy of dissipation and the lowest for the energy of elasticity.

The second factor which affects the degree of similarity is the direction of vibrations. The
highest level of equivalence between the models is observed in the y direction – Fig. 3. In this
case, differences in energy inputs between the levels are 3% for inertia, 6% for dissipation and
36% for elasticity.

For other directions, the order is not so consistent. In terms of the kind of energy, there is
clearly more similarity between the models along the z direction than in the x direction.

The next aspect of the analysis is related to the combined energy input along one direction. If
one looks only at the directional flow of the combined energy input consisting of the three kinds
of energy, the resulting order is reverse. Figure 4 shows the percentage difference in combined
energy inputs along the three directions between the two models.

Fig. 4. The influence of the direction of vibrations on the increase in combined energy input
along one direction

The two models of interest can also be analysed in terms of total energy input, which is
calculated by summing up the directional flows for each model. From this point of view, the
flow of energy in the model with three points of reduction is higher by 47% compared with the
model with two points of reduction, see Table 3. This means that the human model chosen in the
analysis plays a crucial role in determining the level of protection that is intended for the human
operator of hand-held power tools: the technical standards that must be met by hand-held tools
are significantly higher when the assessment of the impact of vibrations is based on the model
with three points of reduction (Fig. 2b) compared to those based on the model with two points
of reduction (Fig. 2a).

If we assume the acceptable tolerance between the models of no more than 5%, we consi-
derably limit the extent to which the two models can be used interchangeably. With such a
margin of error, the only aspect of the two models that can be regarded as comparable is the
energy of inertia, see Fig. 3. Consequently, the models are not energy equivalent and can yield
incomparable results in the theoretical analysis of the impact of vibrations on the human body.
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4. Conclusions

Based on the above energy comparison of the Human-Tool models, we must conclude that the
two models display considerable differences in terms of the similarity criterion, which is the
equivalence between the predicted values of the three kinds of energy. The simulation results
reveal the highest degree of similarity with respect to the energy of inertia (Fig. 3) with a
difference of no more than 3%. There is no similarity in terms of the energy of dissipation or
elasticity.
The differences are also manifested in the energy levels predicted by the models along the

x, y and z directions (Fig. 4). In this case, the highest degree of equivalence can be observed
along the y direction, with a difference of only 1%. It should be remembered, however, that the
models are characterised by different internal structures. It can therefore be concluded that it
is the internal structure of the models that directly affects the level of equivalence between the
three kinds of energy. It is also worth pointing out that for both models the highest energy input
can be observed along the z direction, which is shown in Table 3. This suggests that it is the
most crucial direction from the point of view of the impact of vibrations of the human body.
When analysed in terms of total energy input along the three directions, the models differ

from each other by as much as 47%. This means that the ISO 10068:2012 model with three
points of reduction, see Fig. 2b, used in the theoretical study of the impact of vibrations on the
human body will result in raising the technical requirements used in the assessment of power
tools, which has to do with the increased flow of energy predicted by this model. It can be
expected that the use of this model in the energy assessment of power tools will increase the
requirements concerning their vibroisolation.
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The paper presents a set of experiments focused on the study of rheological behavior of a
polymer flowing through a narrow section at the forming by injection of thin-walled plastic
parts. The paper addresses the use of ultrasonically activated injection for fabrication of po-
lymeric parts with thin wall features. In the experiment, a part with six different geometric
features has been created. The design-of-experiments approach is applied to correlate the
quality of the parts with the processing parameters. Four processing parameters are inve-
stigated using a screening factorial experimentation plan to determine their possible effect
on the filling quality of the moulded parts. The experiments have been conducted on a hot
runner mould with two nests in which the final (nest) nozzle has been modified to host,
as the central element, the ultrasonic horn of a sonic system. It has been found that the
ultrasonic activation applied on the active part of the mould does not play an important
role as a stand-alone factor but could amplify or strengthen the effect of classical setting
parameters (and influence factors) of the process: the melt temperature and injection pres-
sure. Because it is easier to stimulate and to control rheological properties of the melt by
setting the intensity of ultrasonic energy and, more important, the effect is forthwith, the
paper recommends the runner systems with ultrasonic activation as an alternative for the
hot runner with heating elements.

Keywords: ultrasonic activation, design-of-experiments, rheological behavior of the polymer,
thin-walled plastic parts

1. Introduction

Injection moulding is the most common forming method for the manufacturing of plastic parts.
With high productivity, it is based on accurate replication of the nest. In the industrial design
and manufacturing, it is always a challenge to make a proper compromise between the most
desirable shape of parts, tooling cost, their weight and as well as strength and rigidity (Adam
et al., 2013). The primary concern is to respect the quality requirements for the moulded parts.
Especially for thin-walled parts, difficulties in the process are due to poor rheological capabilities
of the melt flowing through thin section (negative of the thin-walled).
Based on the previous research results, for the ultrasonic activation of the extrusion (Stan,

1999; Stan et al., 2000), we supposed that the so called “thermo-pellicular effect” of the sonic
activation of the polymer melt under pressure could also be obtained in injection conditions to
improve the flow and replication capability of the melt in the above mentioned conditions.
The main approach to identify influential processing parameters in thin-wall injection mo-

ulding was by changing one parameter at a time while keeping the others constant, and then
observing the effects of that parameter (Wimberger-Friedl, 2000). This approach was inherited
from conventional injection moulding. It was useful in drawing basic conclusions about how each
parameter affects the filling quality of the moulded part. This approach, however, has two main
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limitations (Eriksson et al., 2008): the first limitation is that it is relatively time consuming
when many parameters are being investigated, the second drawback is that it does not take into
consideration the effect of the interaction between two or more parameters, which is relevant
consideration in a complex process such as ultrasonically activated injection used on thin-walled
plastic parts.
In this paper, the design-of-experiments (DOE) approach is introduced into the research

domain as a useful alternative to conventional methods. A number of research groups have used a
variety of DOE experimentation plans to investigate the relation between processing parameters
and part filling quality (Attia et al., 2009). The responses chosen for the experiments included
filling quality of micro-sized channels (Mönkkönen et al., 2002), part dimensions (Zhao et al.
2003; Aufiero, 2005; Baltes and Tierean, 2009; Pirskanen et al. 2005; Malloy, 1994) and flow
length (Jung et al., 2007).
Results presented in the literature show that different DOE designs yield different outputs.

For example, there is disagreement about the importance of holding pressure and injection speed.
Furthermore, certain experiments have highlighted interactions between processing parameters
which have not been seen in other works. These differences in experimental results may be
due to different geometrical shapes as well as polymers and experimental set-ups used in each
experiment (Baltes and Tierean, 2009). It would, therefore, seem reasonable to claim that, at
present, significant processing parameters in thin wall injection are identified on case-by-case
basis and cannot be generalized for all situations.
This paper addresses the effects of ultrasonically activated injection and specific processing

parameters on the filling quality for thin walled plastic parts through the design-of-experiments
(DOE) approach.

2. Experimental part

2.1. Mould design

Mould flow simulations have been carried out using the finite element method (FEM) which
is one of the best methods to perform various computer and engineering simulations. This
method incorporates programs that have become essential parts of modern computer aided
design (Bariani et al., 2007).
Generally, using computer aided simulation in plastics technology, consists in assumption of

various scenarios with a certain number of injection points with different locations in relation
to the 3D configuration of the part to be injected with various injection point lengths and
diameters, and determining the correct size of the gate. For parts with thin walls this kind of
the engineering approach is very important because the location of the injection point should
be achieved as effectively as possible, so as to provide balanced mold filling (Chang, 2007).
For the experiment, a geometric part has been created that has flow channels with thickness

(gap, i) of 0.2mm, 0.3mm, 0.4mm, 0.5mm and 0.6mm (Fig. 1).
The experiments were done with the following injection parameters:

1. Tinj = 230◦C, Pinj = 200MPa (2000 bar),

2. Tinj = 280◦C, Pinj = 200MPa (2000 bar).

In the first case, the results show that in the flow channels with smaler gaps the injected
material (ABS) does not completely fill the whole volume (Fig. 2). The significance of the colours
are: orange shows no problems with the flow rate and red/grey that there will be problems with
flow and maybe no complete filling of the cavity.
In the second case, at a higher injection temperature, the results show that the flow channels

are completly filled, but for smaller gaps (i = 0, 2 and 0, 3), there are still some issues (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1. Proposed geometrical model of the injected part

Fig. 2. Flow simulations, first case

Fig. 3. Flow simulations, second case

2.2. Factorial experiment

For the experiment, we have chosen a patented invention (Fig. 4). The patent (Patent No.
118576 B/2003) relates to an inventive concept for the design of hot-runner injection molds in
which to improve the nests filling and quality of the parts, an ultrasonic converter (ultrasonic
transducer (1) + concentrator wave adapter (2)) is placed in the hot block (plate) (3) centered on
each final nozzle (4), so that in the proximity of the injection point (gate) (5) a powerful thermo-
-pellicular effect is created in the molten plastic flowing in contact with the wave adapter and to
the top of this (Iclanzan et al., 2008). In order to estimate the effects of ultrasonic activation, the
second nest was placed in the mould with a classic (without ultrasonic activation) final injection
nozzle.
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Fig. 4. Ultrasonically activated mould

The material used for the tests was acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) because of its
higher injection load resistance and a significant melt flow rate (MFI=35 g/10min).

The tests were carried out on an injection mould (Fig. 5) that was mounted on the Krauss
Maffei KM 200-700 C2 injection machine.

Fig. 5. Cores of the injection mould

The injected parts that were obtained during the experiments (Fig. 6) were measured along
the length traveled by the plastic flow through the narrow cavities of the “ribs”, as the amount
of rheological capability of the melt.

The experimental plan was designed for four influence factors (independent variables), three
of them being the classical setting parameters for the control of rheological properties of the
melt: pressure, temperature and gap (opening of the free flowing section) plus the fourth factor,
ultrasonic activation of the injection (nest) nozzle. The response (dependent) variable considered
to be relevant for the assessment of rheological capabilities of the melt was the length of the
flow until solidification. The levels of the independent variables are presented in Table 1.

Experimental results obtained with and without ultrasonic activation are presented in
Table 2.
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Fig. 6. Parts obtained for different p-T combinations

Table 1. Levels of the independent variables

Pressure Temperature Gap Ultrasonic activation at
[bar] [◦C] [mm] maximum amplitude (US)

−1 +1 −1 +1 −1 +1 −1 +1

without
US

US of the injection nozzle:
1500 2000 230 280 0.2 0.5 Frequency: 35 kHz

Power: 10% (Pnom = 1kW)

Table 2. Experimental design results

Exp.
ctr.

Independent variables of the experimental design (coded) Dependent variable
Pressure Temperature Gap Ultrasoinc Lenght of the

P T i activation US rib L
[bar] [◦C] [mm] [−1 =NO; +1 =YES] [mm]

1 +1 −1 +1 +1 30
2 +1 +1 +1 +1 43
3 +1 −1 −1 −1 2
4 −1 +1 +1 −1 32
5 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
6 −1 −1 +1 +1 24
7 −1 +1 −1 −1 5
8 +1 −1 +1 −1 26
9 −1 +1 +1 +1 36
10 −1 +1 −1 +1 14
11 −1 −1 +1 −1 21
12 +1 −1 −1 +1 7
13 −1 −1 −1 +1 6
14 +1 +1 −1 −1 10
15 +1 +1 +1 −1 41
16 +1 +1 −1 +1 18

3. Experimental results

For the processing of the results, the StatgraphicsTM program has been used. The primary
influence factors that are taken into consideration are pressure, temperature and gap. Table 3
shows each of the estimated effects and interactions. Also shown is the standard error of each
effect, which measures their sampling error, and that the largest variance inflation factor (V.I.F.)
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equals 1.0. For a perfectly orthogonal design, all factors would be equal to 1. Standard errors
are based on the total error with 5 d.f.

Table 3. Estimated effects for the travelled length

Effect Estimate Stnd. error V.I.F.

Average 19.6875 0.232177
A: Injection pressure 4.875 0.464354 1.0
B: Injection temperature 10.375 0.464354 1.0
C: Gap 23.875 0.464354 1.0
D: Ultrasonic activation 5.125 0.464354 1.0
AB 1.375 0.464354 1.0
AC 1.875 0.464354 1.0
AD −0.375 0.464354 1.0
BC 2.375 0.464354 1.0
BD 0.625 0.464354 1.0
CD −1.875 0.464354 1.0

In order to test the statistical significance of the effects, the analysis of variance, called
ANOVA has been used. The results obtained are shown in Table 3. The four independent va-
riables are encoded by A, B, C and D, and the interaction by AB, AC, AD, BC, BD and CD
which are products of the independent factors.

Table 4. ANOVA chart for the travelled length

Source Sum of squares D.f. Mean square F -ratio P -value

A: Injection pressure 95.0625 1 95.0625 110.22 0.0001
B: Injection temperature 430.563 1 430.563 499.20 0.0000
C: Gap 2280.06 1 2280.06 2643.55 0.0000
D: Ultrasoinc activation 105.063 1 105.063 121.81 0.0001
AB 7.5625 1 7.5625 8.77 0.0315
AC 14.0625 1 14.0625 16.30 0.0099
AD 0.5625 1 0.5625 0.65 0.4560
BC 22.5625 1 22.5625 26.16 0.0037
BD 1.5625 1 1.5625 1.81 0.2361
CD 14.0625 1 14.0625 16.30 0.0099
Total error 4.3125 5 0.8625
Total (corr.) 2975.44 15
R-squared=99.8551%, R-squared (adjusted for d.f.)= 99.5652%
standard error of est. =0.928709, mean absolute error= 0.445313
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.7971 (P = 0.4020)
lag 1 residual autocorrelation =−0.0226449

The program determines, for each effect individually, the Fisher criteria which compare it
with the F -distribution table (critical values), and finally establishes the importance of that
factor which has a significant influence. In this case, the main factors and other three interac-
tions have P -values less than 0.05, indicating that they are significantly different from zero at
the 95.0% confidence level. The R-squared statistic indicates that the model as fitted expla-
ins 99.85% of the variability in the Travelled length. The adjusted R-squared statistic, which is
more suitable for comparing models with different numbers of independent variables, is 99.56%,
which shows that the mathematical modeling of the phenomenon is very good.
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The influence of the travelled lenght can be seen in the Pareto chart (Fig. 7), where the
vertical line represented for P = 0.05 separates the significant factors from the others. The fact
that the release is random can also be seen in Fig. 8, where it can be observed that there is no
systematic arrangement between the experimentally obtained results and the residual dispersion
from the values estimated by the mathematical model.

Fig. 7. Pareto chart for the traveled length

Fig. 8. Diagram of the residual

Based on the regression coefficients associated with the significant factors P , T , G, and
ultrasonic activation (US), Table 5, the length travelled by the plastic material a mathematical
model could be predicted Mathematical model

Traveled length = 19.6875 + 2.4375P + 5.1875T + 11.9375G + 2.5625(US)

+ 0.6875PT + 0.9375PG − 0.1875P (US) + 1.1875TG + 0.3125T (US)
− 0.9375G(US)

(3.1)

In Fig. 9, the main effects of the response function, i.e. the length traveled are shown. It is
noted that the four determinant factors and their interactions lead to an increase in the value
of the travelled lenght by increasing their minimum to maximum.
In the next figures, variation of the estimated response surface (a) and its contours (b)

corresponding to the length travelled by the plastic material depending on combinations of the
four factors is shown.

4. Conclusions

The results of this paper show that for all the analyzed cases, with or without ultrasonic in-
jection, the gap i is the main influence factor. This situation is expected because, as in the
scientific literature, the lower limit usually considered for the gap (thinnest wall of the part) is
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Table 5. Estimated regression coefficients for the length travelled by the plastic material

Coefficient Estimate

Constant 19.6875
A: Presure 2.4375
B: Temperature 5.1875
C: Gap 11.9375
D: US activation 2.5625
AB 0.6875
AC 0.9375
AD −0.1875
BC 1.1875
BD 0.3125
CD −0.9375

Fig. 9. Main effects on the travelled length

Fig. 10. The influence of pressure and temperature

Fig. 11. The influence of pressure and gap
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Fig. 12. The influence of pressure and US activation

Fig. 13. The influence of temperature and gap

Fig. 14. The influence of temperature and US activation

Fig. 15. The influence of gap an US activation
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imin = 0.5mm. Any increase of the flowing gap, even by 0.1mm, can decide on the capacity of
the melt to fill that area and may dramatically affect the quality of the injected product.
Also the temperature T , shown in the Pareto chart (Fig. 7), is the second most important

factor influencing the value of the objective function L.
Note that the ordering of the gap and the temperature in the first two positions is not affected

by including the ultrasonic activation in the study. This situation shows no major interactions
of the combined the i-US or T -US, excluding the possibility of spectacular effects from the
ultrasonic activation.
However, the sets of factorial experiments 24 in which the nozzle is ultrasonically activated

designate the US asthe third influencing factor after the contribution that it has to increase the
flow path.
Moreover, comparing the Pareto chart, one can conclude that the ultrasonic activation is

more important for the quality of the filling than the injection pressure (exceeding the influence
of the pressure in the Pareto charts) that conventionally has an outstanding influence on the
length travelled by the melt.
This situation is a solid argument for the implementation of the industrial ultrasonic activa-

tion in injection moldings.
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In this paper, an analysis is performed on a quarter-car model of car suspension with semi-
-active and active damper utilizing the sliding mode (SMC) and linear-quadratic control
(LQR). The effect of control parameters and time delays in the transmission of control
signal on the factors related to the safety and comfort of driving is investigated. The re-
sults obtained from numerical simulations are shown in form of frequency characteristics for
several selected performance factors.

Keywords: active damping, semi-active damping, vibration reduction, car suspension

1. Introduction

For the purpose of checking the chosen concepts of active or semi-active control of car suspen-
sion, either quarter-car (Huang and Chen, 2006; Rajeswari and Lakshmi, 2008; Lin et al., 2009;
Snamina et al., 2011) or, less often, half-car (Sam et al., 2008; Sapiński and Rosół, 2008) vehicle
models are used. These are usually linear models with two- or four-degrees of freedom depending
on the chosen type. They consist of both spring-supported masses (1/4 or 1/2 car body) and non-
-spring supported ones (wheels with the reduced mass of the suspension system). The perfor-
mance factor of the acting vibroisolation system should provide a compromise between the
passengers’ comfort level and their safety during driving (Łuczko and Ferdek, 2012). Several
indexes of the driving comfort are introduced, either related to the displacements and velocities
(Yoshimura et al., 2001; Chen and Huang, 2005; Sam and Osman, 2005) or to accelerations
(Fischer and Isermann, 2004; Rao and Narayanan, 2009) of the so-called spring-supported mass,
i.e. car body. Most often, the values used for this purpose are either mean or peak ones. The
measure of the safety level is on the other hand derived form the net reaction or its dynamic
component (Ahmadian and Vahdati, 2006), e.g. Eusam’s index. With a decrease in the net re-
action, the adhesion of the wheels and the steering decreases as well. The same happens to the
performance of force transmission of driving and braking.
In the numerical simulations performed to analyze the behavior of a driving vehicle, the

knowledge of the function describing the kinematic excitation acting on the vehicle is essential.
Several different approaches to describing the irregularities in the road are presented in the
literature. The road profile can be defined using a random function (Snamina et al., 2011) or
a harmonic one of constant (Chen and Huang, 2005) or modulated frequency. If a vehicle is
crossing some obstacles (e.g. bumps) either an impulse function of unit step type (Ahmadian
and Vahdati, 2006) or other of more complex form (Lin et al., 2009; Łuczko, 2011) are used.
In the active systems, several different types of control can be used. These are usually based

on algorithms for the linear-quadratic regulation LQR (Rao and Narayanan, 2009; Orman and
Snamina, 2009), PID regulation (Yildirim, 2004; Maciejewski, 2012) or sliding mode control
(SMC) (Huang and Chen, 2006; Sam et al., 2008; Tomera, 2010). Theoretically, in the case of
active damping, there are no limitations imposed on the function defining the control force.
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In the semi-active systems (Wu and Griffin, 1997; Fischer and Isermann, 2004; Liu et al.,
2005) the basic restriction imposed on the control is based on the condition of preventing the
introduction of energy to the system. This condition is fulfilled if the product of the control
force and the velocity of spring-supported mass to the non-spring supported one (power) is
less than zero. It is most often considered for the purpose of controlling damping properties of
magneto-rheological dampers (Sapiński and Rosół, 2008; Makowski et al., 2011).
In this study, the emphasis is placed on analyzing the efficiency of two active control algori-

thms, utilizing LQR and SMC regulation, respectively. Additionally, an analysis of performance
of semi-active systems, based on these regulators, is made. In the numerical simulations, the
influence of time delay present between the control signal and the actuator is included.

2. Quarter-car suspension model

In this study, a quarter-car model is used as shown in Fig. 1. The motion of both masses: the non-
-spring-supported mw and the spring-supported one mb are defined by the variables yw and yb.
The displacement w(t) is the given kinematic excitation, while u(t) is the active or semi-active
system influence on the mass elements mw and mb. The parameters kw and cw define the spring
and damping properties of the wheel, while the parameters kb and cb define the properties of
the suspension system. Due to the negligible effect of damping of rubber on the results, this
parameter is omitted in the analysis (cw = 0).

Fig. 1. Quarter-car model

Motion of the system around the static equilibrium position can be describen using the
following matrix differential equation

Mÿ +Cẏ+Ky = B̃u+ F̃w(t) (2.1)

where y = [yw, yb]T. The matrices: mass M, damping C and stiffness K are given as

M =

[
mw 0
0 mb

]
C =

[
cb −cb
−cb cb

]
K =

[
kw + kb −kb
−kb kb

]
(2.2)

while the B̃ and F̃ vectors are of form

B̃ =

[
−1
1

]
F̃ =

[
kw
0

]
(2.3)
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A modified state space vector is introduced, which includes generalized velocities

x =

[
x1
x2

]
=

[
y
ẏ

]
(2.4)

thus allowing one to write Eq. (2.1) in form of the first-order differential equation

ẋ = Ax+Bu+ Fw (2.5)

There is a relation between the matrix A and matrices present in Eq. (2.1)

A =

[
0(2×2) I(2×2)

−M−1K −M−1C

]
(2.6)

in which the matrices 0(2×2) and I(2×2) are respectively the empty and singular matrix of size
2× 2. The same relation is for the matrices

B =

[
0(2×1)

M−1B̃

]
F =

[
0(2×1)

M−1F̃

]
(2.7)

where 0(2×1) is an empty vector of length 2.

3. Linear-quadratic regulator (LQR)

Linear-quadratic regulation is often used for vibration reduction (Rao and Narayanan, 2009;
Orman and Snamina, 2009). The control signal generated by the controller depends on the
actual state of the system

u = −Lx (3.1)

The control if found using the minimal performance factor condition

J =
∞∫

0

(xTQx+Ru2) dt (3.2)

in whichQ is a positive half-defined weight matrix related to the state vector, while R in the case
of a single-input control is a positive weight coefficient When minimizing the car body vibration,
it can be assumed that Q = diag (0, qx, 0, qv). Such a form of the weight matrix should ensure
the minimum of the second and fourth of the state vector variables, i.e. the displacement and
velocity of the spring-supported mass. After the matrixW, which is the solution to the Ricatti
equation

ATW +WA−WBR−1BTW+Q = 0 (3.3)

is obtained, the matrix L (transposed vector) can be found from the formula

L = R−1BTW (3.4)
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4. Sliding mode control (SMC)

An alternative option for the active control of the car suspension is to use the algorithm of
sliding mode control SMC (Yoshimura et al., 2001; Sam and Osman, 2005; Huang and Chen,
2006). During the process of regulation, two phases can be distinguished: the approach phase
which lasts till the point that describes the dynamics of the system reaches the so-called “sliding
plane”, and the sliding phase. In the analyzed example, the sliding plane can be described using
the formula

S = κxe+ κv ė (4.1)

in which e is the regulation error. When minimizing the displacements of the spring-supported
mass, this error can be assumed to be equal to the displacement of this mass, meaning
e = x2 = yb. Therefore, after the introduction of the transposed vector

D = [0, κx, 0, κv ] (4.2)

the sliding plane equation can be written in the form

S = Dx (4.3)

The approach to the sliding plane is ensured by the so-called compensation (equivalent) com-
ponent of the control, which can be found from the relation

Ṡ = Dẋ = D(Ax+Bu+ Fw) = 0 (4.4)

The product DF of the transposed vector D and the vector F defined this way is equal
to zero, which means that the equivalent component in this example does not depend on the
excitation. If the model is well-known and no disturbance is present, the equivalent control
defined by the formula

ueq(t) = −(DB)−1DAx (4.5)

compensating all the other forces acting on the spring-supported mass. In theory, the vibration of
the system can be completely damped. Most often, the parameters of the model are not known,
while the structure of the system is more complex, with the model being usually nonlinear. In
a physical system, both the disturbances of the control signal and the time delay between the
regulator and actuator are present. Due to these reasons, additional discontinuous control is
added in form of a switching component: usw(t) (switching control)

usw(t) = −Ksw(DB)−1 sgn (S) = −Ksw(DB)−1 sgn (Dx) (4.6)

The final form of the control signal is given by the formula

u(t) = −(DB)−1[DAx+Ksw sgn (Dx) (4.7)

in which Ksw is found based on the numerical simulation.

5. Semi-active systems

In semi-active systems, the realization of actual LQR or SMC control is not possible because
of their active behavior. Therefore, these algorithms are usually modified to ensure that the
momentary power is always negative (which means that no energy is introduced to the system).
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Additionally, see Orman and Snamina (2009), some sort of limitation is usually imposed on
the control (clipped LQR). For such semi-active control systems, the control is found using the
equation

uclipped = ϕ(u, umax, v) (5.1)

in which ϕ is of form

ϕ(u, umax, v) =





0 vu  0
u vu < 0 and |u| < umax

umax vu < 0 and u  umax
−umax vu < 0 and u ¬ −umax

(5.2)

where u is the control found from the condition of minimizing functional (3.2) or from Eq. (4.7),
umax is the maximal permissible value of control, while v = vb − vw is the velocity of spring-
supported mass with relation to the non-spring-supported one. The effectiveness of semi-active
damping can be estimated through numerical simulations.

6. Results of numerical simulations

The proposed algorithms of active and semi-active damping are based on the assumption that
the model of the system is a precise description of the actual physical system. In practice, some
sort of uncertainty of the model needs to be taken into account, mostly due to the simplified and
usually linear description of the object and inaccurately determined parameters. Additionally,
the disturbances and the time delay between the control signal and the actuator influence the
performance of regulation. The analysis below is limited to finding the sensitivity of the designed
regulator to the time delay only on the assumption that the acting force U is related to the control
signal u by the equation of a first-order filter

U̇ = −σ(U − u) (6.1)

where σ is the inverse of the time constant. In the numerical calculations, the following va-
lues of parameters of the quarter-car model have been chosen: mw = 28 kg, mb = 510 kg,
kw = 180000 N/m, kb = 20000N/m, cb = 1000Ns/m.
Below, the effect of parameters present in the control algorithms LQR and SMC on the inde-

xes, describing the driving comfort and safety is presented. In order to measure the discomfort
experienced by the passengers, both the displacement and velocity characteristics of the spring-
-supported mass are used. The driving safety is measured using the Eusam index WE , which
calculates the wheel-surface adhesion. Eusam’s index is defined as a ratio of the maximum force
to the static force acting on the wheel.
The values of indexes related to the driving comfort and safety reach maximum in different

regions of excitation frequency. In the case of the vibration of frequency within the first vibration
mode region, the car body displacements are dominant, which means that the driving comfort
is worse. When the frequency of vibration is within the region close to the second natural mode,
the displacements of car suspension are larger, and the wheel adhesion to the road is decreased.
In order to evaluate the global performance of the regulator, it is advised to use either the
frequency characteristics of the system or analyze the response of the system to the excitation
of modulated frequency, e.g. the function “chirp”. Below, the function of “chirp” type is used
with a variable amplitude of the excitation. The proposed modification is introduced due to the
fact that the frequency of excitation related to the velocity of the vehicle is increased, with an
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increase in the amplitude or, more precisely, with a decrease in the irregularities of the road.
The noticeable effect of such a correction to the excitation are more realistic values of the Eusam
index. Without this modification, when the amplitude of excitation is too high, the Eusam index
is negative within the high frequency range (which denotes the loss of adhesion), and practically
independent of the used vibroisolation system.
Further, it is assumed that with an increase in the excitation frequency, the amplitude

decreases according to the formula

a =
α1

(α2 + ω)2
(6.2)

The value of coefficients α1 and α2 are found from the condition that the amplitude value close
to the first resonance frequency (ω = 8.396 rad/s) is equal α0 = 0.005m, and around the second
resonance frequency (ω = 84.39 rad/s) the amplitude is 0.0004m (α1 = 914.2631 ms2/rad2 and
α2 = 21.3806 rad/s). Additionally, it is assumed that the frequency increases proportionally to
the square of time

ω = ω1 + εt2 = ω1 + (ω2 − ω1)
( t

Tsim

)2
(6.3)

while in the region limited by the frequencies ω1 and ω2 (ω1 = 1 rad/s, ω2 = 100 rad/s) both
resonance frequencies are present. The parameter Tsim is the large enough duration of simulation.
Figure 2 shows the kinematic excitation in the function of time

w(t) = a sin
(
ω1t+ ε

t3

3

)
(6.4)

Fig. 2. Kinematic excitation w(t)

The effectiveness of both considered regulators depends on three parameters (qx, qv and R
for LQR, κx, κv and Ksw for SMC). As the units of the parameters in both these cases are
different, it is better to use dimensionless control parameters defined as follows: αx = qxK

2
x,

αv = qvK
2
v , ρ = RK2u for LQR and βx = κxKx, βv = κvKv, γ = Ksw/ω0 for SMC, with:

Kx = a0, Kv = ω0a0, Ku = kba0, ω0 =
√
kb/mb.

In the case of a linear-quadratic regulator, one of the parameters: αx, αv or ρ can be chosen
arbitrarily due to the form of functional (3.2). In the numerical simulation presented here, the
value αv = 1 is chosen. The ratio between the parameters αx and ρ highly influences the results.
With an increase in this ratio, the amplitudes of displacements, velocities and accelerations are
decreased, especially within the range of the first resonance. Additionally, the Eusam index is
decreased, which means that the wheel adhesion to the road is worse.
For the values αx = 100 and ρ = 0.1 in the wide frequency range, both the amplitude of

vibration (Fig. 3a) and the Eusam index (Fig. 3b) are satisfactory. For example, within the
range of the first resonance, a reduction in the displacement amplitude by eight times is visible
(x2max < 0.6mm for ω ≈ 8.4 rad/s and a = 5mm), while in the range of the second resonance,
the index WE > 0.8.
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Fig. 3. LQR controller (αx = 100, αv = 1, ρ = 0.1, σ = 100 s−1): (a) displacement x2, (b) Eusam
index WE

In order to better illustrate the effect of control parameters on the selected frequency cha-
racteristics, in the following figures (Figs. 4, 5, 6) the maximum (or minimal in the case of the
Eusam index) values of the response of the system to the excitation defined by Eqs. (6.2)-(6.4)
are shown.
Figure 4 shows the velocities (Fig. 4a) and the Eusam index (Fig. 4b) as functions of the

excitation frequency acquired for the system with LQR for six different values of parameter αx
and αv = 1, ρ = 0.1, σ = 100 s−1. With an increase in the parameter αx, a decrease in the
displacement, velocities and accelerations in the low-frequency range is noticeable, but the Eusam
index (as well as the momentary power) is increased near the second resonance.

Fig. 4. LQR controller – effect of parameter αx (αv = 1, ρ = 0.1 and σ = 100 s−1): (a) velocity v2,
(b) Eusam index WE

Figure 5 shows the effect of the parameter ρ on the frequency characteristics of the system.
When the value ρ decreases, both the velocities and displacements decrease as well (Fig. 5a),
while the acceleration of the spring-supported mass are relatively low within the low-frequency
range (Fig. 5b). As the lower values of the parameter ρ require less restrictions imposed on the
control signal, with a decreasing of its value, the control forces, Eusam index (Fig. 5c) and the
momentary power (Fig. 5d) begin to rise (rapidly at ρ < 0.05).
The effect of time delay between the control signal u – force U , (Fig. 6; velocities and power),

is notice within the high-frequency range. In a relatively wide range, with an increase in the
parameter σ (larger time delay), both the vibration of the spring-supported mass (Fig. 6a) and
the value of dynamic reaction increase, which causes the minimum value of Eusam index to
decrease. Within this range, high values of the power (Fig. 6b), denoting changes in energy
introduced to the system, can be observed. Although the parameters of control are chosen to be
optimal, the active system is not very effective in this range of frequencies.
Figure 7 shows the displacements and Eusam index for the SMC regulator obtained in the

similar way as for LQR (Fig. 3). The numerical simulations are performed for βx = βv = 1,
γ = 0.1 and σ = 100 s−1. The function sgn (S), present in Eq. (4.6), is approximated by a
continuous function 2/π arctan(ηS) with the parameter η = 100. In the case of SMC regulator,
much better vibration reduction can be accomplished (Fig. 7a) than for LQR (Fig. 3a) especially
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Fig. 5. LQR controller – effect of parameter ρ (αx = 100, αv = 1, σ = 100 s−1): (a) velocity v2,
(b) acceleration a2, (c) Eusam index WE , (d) momentary power P

Fig. 6. LQR regulator – effect of parameter σ (αx = 100, αv = 1, ρ = 0.1): (a) velocity v2,
(b) momentary power

Fig. 7. SMC regulation (βx = βv = 1, γ = 0.1, σ = 100 s−1): (a) displacement x2, (b) Eusam index WE

in the low-frequency range. Similarly, as with LQR, within the high-frequency range both the
Eusam index (Fig. 7b) and the momentary power (not shown here) are unsatisfactory.

Figure 8 shows the characteristics of the SMC regulator obtained for six different values
of the parameter βx. The effect of the parameter βx on the frequency characteristics is, apart
from the slightly different plot, similar to the parameter αx for LQR (Fig. 4). With an increase
in βx, the amplitude of vibration decreases in the lower frequency range. However, if this value
is too high, the so-called effect of “chattering” might occur, which causes the characteristic of
the system to greatly deteriorate in the high-frequency range.
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Fig. 8. SMC regulation – effect of parameter βx (βv = 1, γ = 0.1, σ = 100 s−1): (a) velocity v2,
(b) Eusam index WE

Fig. 9. SMC regulation – effect of parameter γ (βx = βv = 1, σ = 100 s−1): (a) acceleration a2,
(b) Eusam index WE

The “chattering” effect – the appearance of high frequency oscillation, is caused mostly by
the switching component of control usw(t), visible in the time plots. This effect is also the cause of
irregular frequency characteristics plots. Figure 9a (maximum accelerations) and Fig. 9b (Eusam
index) obtained for βx = βv = 1, σ = 100 s−1 and five different values of γ partially illustrate
the effect of “chattering”. From the analysis of numerous results of numerical simulations, a
conclusion can made that with an increase in the parameter γ (and also βx) the vibration
amplitudes decrease in the range of the first resonance, but for the excitation of high frequency,
the maximal value of the control force is increased, while the minimal value of the Eusam index
is decreased (Fig. 9b). Additionally, after exceeding certain values (for γ > 0.1), a rapid rise in
accelerations in noticeable (Fig. 9a) and the possibly of occuring of the “chattering” effect is
high.
The frequency characteristics of the system depend also on the value of the parameter σ.

This influence is visible in Fig. 10, obtained for six values of σ and βx = βv = 1, γ = 0.1. With
an increase in σ, the regulator is more effective in the low-frequency range (see Fig. 10a for
velocities, Fig. 10b for accelerations), however its efficiency is greatly decreased in the second
resonance range, and the power requirement is much higher, especially for high values of the
parameter βx (for βx > 1).
Figure 11 shows the frequency characteristics of semi-active LQR (denoted as LQR-S) for

αx = αv = 1 and ρ = 0.1, and also SMC (SMC-S) for βx = βv = 1 and γ = 0.1. Additionally, a
characteristic of the system without regulator is presented (LIN).
For the parameters chosen as such, the efficiency of the semi-active damper is satisfactory

both in terms of driving comfort (Fig. 11a) and safety (Fig. 11b). Within the range of the
first resonance, both semi-active systems are thrice as effective as the passive system. In the
high-frequency range on the other hand, the performance of semi-active and passive systems
is compatible. Semi-active regulators, when compared to the active ones, are less vulnerable to
changes in the parameter σ. In the calculations, these values have been assumed as σ = 100 s−1

and umax = 10Ku.
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Fig. 10. SMC regulation – effect of parameter σ (βx = βv = 1, γ = 0.1): (a) velocity v2, (b) momentary
power

Fig. 11. Comparison of semi-active LQR-S, SMC-S and passive LIN system (σ = 100 s−1):
(a) displacement x2, (b) Eusam index WE

It needs to be pointed out that the value of the parameter αx for LQR-S is different from
the one used for LQR. For the previously used parameters αx, αv and ρ, the system with LQR-S
controller does not behave well in the low-frequency regime (below to 60 rad/s). The SMC-S
regulator works well when the parameters βx and γ are low, but the effect of the parameter βx
is less significant than in the case of active control – that is why the same value as for the SMC
is used in the calculations.
Both semi-active systems reduce the amplitude of displacement to the same degree. Although

both areless effective in the minimization of vibration when compared to the active systems, but
when compared in terms of driving safety both are better due to much higher minimum values
of the Eusam index.

Fig. 12. Control force characteristic (ω = 8.396 rad/s and a = 5mm, σ = 100 s−1): (a) LQR-S,
(b) SMC-S

The similar operation of LQR-S and SMC-S, is most probably the effect of similar for-
ce characteristics generated by both regulators. Figures 12 and 13 show the relation between
the control force and the relative velocity for LQR-S (αx = αv = 1, ρ = 0.1) and SMC-S
(βx = βv = 1, γ = 0.1) systems.
It is assumed that the system is exposed to harmonic excitation defined by the parameters:

ω = 8.396 rad/s and a = 0.005m (first resonance) and ω = 84.39 rad/s and a = 0.0004m
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Fig. 13. Control force characteristic (ω = 84.39 rad/s, a = 0.4mm, σ = 100 s−1): (a) LQR-S, (b) SMC-S

(second resonance). The plot of the characteristics in the first and third quadrant of the system
is due to the condition imposed on the momentary power. A less-than-ideal plot of the curve
in those quadrants is the result of replacing the discontinuous function (5.2) by a continuous
one. For the angular frequency ω = 8.396 rad/s, both characteristics are similar qualitatively
and quantitaviley. For the second resonance, the differences are more significant with the visibly
higher control force values of SMC-S.

7. Conclusions

From the analysis of the results and observations obtained from numerical simulations performed
under different conditions, several conclusions can be drawn:
• The application of both active systems, especially the SMC algorithm, greatly reduces the
amplitude, velocity and acceleration within the frequency range close to the first resonance,
which in turn slightly increases the comfort of passengers during driving.

• Active systems are however unsatisfactory, within the range of the second resonance fre-
quency, as they decrease the Eusam index describing how well the wheel-road adhesion is,
and also increase the momentary power, and so the energy that needs to be introduced to
the system.

• The analyzed systems, especially the active controllers, are sensible to time delay between
the regulator and the actuator. This fact should be taken into consideration when choosing
the parameters of the regulator.

• The semi-active systems are visibly less effective within the region of the first resonance
frequency, however due to their lower cost and higher resistance to control signal time
delays, they can become an alternative to the active systems.
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A fracture mechanics problem for a coating linked to the basis made of another elastic
material is considered. It is assumed that in the vicinity of technological defect (crack) in
the process of loading in the coating, there will arise prefracture zones (damages) that are
modeled as the areas of weakened interparticle bonds of the material. In the prefracture
zones (interlayers of the overstressed material), the coating material is deformed beyond the
limit of elasticity. It is considered that during loading in the cross section of the coating
in the vicinity of the crack, there is an arbitrary number of rectilinear prefracture zones.
The condition determining the limiting value of the external load at which the crack growth
happens is obtained.

Keywords: coating, elastic foundation, crack with plastic end zones, prefracture zones

1. Introduction

Analysis of the present state of coatings revealed that the coating materials have crack-visible
discontinuities. In the cross sections of the coating, there arise transition zones where physico-
-mechanical features of the material differ from the features of the basic coating. The indicated
damages in the coating cross section may have both natural origin (lamination, inclusions, po-
res) or be caused by technological processes. In spite of importance of the enumerated factors
on coating strength, up today, these issues have not found due consideration in calculation me-
thods. Development of calculation models of investigation of damage of a coating on an elastic
foundation is a very urgent problem. A problem on interactions of damages on crack growth
(Mirsalimov and Rustamov, 2012a,b) is an important problem of strength theory. Wide litera-
ture, e.g. Kulchytsky-Zhyhailo and Rogowski (2007), Haj-Ali (2009), Tukashev and Adilhanova
(2010), Ameri et al. (2011), Hasanov (2010, 2013), Hasanov and Mirsalimov (2014) and others
has been devoted to investigation of the stress strain state and fracture of the coating on an
elastic foundation.

2. Formulation of problem

Consider with respect to Cartesian coordinates x, y a double-layer body consisting of a coating
of thickness h with the elastic characteristics G1 (shear modulus) and µ1 (Poisson ratio) linked
with an elastic half-plane with characteristics G2 and µ2 (Fig. 1).
Consider a fracture mechanics problem for a double layer body when the normal load P is

applied to the external surface of the coating. The remaining part of the coating is not loaded. It is
accepted that the coating material has a crack with end plastic zones (Leonov-Panasyuk-Dugdale
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Fig. 1. A scheme of the problem of interaction of prefracture zones and cracks with end zones in the
coating

crack model), see Leonov and Panasyuk (1959), Dugdale (1960). It is assumed that in the coating
material in the vicinity of the crack, after repeated loading, there appear damages (prefracture
zones) that are modeled as areas of interparticle bonds of the material. At the loading with
external loading in the interlayer of the overstressed material a plastic flow is formed. Let,
for definiteness, the power loadings change so that plastic deformation is realized in the area
of weakened interparicle bonds of the material. Interaction of the faces of prefracture zones
is modeled by the lines of plastic flow between them (degenerated plastic deformation zones).
Under constant stress the sizes of plastic flow zones (prefracture zones) depend on the form of
the material. General tendency to formation of areas with a broken structure of the material
at early stages of fracture in the form of narrow layers occupying slight volume of the body
compared with its elastic zone (Panasyuk, 1991; Mirsalimov, 1987; Rusinko and Rusinko, 2011)
is known well from practice. The sizes of prefracture zones at the end plastic deformation zones
at the crack tips are unknown beforehand and should be defined. Interaction of the prefracture
zones in the vicinity of technological defect (crack) may reduce to the loss of crack stability,
appearance of new cracks. It is assumed that the prefracture zones are oriented in the direction
of action of maximal tensile stresses appearing in the coating.
Since the indicated zones are small compared with the remaining elastic part of the coating,

one can mentally remove them changing it by cuttings whose surfaces interact between them-
selves by some law corresponding to the action of the removed material. In the coating cross
section the crack with end zones is of length 2l1 along the axis x1. Let in the coating in the
vicinity of the crack there will be (N − 1) prefracture zones of length 2lk (k = 1, 2, . . . , N)
(Fig. 1). In the centers of prefracture zones and the crack with end zones, we locate the origin
of a local system of coordinates xkOkyk whose axes xk coincide with the prefracture zones and
the crack, and make the angles ak with the axis x (Fig. 1).
Under the action of the external power load P on the coating surface in bonds connecting

the prefracture zone faces and the cracks in end zones, there will arise normal qyk = σS and
tangential qxkyk = τS stresses (k = 1, 2, . . . , N), where σS is the yield point of the coating
material for tension; τS is the yield point of the material for shear.
The boundary conditions of the problem are written in the form (the upper index 1 corre-

sponds to the coating, the upper index 2 to the half-plane):
— for y = 0

σ(1)y = −Pδ(x) τ (1)xy = 0 (2.1)

— for y = −h
u(1) + iv(1) = u(2) + iv(2) σ(1)y + iτ

(1)
xy = σ

(2)
y + iτ

(2)
xy (2.2)

— for y1 = 0

λ11 < x < λ21 σ(1)y = 0 τ (1)xy = 0 (2.3)
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— for y1 = 0, −ℓ1 ¬ x1 ¬ λ11 and λ21 ¬ x1 ¬ ℓ1

σ(1)y1 = σs τ (1)x1y1 = τs (2.4)

and

σ(1)yk = σs τ (1)xkyk = τs on Lk (k = 1, 2, . . . , N) (2.5)

where Lk are the faces of the k-th prefracture zone; δ(x) is Dirac’s impulse function, σx, σy, τxy
are stress tensor components; u, v are displacement vector components: as y → −∞ the displa-
cements and stresses disappear.

3. The method of the boundary-value problem solution

For the solution of the problem under consideration we use the superposition principle. Then we
can represent the state of a double-layer body in the form of the sum of two stress-strain states:

1) adhesive connection of materials without a crack and prefracture zones under the action
of the external normal load P on the external surface of the coating;

2) stress-strain state of a coating with a crack and prefracture zones on the faces of which
the stresses equal in value and opposite in sign, defined by the first stress-strain state for
y1 = 0 and on Lk are additionally applied.

The boundary conditions for the first stress state are of the form (2.1)-(2.2).
For the solution of boundary value problem (2.1), (2.2), we use Papkovich-Neiber’s four

functions Fmn (x, y) (n,m = 1, 2). Two of them are for the coating (upper index 1) and two for
the half-plane (upper index 2).
The stresses and strains are expressed by the Parkovich-Neiber function by the known for-

mulae (Uflyand, 1967)

σ
(m)
y

2Gm
= 2(1− µm)

∂Fm2
∂y
− ∂2Fm1

∂y2
− y∂

2Fm2
∂y2

τ
(m)
xy

2Gm
=

∂

∂x

[
(1− 2µm)Fm2 −

∂Fm1
∂y
− y∂F

m
2

∂y

]

u(m) = −∂F
m
1

∂x
− y∂F

m
2

∂x
v(m) = (3− 4µm)Fm2 −

∂Fm1
∂y
− y∂F

m
2

∂y

(3.1)

Taking into account the symmetry of the problem in x, we use the Fourier cos-transformation.
Accept that

F 11 =
∞∫

0

(A sinhαy +B coshαy) cosαx dα

F 12 =
∞∫

0

(C sinhαy +D coshαy)α cosαx dα

F 21 =
∞∫

0

Eeαy cosαx dα F 22 =
∞∫

0

F eαyα cosαx dα

(3.2)
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Satisfying by functions (3.1), (3.2) boundary conditions (2.1), (2.2), we get a system of six
linear algebraic equations with respect to six unknown functions A(α), B(α), C(α), D(α), E(α),
F (α)

2(1− µ1)(C coshαh+D sinhαh) −A sinhαh−B coshαh

− αh(C sinhαh+D coshαh) = − P

2πG1α2

(1− 2µ1)(C sinhαh+D coshαh) −A coshαh−B sinhαh
− αh(C coshαh+D sinhαh) = 0

B = E (3− 4µ1)D −A = (3− 4µ2)F − E
G1[2(1− µ1)C −B] = G2[2(1 − µ2)F − E]
G1[(1− 2µ1)D −A] = G2[(1 − 2µ2)F − E]

(3.3)

Solving algebraic system of equations (3.3) by the method of successive exclusion of unknowns,
we find the coefficients A(α), B(α), C(α), D(α), E(α), F (α)

D =
∆1
∆

F =
∆2
∆

E = B

A =
1
a11
(B1 − a12B − a13C − a14D − a15F )

B =
1
c11

(
B2 −

a21
a11

B1 − c12C − c13D − c14F
)

C =
1
A∗11

(
b∗2 −

c21
c11

b∗1 −A∗12D −A∗13F
)

Here

a11 = − sinhαh a12 = − coshαh a13 = 2(1− µ1) coshαh − αh sinhαh
a14 = 2(1− µ1) sinhαh− αh cosh αh a15 = 0 a21 = − coshαh
a22 = − sinhαh a23 = (1− 2µ1) sinhαh− αh cosh αh
a24 = (1− 2µ1) coshαh− αh sinhαh a25 = 0 a31 = −1 a32 = 1

a33 = 0 a34 = 3− 4µ1 a35 = −(3− 4µ1) a41 = −G1 a42 = 1

a43 = 0 a44 = G1(1− 2µ1) a45 = −G2(1− 2µ2) a51 = 0

a52 = 1− 2G1(1− µ1) a53 = 2G1(1− µ1) a54 = 0

a55 = −2G2(1− 2µ2) B1 = −
P

2πG1α2
B2 = 0

B3 = 0 B4 = 0 B5 = 0

c11 = a22 − a12
a21
a11

c12 = a23 − a13
a21
a11

c13 = a24 − a14
a21
a11

c14 = a25 − a15
a21
a11

c21 = a32 − a12
a31
a11

c22 = a33 − a13
a31
a11

c23 = a34 − a14
a31
a11

c24 = a35 − a15
a31
a11

c31 = a42 − a12
a41
a11

c32 = a43 − a13
a41
a11

c33 = a44 − a14
a41
a11

c34 = a45 − a15
a41
a11

c41 = a52 − a12
a51
a11

c42 = a53 − a13
a51
a11

c43 = a54 − a14
a51
a11

c44 = a55 − a15
a51
a11

A∗11 = c22 − c12
c21
c11

A∗12 = c23 − c13
c21
c11
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A∗13 = c24 − c14
c21
c11

A∗21 = c32 − c12
c31
c11

A∗22 = c33 − c13
c31
c11

A∗23 = c34 − c14
c31
c11

A∗31 = c42 − c12
c41
c11

A∗32 = c43 − c13
c41
c11

A∗33 = c44 − c14
c41
c11

b∗1 = −
a21
a11

B1 b∗2 = −
a31
a11

B1 b∗3 = −
a41
a11

B1 b∗4 = −
a51
a11

B1

∆ =
(
A∗22 −A∗12

A∗21
A∗11

)(
A∗33 −A∗13

A∗31
A∗11

)
−
(
A∗23 −A∗13

A∗21
A∗11

)(
A∗32 −A∗12

A∗31
A∗11

)

∆1 =M1
(
A∗33 −A∗13

A∗31
A∗11

)
−M2

(
A∗23 −A∗13

A∗21
A∗11

)

∆2 =M2
(
A∗22 −A∗12

A∗21
A∗11

)
−M1

(
A∗32 −A∗12

A∗31
A∗11

)

M1 = b∗3 −
c31
c11

b∗1 −
(
b∗2 −

c21
c11

b∗1
)A∗21
A∗11

M2 = b∗4 −
c41
c11

b∗1 −
(
b∗2 −

c21
c11

b∗1
)A∗31
A∗11

By means of formulae (3.1), (3.2), we find the stress components |x1| ¬ ℓ1, y1 = 0 and Lk
(|xk| ¬ ℓk, yk = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , N).
The boundary conditions of the problem for the second stress-strain state take the form:

— for y = 0

σ(1)y = 0 τ (1)xy = 0 (3.4)

— for y = −h

σ(1)y = 0 τ (1)xy = 0 (3.5)

— for y1 = 0

σy1 − iτx1y1 =
{
−(σ1y1 − iτ1x1y1) on the crack faces

σs − iτs − (σ1y1 − iτ1x1y1) on the end zone faces of the crack
(3.6)

— for yk = 0, |xk| ¬ ℓk

σyk − iτxkyk = σs − iτs − (σ1yk − iτ
1
xkyk
) (k = 1, 2, . . . , N) (3.7)

By means of the Kolosov-Muskhelishvili formulae (Muskhelishvili, 1977), we represent bo-
undary conditions (3.5)-(3.7) in the form of the boundary value problem for finding the two
analytic functions Φ(z) and Ψ(z)

y = 0 Φ(z) + Φ(z) + zΦ′(z) + Ψ(z) = 0

y = −h Φ(z) + Φ(z) + zΦ′(z) + Ψ(z) = 0

yk = 0 Φ(xk) + Φ(xk) + xkΦ′(xk) + Ψ(xk) = Fk

(3.8)

where

F1 =

{
−(σ1y1 − iτ1x1y1) on the crack faces

σS − iτS − (σ1y1 − iτ1x1y1) on the end zone faces of the crack

Fk = σS − iτS − (σ1yk − iτ
1
xkyk
) (k = 1, 2, . . . , N)
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We look for the complex potentials Φ(z) and Ψ(z) (Panasyuk et al., 1977) in the form

Φ(z) =
1
2π

N+1∑

k=0

ℓk∫

−ℓk

gk(t)
t− zk

dt

Ψ(z) =
1
2π

N+1∑

k=0

e−2iαk
ℓk∫

−ℓk

[ gk(t)
t− zk

− Tkeiαk

(t− zk)2
gk(t)

]
dt

(3.9)

where

Tk = teiαk + z0k zk = e−iαk(z − z0k)

Using transformation formulae (Muskhelishvili, 1977) in transfoming into the new system of
coordinates

Φk(zk) = Φ
(
zkeiαk + z0k

)

Ψk(zk) = e
2iαk

[
Ψ
(
zke
iαk + z0k

)
+ z0kΦ

′
(
zke
iαk + z0k

)] (3.10)

we write complex potentials Φn(zn) and Ψn(zn) for the considered problem in the system of
coordinates xnOnyn

Φn(zn) =
1
2π

N+1∑

k=0

ℓk∫

−ℓk

gk(t)
t− zk

dt

Ψn(zn) =
1
2π

N+1∑

k=0

e2iαnk
ℓk∫

−ℓk

[ gk(t)
t− zk

− (Tk − zn)e
iαk

(t− zk)2
g0k(t)

]
dt

(3.11)

where

zk = e
−iαk

(
zneiαn + z0n − z0k

)
αnk = αn − αk

Having defined by the Kolosov-Muskhelishvili formula (Muskhelishvili, 1977) the stresses on
the axis xn and substituting into boundary condition (3.8), after some transformations, we get
a system of N + 2 integral equations:
— for |x| <∞

∞∫

−∞

[ g00(t)
t− x + g

0
N+1(t)K0,N+1(t− x) + g0N+1(t)L0,N+1(t− x)

]
dt

= −
N∑

k=1

ℓk∫

−ℓk

[g0k(t)K0,k(t, x) + g
0
k(t)L0,k(t, x)] dt

∞∫

−∞

[g0N+1(t)
t− x + g

0
0(t)KN+1,0(t− x) + g00(t)LN+1,0(t− x)

]
dt

= −
N∑

k=1

ℓk∫

−ℓk

[g0k(t)KN+1,k(t, x) + g0k(t)LN+1,k(t, x)] dt

(3.12)
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— for |x| < ℓn (n = 1, 2 . . . , N)

ℓk∫

−ℓk

g0n(t)
t− x +

∑

k 6=n

[ ℓk∫

−ℓk

g0k(t)Knk(t, x) + g0k(t)Lnk(t, x)

]
dt

+
∞∫

−∞
[g00(t)Kn,0(t, x) + g00(t)Ln,0(t, x)] dt

+
∞∫

−∞
[g0N+1(t)Kn,N+1(t, x) + g0N+1(t)Ln,N+1(t, x)] dt = πFn(x)

(3.13)

Here

K0,N+1(x) = KN+1,0(x) =
x

x2 + h2
L0,N+1(x) = LN+1,0(x) =

ih
(x+ ih)2

K0,k(t, x) =
eiαk

2

( 1
Tk − x− ih/2

+
1

T k − x+ ih/2
)

L0,k(t, x) =
e−iαk

2
T k − Tk + ih
(T k − x+ ih/2)2

Kn,0(t, x) =
1
2

( 1
t+ ih/2 −Xn

+
e−2iαn

t− ih/2 −Xn

)

Ln,0(t, x) =
1
2

( 1
t− ih/2 −Xn

− t+ ih/2−Xn

(t− ih/2 −Xn)2
e−2iαn

)

KN+1,k(t, x) =
eiαk

2

( 1
Tk − x+ ih/2

+
1

T k − x− ih/2
)

LN+1,k(t, x) =
e−iαk

2
T k − Tk − ih

(T k − x− ih/2
)2

Kn,N+1(t, x) =
1
2

( 1
t− ih/2 −Xn

+
e−2iαn

t+ ih/2 −Xn

)

Ln,N+1(t, x) =
1
2

( 1
t+ ih/2 −Xn

− t− ih/2 −Xn

(t+ ih/2 −Xn

)2 e
−2iαn

)

Knk(t, x) =
eiαk

2

( 1
Tk −Xn

+
e−2iαn

(T k −Xn)2

)

Lnk(t, x) =
e−iαk

2

( 1
T k −Xn

− Tk −Xn

(T k −Xn)2
e−2iαn

)

Xn = xeiαn + z0n

(3.14)

For convenience, in (3.12) and (3.13) and further, we omit the index in xn. From the system
of N + 2 singular integral equations (3.12) and (3.13) we exclude two unknown functions g00(t)
and g0N+1(t).
We can write the solutions to equations (3.12) in the following way

g00(t) =
∞∫

−∞
[D0(t)W1(x− t) +D0(t)W2(x− t) +DN+1(t)W3(x− t)

+DN+1(t)W4(x− t)] dt (3.15)
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g0N+1(t) =
∞∫

−∞
[D0(t)W3(x− t) +D0(t)W4(x− t) +DN+1(t)W1(x− t)

+DN+1(t)W2(x− t)] dt
Here

D0(x) = −
1
π

N∑

k=1

ℓk∫

−ℓk

[g0k(t)K0,k(t, x) + g
0
k(t)L0,k(t, x)] dt

DN+1(x) = −
1
π

N∑

k=1

ℓk∫

−ℓk

[g0k(t)KN+1,k(t, x) + g0k(t)LN+1,k(t, x)] dt

W1(x) =
1
2
[M1(x) +N1(x)] W2(x) =

1
2
[M2(x) +N2(x)]

W3(x) =
1
2
[M2(x)−N2(x)] W4(x) =

1
2
[M1(x)−N1(x)]

M1(x) = −
i
4π

∞∫

−∞

sgn s[eh|s| + h(|s|+ s)]
sinh |s|h+ |s|h eisx ds

M2(x) =
i
4π

∞∫

−∞

sgn s
sinh |s|h+ |s|he

isx ds

N1(x) = −
i
4π

∞∫

−∞

sgns{[eh|s| − h(|s|+ s)]eisx − (1 + isx) + hs}
sinh |s|h− |s|h ds

N2(x) = −
i
4π

∞∫

−∞

sgns(eisx − 1− isx)
sinh |s|h− |s|h ds

(3.16)

Now substituting into (3.15) the expressions for D0(x) and DN+1(x) from (3.16), we find

g00(x) = −
N∑

k=1

ℓk∫

−ℓk

[g0k(u)M0,k(u, x) + g
0
k(u)N0,k(u, x)] du

g0N+1(x) = −
N∑

k=1

ℓk∫

−ℓk

[g0k(u)MN+1,k(u, x) + g0k(u)NN+1,k(u, x)] du

(3.17)

Here

M0,k(u, x) =
1
π

∞∫

−∞
[W1(x− t)K0,k(u, t) +W2(x− t)L0,k(u, t)

+W3(x− t)KN+1,k(u, t) +W4(x− t)LN+1,k(u, t)] dt

N0,k(u, x) =
1
π

∞∫

−∞
[W1(x− t)L0,k(u, t) +W2(x− t)K0,k(u, t)

+W3(x− t)LN+1,k(u, t) +W4(x− t)KN+1,k(u, t)] dt (3.18)

MN+1,k(u, x) =
1
π

∞∫

−∞
[W3(x− t)K0,k(u, t) +W4(x− t)L0,k(u, t)

+W1(x− t)KN+1,k(u, t) +W2(x− t)LN+1,k(u, t)] dt
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NN+1,k(u, x) =
1
π

∞∫

−∞
[W3(x− t)L0,k(u, t) +W4(x− t)K0,k(u, t)

+W1(x− t)LN+1,k(u, t) +W2(x− t)KN+1,k(u, t)] dt

Now substituting these formulas into (3.13), after some transformations, we get a system of
N singular integral equations of the considered problem for |x| ¬ ℓn (n = 1, 2, . . . , N)

ℓk∫

−ℓk

g0k(t)
t− x dt +

N∑

k=1

ℓk∫

−ℓk

[g0k(t)Rnk(t, x) + g
0
k(t)Snk(t, x)] dt = πFn(xn) (3.19)

where

Rnk(t, x) = (1−δnk)Knk(t, x)+rnk(t, x) Snk(t, x) = (1−δnk)Lnk(t, x)+snk(t, x) (3.20)

and

rnk(t, x) =
∞∫

−∞
[Kn,0(τ, x)M0,k(t, τ) + Ln,0(τ, x)N0,k(t, τ)

+Kn,N+1(τ, x)MN+1,k(t, τ) + Ln,N+1(τ, x)NN+1,k(t, τ)] dτ

snk(t, x) =
∞∫

−∞
[Kn,0(τ, x)N0,k(t, τ) + Ln,0(τ, x)M0,k(t, τ)

+Kn,N+1(τ, x)NN+1,k(t, τ) + Ln,N+1(τ, x)MN+1,k(t, τ)] dτ

(3.21)

After substituting into (3.21) integrals (3.18), the kernels rnk(t, x) and snk(t, x) will be repre-
sented by three-fold iterated integrals. After integration, these expressions may be represented
by single integrals.
Omitting very bulky calculations, for the kernels rnk(t, x) and snk(t, x) we finally find

rnk(t, x) =
∞∫

0

[( 1
sinhhs+ hs

+
1

sinhhs − hs
)
Hnk(Xn, Tk, s, αn, αk)

+
( 1
sinhhs+ hs

− 1
sinhhs− hs

)
Gnk(Xn, Tk, s, αn, αk)

]
ds

snk(t, x) =
∞∫

0

[( 1
sinhhs+ hs

− 1
sinhhs− hs

)
Hnk(Xn, T k, s, αn,−αk)

+
( 1
sinhhs+ hs

+
1

sinhhs− hs
)
Gnk(Xn, T k, s, αn,−αk)

]
ds

(3.22)

where

Hnk(Xn, T k, s, αn,−αk) =
eiαk

4
{sin(Xn − T k)s

− sin(Tk −Xn)s〈hs + e−2iαn [1− hs+ s2(Tk − T k)(Xn −Xn) + h2s2]〉
+ 〈s(Tk − T k)− e−2iαn [(Tk − T k) + hs2(Xn −Xn − Tk + T k)]〉 cos(Tk −Xn)s

+ e−hs[sin(Tk −Xn)s+ e−2iαn sin(T k −Xn)s]}

Gnk(Xn, Tk, s, αn, αk) =
eiαk

4
{−[1 + e−2iαn(−1 + hs)] sin(T k −Xn)s − hs sin(Tk −Xn)s

− s(Tk − T k) cos(Tk −Xn)s− e−2iαn(Xn −Xn)s cos(T k −Xn)s+ e−hs[sin(Tk −Xn)s

− e−2iαn sin(Tk −Xn)s+ e−2iαn sin(Xn −Xn − Tk + T k)s cos(Tk −Xn)s]}

(3.23)
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Note that the functions rnk(t, x) and snk(t, x) are regular. They define the effect of faces of
the band on the stress state near the crack tips. To the system of singular equations (3.19) for
internal cracks, we should add the additional conditions

ℓk∫

−ℓk

g0k(t) dt = 0 (k = 1, 2, . . . , N) (3.24)

Using the procedure for converting (Panasyuk et al., 1977; Mirsalimov, 1987) at conditions
(3.24), the system of complex singular integral equations (3.19) is reduced to a system of
N × M algebraic equations for determining the N × M unknowns g0k(tm) (k = 1, 2, . . . , N ;
m = 1, 2, . . . ,M)

1
M

M∑

m=1

N∑

k=1

ℓk[g
0
k(tm)Rnk(ℓktm, ℓnxr) + g

0
k(tm)Snk(ℓktm, ℓnxr)] = F

0
n(x
0
r)

M∑

m=1

g0n(tm) = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . . , N)

(3.25)

If in (3.25) we pass to complex conjugate values, we get one more N ×M algebraic equations.
For completeness of algebraic equations, we need 2×N complex equations determining the

sizes of prefracture zones.
The solution of the system of integral equations is sought in the class of everywhere bounded

functions (stresses). Consequently, it is necessary to add to system (3.25) the conditions of stress
boundedness at the ends of the crack and prefracture zones xk = ±lk (k = 1, 2, . . . , N). These
conditions are of the form

M∑

m=1

(−1)mg0n(tm) cot
2m− 1
4M

π = 0 (n = 1, 2, . . . , N)

M∑

m=1

(−1)M+mg0n(tm) tan
2m− 1
4M

π = 0

(3.26)

The obtained resolving systems of equations can be determines under the given external
load the stress-strain state of the coating linked with elastic foundation in the availability of a
crack and arbitrary number of prefracture zones in the coating. The united resolving system of
equations becomes nonlinear because of the unknown values lk (k = 1, 2, . . . , N). For its solution,
we use the method of successive approximations the essence of which is the following. We solve
system (3.25) at some definite values l∗k (k = 1, 2, . . . , N) of the sizes of prefracture zones and
the crack end zones with respect to the remaining unknowns. The remaining unknowns enter
into the system linearly. The values of l∗k and the found quantities gk(tm) are substituted into
(3.26), i.e. into the unused equations of the system. The taken values of the parameters l∗k and
the appropriate values gk(tm) will not, generally speaking, satisfy equations (3.26). Therefore,
by selecting the values of the parameters l∗k, we will repeat the calculations until equations (3.26)
of system (3.25) and (3.26) are satisfied with the given accuracy. At each approximation, the
algebraic system is solved by the Gauss method with choosing the principal element.
Using the solution of the problem, calculate the opening on the faces of the crack and

prefracture zones

−1 + κ
2G1

πℓk
M

M1∑

m=1

gk(tm) = vk(x0k, 0)− iuk(xok, 0) (k = 1, 2, . . . , N)

Here, M1k is the number of nodal points contained in the interval (−lk, x0k).
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For the displacement vector modulus on the faces of the crack and prefracture zone for
x = x0k, we have

V0k =
√
u2k + v

2
k =
1 + κ
2G1

πℓk
M

√
A2k +B

2
k (3.27)

where

Ak =
M1k∑

m=1

vk(tm) Bk =
M1k∑

m=1

uk(tm) (k = 1, 2, . . . , N)

To determine the external load at which the crack propagation occurs, we use the criterium
of critical opening of crack faces at the foundation of the plastic deformations zone. Then the
condition determining the limiting value of the external load will be the equality

V01(λ11) = δc V01(λ21) = δc (3.28)

where δc is a characteristic of the fracture toughness of the coating material defined experimen-
tally.
The obtained solution of the problems allows one to predict the appearance of new cracks

in the coating material. Tp achieve that, the problem statement should be complemented with
the condition (criterion) of the crack appearance (discontinuity of interparticle bonds of the
material). In place of such a condition, we accept the criterium of critical opening of prefracture
zone faces

|(v+k − v−k )− i(u+k − u−k )| = δcr (k = 2, . . . , N) (3.29)

where δcr is the characteristics of resistance of the material to cracking.
Using the obtained solution, we can write the limit condition in the form

V0k(x
∗
k) = δcr (k = 2, . . . , N) (3.30)

where x∗k is the coordinate of the point of the prefracture zone at which discontinuity of the
material interparticle bonds occurs.
These additional conditions enables finding the coating parameters at which new cracks

appear in the coating cross section. Dependences of the length of the crack-tip zone
d1 = (l1 − λ11)/l1 on the value of the load p∗ = P/hσs for different values of the crack length
l∗ = (λ21−λ11)/l1 for α1 = 45◦ and z0 = (0.05h−i0.25h) are depicted in Fig. 2. The dependences
of the prefracture zone length l2/h on the dimensionless value of the external load P/hσs under
different orientation angles of the prefracture zone location in the case l∗ = 0.75 are depicted
in Fig. 3. The dependences of the opening of prefracture zone faces δ/δ0 along the prefracture
zone x2/l2 at different orientation angles of the prefracture zone location in the case l∗ = 0.75
are depicted in Fig. 4. Here δ0 = πE1δc/8σs. Figure 5 represents the dependence of the critical
load pc = P/hσs on the dimensionless length of the crack λ = l∗/h for α1 = 45◦.

4. Conclusions

Experimental data from operational practice of the pair “coating-elastic foundation” convin-
cingly show that at the design stage it is necessary to take into attention the cases when the
coating may have damages and cracks. The existing methods of strength analysis of the pair
“coating-elastic foundation” ignore this case. Such a situation makes it impossible to design a pa-
ir “coating-foundation” with minimal specific consumption of materials at guaranteed reliability
and durability.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the length of the left end zone d1 = (ℓ1 − λ11)/R1 on the dimensionless external
load p∗ = P/hσs for different values of the crack length ℓ∗ = (λ21 − λ11)/ℓ1 for α1 = 45◦ and

z0 = 0.05h− i0.25h

Fig. 3. Dependence of the prefracture zone length ℓ2/h on the dimensionless length of the external load
P/hσs at different orientation angles of the prefracture zone location for the case ℓ∗ = 0.75

Fig. 4. Dependence of the prefracture zone faces opening δ/δ0 along the prefracture zone at different
orientation angles of the prefracture zone location for the case x2/ℓ2. Here δ0 = πE1δc/8σs

In this connection, it is necessary to realize the limit analysis of the pair “coating-foundation”
in order to establish ultimate loads at which cracking and crack growth in the coating occurs.
The size of the limiting minimal prefracture zone at which a crack appears should be considered
as a design characteristic of the coating material.
Based on the suggested designed model that takes into account the availability of damages

(zones of weakened interparticle bonds of the material) and cracks with end zones in the coating,
we developed a method of calculation of coating parameters at which cracking and crack growth
occurs. Knowing the basic values of critical parameters of cracking and the effect of materials
properties on them, cracking and crack growth phenomenon may be controlled by means of
design-technological decisions at the design stage.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the critical load pc = P/hσs on the dimensionless length of the crack λ = ℓ1/h for
α1 = 45◦

Numerical realization of the obtained equations enables solution of the following practically
important design problems:
1) to estimate the guaranteed resource of the pair “coating-elastic foundation” with regard
to expected defects and loading conditions;

2) to establish the admissible deficiency level and maximum values of workload ensuring
sufficient reliability reserve;

3) to choose materials with necessary complex of static and cyclic fracture toughness charac-
teristics.
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The aim of this paper is to investigate defects in a thin-walled tube bending process (without
using mandrel and booster) and effects of friction between the dies and tube on wrinkles.
In the tube bending process, there are several effective parameters such as wall thickness,
outer diameter-to-wall thickness ratio, centerline bending radius-to-outer diameter ratio and
friction coefficient. Any mismatch in the selection of the process parameters would cause
defects inducing undesirable variations in wall thickness and cross-section distortion. In
this work, firstly, tubes with several wall thickness values are bent, and the final depths of
wrinkling and wall thickness change are reviewed. Then, to study the process numerically,
numerical simulations are carried out. Then, a series of experimental tests are carried out
to verify the simulation results. A comparison between numerical and experimental results
shows a reasonable agreement. Finally, in order to obtain a suitable friction condition, the
effects of friction coefficients on defects are studied. For this purpose, a series of simulations
has been carried out. It shows that at a certain friction coefficient, a minimum wrinkling
depth can be observed and variations in the friction coefficient between the dies and tube
has no effective influence on wall thinning and thickening.

Keywords: tube bending, wrinkle, simulation, friction, wall thickness change

1. Introduction

Recently, curved thin-walled tubular elements have been attracting more applications in au-
tomobile, aerospace, and oil industries. Tube bending is used as a hydroforming process and
application that needs high strength/weight ratio products (Manabe and Amino, 2002; Koc and
Altan, 2001). There are some parameters to be controlled in order to reduce the defect. For
example, geometry parameters and friction conditions are modified to restrain instability of the
process. In the tube forming process, wrinkling can be avoided, but the wall thickness change is
almost inevitable. From among the considerable number of studies dealing with the wrinkling
and thinning of wall thickness in tube bending, only few studies have focused on methods to
reduce the defect. Tang (2000) employed plastic-deformation theory to investigate the plastic
deformation in pipe and tube bending and also explained the seven phenomena in tube bending,
also mentioning their practical formulas. An experimental sample was also tested to illustrate
that the results of the formulae are very similar to the experimental results. Yang et al. (2006)
investigated the effect of friction on the cross-section quality of thin-walled tube NC bending.
His results showed that the effects of frictions between all dies and tube on wall thinning are
smaller than their effects on section distortion. Therefore, in order to improve the section quality,
frictions between mandrel, wiper and tube should be decreased, but the frictions between the
pressure die, bending die and tube should increase. Gaoa and Strano (2004) made a research
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on the effect of friction on the quality of tube pre-bending and hydroforming. In that paper,
process variables such as the friction coefficient, tube material and pre-bent tube radius were
analyzed. It was found that a lower friction coefficient can reduce thinning in the pre-bending
process, and that a large pre-bending radius is beneficial to both pre-bending and subsequent
hydroforming.
Zeng and Li (2002) introduced a tube push-bending process combining axial forces and

internal pressure. Moreover, they also made research on effects of the internal pressure, friction
condition and push distance on the tube deformation push-bending process. Yang and Lin (2004)
studied the wrinkling in the tube bending process, where the effects of bending angle, geometrical
dimensions, material properties and the original radius and strength coefficient of tubes on the
minimum bending radius were analyzed. The role of the filling material on defects in the of thin-
-walled tube bending process was reported as a numerical and experimental study by Sedighi and
Taheri Kahnamouei (2014). That paper investigated approaches to avoid common defects such
as the wrinkling, cross section distortion and wall thickness variation in the bending process
of a thin-walled tube. So, a series of experimental tests was carried out by filling the tube
with melted lead and different types of rubbers. They showed that wrinkle initiation and cross
section distortion can be avoided with a lost core made of low temperature melting metal like
lead or tin. Jiang et al. (2011) used a three-dimensional finite element method to investigate
deformation behavior of medium-strength TA18 high-pressure tubes during NC bending with
different bending radii. The article showed that if a mandrel is used, the thickening ratio increases
from the initial bending section to the bending section.
In the present study, firstly, the wrinkle phenomenon and the wall thickness change in a

thin-walled tube are studied using theoretical, experimental and FE methods. In order to verify
the finite element analysis results, some experiments have been done and comparisons drawn
between the experimental and numerical results in Section 2. In Section 3, FEM analysis of
effects of friction between the dies and tube on these defects is studied. Finally, in Section 4
the results are presented and discussed. The results show that at a certain friction coefficient a
minimum wrinkling depth can be observed and variations in the friction coefficient between the
dies and tube have no effective influence on the wall thinning and thickening.

2. Methodology

2.1. Analytical approach

Changes in wall thickness is related to many factors, such as material, size and shape, bending
and wall factors, bending method, tooling and bending operation. When a tube is bent, then
tensile or compressive stresses cause wall thinning or thickening. The wrinkling in the inner wall
of the bending radius is one of the common defects in the tube bending process. It has a direct
relation with the outer diameter-to-wall thickness ratio and the centerline bending radius-to-
outer diameter ratio (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Example of a wrinkled bending section of a tube and its parameters (Yang and Lin, 2004)
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Based on the known energy principle, the critical moment of wrinkling onset is when the
internal energy of the wrinkled shell (U) is equal to the work done by the external forces (T ), and
the wrinkling happens if the external forces are larger than the internal energy of the wrinkled
shell (Yang and Lin, 2004). According to the wrinkling wave function proposed by Wang and
Cao (2001) and Yang and Lin (2004), the depth of wrinkling in the normal direction w can be
characterized with the following function

w = w0

√
R cos θ
R0

(
1− cos 2πmϕ

φ1 − φ0
)

w0 =
√
r0R0(φ1 − φ0)

πm
(2.1)

where r0 is the tube diameter, R0 is the bending radius, m is the wave number along the
circumferential direction of the tube, ϕ is the curve coordinate in the tube bending direction
which changes from φ1 to φ2.
When a tube is bent, two typical stress zones can be defined. One is the tension zone at the

extrados of the bend; the other is the compressive zone at the intrados of the bend. These cause
tube thickening at the intrados and thinning at the extrados, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Cross section of tube after bending

Based on plastic deformation theory, equations (2.2) give the rate of wall thinning and wall
thickening for the extrados and intrados of the bend which has been proposed by Tang (2000)

t0 max =
(
1− r0
4R0

)
t ti max =

(
1 +
2R0r0 + 3r20
8R20

)
t (2.2)

where t is tube wall thickness.

2.2. Material properties and geometry

A uniaxial tension test is used to obtain mechanical properties of steel (USt37) and is listed
in Table 1. The hardening behavior can be described by equation σ = K(ε)n. The Coulomb
friction model is used in the simulation process.

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the tube

Poisson’s ratio 0.3
Maximum elongation [%] 44.2
Elasticity modulus [GPa] 210
Yield stress [MPa] 270
K 345
n 0.05

The tooling parameters are shown in Table 2. Circular tubes of diameter r0 = 50mm, wall
thickness of t0 = 1.5, 1.25, 0.9mm, bending radius 150mm and bending angle 45◦ were used in
the experiments.
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Table 2. Tooling geometry dimensions

Tooling parameter Length [mm] Dimension [mm]

Bend die 300(D) 52

Rotary die 150 52

2.3. Experimental setup

The experiment is performed to provide a general concept of the tube bending process and to
verify the FE modeling. For this purpose, a hydraulic horizontal tube bending machine has been
used. The horizontal bending is widely used for bending tubes, particularly for tight bending
radii and thin wall tubes. The dies setup on the horizontal bending machine is shown in Fig. 3.
The work piece is held between the bend die and rotary dies. The bend die strokes linearly and,
synchronically, rotary dies are actuated to rotate on the tube, and the work piece bends to any
requested angle.

Fig. 3. Sketch of the tube horizontal bending

2.4. The FE model

A 3D finite element model is built using ANSYS software. The tube is modeled by shell
143 which is well suited to model nonlinear, flat or wrapped, thin to moderately thick shell
structures. Three dimensional rigid elements for the dies models have been used. Shell 143 is
4-node 3D space shell element and has six degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the
nodal x, y, and z-directions and rotations about the nodal x, y, and z-axis. The geometry, node
locations, and the coordinate system for this element are shown in Fig. 4 (ANSYS Help, 2007).

The Coulomb friction coefficient between the tube and dies are assumed to be equal to 0.15
(Trana, 2002) and all dies and tube geometric parameters are the same as used in the experimen-
tal setup. In the tube bending process, there are three contact surfaces between the tube/bend
die, tube/rotary dies. The “surface-to-surface contact” method has been employed to describe
the mechanical constraints for different contact pairs using CONTACT174 and TARGET169.
Figure 5 shows a representative finite element model with the initial tube blank and the tool
set.
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Fig. 4. Shell (143) geometry (ANSYS Help, 2007)

Fig. 5. FE model for the horizontal bending process

3. Experimental verification of the numerical model

In order to verify the finite element analysis results, some experiments have been done. In Fig. 6,
a comparison between the experimental and numerical results are presented. No wrinkling can
be seen in the tube with 1.5mm thickness but in the tube with 1.25mm and 0.9mm thickness
wrinkling is observed.

Also the wrinkling depth in the experimental and FE modeling results is compared in Fig. 7.
It can be seen that the amount of wrinkling in the tube is in direct correlation with the tube
wall thickness. An increasing in the wall thickness decreases the possibility of wrinkling. From
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 it can be concluded that the FE results are reasonable and can be used for
further investigation of the friction coefficients effect on wrinkling.

FEM simulations and experimental results for the extrados wall thickness at the bend zone
have been compared and they are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the wall thickness at
the outside of the bend is always decreased. Also by an increase in d/t ratio, the thinning value
decreases. The maximum thinning reduction in 1.5mm tube is equal to 6.5% and the minimum
thinning reduction in 0.9mm tube is equal to 3%. It can also be observed from Fig. 8 that the
wall thickness has a great influence on the thinning when the bending radius and tube diameters
are fixed.

Also experimental and FEM results for the intrados wall thickness at the bend zone have
been compared and shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the thickness at the inside of the bend
is increased, and the maximum thickness thickening reduction is equal to 10%.
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Fig. 6. Verification of the FE results by experiments. Wall thickness: (a) 1.5mm, (b) 1.25mm,
(c) 0.9mm

Fig. 7. Comparison of FE and experimental results

Fig. 8. Comparison of the thickness distribution in FE and experimental results at the extrados radius
(without considering hardening and friction parameters)
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the thickness distributions in FE and experimental results at the intrados radius
(without considering hardening and friction parameters)

4. Results and discussion

The friction conditions between the bend die, rotary die and tube have a large effect on the
wrinkling in thin-walled tube horizontal bending, especially for small R/D and large D/t. In
order to study the effects of friction on defects after verification of the FE model, a set of
runs have been implemented. There are two different cases of friction in the horizontal bending
process. One refers to friction between the bend die and tube; another refers to friction between
the tube and rotary dies. For this purpose, two series of friction conditions are employed. These
runs include values of the friction coefficient between the bend die and tube as 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5 and friction between the rotary dies and tube as 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. In the following,
the obtained results will be discussed for four different subsections separately.

4.1. The effect of friction between rotary dies and tube on wrinkling

The FE modeling of the bending process for different amounts of friction between the rotary
dies and tube have been carried out. Variations in the friction coefficient and wrinkling depths
are shown in Fig. 10. It shows that the depth of wrinkling for all three thicknesses are decreased
when the friction coefficient is decreased from 0.3 to 0.2 and the depth of the wrinkling is
increased when the friction coefficient is reduced from 0.2 to 0.05. This shows that the least
wrinkling depth will happen at a certain friction coefficient.

Fig. 10. Variations in wrinkling depth vs. friction coefficient between the tube and rotary dies

4.2. The effect of friction between rotary dies and tube on the wall thickness change

The effects of the friction coefficient between the rotary die and tube on the wall thickness
are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. It can be found that it has no influence on the thinning and
thickening of the tube wall.
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Fig. 11. Variations in wall thinning vs. friction coefficient between the tube and rotary dies (without
considering hardening and friction parameters)

Fig. 12. Variations in wall thickening vs. friction coefficient between the tube and rotary dies (without
considering hardening and friction parameters)

4.3. The effect of friction between bend die and tube on the wrinkling

Variations in the friction coefficient and wrinkling depths for different thicknesses (1.5, 1.25,
0.9mm) are presented in Fig. 13. It shows that for all three thicknesses, the depth of wrinkling
is decreased when the friction coefficient is reduced from 0.5 to 0.2. But when the friction
coefficient is reduced from 0.2 to 0.05, the depth of wrinkling increases. It is found that the
minimum wrinkling depth takes place at friction coefficient of 0.2.

Fig. 13. Variations in wrinkling depth vs. friction coefficient between the tube and bend die

4.4. The effect of friction between bend die and tube on the wall thickness change

The effects of the friction between the bend die and tube on the wall thickness are shown in
Figs. 14 and 15. Same as in the previous Subsection, it can be found that friction between the
bend die and tube has no influence on the thinning and thickening of the tube wall.
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Fig. 14. Variations in wall thinning vs. friction coefficient between the tube and bend die (without
considering hardening and friction parameters)

Fig. 15. Variations in wall thickening vs. friction coefficient between the tube and bend die (without
considering hardening and friction parameters)

According to the results given in these figures, it can be concluded that friction between the
tube, bend die and rotary dies have a significant and important effect on the wrinkling, and
have no influence on the thinning and thickening of tube wall thickness in the tube horizontal
bending process.

5. Conclusion

A 3D FE model has been created to study the effect of friction on defects in the bending
process. The FE results have been verified by experimental tests and they are in good agreement.
According to the results of the analysis, it can be concluded that:

• The minimum wrinkling depth occurs at a certain value of the friction coefficient.
• Friction conditions may affect the balance of internal energy between the wrinkled shell
and the work done by the external forces. So, there should be a certain friction coefficient
value for which a stable state exists between the two mentioned energies.

• Extremely low or high friction conditions are detrimental for the tube bending process. A
perfect tubular part can be obtained at a suitable friction condition.

• Variations in the friction coefficient between the dies and tube have no influence on the
thinning and thickening of the tube wall.

Finally, it should be noticed that there are other effective parameters in the tube bending
such as bending speed, bending radius. Future works should address these factors in detail.
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This paper is concerned with the “Study of photoelasticity and a photoelastic theoretical
investigation of the stress distribution in Square Blocks subjected to concentrated diagonal
loads”, a thesis topic by M.M. Frocht who developed the well-known semi empirical Shear
Stress Difference method. Indeed, the use of the Beltrami-Michell methodology remains
quick, when complemented by photoelasticity to acquire Dirichlet’s conditions. The synergy
of both methods is enhanced with the use of the finite difference method. In addition, a finite
element analysis has provided results that will be a supplementary reference for validation.
The results obtained have been of lower cost than those obtained by Frocht.

Keywords: photoelasticity, hybrid method, Beltrami-Michell, square-plate, diagonal com-
pression

1. Introduction

The objective of this paper is to present an alternative solution to the stress distribution in square
blocks to that presented in Frocht’s thesis entitled “Study of photoelasticity and a photoelastic
theoretical investigation of the stress distribution in Square Blocks subjected to concentrated
diagonal loads” (Frocht, 1931). Furthermore, some features of the stress distribution are exami-
ned by both techniques. We will show, moreover, maps of the whole field of each of the stress
components individually, which the method by Frocht cannot provide. In addition, the finite
element analysis has provided results that will be a supplementary reference for the validation.
Stress analysis is a classical subject in the field of elasticity theory. Exact solutions to practical

problems are not easily determined because of the exact incorporation of the associated physical
conditions. The usually used displacement approach degrades the order of the approximation,
especially when the state of stress is of principal interest. Therefore, in the alternative direct
formulation in terms of stress, the tensor stress field is used as the principal unknown variable
(Boresi et al., 2011). This technique is associated with the elliptic equation of Beltrami-Michell
forming a well-posed Dirichlet’s problem which can be partitioned into two parts; the first
approach provides a harmonic field function subject to certain boundary conditions, while the
second one investigates the behavior of this function in the neighbourhood of the boundary.
Actually, a correct treatment of boundary conditions is one of the major obstacles to the reliable
solution to practical problems.
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Although, photoelasticity provides an incomplete solution within the field, nevertheless it
always gives a complete one on the boundaries (Frocht, 1941). Isoclinic information will not
be needed here, since the isochromatics on the boundaries is the sufficient information (Rezini,
1984) and will be thoroughly used for the proposed stress analysis. However, enhanced with
the use of Finite Difference Method (FDM), the aim of this paper is to propose a photoelastic-
-numerical hybrid method for stress analysis within any irregularly shaped domain in plane
stress conditions. Thus, the Square Block will be an appropriate application for the validation
of the present model.

2. Elastic plane stress boundary value problem

The plane stress problem considered is referred to as an elastic planar layer subjected to sym-
metric in-plane loading in the case of the diagonal compressed Square Block. Given the plane
stress assumptions, this problem is firstly governed by the necessary equilibrium conditions. As
a result of the forces applied at the boundary, the stress tensor σ, a symmetric rank two tensor
field, satisfies the following equilibrium condition either in the absence or for constant body
forces for each i

2∑

j=1

∂σij
∂xj
= 0 (2.1)

Moreover, the plane stress problem is defined as the elastic planar layer Ω on the stress as-
sumption that (σ33 = σ13 = σ23 = 0); (x1, x2, x3) ∈ Ω. Furthermore, the stress field in the
middle layer is reasonably described by the three field components σ11(x1, x2), σ22(x1, x2), and
σ12(x1, x2) which form the symmetrical stress tensor, of which the trace is expressed as follows

trace(σ) = Σσ(x1, x2) = σ11 + σ22 (2.2)

In terms of stress, the invariant Σσ(x1, x2) has the fundamental properties of a harmonic function
that satisfies the Laplace-potential equation. In fact, if the Laplace operator is applied to the
trace of the stress tensor given in (2.2), the well-known Laplace potential equation for the stress
sum is obtained

2∑

j=1

∂2Σσ(x1, x2)
∂x2j

= 0 (2.3)

Equation (2.3) as stated is the compatibility condition in terms of stress for planar version. When
equilibrium equations (2.1) are derived in a suitable form and subtracted from each other, the
following equality in terms of the second order derivatives will result

∂2σ11
∂x21

=
∂2σ22
∂x22

(2.4)

In a similar way, by adding both equations, the determining Poisson equation for the shear stress
is obtained, and is given as follows

∆σ12 = −
∂2(σ11 + σ22)

∂x1∂x2
(2.5)

where ∆ is referred to as the two-dimensional Laplace operator. Laplace’s potential equation
(2.3) may be rewritten in the extended form shown below

∆σ11 = −
∂2σ22
∂x21

− ∂2σ22
∂x22

(2.6)
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The incommoding member in equation (2.6) will be replaced by its equivalent one given in
equation (2.4), so that an equation of the Poisson type for the normal stress component is
obtained

∆σ11 = −
∂2(σ11 + σ22)

∂x21
(2.7)

In a cyclic permutation, the equation for the normal stress in the other direction is established
likewise

∆σ22 = −
∂2(σ11 + σ22)

∂x22
(2.8)

Equations (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8) are the well-known Beltrami-Michell equations; with the require-
ment that the potential equation solution of the sum of stresses given in (2.3) at the stress field
must be available. Other formulations shown in the literature may lead to the same equations
(Hetnarski and Ignaczak, 2011). Furthermore, it is essential, however, to notice the fact that
the Beltrami-Michell equations are independent of elastic constants for the two-dimensional case
(Muskhelishvili, 1975).

3. Photoelasticity treatment of the problem

The photoelastic experiment (Ramesh, 2008; Frocht, 1941, 1948) provides only two experimental
parameters for each point: the isochromatic fringe order N which is proportional to (σ1 − σ2)
and θ, the isoclinic parameter. However, three characteristics are needed to fully define the stress
state. Photoelasticity provides therefore an incomplete solution as is symbolically sketched below

(σ11, σ22, σ12)⇐⇒
{
N isochromatic order

θ isoclinic parameter

Both the two-dimensional basic equation of photoelasticity and the procedure are well documen-
ted in the literature (Sharafutdinov, 2012). Photoelasticity and the SSD-method form a single
semi empirical hybrid method which calculates stress components within a grid starting from
initial values at the boundary points. The SSD-method is based on the step-by-step integration
of one of the differential equations of equilibrium. In a Cartesian (x, y) plane, for any particular
y-ordinate, equation (2.1) can be integrated in the x-direction

σx(x1) = σx(x0)−
x1∫

x0

∂τxy
∂y

dx (3.1)

where the partial derivative ∂τxy/∂y is a function of the x-coordinate. In practice, τxy is deter-
mined by photoelasticity from the isochromatic fringe order N and the isoclinic parameter θ
viewed in the (x, y)-plane (Fig. 1) using the following photoelasticity law

τxy =
Nf

2t
sin 2θ (3.2)

where f and t are the material constant and thickness of the model, respectively. When the
loaded Square Block model is viewed in the polariscope, a fringe pattern called isochromatic is
apparent.
The Square Block photoelastic data are shown in Fig. 1 where the stress patterns are on the

right-hand side, and the corresponding isoclinics are on the left-hand side. The stress separation
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Fig. 1. Isoclinics and isochromatic fringes data of the diagonally compressed Square Block

will be carried out along the straight line, indicated by X. Along the horizontal line y = const ,
for the SSD-method, the central-difference between 2 auxiliary lines parallel to y at a distance
of ∆y, the partial differential quotient of the shear stress is approximated as follows

∂τxy
∂y
∼= ∆τxy

∆y
(3.3)

Substituting expression (3.3) into equation (3.1) and using elementary summation along the grid
nodes in the photoelasticity law, equation (3.2) leads to the following separated stresses both in
the x and y-directions

σy
∣∣
i
= σy

∣∣
0
+

i∑

k=1

(∆τ
∆x

∆y
)

k
σx
∣∣
i
= σx

∣∣
0
+

i∑

k=1

(∆τ
∆y

∆x
)

k
(3.4)

It is shown that even if the error introduced by the measurement of the isochromatic parameter
may not be important, the error due to the isoclinic (stress direction) measurement can be very
significant (Kuske, 1959, 1971). Since the SSD-method involves step-by-step integration, the
error introduced will be cumulative.
Concerning the boundary values, the state of stress is most evident on the free boundaries.

At each point of the free boundary either σ1 or σ2 vanishes; the stress fringe pattern gives
immediately the numerical value of the remaining principal stress. In addition, the sign of the
boundary stress can be determined by considering the external loading or by “nail” pressure on
the boundary (Kuske and Robertson, 1974). The required boundary potentials arise automati-
cally from photoelastic study of the specimen in which the principal stress sum can be obtained
readily because they are identical to the principal stress difference on the free boundary (Mangal
and Ramesh, 1999; Petrucci, 1997; Pinit and Umezaki, 2007), from which the equality of their
absolute values at the boundary is deduced

σB =
∣∣∣(σ1 + σ2)∂Ω

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣(σ1 − σ2)∂Ω

∣∣∣ (3.5)

Besides, the harmonic state of the stress invariant satisfies Laplace equation (2.3); and it is
usually used to determine the interior potential of the stress sum with the necessary knowledge
of boundary conditions (Fernàndez et al., 2010). The accuracy of the boundary values of the
stress sum is absolutely decisive for the results. This is true because the stress sum occurs each
time as a source function of the set of the Beltrami-Michell equations. According to the law of
photoelasticity, the stress sum is proportional to the fringe order on the free boundaries

(σx + σy)
∣∣
∂Ω
= κN(x, y)

∣∣
∂Ω

(3.6)
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Knowing the inclination angle θ (or the slope) at a given point on the model edge and the
tangential stress σB = κN(x, y) at the same point, the Cartesian stresses components are easily
computed using separately the equilibrium conditions as follows

σx = σB cos2 θ σy = σB sin2 θ τxy = −σB sin θ cos θ (3.7)

Commonly, only one black-and-white photograph of the boundary-isochromatic fringe patterns
of the model for the input data is needed. The simplest way of fringe data recording is to use a
digitizing tablet and to “click” (pick up) on the centre of each fringe at a density that adequately
represents the fringe centreline (such as Gauss distribution) on the breadth (Rezini, 1984).
This simple acquisition technique has the significant advantage of allowing the user maximum
control of the number and location data. Per boundary, the coordinates of the boundary points
are recorded along with their isochromatic values and tabulated in an array (xi, yi, Ni), where
i = 1, . . . , n labelling each recorded point in this array. It is also all of the entire work necessary
for the data input procedure. It is to be pointed out that the matrices of each system of the finite
difference algebraic equations will be automatically occupied, taking into account the recorded
boundary values, as described above. In the next step, a processing subprogram (solver) is started
in order to perform the numerical analysis. An output program shall be provided.

4. Finite difference implementation on the Square Block

Due to its definition, the FDM is the most important and certainly still dominant numerical
method in the partial differential equations modelling. In order to approximate the solution of
a partial differential equation by its nodal values at a set of grid points, the FDM often requires
the mesh points to be uniformly placed, so that the derivatives of the unknown function at grid
points can be accurately approximated. Difficulties principally occur in the FDM discretization
of the homogeneous and mixed derivatives at irregular shaped boundaries. To overcome this
restriction and in order to solve partial differential equations that are defined on domains with
irregular geometry, numerous variants are proposed in several works (Collatz, 1960; McKenney
et al., 1996). Many procedured exist on this subject; e.g. McKenney et al. (1996) propose a fast
Poisson solver for complex geometries. In this way, Zhang (1998) developed a multigrid solution
to Poisson’s equation. In the present implementation, a flexible 5-point stencil is systematically
used for the discretization of the homogeneous and the mixed partial derivatives occurring in
both Laplace equation (2.3) and in the right-hand side of Poisson equations (2.5), (2.7) and
(2.8).

Fig. 2. Unequal armed difference star: (a) normal grid, (b) skewed grid

Consider the general case of a group of five points, of which spacing is non-uniform, arranged
in an unequal-armed star. We represent each distance by αih, where αi represent the respective
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fractions of the standard spacing h from the discretization central point as shown in Fig. 2a.
Based on Taylor’s theorem, the derivative of a function at a point can be approximated by the
linear combination of function values at nearby points including the function itself (Dahlquist
and Bjorck, 1974; Smith, 1985). The definition of difference quotients and of the discrete Laplace
operator also has to be modified. This leads to the Shortley-Weller approximation (Shortley and
Weller, 1938)

∆φ
∣∣
h
= C+0 Φ0 + C

+
1 Φ1 + C

+
2 Φ2 + C

+
3 Φ3 + C

+
6 4Φ4 =

{
0 Laplace

f
∣∣
k=0

Poisson
(4.1)

In this symbolic equation, (4.1), the coefficients of the finite difference equations are defined
depending on the spacing to the boundaries. The Shortley-Weller coefficients for the discrete
Laplace operator ∆|h will be distinctly expressed as follows

C+1 =
1

h2α1(α1 + α3)
C+2 =

1
h2α2(α2 + α4)

C+3 =
1

h2α3(α3 + α1)
C+4 =

1
h2α4(α4 + α2)

C+0 = −
4∑

k=1

C+k

(4.2)

The motivation of the following approach is to produce an accurate method for treating
mixed derivatives. Near the boundary, the approximation of the second order mixed derivatives
requires a 9-point stencil. This task is not easy to handle with respect to the aimed “automati-
zation” of the method. A transformation by rotation 45◦ of the grid (stencil) to obtain a 5-point
formula is also suggested. Notice that the 2-dimensional Taylor series approach, according to
the approximation of mixed derivatives, leads to a similar form of Shortley-Weller’s coefficients
in a 45◦ skewed stencil as shown in Fig. 2b

∂2φ

∂x∂y

∣∣∣
h
= C×0 Φ0 + C

×
1 Φ1 + C

×
2 Φ2 + C

×
3 Φ3 + C

×
4 Φ4 (4.3)

The finite difference coefficients for mixed derivates (4.3) can be expressed in individual terms
as follows

C×1 =
1

2h2β1(β1 + β3)
C×2 =

−1
2h2β2(β2 + β4)

C×3 =
1

2h2β3(β3 + β1)
C×4 =

−1
2h2β4(β4 + β2)

C×0 = −
4∑

k=1

C×k

(4.4)

The above symbols (+,×) are used for normal and skewed network stencil, respectively. By
definition, the irregular 5-point-difference star is present when at least one of its star boughs
(arms) becomes smaller than the mesh size h. The irregular difference star is the most general
case and for the regular ones, the following condition is required αk = βk = 1, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Furthermore, in this study, the direct method which produces an exact solution in a finite

number of operations is used (Duff et al., 1986). When solving successively the Laplace and the
Poisson systems of equations, the errors in the solutions arise only from the rounding off and
truncation errors in the computational calculation (Smith, 1985; Collatz, 1960). This method is
tested on several application examples and is found to produce very good results (Rezini, 1984).
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5. Results of methods and discussion

Before the PCs had appeared, the SSD-method was done by manual calculations. One imagines
the excess of labour to investigate the Square Block problem. However, because we already have
the results of Frocht (1948, pp. 265-269), the feasibility of this method will be proved on this
application example. Isochromatics (in orders) have been superimposed for convenience over the
isoclinic parameters in the field around the straight line X, as depicted in Fig. 1. The stress-
integration can be started from the initial values, and the stress-separation will be accomplished
according to numerical integrations (3.4), as mentioned previously. The initial stress values are
obtained from the boundary values at a point from conditions (3.7). For the stress-separation
along the straight line, instead of using relation (3.4), Frocht proceeds as follows

σx
∣∣
i
= σx

∣∣
0
−

i∑

0

∆τxy
(∆x
∆y

)

σy = σx ±
√
(σ1 − σ2)2 − 4τ2xy

(5.1)

The plus or minus signs in front of the radical in (5.1)1 correspond to the two possible positions
of the centre of Mohr’s circle. Accordingly, σ1 lies furthermost on the right and σ2, being the
furthermost, on the left of the circle.
The initial value of σx|0 for the step-by-step integration is evaluated from the boundary

value of q0 (fringe order negative) and θ0, which are 0.80 fringe and 45◦, respectively. The initial
stresses in both the x direction and the y direction get the following respective values

σx
∣∣
0
= q0 cos2 45◦ = −0.8 · 0.5 = −0.40 fringe (5.2)

and

σy
∣∣
0
= q0 sin2 45◦ = −0.8 · 0.5 = −0.40 fringe (5.3)

The initial shear stress value becomes

τxy
∣∣
0
= −q0 sin 45◦ cos 45◦ = −

q0
2
= +0.8 · 0.5 = +0.40 fringe (5.4)

In this case, it is important to point out the difference between both procedures: in Frocht’s
SSD-process, the stress component σy is determined by means of Mohr’s circle statement (5.1)2;
while the isoclinic parameter θ is used for the integration. The cumulative error in the integration
process has also an effect on the stress-separation. It is noted that the determination of θ
isoclinic parameter in its physical range remains, generally, a difficult problem (Fernàndez, 2011).
Several works have been published concerning this topic; see for example (Mangal and Ramesh,
1999; Siegmann et al., 2011; Ajovalasit and Zuccarello, 2000). Besides, in the Beltrami-Michell
Boundary Value Problem (B-M BVP), each stress component being subject to its values on the
boundary form a BVP individually. In addition, it is noted that the Square Block edges direction
(slope) is a principal stress direction itself in the case of a free boundary. Otherwise, this shows
the long process in achieving the results by means of the SSD-method (see diagram; Fig. 3).
Mainly, the fact it is noticed that the separation of stresses is established along a straight line
only.
The need for full-field separation of stresses is more advantageous, and this is why B-M BVP

is more appropriate. In order to make full comparisons, the same representation as that of Frocht
(Fig. 3) is adapted.
In order to re-examine the stress distribution for further validation, a numerical analysis has

been carried out using the finite element analysis for the same Square Block loading situation.
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Fig. 3. Cartesian stress components distributions on section X (Frocht, 1948, pp. 265-269)

Fig. 4. Cartesian stress component distributions on section X (referring to this work)

The FEA has been performed using ANSYS software. PLANE82 elements have been used to
model the Square Block subjected to diagonal compression. This type of element provides more
accurate results for mixed (quadrilateral-triangular) automatic meshes and can tolerate irregular
shapes without as much loss of accuracy. Such 8-node elements have compatible displacement
shapes and are well suited to model curved boundaries (Madenci and Guven, 2005).
After preliminary tests, the meshing configuration shown in Fig. 5 has been opted for; a

number of 3491 PLANE82-elements (10720 Nodes) have been used.
The static balance across section X is then stated when the sum of vertical forces vanishes.

This condition of equilibrium in the loading direction provides the necessary (check) verifica-
tion of each method used, permitting the comparison of the numerical results. All geometrical
dimensions and the load necessary for the result verification are shown in Fig. 5. The units are
also kept Anglo-American. Furthermore, the stress distributions along the straight line X will
be compared with those of the SSD-method and of FEA. Accordingly, the equilibrium across the
horizontal section may be re-examined. The normal stress σy acting within each cross section
must balance the load Py each time. The area under the σy-curve (Fig. 3) has been measured
by means of a planimeter and found to be 11.2 in2. The length of the half section 0.6h has been
found to be 4.065 in (Frocht, 1941, pp. 270). Hence

σy =
11.2
4.065

= 2.75 in = 2.2 fringes
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Fig. 5. Meshing configuration of the Square Block and associated boundary conditions

Fig. 6. Cartesian stress component distributions on section X using FEA

Multiplying this value by the model compressive fringe value of 284 psi, we have: σy = 2.2 ·284 =
625 psi. The force Py acting on the section of length 0.6h is then given by: Py = 625 · 1.855 ·
0.255 ·0.6 = 177.5 lb. This result differs from the applied load of 180 lb approximately by −1.5%.
Concerning our results, the integral of the σy-curve (Fig. 6) is calculated. By taking into account
our scale, the following result is obtained: σy = 2.18 · 284 = 619 psi. Hence, the calculated force
resulting from our calculation method is: Py = 619 · 1.855 · 0.255 · 0.6 = 175.7 lb.
Therefore, the error induced is approximately −2.4%. This discrepancy is not a crucial one.

The reasons leading to this error magnitude will be discussed later. In contrast, the FEA results
are the most accurate (see Table 1) in this analysis.

Table 1. Comparison of present results with Frocht’s and FEA

Result of Py [lb] Error [%]

Frocht 177.50 −1.5
FEA 179.75 −0.1
this work 175.70 −2.4

Referring to the available experimental results, those achieved by the photoelastic-numerical
hybrid method are in good agreement with a relative difference of about −1%. Furthermore,
it is worth emphasizing that the occurring small deviations in the results obtained are due
to the procedure of the graphical representation rather than to inaccuracy in the calculation.
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Moreover, the component stress distribution is automatically interpolated at the grid points
in the neighbourhood of the straight line X, which explains once more the deviation of the
results. On the one hand, the designated lines along which the results will be compared cannot
be identical in the absolute. Moreover, there is a significant difference in terms of the process
used to expose stress distribution maps in the reference work (Fig. 4) likewise for FEA (Fig. 6).
Separating the result data in individual components usually provides stresses at only discrete
locations. For this purpose, the field results are presented in Figs. 7 and 8.

Fig. 7. Isopachic stress patterns; LHS calculated and RHS measured

Fig. 8. Full-field distributions of each stress

6. Conclusion

In the present study, validation of the stress state results obtained by two comparative methods
has been carried out using supplementary FEA numerical models. A very good qualitative agre-
ement between the three methods has been found. As treated by Frocht, the true whole field
isoclinic angle and phase difference are the key data to obtain the stress distribution in a bire-
fringent model. The feasibility of this method has been proved by the Square Block experiment
under in-plane compression, wherein only boundary isochromatic fringe data are needed. Fur-
thermore, the developed SSD-method by Frocht still provides accurate results. The aim of this
paper is to show the efficiency of an additional method for stress-separation without needing field
information as in the case of the SSD-method; and to quickly obtain results with an acceptable
accuracy. Based on the numerical solving of the B-M BVP of Dirichlet’s type, this method redu-
ces the photoelastic data to the minimum, in order to separate the prevailing stresses. Further,
the method facilitates the automatic process for generating stress component maps (Ajovalasit
and Zuccarello, 1998) and reconstructing the full-field stress tensor using little equipment. In
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regard to large utilization in the experimental-numerical photoelasticity, the next step will be
to develop an automatic system that allows the computer to control both the image acquisition
of boundary isochromatic fringes and the shape recognition simultaneously. In fact, the present
paper has shown that the successful use of a hybrid method can thereby reduce the amount of
measurements required, increase the accuracy of numerical results and, at the same time, allow
quick determination of the complete stress distribution within the studied part.
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Low velocity impact behavior of rectangular plates made of functionally graded materials
(FGMs) based on three-dimensional theory of elasticity is studied in this paper. The modified
Hertz contact law, which is appropriate for graded materials, is employed. On the basis
of the principle of minimum potential energy and the Rayleigh Ritz method, the graded
finite element modeling is applied. Solution of the nonlinear resulted system of equations
in the time domain is accomplished via an iterative numerical procedure based each time
on Newmark’s integration method. The effects of various involved parameters, such as the
graded property profile, projectile velocity and projectile density on time histories of contact
force, lateral deflection and normal stresses are investigated in detail. To present efficiency
of the present work, several numerical examples are included. The main novelty of the
present research, which has not been reported in literature, is considering the difference of
lateral deflection through the thickness of the FGM plate due to analyzing three-dimensional
elasticity of the plate.

Keywords: low velocity impact, functionally graded plate, three dimensional elasticity, graded
finite element

1. Introduction

Functionally graded materials yield as a category of novel composite materials in which mecha-
nical properties vary in one, two or even three specific direction(s). FGMs are mainly composed
of metal and ceramic components. Unlike the traditional composites, which are piecewise ho-
mogeneous mixtures or layered structures, material properties of FGMs are affected by those of
all constituent materials, so that mechanical properties of the FGMs can be monitored to vary
continuously throughout the structure. Advantages of FGMs over laminated composites are the
elimination of the delamination mode of failure, reduction thermal stresses, residual stresses and
stress concentration factors.
Low velocity impact response of solid structures is a conventional topic in structural me-

chanics. There are various approaches to model the contact between the projectile and target.
Spring mass models, energy balance technique and a direct approach are the commonly utilized
methods. A complete survey of these approaches with their defects or advantages may be found
in a book by Abrate (1998).
A wide range of studies has been carried out on dynamic analysis of FGM structures which

mostly used the plate and shell theories (Asemi et al., 2010; Qian et al., 2004; Sun and Luo, 2011;
Behjat et al., 2009; Kiani et al., 2012; Noda et al., 2012; Derras et al., 2013; Ghannad and Nejad,
2013; Yaghoobi and Torabi, 2013). For thin plates, the classical plate theory (CPT) is used to
analyze FG plates. Due to neglecting the effect of shear deformation through the thickness of
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FG plates, the application of this theory to moderately thick or thick plate structures can lead
to considerable errors. Therefore, for eliminating the lack of CPT for moderately thick and
thick FG plates, the first, third and higher shear deformation theories and also the 3D elasticity
solutions, some modifications are done to include the effects of transverse shear deformation.
Among these analyses, 3D elasticity analysis of plates not only provides accurate results but
also allows further physical insights, which cannot otherwise be estimated by the other two
dimensional or plate theory analyses.
A literature review on the subject of FGM structures under low velocity impact as a dynamic

analysis discloses that researches on this topic are rare in the open literature. There are a class of
works dealing with the simulation of low velocity impact response of FGMs using the commercial
software. For instance, Gunes and Aydin (2010) modeled the three dimensional response of FGM
media using the commercial finite element software. In that research an FGM circular plate was
divided into a number of layers in the thickness direction, where each one was supposed as an
isotropic homogeneous layer. Gunes et al. (2011) developed their previous work for the case
of elasto-plastic impact response of circular FGM plates. Mori-Tanaka scheme was applied to
obtain the equivalent properties of each single layer. For the case of a sandwich beam with FGM
core, Etemadi et al. (2009) extended a three dimensional simulation on the low velocity impact
response of the structure.
To achieve the low velocity impact response of FGM plates, Larson and Palazotto (2009)

and Larson et al. (2009) developed a combined experimental, computational and analytical
method. In those investigations, a property estimation sequence was introduced for specifying
the local elastic properties of a two-phased, two constituent FGM plate subjected to impact
loading. Numerical simulations and experimental tests were carried out on Ti-TiB FGM plates.
The evaluated results were then used to accomplish a finite element model of the problem. It
was indicated that the low-velocity impact response of the plate based on FEM results were in
good agreement with those obtained experimentally. To date, a few works have been studied on
dynamic behavior of plates made of functionally graded materials in two directions. Wirowski
(2009) studied free vibrations of thin annular plates made of a functionally graded material that is
made of a two-phase functionally graded composite. The plate has a periodically inhomogeneous
microstructure slowly varying along a circular coordinate, but smoothly graded properties in
the radial direction. Also, Wirowski (2011, 2012) analyzed the free vibration response of a thin
rectangular plate band made of a nonlinear functionally graded material. The material properties
varied periodically in one direction and non-linearly in the other one. The effect of the material
distribution on the overall response of the composite was studied. As might be concluded, a very
strong dependency of frequency of free vibrations of the plate band on the material distribution
was observed for the bracket and very weak for the simple support on both sides.
There are only a few investigations related to the mathematical formulation of low velocity

impact in FGMs. The main reason may be the contact force modeling between the projectile
and target. Giannakopoulos and Suresh (1997) studied the indentation of solids into a graded
half-space. Two types of grading profiles, i.e. the exponential distribution and polynomial type
of dispersion were considered in their works. In addition, the two-dimensional contact was also
studied by Giannakopoulos and Pallot (2000). Those investigations may be useful to deduce
the contact-force expression for graded materials. For example, Mao et al. (2011) analyzed the
response of a shallow spherical shell under the low velocity impact in a thermal field. Properties
of the FGM media were distributed across the thickness based on an exponential function. The
immovable case of clamped edges was considered and the resulted equations were solved via
the Galerkin method. The developed contact force formulation for the exponential property
distribution revealed that the force-indentation relation in exponential FGMs was similar to
the Hertz contact force, where force is proportional to α3/2. The contact stiffness, however, was
related to geometrical and material parameters of contacting structures, impacting a sphere and
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an FGM shallow spherical shell. For media with transversely isotropic characteristics, Conway
(1956) and Turner (1980) concluded a force-indentation relation through the Hertz contact force
expression. In those researches, also only the contact stiffness was influenced by a property
variation of the structure and again, force was proportional to α3/2.
Such a character motivates the investigators to modify the Hertz contact force of finite

thickness media in a way to account the graded profile through the thickness. For instance,
Larson and Palazotto (2006) developed a Hertzian type of the contact force in which the contact
stiffness was modified to account the grading profile. The impact response of a circular FGM plate
was analyzed in their work. Shariyat and Jafari (2013) obtained the low velocity impact behavior
of a circular plate with both radial and transverse graded profiles. In their work, symmetrical
motion equations were obtained based on the first order shear deformation plate theory and
the results were found via the Galerkin method. In another study, Shariyat and Farzan (2013)
investigated the response of an FGM plate in rectangular shape under the eccentric impact.
In that research, the first order shear deformation beam theory was used and the effect of in-
-plane loads was also taken into consideration. Khalili et al. (2013) studied the response of a
thin FGM plate in rectangular shape that was subjected to low velocity impact. However in that
research, in-plane inertia effects were neglected. With the introduction of Airy stress function,
the in-plane motion equations were replaced by the compatibility equation. Besides, a linear
contact force model was employed in which the contact force varied linearly with respect to
indentation. The contact stiffness was obtained based on the mass-spring model and the results
were compared with the ABAQUS software. In another study, Dai et al. (2012) studied the low
velocity impact behaviour of shear deformable FGM circular plates. In that investigation, also
the contact formulation of Giannakopoulos and Suresh (1997) was implemented. The solution
in space and time domains was obtained based on the orthogonal collocation point method and
Newmark’s method, respectively.
According to the above literature review, to date, the equivalent single-layer theories have

been applied to analyze the low velocity impact response of FGM plates. Due to difficulty in ob-
taining solutions for low velocity impact analysis of FGM plates based on 3D elasticity, solutions
are available only through a number of problems by the use of plate theories. Therefore, power-
ful numerical methods are needed to solve the governing equations. The graded finite element
method (GFEM) is a relatively new numerical technique in structural analysis. Kim and Paulino
(2002), and Zhang and Paulino (2007), developed a GFEM approach for modeling nonhomo-
geneous structures. In their studies, it was shown that the conventional FE formulations cause
a discontinuous stress field in the direction perpendicular to the material property gradation,
while the graded elements gave a continuous and smooth variation. Also, Asemi et al. (2012)
studied the dynamic response of thick short length FGM cylinders under an internal impact
loading using the graded finite element method. Ashrafi et al. (2013) presented a comparative
study between the graded finite element and boundary element formulations capable of modeling
nonhomogeneous behavior of FGM structures. They showed that using the conventional finite
element modeling such that the material property is constant within an element for dynamic
problems leads to considerable discontinuities and inaccuracies. On the other, hand by using the
graded finite element method in which the material property is graded continuously through the
elements, the accuracy of results can be improved without increasing the mesh size.
To the best knowledge of the authors, there are no accessible documents in literature on

involving effects of the material inhomogeneity of the FGM plates based on the graded elements
and three dimensional elasticity theory on low velocity impact response of FGM plates. So,
the present study aims at developing a numerical approach for low velocity impact of FGM
rectangular plates based on the three-dimensional theory of elasticity. The governing equations
are derived based on the principle of minimum potential energy and the Rayleigh Ritz method. In
this regard, variations of the material properties are interpolated using general shape functions.
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An iterative numerical procedure in the space domain is used which is suitable for an arbitrary
case of boundary conditions. This style accompanied with Newmark’s method is employed to
solve the nonlinear resulted field equations. The modified contact force model of Larson and
Palazotto (2006), which considered the property variations through the thickness, is utilized. The
influences of various involved parameters such as projectile velocity, power law index, projectile
mass on time histories of the contact force and lateral deflection of the target are studied in
detail.

2. The governing equations

2.1. Description of variations of the material properties

A functionally graded rectangular plate whose length, width, and thickness are marked by a,
b, and h, respectively, is considered as it is shown in Fig. 1. The top surface of the plate is made
of pure metal and the bottom surface of pure ceramic. The material properties of the plate vary
continuously through the thickness direction according to a power law distribution

P = Pc + (Pm − Pc)
(z
h

)n
(2.1)

where P is material property such as elasticity modulus and mass density. n is the non-negative
volume fraction index and the z coordinate is measured from the bottom surface of the plate.
The subscripts c and m are referred to a ceramic and metal, respectively.

Fig. 1. Geometry of the plate and the impactor

2.2. The effective stiffness of the contact region

Integrating the local volume fraction of the constituent material of the top layer leads to the
total volume fraction of the mentioned material

Vm =
1
h

h∫

0

( z
h

)n
dz =

1
1 + n

Vc = 1− Vm (2.2)

Therefore, the apparent material properties of the FGM plate at the impact region can be
expressed as

Ez =
( Vc
Ezc
+

Vm
Ezm

)−1
Gxz = Gyz =

( Vc
Gc
+
Vm
Gm

)−1

Ex = Ey = EcVc + EmVm ρ = ρcVc + ρmVm

(2.3)

where G is the shear modulus of the material.
Based on the investigation carried out by Olsson (1992), the impact load applied by a sphe-

rical projectile may be related to the indentation value of an isotropic half space through the
following Hertz-type relation

F (α) = Khα
3/2 (2.4)
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where α is the indentation value, and the impact stiffness is

Kh =
4
3
Qα
√
R (2.5)

where R is the indenter nose radius, and Qα is defined as

1
Qα
=
1
Qzi
+
1
Qzp

Qzk =
Ezk
1− ν2zk

k = i, p (2.6)

where Ezk is the elastic modulus in the transverse direction and νzk is Poisson’s ratio of the
plate (p) or impactor (i). For the case in which the rigidity of the impactor is much more than
that of the impacted half space, Eq. (2.6) may be reduced to

Qα = Qzp (2.7)

It is evident that the impact force and the indentation value are considerably smaller when the
same indenter impacts a very thin plate instead of a half space. For this reason, Swanson (2005)
modified Eq. (2.4) in the following form for a transversely isotropic plate with a finite thickness

F (α) = βKhα
3/2 (2.8)

where β is an empirical correction factor that tends to unity for thickness to indentation ratios
exceeding three. On the other hand, Turner (1980) proved that the apparent modulus of a plate
that incorporates influences of the transverse variations of material properties at the impact
region may be determined as follows

Qα =
2

α1α3
(2.9)

where

α1 =

√
1

1− ν2xy

(Ex
Ez
− ν2xz

)
α2 =

1
1− ν2xy

[ Ex
2Gxz

− νxz(1 + νxy)
]

α3 =
√
α1 + α2
2

(1− νxy
Gxy

) (2.10)

2.3. Equations of motion of an FGM plate

In absence of the body forces, the equations of motion for an FGM rectangular plate can be
written as follows

σij,j = ρ(z)üi (2.11)

where i, j = x, y, z, and the comma denotes partial differentiation with respect to Cartesian
coordinate variables. Hence, ux = u, uy = v, uz = w are displacement components along the
x, y and z axes, respectively. Also, ρ is mass density which depends on the z coordinate, and
σij are the stress components.

2.4. Stress-strain relations

The constitutive relation based on the three- dimensional theory of elasticity is as follows

σ = Dε

D =
E(z)(1 − ν)
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)




1 ν
1−ν

ν
1−ν 0 0 0

ν
1−ν 1 ν

1−ν 0 0 0
ν
1−ν

ν
1−ν 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1−2ν
2(1−ν) 0 0

0 0 0 0 1−2ν
2(1−ν) 0

0 0 0 0 0 1−2ν
2(1−ν)




= E(z)Λ
(2.12)
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where D is the elastic coefficients matrix. It is assumed that the elasticity modulus E varies in
the z direction while Poisson’s ratio ν is constant. The constant part of the matrix D is defined
as Λ.

2.5. Strain-displacement relations

The strain displacement relations of the infinitesimal theory of elasticity in the rectangular
Cartesian coordinates are

εij =
1
2
(ui,j + uj,i) (2.13)

Strain-displacement relations (2.13) may be written as

ε = dq d =




∂
∂x 0 0
0 ∂

∂y 0
0 0 ∂

∂z
1
2
∂
∂y

1
2
∂
∂x 0

0 1
2
∂
∂z

1
2
∂
∂y

1
2
∂
∂z 0 1

2
∂
∂x




q =



u
v
w


 (2.14)

2.6. Boundary and initial conditions

For a simply supported plate, the essential boundary conditions are defined as

w(0, y, z) = w(a, y, z) = w(x, 0, z) = w(x, b, z) = 0

v(0, y, z) = v(a, y, z) = u(x, 0, z) = u(x, b, z) = 0
(2.15)

And initial conditions for the system of equations are as follows

q0 = q̇0 = 0 α0 = 0 α̇0 = V0 (2.16)

3. Graded finite element modeling

The three-dimensional 8-node linear brick element is considered. In contrast to the conventional
solid (brick) elements, material properties are interpolated using the shape functions. Following
the common FE approximation, the displacement components vector q of an arbitrary point of
the element may be related to the nodal displacement vectors of the element δ(e) through the
shape function matrix N, as

q(ξ, η, ζ) = N(ξ, η, ζ)δ(e) δ(e) =
{
U1 V1 W1 . . . U8 V8 W8

}T

(3.1)

N=



N1 0 0 N2 0 0 N3 0 0 N4 0 0 N5 0 0 N6 0 0 N7 0 0 N8 0 0
0 N1 0 0 N2 0 0 N3 0 0 N4 0 0 N5 0 0 N6 0 0 N7 0 0 N8 0
0 0 N1 0 0 N2 0 0 N3 0 0 N4 0 0 N5 0 0 N6 0 0 N7 0 0 N8




The components of the shape matrix may be expressed in terms of the natural coordinates
(Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2005)

Ni(ξ, η, ζ) =
1
8
(1 + ξiξ)(1 + ηiη)(1 + ζiζ) (3.2)

where −1 ¬ ξ ¬ 1, −1 ¬ η ¬ 1 and −1 ¬ ζ ¬ 1.
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In addition to the displacement field, the heterogeneity of the material properties of the
FGM may also be determined based on their nodal values. Therefore, a graded finite element
method (GFEM) may be used to effectively trace smooth variations of the material properties
at the element level. Using GFEM for the modeling of gradation of the material properties leads
to more accurate results than dividing the solution domain into homogenous elements. In this
regard, the shape functions similar to those of the displacement field may be used

E =
8∑

i=1

EiNi = NΞ ρ =
8∑

i=1

ρiNi = NR (3.3)

where Ei and ρi are the modulus of elasticity and mass density corresponding to node i. N, Ξ
and R are vectors of shape functions, modulus of elasticity and mass densities of each element,
and they are as

N = [N1, . . . , N8]1×8 Ξ = [E1, . . . , E8]T1×8 R = [ρ1, . . . , ρ8]T1×8 (3.4)

Therefore, Eq. (2.12) may be rewritten as

D = ΛNΞ (3.5)

Substituting (3.1) into (2.14) gives the strain matrix of the element (e) as

ε(e) = dN(e)δ(e) = Bδ(e) (3.6)

The governing equations of the FE model may be derived based on the principle of minimum
potential energy and the Rayleigh Ritz method. The total potential energy of the plate may be
expressed as

Π(e) =
1
2

∫

V (e)

(ε(e))Tσ(e) dV −
∫

A(e)

qTp dA+
∫

V (e)

ρqTq̈(e) dV

+mpwpẅp −
2
5
Kh

[
wp −W

(a
2
,
b

2
, h
)] 5
2

(3.7)

where W (a/2, b/2, h) is nodal transverse displacement of the contact node, mp and wp are the
mass and displacement value of the impactor.
By employing (3.5) and (3.6) in (3.7), the following equation could be derived

Π(e) =
1
2

∫

V (e)

(δ(e))TBTΛNΞBδ(e) dV −
∫

A(e)

(δ(e))TNTp dA

+
∫

V (e)

NR(δ(e))TNTNδ̈
(e)
dV +mpwpẅp −

2
5
Kh

[
wp −W

(a
2
,
b

2
, h
)] 5
2

(3.8)

where V (e) and A(e) are respectively the volume and area of the element, p is the traction vector
and the two last terms of Eq. (3.8) represent the work of inertial loads.
Therefore, employing the principle of minimum total potential energy leads to the following

result

∂Π(e)

∂(δ(e))T
= 0⇒

( ∫

V (e)

NRNTN dV

)
δ̈
(e)
+

( ∫

V (e)

BTΛNΞB dV

)
δ(e)

−
∫

A(e)

NTp dA+Kh

[
wp −W

(a
2
,
b

2
, h
)] 3
2 = 0

(3.9)
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Equation (3.9) for each element of the FGM plate may be written in a compact form as

M(e)δ̈
(e)
+K(e)δ(e) = F(e) (3.10)

where

K(e) =
∫

V (e)

BTΛNΞB dV M(e) =
∫

V (e)

NRNTN dV

F(e) =
∫

A(e)

NTp dA−Kh

[
wp −W

(a
2
,
b

2
, h
)] 3
2

(3.11)

It should be noted that the contact force should be set equal to zero after separation of the
impactor from the plate.
Also by minimizing the total potential energy with respect to the displacement of the im-

pactor, we have

∂Π(e)

∂wp
= 0⇒ mpẅp −Kh

[
wp −W

(a
2
,
b

2
, h
)] 3
2 (3.12)

On the other hand, the governing equation of the impactor is as follows

F (α) = −mpẅp = Khα
3
2 (3.13)

Based on the deformation kinematics

α = wp −W
(a
2
,
b

2
, h
)

(3.14)

Equation (3.12) may be rewritten as

Ẅ
(a
2
,
b

2
, h
)
= −Kh

mp
α
3
2 − α̈ (3.15)

Now, by assembling the element matrices, the global dynamic equilibrium equations for the
FGM plate can be obtained as

Mδ̈ +Kδ = F (3.16)

Various numerical methods can be employed to solve Eq. (3.16) in the space and time domains.
The Newmark direct integration algorithm (Zienkiewicz 2005) is used to discretize the system of
ordinary differential Eq. (3.16) in time domain. With the given initial conditions shown in Eq.
(2.16), Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16) have to be solved simultaneously. However, since the system
of equations is nonlinear, the Newton-Raphson technique has to be used in each time step to
reach a convergent solution. For each time step, the iteration lasts until the difference between
the previous two iterative steps is smaller than 0.1%.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Verification of the results

To validate the current work, the low velocity impact response of a homogenous plate is
considered. So the geometry and material properties of the plate are considered as: a = 0.2m,
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b = 0.1m, E = 70GPa, ρ = 2707 kg/m3, and for the rigid spherical impactor: R = 15mm,
V0 = 1m/s.
Due to inaccessibility to experimental results, the empirical constant β of Swanson’s equ-

ation (Eq. (2.8)) is presumed unity in the present analysis (Turner, 1980). The calculated time
histories of the contact force and mid-plane deflection (x = a/2, y = b/2, z = h/2) for the
simply supported FGM rectangular plate is compared with the numerical results obtained by
commercial FEM software ANSYS Workbench as shown in Fig. 2. In order to model the pro-
blem in ANSYS Workbench, 25 × 25 × 4 brick elements through the x, y and z directions are
utilized. The frictionless type of contact between surfaces of the projectile and plate is used. The
results are in good agreement with those obtained from software simulation. The differences are
probably due to using a real contact in ANSYS Workbench and modified Hertz contact law in
the present research.

Fig. 2. Time history of the contact force and mid-plane deflection of the plate compared with ANSYS
Workbench

4.2. Evaluation of effects of different parameters on the low velocity impact responses of
the FGM plate

In this Section, an effective analysis is employed based on various parameters. The FGM
rectangular plate and a rigid spherical impactor are specified as the following: a = 200mm,
b = 100mm, h = 20mm, Ri = 15mm, ρi = 7800, 8900, 9850 and 11300 kg/ms, V0 = 1, 2,
3, 4m/s, Em = 70GPa, ρm = 2707 kg/m3, Ec = 380GPa, ρc = 3800 kg/m3, ν = 0.3.
The effects of the volume fraction index on the time histories of the contact force, projectile

velocity, mid-plane (x = a/2, y = b/2, z = h/2) deflection of the plate, top displacement
(x = a/2, y = b/2, z = h) of the plate, and normal stress components of the mid-plane are
shown in Figs. 3-5, respectively, for n = 1, 3, 5. The results are obtained for V0 = 1m/s and
mp = 110 gr, (ρi = 7800 kg/m3). According to Fig. 3a, it may be observed that since the volume
fraction index of the material properties increases, the volume fraction of the ceramic part and
the stiffness of the FGM plate increases so that the peak contact force is increased and, as a result
of this, the contact time duration is decreased. Figure 3b indicates that whatever the material
property index of FGM plate is increased, the departure velocity of projectile is elevated. This
result reveals that by increasing the stiffness of the FGM plate, the stored energy in the plate
is reduced. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 3b, the higher index case yields a more rapid
velocity reduction compared with the lower one, because the FGM plate is strengthened by an
increase in the index of material property.
On the other hand, according to Fig. 4a increasing the volume fraction index and, consequ-

ently, enhancing the stiffness of the plate leads to a decrease in the deflection of the plate. As
a result of this occurrence, the curvature of the plate decreases and the in-plane normal stress
component σyy is reduced, see Fig. 5a. The observed result for peel stress σzz is vague. That
is probably affected by the material nonlinearity of the FGM plate, see Fig. 5b. Also Figs. 4a
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Fig. 3. A comparison among time histories of the contact force (a) and of the projectile velocities (b) for
different volume fraction indices

and 4b illustrate that the top displacement of the FGM plate is greater than the mid-plane
one, because the FGM plate is analyzed by three dimensional theory of elasticity, therefore, the
lateral compressibility of the plate is considered. The mentioned result has not been reported
due to using Equivalent Single Layer (ESL) theories in such works in the literature.

Fig. 4. A comparison among time histories of the mid-plane deflections (a) and of the top
displacement (b) for different volume fraction indices

Fig. 5. A comparison among time histories of the in-plane stress σyy (a) and of the peel stress σzz (b)
for different volume fraction indices
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The effects of the initial velocity of the projectile on the contact force, mid-plane deflection
of the plate and departure velocity of the projectile are depicted in Figs. 6a,b and 7, respectively
(n = 1, mp = 110 gr). It may be concluded that increasing the initial velocity of the projectile
causes enhancement of the peak contact force. However, the high initial velocity of projectile
decreases the contact time duration. Figure 7 reveals how the departure velocity may vary as the
initial velocity of the projectile increases. According to this result, the ratio of the departure to
the initial velocity of the projectile is decreased by increasing the initial velocity of the projectile.
This is because that by increasing the initial velocity, the stored energy in the plate is increased.
On the other hand, whatever the initial velocity of projectile is increased, the velocity during
the contact time is reduced more rapidly.

Fig. 6. Influence of the initial velocity of the projectile on the time history of the contact force (a) and
of the lateral deflection of the plate (b); n = 1

Fig. 7. Influence of the initial velocity of the projectile on the departure velocity of the projectile; n = 1

The effects of the projectile mass on the contact force and mid-plane lateral deflection of
the plate for the simply supported FGM plate are presented in Figs. 8a and 8b, respectively for
n = 1 and V0 = 1m/s. As it may be deduced from Fig. 8a, an increase in the projectile mass
increases the peak contact force due to increasing the impact energy. Also, it elevates the contact
time duration, and this result is in contrast with the effect of initial velocity of the projectile.
It is because the increase in the mass of projectile highlights the inertia effect. As it may be
observed in Fig. 8b, an increase in the projectile mass reduces the deflection wave propagation
because this increase raises the contact duration time. Also, by increasing the projectile mass,
the maximum deflection is enhanced.
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Fig. 8. Effect of the projectile mass on the time history of the contact force (a) and of the lateral
deflection of plate (b); n = 1

5. Conclusion

In this research, a numerical approach for the low-velocity impact of FGM plates based on the
three-dimensional theory of elasticity is extended. By applying the three-dimensional graded
elements for analysis of the plates, discontinuities of the stress distribution that are present in
the conventional FE results, are eliminated. The influence of the volume fraction index of the
FGM plate, initial velocity of the projectile and projectile mass on the parameters such as time
histories of the contact force, velocity of the projectile, lateral deflection and normal stresses are
studied. The main novelty of the present research which has not been reported in literature is
the consideration of the difference of lateral deflection through the thickness of the FGM plate
due to analysis of three-dimensional elasticity of the plate.
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Free vibration analysis of homogeneous and isotropic circular thin plates with variable di-
stribution of parameters by using Green’s functions (solution to homogeneous ordinary dif-
ferential equations with variable coefficients) is considered. The formula of Green’s function
(called the influence function) depends on the Poisson ratio and the coefficient of distribu-
tion of plate flexural rigidity, and the thickness is obtained in a closed-form. The limited
independent solutions to differential Euler equations are expanded in the Neumann power
series using the Volterra integral equations of the second kind. This approach allows one to
obtain the analytical frequency equations as the power series rapidly convergens to exact
eigenvalues for different values of the power index and different values of the Poisson ratio.
The six lower natural dimensionless frequencies of axisymmetric vibration of circular pla-
tes of constant and variable thickness are calculated for different boundary conditions. The
obtained results are compared with selected results presented in the literature.

Keywords: circular plates, Green’s function, Neumann series

1. Introduction

The study of vibration of a thin circular plate is basic in structural mechanics because it has
many applications in civil and mechanical engineering. Circular plates are the most critical
structural elements in high speed rotating engineering systems such as circular saws, rotors,
turbine flywheels, etc. In reality, a lot of complicating factors may come into play: non-uniform
thickness, elastic constraints, anisotropic or composite materials, etc. The natural frequencies
of the plates have been studied extensively for more than a century, if only because when the
frequency of external load matches the natural frequency of the plate, destruction may occur.
The free vibration of circular plates of constant and variable thickness has received consi-

derable attention in the literature. The vibration of circular plates has been discussed by many
authors. The work of Leissa (1969) is an excellent source of information about methods used for
free vibration analysis of plates. Free vibration analysis has been carried out by using a variety
of weighting function methods (Leissa, 1969) such as the Ritz method, the Galerkin method or
the finite element method. Conway (1957, 1958) analyzed the axisymmetric vibration of thin
circular plates with a power function thickness variation for a particular Poisson ratio in terms
of the Bessel functions. Jain et al. (1972) studied the axisymmetric vibration of thin circular
plates with linearly varying thickness using by the Frobenius method. Yang (1993) studied the
same problem using by perturbation method. Wang (1997) used the power series method for
free vibration analysis of circular thin plates with power variable thickness. Wu and Liu (2001,
2002) proposed a generalized differential quadrature rule (GDQR) for free vibration analysis
of circular thin plates of constant and variable thickness. Jaroszewicz and Zoryj (2006) studied
free vibration of circular thin plates with variable distribution of parameters using the method
of partial discretization (MPD). Taher et al. (2006) studied free vibration of circular and annu-
lar plates with variable thickness and different combinations of boundary conditions. Gupta et
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al. (2006) analyzed free vibration of nonhomogeneous circular plates with nonlinear thickness
variation by using the differential quadrature method (DQM). Yalcin et al. (2009) studied free
vibration of circular plates by using the differential transformation method (DTM). Zhou et al.
(2011) applied the Hamiltonian approach to solution of the free vibration problem of circular
and annular thin plates. Duan et al. (2014) proposed the DSC element method for free vibration
analysis of circular thin plates with constant and stepped thickness.
In the works by Leissa (1969), Conway (1957, 1958) the solutions for free axisymmetric

vibration of clamped circular plates with a power function thickness variation were presented.
Those solutions were possible to obtain only for few combinations of the Poisson ratios and
Bessel functions. That kind of solutions have limited practical applications. The aim of the
paper is frequency analysis of circular plates with different values of the power index m of the
plate parameters and different values of the Poisson ratios. The characteristic equations are
obtained for two different values of the Poisson ratio and different boundary conditions such as
free, clamped, simply supported, sliding and elastic supports. The limited independent solutions
of differential Euler equations are expanded in the Neumann power series using the properties
of integral equations. This approach allows one to obtain analytical frequency equations as the
power series rapidly converges to the exact eigenvalues. The numerical results of investigation
are in good agreement with selected results presented in the literature.

2. Statement of the problem

Consider an isotropic, homogeneous circular thin plate of variable thickness h = hRr
m/3 and

flexural rigidity D = DRr
m in the cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z) with the z-axis along

the longitudinal direction. hR and DR are thickness and flexural rigidity of circular plates on
the edge (r = R), respectively. The geometry and coordinate system of the considered plate are
shown in Fig. 1. For free axisymmetric vibration of circular plates, the deflection is independent
of θ. The partial differential equation for free vibration of thin circular plates has the following
form (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959)

D
∂

∂r

(∂2W
∂r2
+
1
r

∂W

∂r

)
+
∂D

∂r

(∂2W
∂r2
+
ν

r

∂W

∂r

)
+
1
r

r∫

0

ρh
∂2W

∂t2
r dr = 0 (2.1)

where ρ is mass density, r is the radial coordinate andW (r, t) is the small axisymmetric deflection
compared with the thickness h of the plate.

Fig. 1. Geometry and coordinate system of the circular plate

The axisymmetric deflection of a circular plate may be expressed as follows

W (r, t) = w(r)eiωt (2.2)
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where w(r) is the radial mode function and ω is natural frequency. Substituting Eq. (2.2) into
Eq. (2.1) and using the dimensionless coordinate ξ = r/R, the governing differential equation of
the circular plate becomes

L(w)− λ2ξ−2m/3w = 0 (2.3)

where L(w) is the operator defined by

L(w) ≡ d4w

dξ4
+
2(m+ 1)

ξ

d3w

dξ3
+
m2 +m+ νm− 1

ξ2
d2w

dξ2
+
m2ν −mν −m+ 1

ξ3
dw

dξ
(2.4)

and the dimensionless frequency λ of vibration is given by

λ = ωRm/3
√
ρhR
DR

(2.5)

The governing differential equation for the circular plate of constant thickness has the form

L(w)− λ2w = 0 (2.6)

where

L(w) ≡ d4w

dξ4
+
2
ξ

d3w

dξ3
− 1
ξ2
d2w

dξ2
+
1
ξ3
dw

dξ
λ = ωR2

√
ρhR
DR

(2.7)

The boundary conditions at the outer edge (ξ = 1) of the circular plate may be one of
the following: clamped, simply supported, free, sliding supports and elastic supports. These
conditions may be written in terms of the radial mode function w(ξ) in the following form:
— clamped

w(ξ)
∣∣
ξ=1
= 0

dw

dξ

∣∣∣
ξ=1
= 0 (2.8)

— simply supported

w(ξ)
∣∣
ξ=1
= 0 M(w)

∣∣
ξ=1
=
(d2w
dξ2
+
ν

ξ

dw

dξ

)

ξ=1
= 0 (2.9)

— free

M(w)
∣∣
ξ=1
= 0 V (w)

∣∣
ξ=1
=
(d3w
dξ3
+
1
ξ

d2w

dξ2
− 1
ξ2
dw

dξ

)

ξ=1
= 0 (2.10)

— sliding (vertical) supports

dw

dξ

∣∣∣
ξ=1
= 0 V (w)

∣∣
ξ=1
= 0 (2.11)

— elastic supports

Φ(w)
∣∣
ξ=1
=
[(d2w
dξ2
+ ν

dw

dξ

)
+ φ

dw

dξ

]

ξ=1
= 0

Ψ(w)
∣∣
ξ=1
=
[(d3w
dξ3
+
d2w

dξ2
− dw

dξ

)
− ψw

]

ξ=1
= 0

(2.12)

M(w) and V (w) are the normalized radial bending moment and the normalized effective shear
force, respectively. φ = KφR/DR and ψ = KψR

3/DR are parameters of the elastic supports.
Kφ and Kψ are the rotational and translational spring constants (Fig. 2), respectively.
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Fig. 2. Cross-section of a uniform circular plate with elastic supports

3. Finding Green’s functions

The characteristic equation of a homogeneous differential Euler equation for thin circular plates
with variable thickness, see Eq. (2.4)

L(w) = 0 (3.1)

has the following form

s4 + (2m− 4)s3 + (m2 +mν − 5m+ 4)s2 + (−m2 +m2ν − 2mν + 2m)s = 0 (3.2)

The roots of Eq. (3.2) are

s1 = 0 s2 = 2−m s3 = 1−
m

2
−H s4 = 1−

m

2
+H (3.3)

where

H = 1
2

√
m2 − 4mν + 4 (3.4)

The general solution to Eq. (3.1) is

w(ξ) = C1 + C2ξ2−m + C3ξ1−
m
2
−H + C4ξ1−

m
2
+H (3.5)

Green’s function (solution to the homogeneous Euler equation L(Km(ξ, α)) = 0) for different
values of the power index m may be received from a formula presented in the following form
(Jaroszewicz and Zoryj, 2005)

Km(ξ, α) =
Am

W (α)mp0(α)
(3.6)

where p0(α) = 1 is a coefficient placed before the highest order of the derivative of Euler
differential equation (3.1) and

Am =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1 α2−m α1−
m
2
−H α1−

m
2
+H

0
dα2−m

dα

dα1−
m
2
−H

dα

dα1−
m
2
+H

dα

0
d2α2−m

dα2
d2α1−

m
2
−H

dα2
d2α1−

m
2
+H

dα2

1 ξ2−m ξ1−
m
2
−H ξ1−

m
2
+H

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

W (α)m =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1 α2−m α1−
m
2
−H α1−

m
2
+H

0
dα2−m

dα

dα1−
m
2
−H

dα

dα1−
m
2
+H

dα

0
d2α2−m

dα2
d2α1−

m
2
−H

dα2
d2α1−

m
2
+H

dα2

0
d3α2−m

dα3
d3α1−

m
2
−H

dα3
d3α1−

m
2
+H

dα3

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(3.7)
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The functions 1, α2−m, α1−
m
2
−H, α1−

m
2
+H are linear independent solutions, then the Wronskian

must satisfy the condition (Stakgold and Holst, 2011)

W (α)m = −
H
8
(−2 +m)[(−2 +m)2 − 4H2]2α−2(1+m) 6= 0 for m 6= 0 ∧ m 6= 2 (3.8)

After calculations, Green’s function (GF) has the following form

Km(ξ, α) =
2ξ−m−Hα1−H

H(m− 2)(4 − 4m+m2 − 4H2)
·
[
(2−m)ξ1+m2 +2Hα1+m2 + 2ξm+HHα2+H − 2ξ2+HHαm+H + (m− 2)ξ1+m2 α1+m2 +2H

](3.9)

and satisfies the conditions

Km(α,α) =
∂Km(ξ, α)

∂ξ

∣∣∣
ξ=α
=
∂2Km(ξ, α)

∂ξ2

∣∣∣
ξ=α
= 0

∂3Km(ξ, α)
∂ξ3

∣∣∣
ξ=α
= 1

(3.10)

according to the properties of influence functions (Kukla, 2009; Stakgold and Holst, 2011).
The function Km(ξ, α) is indeterminate for m = 0 and m = 2. After calculation of lthe

imits of the function Km(ξ, α) for m→ 0 and m→ 2, the determinate Green function have the
following form

lim
m→0

Km(ξ, α) =
α

4

[
α2 − ξ2 + (ξ2 + α2) ln ξ

α

]
(3.11)

when Poisson ratio ν = 0.25

lim
m→2

Km(ξ, α) =
1
9
ξ−
√
3
2α3

[√
6α−

√
3
2 (ξ
√
6 − α

√
6)− 6ξ

√
3
2 (ln ξ + lnα)

]
(3.12)

and ν = 0.33

lim
m→2

Km(ξ, α) =
3α3

16

[√
3ξ−

2√
3α
− 2√

3

(
ξ
4√
3 − α

4√
3

)
− 4 ln ξ + 4 lnα

]
(3.13)

Examples of the formulas of Green’s function Km(ξα) for different values of the power index m
m ∈ {−3,−2,−1, 0, 2, 3, 4} are presented as in the following:
— for Poisson ratio ν = 0.25

K−3(ξ, α) =
1
45α2

(
4ξ5 − 5ξ 92

√
α+ 5

√
ξα
9
2 − 4α5

)

K−2(ξ, α) =
1
30α

(
5ξ4 − 5α4 − 2

√
10ξ2+

√
5
2α2−

√
5
2 + 2
√
10ξ2−

√
5
2α2+

√
5
2

)

K−1(ξ, α) =
2
9

(
2ξ3 − 2α3 −

√
6ξ
3
2
+
√
3
2α

3
2
−
√
3
2 +
√
6ξ
3
2
−
√
3
2α
3
2
+
√
3
2

)

K0(ξ, α) =
α

4

[
α2 − ξ2 + (ξ2 + α2) ln ξ

α

]

K2(ξ, α) =
1
9
ξ−
√
3
2α3

[√
6α−

√
3
2 (ξ
√
6 − α

√
6)− 6ξ

√
3
2 (ln ξ + lnα)

]

K3(ξ, α) =
2
45

(
−10α3 + 10α

4

ξ
+
√
10ξ−

1
2
+
√
5
2α

7
2
−
√
5
2 −
√
10ξ−

1
2
−
√
5
2α

7
2
+
√
5
2

)

K4(ξ, α) =
(ξ − α)3α2(ξ + α)

12ξ3

(3.14)
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— for Poisson ratio ν = 0.33

K−3(ξ, α) =
1
170

(17r5

α2
− 17α3 − 5

√
17ξ

1
2
(5+
√
17)α

1
2
−
√
17
2 + 5

√
17ξ

5
2
−
√
17
2 α

1
2
(1+
√
17)

K−2(ξ, α) =
3
32α

(
2ξ4 − 2α4 −

√
6ξ2+2

√
2
3α2−2

√
2
3 +
√
6ξ2−2

√
2
3α2+2

√
2
3

)

K−1(ξ, α) =
1
38

(
19ξ3 − 19α3 − 3

√
57ξ

1
6
(9+
√
57)α

1
6
(9−
√
57) + 3

√
57ξ

1
6
(9−
√
57)α

1
6
(9+
√
57)
)

K0(ξ, α) =
α

4

[
α2 − ξ2 + (ξ2 + α2) ln ξ

α

]

K2(ξ, α) =
3α3

16

[√
3ξ−

2√
3α
− 2√

3

(
ξ
4√
3 − α

4√
3

)
− 4 ln ξ + 4 lnα

]

K3(ξ, α) =
(ξ − α)3α2
6ξ2

K4(ξ, α) =
3α3

176

(11α2

ξ2
+
√
33ξ−1+

√
11
3 α1−

√
11
3 −
√
33ξ−1−

√
11
3 α1+

√
11
3 − 11

)

(3.15)

4. Solution of the problem

The ordinary differential equations with constant or variable coefficients can be transformed to
the Volterra or Fredholm integral equations by using e.g. Fubini’s method (Pogorzelski, 1958).
The solutions to these equations are solutions to the transformed ordinary differential equation.
If Green’s function (kernel of integral equation) is well known (or determined), the linear in-
dependent solutions can be expanded in the Neumann (called Liouville-Neumann) power series
rapidly convergent to the eigenvalues (spectrum of integral kernel) based onthe method of suc-
cessive approximations (Tricomi, 1957; Shestopalov and Smirnov, 2002).
The limited (for ξ = 0) independent solutions of Eq. (3.1) are w1(ξ) = 1 and w2(ξ) = ξ2−m

(or w2(ξ) = ξ1−
m
2
+H for m  2). These solutions are expanded in the Neumann power series in

the following form

Km(ξ, λ)u = K0(ξ)u +
η∑

i=1

Ki(ξ)uλ2i λ ∈ R+

Km(ξ, λ)v = K0(ξ)v +
η∑

i=1

Ki(ξ)vλ2i
(4.1)

where Ki(ξ)u and Ki(ξ)v are integral iterated kernels given by

Ki(ξ)u =

ξ∫

0

Km(ξ, α)α−
2
3
mKi−1(α)u dα K0(α)u = χu

Ki(ξ)v =

ξ∫

0

Km(ξ, α)α−
2
3
mKi−1(α)v dα K0(α)v = χv

(4.2)

and η is the degree of approximations. χu and χv are limited independent solutions to Eq. (3.1)
for ξ = 0. χu = 1 for all values of the parameter m. Values of χv depend on the power index m
and the Poisson ratio ν (for m  2). They are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Values of χv for some considered values of the power index m

m −3 −2 −1 0 2 3 4

χv α5 α4 α3 α2 α2
√
3/3 α α−1+

√
11/3

The characteristic equations ∆m = 0 for different boundary conditions and different values
of the parameter m are obtained from well known characteristic determinants given by:
— clamped

∆m(λ) ≡

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Km(ξ, λ)u Km(ξ, λ)v
∂Km(ξ, λ)u

∂ξ

∂Km(ξ, λ)v
∂ξ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=1

(4.3)

— simply supported

∆m(λ) ≡
∣∣∣∣∣
Km(ξ, λ)u Km(ξ, λ)v

M [Km(ξ, λ)u] M [Km(ξ, λ)v ]

∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=1

(4.4)

— free

∆m(λ) ≡
∣∣∣∣∣
M [Km(ξ, λ)u] M [Km(ξ, λ)v ]
V [Km(ξ, λ)u] V [Km(ξ, λ)v ]

∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=1

(4.5)

— sliding supports

∆m(λ) ≡

∣∣∣∣∣∣

∂Km(ξ, λ)u
∂ξ

∂Km(ξ, λ)v
∂ξ

V [Km(ξ, λ)u] V [Km(ξ, λ)v ]

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=1

(4.6)

— elastic supports

∆m(λ) ≡
∣∣∣∣∣
Φ[Km(ξ, λ)u] Φ[Km(ξ, λ)v ]
Ψ [Km(ξ, λ)u] Ψ [Km(ξ, λ)v ]

∣∣∣∣∣
ξ=1

(4.7)

For all boundary conditions, the formula of ∆m has the following form

∆m = a0 +
η∑

i=1

(−1)iaiλ2i (4.8)

where a0, a1, . . . , aη are coefficients of characteristic equations depending on the boundary con-
ditions and the parameter m.

5. Results and discussion

The numerical results for dimensionless frequencies of the uniform and non-uniform circular
plates with different boundary conditions are presented in Tables 2-5. The Neumann power
series (Eq. (4.1)) expanded only for η = 15 allows one to obtained six lower exact eigenvalues
for all considered cases. The numerical dimensionless frequencies of the uniform circular plates
are presented in Table 2 with comparison to the results by Duan et al. (2014), Leissa (1969), Wu
and Liu (2002) and Yalcin et al. (2009). The numerical results for uniform circular plates with
elastic supports are shown in Table 3 with comparison to the results by Wu and Liu (2002).
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Table 2. The first six lower dimensionless frequencies λ = ωR2
√
ρhR/DR of the uniform circular

plates

λ

Boundary conditions

Clamped
Simply

Free
Sliding

supported supports
ν = 0.3 ν = 0.25 ν = 0.3 ν = 0.25

λ0 GF 10.216 4.935 4.860 9.003 8.889 14.682
Duan et al. (2014) 10.215 4.935 – 9.003 – –
Wu and Liu (2002) 10.216 4.935 – 9.003 – 14.682
Yalcin et al. (2009) 10.215 4.935 – 9.003 – –

λ1 GF 39.771 29.72 29.66 38.443 38.335 49.218
Duan et al. (2014) 39.771 29.72 – 38.443 – –
Wu and Liu (2002) 39.771 29.72 – 38.443 – 49.218
Yalcin et al. (2009) 39.771 29.72 – 38.443 – –

λ2 GF 89.104 74.156 74.101 87.750 87.645 103.499
Duan et al. (2014) 89.104 74.155 – 87.753 – –
Wu and Liu (2002) 89.104 74.156 – 87.750 – 103.499
Yalcin et al. (2009) 89.104 74.156 – 87.750 – –

λ3 GF 158.184 138.318 138.26 156.818 156.71 177.521
Duan et al. (2014) 158.184 138.317 – 156.826 – –
Wu and Liu (2002) 158.184 138.318 – 156.816 – 177.521
Yalcin et al. (2009) 158.184 138.318 – 156.818 – –

λ4 GF 247.006 222.215 222.25 245.634 245.53 271.282
Duan et al. (2014) 247.006 222.213 – 245.651 – –
Wu and Liu (2002) 247.007 222.215 – 245.634 – 271.282
Yalcin et al. (2009) 247.006 222.215 – 245.633 – –

λ5 GF 355.569 325.849 325.79 354.6 354.08 384.782
Leissa (1969) 355.568 – – – – –

Wu and Liu (2002) 355.569 325.849 – – – –
GF – Green’s function

Table 3. The first six lower dimensionless frequencies λ = ωR2
√
ρhR/DR of the uniform circular

plates with elastic supports, Poisson ratio ν = 0.3

Elastic parameters
λ φ = 0.1 φ = 10 φ = 100

Ψ = 100 Ψ = 100 Ψ = 100

λ0 GF 4.854 7.790 8.809
Wu and Liu (2002) 4.854 7.790 8.809

λ1 GF 22.097 22.128 22.142
Wu and Liu (2002) 22.098 22.128 22.143

λ2 GF 44.938 49.253 51.441
Wu and Liu (2002) 44.938 49.254 51.442

λ3 GF 90.469 98.741 104.413
Wu and Liu (2002) 90.469 98.741 104.413

λ4 GF 158.359 168.599 177.926
Wu and Liu (2002) 158.359 168.599 177.926

λ5 GF 246.673 258.213 271.391
Wu and Liu (2002) 246.673 258.213 271.391
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Table 4. The first six lower dimensionless frequencies λ = ωRm/3
√
ρhR/DR of the non-uniform

circular plates

m λ

Boundary conditions

Clamped
Simply

Free
Sliding

supported supports
ν = 0.33 ν = 0.25 ν = 0.33 ν = 0.25 ν = 0.33 ν = 0.25 ν = 0.33 ν = 0.25

−3

λ0 16.902 17.209 10.851 10.981 25.643 25.501 36.543 36.676
λ1 86.044 86.188 67.382 67.403 90.847 90.722 114.63 114.75
λ2 197.11 197.25 167.37 167.38 210.79 201.67 236.94 237.07
λ3 352.64 352.78 311.75 311.76 357.14 357.01 403.59 403.71
λ4 552.55 552.69 500.53 500.54 556.94 556.82 614.61 614.74
λ5 796.86 796.99 733.71 733.72 801.18 801.05 870.03 870.16

−2

λ0 15.147 15.331 9.280 9.314 19.555 19.398 28.537 28.625
λ1 68.932 69.027 53.458 53.440 71.203 71.062 90.109 90.192
λ2 156.66 156.75 132.43 132.41 158.85 158.71 186.69 186.77
λ3 279.52 279.61 246.49 246.47 281.60 281.46 318.33 318.41
λ4 437.46 437.54 395.64 395.61 439.47 439.33 485.04 485.13
λ5 630.48 630.56 579.87 579.85 632.45 632.31 686.84 686.92

−1

λ0 12.868 12.951 7.302 7.256 14.041 13.868 21.254 21.297
λ1 53.504 53.551 40.917 40.860 53.762 53.604 68.307 68.349
λ2 120.65 120.70 101.37 101.31 120.86 120.70 142.21 142.25
λ3 214.70 214.74 188.69 188.63 214.85 214.69 242.97 243.01
λ4 335.61 335.65 302.88 302.82 335.72 335.57 370.60 370.64
λ5 483.38 483.42 443.93 443.87 483.48 483.32 525.09 525.13

2

λ0 8.894 9.111 3.297 3.334 5.302 5.412 8.876 9.193
λ1 25.837 26.306 19.076 19.410 22.951 23.296 28.472 29.011
λ2 51.575 52.278 42.759 43.337 48.776 49.363 56.510 57.279
λ3 86.082 87.017 75.135 75.949 83.323 84.144 93.262 94.260
λ4 129.36 130.52 116.25 117.30 126.62 127.67 138.76 139.99
λ5 181.41 182.81 166.13 167.41 178.68 179.97 193.03 194.49

3

λ0 8.719 8.965 3.002 3.073 4.686 4.843 8.787 7.170
[1] 8.720 – – – – – – –
[7] 8.708 – – – – – – –
[16] 8.719 8.965 – – – – – –
λ1 21.145 21.609 15.761 16.110 18.152 18.520 21.638 22.170
[1] 21.15 – – – – – – –
[16] 21.145 21.609 – – – – – –
λ2 38.453 39.122 32.031 32.595 35.607 36.187 40.402 41.133
[1] 38.45 – – – – – – –
[16] 38.453 39.122 – – – – – –
λ3 60.680 61.551 53.108 53.879 57.892 58.677 63.964 64.894
λ4 87.834 88.910 79.076 80.052 85.077 86.066 92.411 93.577
λ5 119.91 121.19 109.95 111.03 117.18 118.31 125.78 126.78

4

λ0 8.458 8.705 2.877 2.965 4.395 4.569 3.644 4.273
λ1 16.735 17.137 12.781 13.096 14.093 14.427 15.778 16.236
λ2 27.094 27.643 22.827 23.299 24.645 25.131 27.042 27.639
λ3 39.611 40.303 34.898 35.418 37.240 37.872 40.255 41.007
λ4 54.305 55.139 49.123 49.866 51.975 52.751 55.925 56.484
λ5 70.806 71.542 65.087 66.243 68.884 69.791 70.875 74.118

[1] – Conway (1957), [7] – Jaroszewicz and Zoryj (2006), [16] – Wang (1997)
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Table 5. The first six lower dimensionless frequencies λ = ωRm/3
√
ρhR/DR of the non-uniform

circular plates with elastic supports

m λ
Elastic parameters

φ = 0.1, Ψ = 10 φ = 100, Ψ = 10 φ = 10, Ψ = 10
ν = 0.33 ν = 0.25 ν = 0.33 ν = 0.25 ν = 0.33 ν = 0.25

−3

λ0 3.595 3.670 2.965 3.011 0.317 0.322
λ1 27.042 26.920 36.525 36.650 33.285 33.379
λ2 91.487 91.369 113.22 113.34 104.64 104.72
λ3 202.25 202.13 233.81 233.93 218.85 218.90
λ4 357.53 357.41 398.25 398.37 376.43 376.46
λ5 557.30 557.18 606.59 606.71 577.83 577.84

−2

λ0 3.818 3.873 3.344 3.377 0.354 0.357
λ1 21.143 21.012 28.709 28.790 26.104 26.164
λ2 71.857 71.723 89.165 89.246 82.728 82.772
λ3 159.29 159.16 184.49 184.58 173.21 173.23
λ4 281.972 281.83 314.55 314.63 297.95 297.95
λ5 439.81 439.67 479.34 479.42 457.28 457.27

−1

λ0 3.860 3.886 3.749 3.769 0.394 0.396
λ1 15.947 15.818 21.624 21.662 19.520 19.546
λ2 54.447 54.297 67.746 67.787 63.101 63.114
λ3 121.29 121.14 140.76 140.80 132.60 132.60
λ4 215.20 215.04 240.43 240.47 228.33 228.31
λ5 336.06 335.88 366.76 366.77 350.51 350.48

2

λ0 3.140 3.168 7.330 7.148 0.729 0.723
λ1 9.061 9.195 8.855 9.317 8.250 8.546
λ2 23.752 24.096 28.495 29.027 26.982 27.482
λ3 49.197 49.784 56.260 57.022 53.862 54.581
λ4 83.620 84.442 92.740 93.731 89.265 90.204
λ5 126.86 127.918 137.94 139.16 133.27 134.43

3

λ0 3.100 3.156 21.623 22.157 1.050 1.023
λ1 8.804 8.954 40.302 41.028 6.374 6.733
λ2 18.947 19.309 63.727 64.651 20.771 21.271
λ3 36.010 36.589 92.023 93.149 38.923 39.615
λ4 58.170 58.955 125.22 126.24 61.783 62.668
λ5 85.295 86.304 153.08 155.33 89.454 90.552

4

λ0 3.166 3.239 15.354 15.859 2.642 1.999
λ1 8.651 8.803 26.962 27.562 15.401 15.832
λ2 14.881 15.204 40.184 40.919 26.395 26.966
λ3 25.028 25.512 55.473 56.347 39.575 40.040
λ4 37.810 38.129 72.903 73.921 48.253 55.200
λ5 45.062 52.949 92.495 93.111 59.544 72.493

The dimensionless frequencies of the non-uniform circular plates with different boundary
conditions are presented in Table 4 with comparison to the results by Conway (1957), Jaroszewicz
and Zoryj (2006), Wang (1997). The numerical results for the non-uniform circular plates with
elastic supports are shown in Table 5.
The dimensionless frequencies of the non-uniform circular plate (Table 4) decrease when

values of the power index increase. However, the absolute values of frequencies ω increase if
the power index increases, which is according to physical properties of this kind of plates with
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variable thickness (Wu and Liu, 2002). Additionally, the dimensionless frequencies depend on
functions describing the distribution of plate parameters such as thickness or rigidity. The di-
mensionless frequencies and absolute values ω for the uniform and the non-uniform circular
plates with elastic constraints (Table 3 and 5) depend on combination of values of the elastic
parameters.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, Green’s functions have been employed to solve the problem of natural vibration of
uniform and non-uniform circular thin plates with different boundary conditions. The universal
Green function for different power indices m and different Poisson ratios is defined. The limi-
ted solutions to the Euler equation expanded in the Neumann power series allow one to obtain
characteristic equations of circular plates rapidly convergent to the exact eigenvalues. The cha-
racteristic equations have been obtained for different values of the parameter m, different values
of Poisson’s ratio and different boundary conditions. The considered values of Poisson’s ratio
have not large influence on the dimensionless eigenvalues, but the numerical results of the inve-
stigation can be used to validate the accuracy of other numerical methods as benchmark values.
The obtained results are in good agreement with the results obtained by other methods presen-
ted in the literature. The calculations have been carried out with the help of Mathematica v10,
which is a symbolic calculation software.
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In this study, the author presents a theoretical model of a semi-active magnetorheological
(MR) twin-tube damper concept. The model relies on geometric variables and material
properties and can be used in engineering and research studies on damper structures. Other
non-linear characteristics, namely, the fluid chamber compressibility, fluid inertia, cylinder
elasticity, friction, one-way check valves are included into the model as well. The author
studies the performance of the damper model as design variables are varied, and the results
are analysed and discussed.

Keywords: MR damper, twin-tube damper concept, lumped parameter model

1. Introduction

Magnetorheological (MR) fluids have always been attractive to engineers and researchers within
the automotive industry. The material adapts to changing external conditions within millise-
conds. Automotive (vehicle) dampers utilizing MR fluids are now found in a number of semi-
-active platforms in vehicles. In the industry, the monotube damper configuration (de Carbon,
1952) is the most common structure of a flow-mode MR damper. The cylinder tube houses the
floating piston (gas cup) separating the fluid from the gas-filled chamber. The piston divides
the MR fluid volume into the compression chamber (fluid volume between the floating piston
and the main piston assembly) and the rebound chamber (fluid volume between the rod guide
and the main piston). The piston assembly contains an annular gap to permit the fluid to flow
between the chambers and secondary flow paths (bypasses) for tuning the MR damper low-speed
performance. In a typical MR damper, the rod is attached to the vehicle body and the cylinder
to the wheel hub. The relative motion of the wheel and the body drives the fluid flow between the
chambers through the annulus in the piston. The design has been a natural choice for MR ap-
plications due to its simplicity, however, high operating pressures and packaging limit its scope.
Moreover, manufacturing issues due to high surface finish requirements of the cylinder tube are
a factor here, too. Also, gas high pressures in monotube dampers would translate into rod guide
friction well above that of twintube hardware. Therefore, the research on other structures of MR
dampers continues (Poynor, 2001). A standard twin-tube damper features concentric cylinder
tubes. The inner cylinder houses a piston valve for controlling the flow between the adjacent
fluid chambers and a base (foot) valve for regulating the flow between the fluid chamber below
the piston in the inner cylinder and a reservoir (fluid volume contained between the outer tube
and the inner one). The reservoir is partially filled with oil to accommodate volume changes due
to rod displacement. The dampers work at a lower gas pressure, but only upright positions are
possible in vehicles, and they incorporate more valves. However, research efforts on MR twin-
-tube structures have not fully succeeded. Two studies focused on a twin-tube structure of an
MR damper in which the MR control valve was located in the piston inside the inner cylinder
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(Poynor, 2001; Jensen et al., 2001). In the design of Jensen et al. (2001), a standard base valve
was used for controlling the MR fluid flow into the outer reservoir. The damper structure, ho-
wever, might suffer from hydraulic imbalance (a common problem affecting twintube dampers),
and the range of damping forces that can be achieved with this design could be limited. The
imbalance phenomenon occurs when the damper is in compression and the pressure drop across
the piston is larger than the pressure drop across the base valve. As a result, most of the fluid
volume is pushed through the base valve causing lags in the chamber above the piston. Another
study revealed a twin-tube damper in which the MR valve regulates the fluid flow from the upper
chamber above the piston into the reservoir volume between the cylinders (Oakley, 2006). Two
one-way check valves are used for directing the flow between the fluid chambers. Another feature
of this concept is its ability to tune its non-energized condition with passive valves. Apparently,
there is no published research on the twin-tube design of Oakley (2006) related to its performan-
ce. The proposed model fulfills this gap. Briefly, the generic goal of this study was to provide
a lumped parameter model of a twin-tube MR damper for component as well as vehicle level
analyses. The task is complicated – damper and flow channel geometry, magnetic field induced
yield stress and resistance-to-flow build-up, fluid compliance, cavitation, friction, gas absorption,
etc. have been among the contributors to the force output of MR dampers (Hong et al., 2006).
At the same time, vehicle dampers have been a subject of intensive modelling work. In the past,
researchers developed various models of dampers to copy their non-linear characteristics. For
example, Lang (1977) as well as Segel and Lang (1981) developed a math model of a twintube
automotive damper and concluded the observed hysteretic behavior was due to the compressi-
bility of the fluid, cylinder tube elasticity and cavitation. The models of Lang (1977), Segel and
Lang (1981) remain the key work on conventional dampers operating at high frequencies. Also,
Lee (1997) obtained a complex model of a monotube vehicle suspension damper. The model
included compressibility of fluid dampers, floating gas cup inertia and first-order heat transfer
effects in addition to a deflected disc piston model. Also, Mollica (1997) proposed a non-linear
model of a monotube damper using bond graph techniques. The model of Mollica incorporates
friction elements, fluid compressibility, gas, leakage and hydraulic resistance components in the
piston (Mollica, 1997). Those studies were a basis for developing the lumped parameter model
described in detail below. Specifically, the goal was to obtain a damper model capable of copying
the performance characteristics of twin-tube MR dampers and important phenomena occurring
inside the device as well as the operational logic of the damper. Also, fluid compressibility effects
and fluid inertia are modeled, and their influence on the damping force output of an MR damper
is analysed for a selected configuration.

2. Modelling

The MR twin-tube damper concept is illustrated in Fig. 1. The inner tube houses the piston
separating the fluid volume into the rebound (upper) chamber volume and the compression
(lower) chamber volume. The damper is driven by the displacement (velocity) input xp (vp)
applied to the rod. MR valve (1) controls the fluid flow between rebound and reservoir chambers.
The flow rate through the MR valve is Qv,1. The flow through the piston Qv,2 is controlled by
check valve (2). The valve allows flow in one direction only, from chamber (2) (compression)
into chamber (1) (rebound). The flow between chambers (3) (reservoir) and (2) (compression)
is controlled by one-way valve (3). This valve allows flow from chamber (3) (reservoir) into (2)
(compression). Both valves are schematically shown in Fig. 1 – they may take the form of a
standard deflected disc stack assembly or a preloaded spring and plate. The flow rate through
check valve (3) is Qv,3. The reservoir contains MR fluid and pressurised gas. The fluid rheology
in the annulus is controlled by the magnetic field H due to the current Ic in the coil of the piston
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core. The fluid is described by the yield stress τ0, viscosity µ, density ρ, and bulk modulus Bf .
The MR annulus height is h, and its cross-section area Ag. Lg is the annular length, and the
active section length (magnetic poles) is La (La < Lg). In rebound (see Fig. 1), the rod moves
out of the damper. The flow is through valves (1) and (3), and there is no flow through valve (2);
the flow through MR valve (1) is uni-directional. In compression, the rod would move into the
damper. Flow through check valve (3) would be prevented, and it would occur through valves
(1) and (2). In the sections that follow below, the author discusses the key phenomena occurring
in the damper and outside of the MR valve.

Fig. 1. MR twin-tube damper: internal MR valve

2.1. Damper model

Consider the damper model in Fig. 1. With the inertia of the lumped mass of fluid in the
MR valve annulus, the force balance equation is (Gołdasz and Sapiński, 2013)

Q̇v,1 =
Ag
ρLg
(Pr − Pg −∆pa −∆PH) (2.1)

where ∆pa is the field-induced pressure drop along the annular gap, and ∆PH denotes losses at
the holes in the inner cylinder. The term ∆pa is discussed in detail in Section 2.2. Also, fluid
continuity expressions for the pressures above and below the piston are

Ṗr = β(Pr)
(Ap −Ar)vp − (Qv,1 +Qv,2)

Vr,0 − (Ap −Ar)xp

Ṗc = β(Pc)
−Apvp + (Qv,2 +Qv,3)

Vc,0 +Apxp

(2.2)

where β(P ) refers to the combined bulk modulus due to fluid compressibility and cylinder
compliance, whereas Vr,0 and Vc,0 are midstroke fluid chamber volumes. Gas pressure in the
reservoir Pg can be expressed assuming the adiabatic process, i.e. without heat transfer between
the damper and the environment

Pg = Pg,0
( Vg,0
Vg,0 −

∫
(Qv,1 −Qv,3) dt

)n
(2.3)
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In the above equation, Pg,0 and Vg,0 are the initial gas pressure and volume, respectively, and
n is the adiabatic gas constant. Also in this analysis, the effects of wall expansion with pressure
are combined with the influence of fluid bulk modulus via the relationship

1
β
=
1
βf
+
1
βs

(2.4)

where the variation of the fluid bulk modulus with pressure can be as

βf (P ) = β0
1 + α

(
Pa

Pa+P

) 1
n

1 + α P
1
n
a

n(Pa+P )
1+n
n

(2.5)

Equation (2.5) reveals the bulk modulus variation with pressure of the mixture of the fluid
and non-dissolved air (Manring, 2005). β0 is the pure fluid bulk modulus, Pa refers to the
atmospheric (or reference) pressure, and α denotes the relative gas content. The compliance of
the steel cylinder βs is (Mollica, 1997)

1
βs
=
2
Es

(
ν +

D2o +D
2
p

D2o −D2p

)
(2.6)

where Es is Young modulus (steel), ν – Poisson’s coefficient, Do – outer diameter of the cylinder.
Cavitation effects are simply modeled by imposing a constraint on the pressures Pr and Pc,
Pr  Pv and Pc  Pv . Also, the pressure drop at the holes ∆PH in the inner cylinder is

∆PH = ρ
Q2v,1

2(CHAH)2
(2.7)

where CH is the discharge coefficient and Ao cross-sectional area of the holes. Using the one-way
valve in the piston, the piston flow rate Qv,2 can be

Qv,2 =





C2A2

√

2
|Pr − Pc|

ρ
Pr − Pc < 0

0 Pr − Pc  0
(2.8)

Similarly, the flow rate Qv,3 through check valve (3) is

Qv,3 =





C3A3

√

2
|Pc − Pg|

ρ
Pc − Pg < 0

0 Pc − Pg  0
(2.9)

The check valves are assumed to open with no delay. Considering forces on the piston, the
damping force Fd including friction Ff becomes

Fd = (Ap −Ar)Pr −ApPc + Ff
(
sgn (vp)

)
(2.10)

To summarize, equations from (2.1) to (2.10) form a set of expressions for simulating the output
of a twin-tube MR damper.
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2.2. MR valve model

This Section shows the application of a biplastic Bingham scheme for deriving the pressure
vs. flow rate characteristics of an MR valve model. The MR valve (annulus) contains a parallel
flux bypass feature. The flux bypass often takes the form of a slot feature on either surface
constituting the annulus. Due to the increased (local) height of the annulus, it is characterized
by a region of low flux density (yield stress) (Gołdasz and Sapiński, 2012) where the MR fluid
is allowed to flow through the flux bypass section at a lower breakaway pressure drop than in
the other portion of the flow channel. As a result, low forces are achieved at near-zero flow rates
through the MR piston. Medium and high flow rate performance is not affected. Application
of the bi-plastic scheme is based on the assumption that the dual behavior can be described
with the artificial material model of parameters related to both material properties of the MR
(Bingham) fluid and the piston geometry. By expressing the pressure drop∆pa across the control
valve in terms of the dimensionless pressure number G and the plasticity S, the equation linking
the term ∆pa with the flow rate through the MR valve Qv,1 is (Gołdasz and Sapiński, 2012)

∆pa =
2τ2La
h

G(S) + C
ρQ2v,1
A2g
=

2τ0La
h[1 − γ(1 − δ)]G(S) + C

ρQ2v,1
A2g

G = − h∆pa
2Laτ2

S =
12µQv,1
wh2τ2

(2.11)

In equation (2.11), high velocity losses are accounted for in the model in quadratic form, and the
tuning coefficient C captures the effects of the fluid entry and exit, flow development, turbulent
losses, etc. The parameters γ and δ refer to the slope of the damper force (pressure) variation
against velocity (flow rate) and the interception force in the pre-yield region, and τ2 is the
bi-plastic material yield stress. The pre-yield viscosity (slope) µr is related to the material
viscosity µ via γ = µ/µr, and the yield stress τ2 is linked to the yield stress τ0 through the
equation τ0 = τ2[1− γ(1− δ)]. At γ →∞ and δ → 1, the model would reduce to that of classic
Bingham’s.
The bi-plastic model was studied by various authors (Gołdasz and Sapiński, 2012, 2013;

Dimock et al., 2002). For example, Gołdasz and Sapiński (2012) analyzed the performance of
a dual coil MR piston with the flux bypass feature and extracted non-dimensional parameters
for it. The authors concluded that the non-dimensional viscosity γ was relatively invariant of
the magnetic field, whereas the yield stress parameter δ varied with the current level (or flux
density). The model allows for separating the flow regime into two distinct flow regimes with the
threshold plasticity S0 = γ(2−3δ+δ3). Briefly, the pre-yield (bypass) regime is characterized by
the plasticity number S < S0 and the post-yield regime by S  S0. In the model, the post-yield
relationship between the pressure drop and the flow rate through the annulus for (S  S0 and
G  1) is

G =
1
6
[3(1 − γ(1− δ)) + S]

[
2 cos

(1
3
arctan 2(y, x)

)
+ 1

]
(2.12)

where

y = 12
√
−81b2 + 12ba3 x = −108b + 8a3

a =
3
2
(1− γ(1− δ)) + 1

2
S b =

1
2
(1− γ(1− δ3))

(2.13)

In the pre-yield flow regime, S < S0, the material behavior is governed by the modified Bingham
plastic formula

G = δ
1
6

( S
δγ
+ 3

)[
2 cos

(1
3
arctan 2(y′, x′)

)
+ 1

]
(2.14)
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where

x′ = −27 + 27 S
γδ
+ 9

( S
γδ

)2
+
( S
γδ

)3

y′ = 6
√
3

√

27
S

γδ
+ 9

( S
γδ

)2
+
( S
γδ

)3 (2.15)

To summarize, equation (2.11) accompanied by equations (2.14) and (2.15) allow for calculation
of the pressure drop ∆pa across the energized annulus.

3. Simulations

The simulations involved the MR twin-tube damper model subjected to a displacement waveform
at the rod as in Fig. 1 and used the data in Table 1. The friction estimate Ff of 70N has been
obtained from a real damper; the gas pressure Pg,0 is equal to 0.8MPa, and the adiabatic
constant 1.4. The MR fluid bulk modulus βf is 1500MPa, the density ρ is 2.68 g/cc, and its air
contents α equal to 0.001. The viscosity of the fluid µ is 62 cP at the temperature Ta of 30◦C –
see Fig. 2. The steel modulus of elasticity Es is 2.1 · 105MPa, and the Poisson coefficient equals
to 0.29.

Table 1. Twin-tube damper model inputs

Symbol Description Value

Lr,0 Initial rebound chamber length, [mm] 150
Lc,0 Initial compression chamber length, [mm] 150
Aeff = Ap−Ar Upper chamber cross-section area, [mm2] 683.48
Ap Cylinder cross-section area, [mm2] 804.24
Vr,0 Initial rebound chamber volume, [mm3] 1.206 · 105
Vc,0 Initial compression chamber volume, [mm3] 1.025 · 105
Vg,0 Initial gas chamber volume, [mm3] 0.861 · 105
A2, A3 Check valve flow areas, [mm2] 220
C2, C3, CH Discharge coefficients, [–] 0.7
AH Cylinder holes area, [mm2] 301
tw Cylinder wall thickness, [mm] 1.8
La Active length, [mm] 25.8
L Annulus length, [mm] 37
h Annulus height, [mm] 0.89
w Mean circumferential width, [mm] 88.60
C Flow coefficient, [–] 0.1

The piston parameters, the yield stress ratio and the viscosity ratio variation with current,
respectively, copy the dual-coil assembly by Gołdasz and Sapiński (2012). In the study, the two
parameters γ and δ are identified from real piston performance data. The identified viscosity
ratio γ varied from 0.0175 at the coil current Ic of 1A through 0.0167 at 3A to 0.0149 at
the maximum coil current level of 5A. The yield stress ratio varied from 0.179 (Ic = 1A)
through 0.363 (Ic = 3A) to 0.492 (Ic = 5A). Here, the MR piston is simply described by the
steady-state pressure vs. flow rate characteristics in Fig. 3. The ∆pa − Qv,1 characteristics in
Fig. 3 are based on the geometry and material properties, and then input into the Simulink
model. The fluid data are in Fig. 2; B – magnetic flux density, H – field strength. The results
given by equations (2.2) through (2.10) are presented in Figs. 4 through 7. Briefly, the model
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Fig. 2. MR fluid characteristics: B-H , τ0-B (Gołdasz and Sapiński, 2012)

Fig. 3. MR piston steady-state characteristics: ∆pa vs. Qv,1

Fig. 4. Influence of rod size on the damping force; Xp = 30mm, Vp = 1024mm/s
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Fig. 5. Graphs of force-displacement and force-velocity; Xp = 30mm, Ic = 5A

Fig. 6. Graphs of pressure-displacement and pressure-velocity; Xp = 30mm, Ic = 5A

is subjected to the displacement xp(t) = Xp sinωt applied to the rod. The results are shown
as force-velocity and force-displacement loops. In the simulations, the effects of velocity, coil
current and rod size on the damping force output are examined. Specifically, Fig. 4 shows the
impact the rod diameter (area) has on the damper force. As seen in Figs. 4a through 4d, smaller
rod sizes (Dp = 12.4mm) contribute to major asymmetry in the damping force. The rebound-
-to-compression ratio (asymmetry ratio) for the damping force is above 5:1 at the peak velocity of
1024mm/s. In the cases shown, the rebound forces decreased when the piston diameter increased
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Fig. 7. Influence of the frequency; Vp = 382mm/s

up to 22mm. The asymmetry decreased at the expense of rebound forces. It can be shown that
as the piston rod is in compression, check valve (2) in the piston is opened, and check valve (3)
in the base valve is closed, so that the annular flow rate is related to the rod area Ar. Smaller
rod sizes develop larger force output asymmetry. Increasing the rod size impacts the hysteresis
between the force and velocity (see Figs. 4a and 4c and 5) and rotates the damping force ellipses
into the first quadrant of the force-displacement plane due to the gas force. The hysteresis is
larger when in compression than in rebound. Also, it can be shown that the gas force change
magnitude is directly related to the rod area. Next, Fig. 6 reveals the pressures in each chamber
of the damper vs. piston displacement and velocity. Note that the rebound chamber pressure
dominates regardless of the damper operating conditions, i.e. it is clear that when the damper
is in rebound the pressure in the lower chamber drops below gas pressure. Check valve (3) in
the base valve opens, and there is flow through check valve (3) from the reservoir and into the
compression chamber. In compression, the check valve in the piston opens and there is flow
from the compression chamber into the rebound one. The effect of frequency manifested by an
increase in the hysteresis in the force-velocity loops and force oscillations are shown in Fig. 7.

4. Conclusions

The author has analysed a novel model of a twin-tube MR damper concept. The study shows
numerical results, however, the MR valve model is based on a verified bi-plastic theory and
against real data which allows one to analyze the results with confidence (Gołdasz and Sapiński,
2012, 2013). Apart from the MR valve, the damper utilizes two one-way check valves in the piston
and the base valve, respectively. The check valves offer extra means of tuning the output force in
off-state conditions; this aspect of the concept is beyond the scope of this paper. Additionally, by
using the check valves at the piston and the base of the damper, the flow through the piston is
always in the same direction. To the author’s knowledge no such model has been developed so far.
As opposed to present MR structures, this configuration is asymmetric rebound-to-compression;
the asymmetry is related to the rod size. To conclude, larger rod sizes minimize the asymmetry
at the cost of rebound forces. The damper is more complex than single-tube structures but
any performance and cost benefits, namely, lower friction, less stringent cylinder surface finish,
may favour its applications. The damper works at a lower gas pressure than other MR damper
structures, too. The twin-tube damper model can be a useful tool in various studies. The model
relies on the information extracted mainly from engineering drawings and fluid data, which
makes it suitable for fast sizing studies early in the design development stage. Transient studies
through the B-τ0 coupling are possible, too.
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Identification of mechanical properties of isotropic and anisotropic materials that demon-
strate non-linear elastic behavior, such as rubbers and soft tissues of human body, is critical
for many industrial and medical purposes. In this paper, a method is presented to obtain the
mechanical constants of Mooney-Rivlin and Holzapfel hyper-elastic material models which
are employed to describe the behavior of isotropic and anisotropic hyper-elastic materials,
respectively. By using boundary measured data from a sample with non-standard geometry,
and by using an iterative inverse analysis technique, the material constants are obtained.
The method uses the results of different experiments simultaneously to obtain the mate-
rial parameters more accurately. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated
through three examples. In the two first examples, the simulated measured data are used,
while in the third example, the experimental data obtained from a polyvinyl alcohol sample
are used.

Keywords: hyper-elstic material, inverse analysis, anisotropic, polyvinyl alcohol

1. Introduction

Many materials such as rubbers, elastomers and tissues of human body experience large defor-
mation under small loads. Further, some materials such as wood, fiber-reinforced composites
and some body tissues like arterial walls, show anisotropic behavior in addition to large elastic
deformation due to the presence of preferred directions in their structure. The large strains in
the response of these materials clarify that their mechanical behavior is nonlinear, and getting
back to the reference configuration after load removal demonstrates their elastic response. Be-
cause of the wide use of these materials in industry and the crucial role of different tissues in
human body, presenting a model with known parameters that can predict the mechanical be-
havior of these materials is essential. When these materials experience small deformations (less
than 2 to 5 percent), their mechanical behavior can be modeled using common linear elastic
models (Czabanowski, 2010), but under large deformations, their mechanical response must be
represented by nonlinear models such as hyper-elastic material models. Therefore, many efforts
have been made to present constitutive laws that model the behavior of these materials proper-
ly. Pamidi and Advani (1987) proposed nonlinear constitutive relations for human brain tissue.
Fung (1993) showed that the elastic properties of rabbits’ mesentery could be simply modeled
as an exponential function. Holzapfel and Gasser (2000) considered arterial walls as thin-walled
cylinders and presented a constitutive equation for describing their behavior. They obtained the
numerical values of the constants of their model using experimental data. A constitutive law for
arterial layers with distributed collagen fiber orientation was presented in the work of Gasser et
al. (2006).
Many researchers used hyper-elastic models to predict material behavior especially for hu-

man body tissues. Moulton et al. (1995) used a combination of finite element model, nonlinear
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optimization algorithm, and a set of strains obtained by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to
determine passive myocardial material properties. Miller and Chinzei (1997) conducted pressure
experiments on brain tissue to model the destructions that may happen during brain surgery.
They obtained force-displacement diagrams from the experiments. Then, they computed the
unknown constants for different hyper-elastic models using the least squares method. Krouskop
et al. (1998) conducted some pressure experiments on different parts of breast and prostate
tissue, such as fat, and obtained Young’s modules for each part.
Hartman (2001) conducted some tension and torsion tests on different samples made of

rubber to identify their properties based on incompressible Rivlin’s hyper-elastic model. Ogden
et al. (2004) used a non-linear least squares optimization method to obtain the constants of
hyper-elastic models for incompressible materials by fitting experimental data to their model.
In the work of Hu and Desai (2004), a tissue indentation test was conducted on liver to identify
its biomechanical properties.
Balaraman et al. (2005) conducted different experiments on 19 samples of muscle tissue and

used the experimental data in a finite element analysis. They obtained mechanical properties
of the muscle by an inverse method using Taguchi’s approach. Mehrabian (2008) estimated the
constants of an incompressible hyper-elastic material based on three different energy functions.
Some samples made of polyvinyl alcohol were used in pressure experiments. The tests were
modeled in the finite element analysis and the unknown constants were computed using the
least square method.
Ahn et al. (2008) conducted biomechanical experiments on macro and micro liver samples

to characterize their mechanical behavior using a nonlinear least squares method and an inverse
finite element (FE) method based on a parameter estimation algorithm. In the work of Mesa-
Múnera et al. (2012), several hyper-elastic models were used to predict and model mechanical
behavior of a silicone rubber. They conducted a uniaxial compression test on a phantom with
mechanical properties close to brain tissue. They could obtain force-displacement diagrams for
compression tests on the phantom.
Rauchs et al. (2010) used a depth-sensing spherical indentation technique to determine the

parameters of different rubber materials by using an inverse method based on a gradient-
-based numerical optimization method. Czabanowski (2010) conducted some pressure expe-
riments on machinery elastomers to obtain their material properties. Czabanowski obtained
force-displacement diagrams first. Then, by using a function in ABAQUS finite element softwa-
re, he determined the constants of Mooney-Rivlin model for the materials.
Abyaneh et al. (2013) used an inverse method to obtain viscoelastic material properties of

porcine cornea by performing tension and indentation tests. They used a sample with possible
maximum length for the tension test. Using the results of the tension test, material properties
for an isotropic viscoelastic material were obtained using a curve fitting procedure. Due to
insufficiency of this model, to match the indentation test results, an anisotropic model with
the results of the indentation test was also used in an inverse algorithm to obtain anisotropic
parameters. Parameters of the isotropic model were the initial guesses for the inverse algorithm.
Baker and Shrot (2013) proposed a new method for inverse identification of material parameters.
They used auxiliary quantities to describe material behavior.
In all of the works reviewed above, the sample that was used to obtain the measurement

data was cut to a cubic or cylindrical shape to provide standard test specimens. Therefore,
these methods cannot be applicable to find the material constants of a hyper-elastic material
with a non-standard shape nondestructively. The inverse method presented in this paper uses
the measured displacement data from a sufficient number of sampling points on the original
hyperelastic body to obtain unknown material constants. If the properties of the material are
dependent on size and geometry, the properties, which are obtained by this method, are suitable
for that special shape. Unlike previous researches, the method presented in this research uses the
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results of different experiments simultaneously to obtain the material parameters more accura-
tely. This inverse problem is highly nonlinear and encounters various difficulties. Simultaneous
use of measured data from several experiments with different load cases reduces the ill-posedness
of the inverse problem. It is observed that using the measured data from several experiments
results in a better solution than the case where only the measured data from one experiment
is used. The Mooney-Rivlin and Holzapfel models are considered for isotropic and anisotropic
materials, respectively. The Tikhonov regularization method is used in the inverse analysis. A
method to determine the initial guesses for the unknown constants is also presented. The inverse
method needs a sensitivity analysis, which is carried out using the finite element method (FEM).

2. Materials modeling

2.1. Hyper-elastic materials

For hyper-elastic materials, the stress-strain relations are determined using the strain energy
density function ψ which is defined in terms of a deformation gradient or strain tensor. The
derivative of ψ with respect to a component of strain gives its corresponding stress component
(Holzapfel, 2000)

Sij =
∂ψ

∂εij
(2.1)

where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and ε is the Lagrangian strain tensor defined
as follows

εij =
1
2
(Cij − δij) (2.2)

In Eq. (2.2), C is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (C = FTF). F is the deformation
gradient, which can be expressed in terms of the displacement vector u (F = ∇u+ I).
Local shape deformation of a material element is described by F. The strain energy function

is usually a function of deformation gradient F. Indeed, the function ψ is expressed in terms of
the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, i.e., ψ = ψ(C). The following relation holds between
the second Piola-Kirchhoff and Cauchy stress tensors (Holzapfel, 2000)

S = JF−1σF−T (2.3)

where J = detF. Therefore, according to Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) the Cauchy stress tensor is
defined as follows

σ = 2J−1F
∂ψ

∂C
FT (2.4)

For an isotropic material, ψ is dependent on C based on its invariants. The invariants of C are

I1 = trC I2 =
1
2
[( trC)2 − trC2] I3 = detC (2.5)

For an isotropic material ψ is just dependent on I1, I2 and I3 (Holzapfel and Ogden, 2010) and
the Cauchy stress equation is expanded as follows

σ = 2J−1
(
F
∂ψ

∂I1

∂I1
∂C
FT + F

∂ψ

∂I2

∂I2
∂C
FT + F

∂ψ

∂I3

∂I3
∂C
FT
)

(2.6)
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By obtaining the derivatives of the invariants with respect to C (Holzapfel, 2000) and knowing
that B = FFT Eq. (2.6) yields to

σ = 2J−1[ψ1B+ ψ2(I1B−B2) + I3ψ3I] (2.7)

where ψi = ∂ψ/∂Ii. For an incompressible isotropic material I3 = detF = 1 and the Cauchy
stress tensor is modified as follows (Holzapfel, 2000)

σ = −pI+ 2F ∂ψ
∂C
FT (2.8)

where p is a scalar identified as hydrostatic pressure. Therefore, the Cauchy stress tensor for an
incompressible material with respect to B is expressed as follows

σ = −pI+ 2ψ1B+ 2ψ2(I1B−B2) (2.9)

2.2. Isotropic hyper-elastic materials

The polynomial hyper-elastic model is a proper model for rubbers and other soft mate-
rials with isotropic behavior. In this research, the Mooney-Rivlin hyper-elastic model, which is
obtained from the polynomial model, is used to predict the mechanical behavior of isotropic
materials. In this model, density of strain energy for an incompressible material is a function of
the first and second invariants of the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. The strain energy
function for the polynomial model is defined as follows (Rivlin and Saunder, 1951)

ψ =
n∑

i,j=0

Aij(I1 − 3)i(I2 − 3)j (2.10)

where Aij are the constants of the material and A00 = 0. The Mooney-Rivlin strain energy
function is obtained by considering n = 1 and A11 = 0 in equation (2.10), i.e.

ψ = A10(I1 − 3) +A01(I2 − 3) (2.11)

By considering relations (2.9) and (2.11), the Cauchy stress for the Mooney-Rivlin hyper-elastic
material is obtained as follows

σ = −pI+ 2A10B+ 2A01(I1B−B2) (2.12)

2.3. Anisotropic hyper-elastic materials

In the structure of human soft tissues, the presence of collagen fibers (Unnikrishnan, 2012)
causes the material to have one or more preferred direction. This preferred direction is presented
here by M. In this case, the strain energy density is a function of both C and M. Two more
dependent pseudo invariants are defined for these materials (Holzapfel and Gasser, 2000)

I4 =M(CM) I5 =M(C2M) (2.13)

where, for example, CM represents the action of the second order tensor C on the vector M.
For an incompressible material reinforced with one family of fibers, ψ is dependent on I1,

I2, I4 and I5. In this case, the Cauchy stress has two additional terms which show the effect
of anisotropy. Therefore, the Cauchy stress tensor can be expressed as follows (Holzapfel and
Ogden, 2010)

σ = −pI+ 2ψ1B+ 2ψ2(I1B−B)2 + 2ψ4m⊗m+ 2ψ5[m⊗Bm+Bm⊗m] (2.14)
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where ⊗ denotes the dyadic product of two vectors and m = FM is the deformed form of the
vectorM in current configuration. For some tissues like arterial walls, two families of fibers with
different directions can be detected within the tissue. M′ is considered to be the unit vector in
the direction of the second family of fibers. In this case, three more invariants are considered,
which are expressed as follows (Holzapfel and Ogden, 2010)

I6 =M′(CM′) I7 =M′(C2M′) I8 = [M(CM′)](MM′) (2.15)

In this case, the Cauchy stress is expressed as follows (Holzapfel and Ogden, 2010)

σ = −pI+ 2ψ1B+ 2ψ2(I1B−B)2 + 2ψ4m⊗m+ 2ψ5[m⊗Bm+Bm⊗m]
+ 2ψ6m′ ⊗m′ + 2ψ7[m′ ⊗Bm′ +Bm′ ⊗m′] + 2ψ8(M⊗M′)(m⊗m′ +m′ ⊗m)

(2.16)

In this research, the Holzapfel’s strain energy function for anisotropic materials is used. This
function is described as follows (Holzapfel and Ogden, 2010)

ψ = R10(I1 − 3) +
k1
k2
{exp[k2(I∗4 − 1)2]− 1} (2.17)

R10, k1, k2 and κ are material constants and I∗4 is defined as follows

I∗4 = κI1 + (1− 3κ)I4 (2.18)

In this model, it is assumed that the direction of each family of fibers is dispersed around a
mean direction. This dispersion is shown by κ (0 ¬ κ ¬ 1/3) (Holzapfel and Ogden, 2010). By
using relations (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18), the Cauchy stress tensor can be obtained.

3. Computation of unknown material parameters of hyper-elastic materials

In this paper, an inverse method is used to obtain the constants of hyper-elastic material models.
The inverse analysis is used to convert the measured data to some information about the material
or system under study. In the inverse analysis, the outputs of the system may be available from
an experiment but loading parameters, material properties, geometry of structure, boundary
conditions or a combination of these factors have to be determined (Liu and Han, 2003). In
the present study, unknowns are constants of hyperelastic materials. These unknowns are found
using the measured displacements at some sampling points on the boundary of the body. The
measured displacements are collected from a few load cases (for example, 3 cases). Then by
using the inverse analysis in an iterative process, the constants are obtained. A proper initial
guess is required for the iterative process.

3.1. Inverse analysis

In this section, the inverse formulation for evaluation of constants of isotropic and anisotropic
hyper-elastic material models is presented.
For an incompressible material, the Mooney-Rivlin hyper-elastic model constants are A10

and A01. Therefore, the vector of unknowns for the problem is defined as follows

x =
[
x1 x2

]T
(3.1)

where x1 = A10 and x2 = A01. For the Holzapfel hyper-elastic model, these constants are R10,
k1, k2 and κ. The vector of unknowns for this case is defined as follows

x =
[
x1 x2 x3 x4

]T
=
[
R10 k1 k2 κ

]T
(3.2)
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In order to obtain material constants, a few experiments (load cases) are performed on the
material. These experiments must be different with each other to provide suitable data for the
inverse analysis. The number of these experiments is 2, 3 or more. In this work, 3 load cases are
considered for describing the formulation.
In each experiment, the displacement at some boundary points is measured and restored in

vectors Y(1), Y(2) and Y(3). If they are N1, N2 and N3 measured data in load cases 1, 2 and 3,
respectively, Y(i) (i = 1, 2, 3) are defined as follows

Y(i) =
[
Y
(i)
1 Y

(i)
2 · · · Y

(i)
Ni

]
i = 1, 2, 3 (3.3)

By solving the problem numerically using the estimated constants, the displacement vector at
sampling points is obtained and stored in D(1), D(2) and D(3) which are defined as follows

D(i) =
[
D
(i)
1 D

(i)
2 · · · D

(i)
Ni

]
i = 1, 2, 3 (3.4)

In order to find the constants of the material, the Tikhonov regularization method is used. In
this method, the objective function Π is defined as follows

Π = (Y −D)T(Y −D) + αXTX (3.5)

where the vectors Y and D are defined as follows

Y =
[
Y(1) Y(2) Y(3)

]T
D =

[
D(1) D(2) D(3)

]T
(3.6)

In equation (3.5), α is the regularization parameter. The objective function Π should be mi-
nimized to find the unknown vector X. By taking the derivative of Π with respect to X and
equating to zero, the following equation is obtained

∂Π

∂X
= −2ST(Y −D) + 2αX = 0 (3.7)

In Eq. (3.7), S is the sensitivity matrix and is defined as follows

S(L) =




S
(L)
11 S

(L)
12 · · · S

(L)
1q

S
(L)
21 S

(L)
22 · · · S

(L)
2q

...
...
. . .

...
S
(L)
NL1

S
(L)
NL2

· · · S
(L)
NLq




(3.8)

where L is the number of the load case and q is the number of unknowns or the number of
components of X.
The components of the sensitivity matrix are defined as follows

S
(L)
ij =

∂D
(L)
i

∂Xj
(3.9)

In order to compute the constants in an iterative process and calculate the sensitivity matrix,
a program is written in python for the finite element software ABAQUS. This program uses
the finite difference method to calculate the sensitivity matrix. For this purpose, each material
constant is changed by a very small value and displacements at sampling points are obtained.
The differences between these displacements are used to compute the sensitivity coefficients.
The sensitivity coefficient S(L)ij is computed through the following finite difference equation

S
(L)
ij =

D
(L)
i (X1, . . . ,Xj + µXj, . . . ,Xq)−D(L)i (X1, . . . ,Xq)

µXj
(3.10)

where µ is a small value such as 0.001.
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For example, if there are four unknown material constants, the sensitivity of the displacement
at sampling point 3 with respect to material constant 2 is computed as follows

S
(2)
32 =

D
(2)
3 (X1,X2 + µX2,X3,X4)−D

(2)
3 (X1,X2,X3,X4)

µX2
(3.11)

It is possible to obtain the unknown vector X through equation (3.7). Let the vector of unknown
constants in the current step of the iterative process is represented by Xc and the correspon-
ding displacement vectors for load cases 1, 2, and 3 are represented by D(1)c , D

(2)
c and D

(3)
c ,

respectively. The total displacement vector Dc is defined as follows

Dc =
[
D
(1)
c D

(2)
c D

(3)
c

]T
(3.12)

The total displacement vector in the new step, i.e. D, can be expressed as follows

D = Dc + S(X−Xc) (3.13)

where X is the vector of unknown constants in the new step. By using Eqs. (3.13) and (3.7) the
following equation is obtained

X = [STS+ αI]−1[ST(Y −Dc) + STSXc] (3.14)

Equation (3.14) is used iteratively through the following equation to obtain the constants

Xk+1 = [(Sk)TSk + αkI]−1[(Sk)T(Y −Dk) + (Sk)TSkXk] (3.15)

k and k + 1 are the numbers of iterations, and the convergence rule is defined as follows

‖Xk+1 −Xk‖ ¬ e (3.16)

where e is the specified tolerance. In the cases where a large number of sampling points and/or
many load cases are considered, selecting a small value or even zero for α results in stable
solutions.
Inequality constraints on material constants (for example 0 ¬ κ ¬ 1/3) are not considered

in the inverse formulation of this study. In other words, the inverse formulation of this research
uses an unconstrained optimization formulation. However, the obtained results must satisfy all
the constraints. Otherwise, the problem has to be solved with different initial guesses.

3.2. Initial guesses

In order to start the iterative process and obtain the material constants, proper initial guesses
are required. Selecting appropriate initial guesses reduces the number of iterations and increases
the convergence rate. To find proper initial guesses for the unknown parameters of the hyper-
-elastic material, we try to find unknown Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν for an
isotropic linear elastic material, which can approximately reconstruct the measured data for
the original hyper-elastic material. For this purpose, the measured data Y are used in a simple
inverse analysis to find appropriate values for the two parameters of the pseudo linear elastic
material. Then, the calculated parameters are used to compute initial guesses for the original
material parameters. A similar approach has been used by Hematiyan et al. (2012) for providing
initial guesses for identification of material constants of linear elastic anisotropic materials.
The pseudo material is assumed incompressible with ν = 0.5. The displacement vector obta-

ined from the experiments on the hyper-elastic material, i.e.Y, is assumed to be the displacement
vector for the pseudo material with unknown E. The unknown parameter E can be simply found
as follows.
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The displacement vector at the sampling points of the pseudo material can be computed as

D =
D

E
(3.17)

where D is the displacement vector at the same sampling points for a linear elastic material
with E = 1Pa and ν = 0.5. The vector D can be computed using a direct analysis by the FEM.
To find a suitable value of E, we minimize the difference between D and Y. This can be carried
out by minimizing the following expression

F =
(
Y − D

E

)T(
Y − D

E

)
(3.18)

which gives

E =
D
T
D

D
T
Y

(3.19)

Now, we have found elastic constants of a pseudo linear elastic isotropic material for the inverse
problem. After obtaining the Young modulus from equation (3.19), by selecting different values
for ε, a set of stress-strain data is provided using the relation σ = Eε. This set of data is used
to find initial guesses for the unknown constants of the original hyper-elastic material.
Consider a case of uniaxial loading with the axial stress σ which causes the axial strain ε in

direction 1 for the pseudo material. The deformation of the material can be expressed as follows

x1 = λ1X1 x2 = λ2X2 x3 = λ3X3 (3.20)

where (X1,X2,X3) are rectangular Cartesian coordinates that identify material particles in
some unstressed reference configuration, (x1, x2, x3) are the corresponding coordinates after
deformation with respect to the same axes, and the coefficients (λ1, λ2, λ3) are principal stretches
of the deformation. Therefore, the deformation gradient tensor Fij = ∂xi/∂Xj is expressed as
follows

F =



λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3


 (3.21)

Substituting Bij = FikFjk in equation (2.12), the following equation is obtained

σ = 2
(
λ21 −

1
λ1

)(
A10 +

1
λ1
A01

)
(3.22)

On the other hand, for the pseudo material we have

ε =
∂(x1 −X1)

∂X1
= 1− λ1 (3.23)

Substituting λ1 = 1 + ε into Eq. (3.22) results in

σ = 2
[
(1 + ε)2 − 1

1 + ε

](
A10 +

1
1 + ε

A01
)

(3.24)

Equation (3.24) can be written in the following form

Y = A10X +A01 (3.25)
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where Y and X are

Y =
σ(1 + ε)

2
[
(1 + ε)2 − 1

1+ε

] X = 1 + ε (3.26)

By using the previously generated set of stress-strain data, a set of X-Y data is computed using
Eq. (3.26). Then a line is fitted through the X-Y data by a simple linear regression. Considering
Eq. (3.25) and by using the coefficients of the fitted line, the values of A10 and A01 are obtained.
These values are considered as initial guesses for the inverse analysis.
A method to obtain the initial guesses for constants of anisotropic hyper-elastic materials

is also presented here. These constants are R10, k1, k2, and κ, see Eqs (2.17) and (2.18). Since
0 ¬ κ ¬ 1/3, we simply select the value of 0.25 as an initial guess for κ. To simplify the process
of obtaining the initial guesses we also set k1 = k2. Therefore, only the initial guesses for R10
and k1 should be determined. Substituting Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) into Eq. (2.16), the Cauchy
stress is expressed as follows

σ = 2R10B+ k1
(I1
4
+
I4
4
− 1

)
exp

[
k1
(I1
4
+
I4
4
− 1

)2]
(B+m⊗m) (3.27)

As discussed for the isotropic case, by using Eq. (3.19) Young modulus is obtained for the
pseudo incompressible linear elastic material. Using the calculated Young’s modulus and Hooke’s
law, the components of the stress tensor σ and the strain tensor ε at two different points are
computed. The strain tensor is used in Eq. (2.2) to obtain the right Cauchy-Green deformation
tensorC from which the deformation gradient tensor F and the tensorB can be obtained. Having
F and M, the vector m = FM is also known and the unknowns in Eq. (3.27), i.e. R10 and k1,
can be found. These computed values are considered as initial guesses for the corresponding
parameters.

4. Numerical examples

In this Section, three examples are presented to show the efficiency of the presented method.
In the two first examples, numerically simulated measured data are used; however, in the third
example, the experimental data obtained from a polyvinyl alcohol sample are used for the
identification of material parameters.

4.1. Example 1. Isotropic hyper-elastic material

In this example, a rectangular plate with a non-circular hole made of an isotropic hyper-
-elastic material is considered. As shown in Fig. 1, the body is subjected to three load cases. The
loading location and directions vary in each case to obtain more useful measurement data. The
measurement data were numerically simulated. For this purpose, three direct problems corre-
sponding to the three load cases were solved by the exact material constants and displacement
at sampling points where obtained. Then, some errors with a normal distribution were added to
the displacement data to account for practical inaccuracies.
The exact material constants of the Mooney-Rivlin hyper-elastic model for the material

are assumed 80Pa and 20Pa for A10 and A01, respectively. The initial guesses for the ma-
terial constants obtained from the method presented in Section 3.2, are A10 = 90.34 Pa and
A01 = 3.497 Pa. These initial guesses are used in the developed program, and by using equation
(3.15) the unknowns are updated in each step until they satisfy convergence rule.
At first, the problem was solved without any measurement error. Table 1 shows the number

of iterations and obtained values for the constants when the results of the load cases where
used separately (1, 2 or 3) or together (1+2 or 1+2+3) for the inverse analysis. The tolerance
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Fig. 1. Load cases applied to the material

for the convergence rule was assumed 0.01. Then the problem was solved by applying 1 and 5
percent error in the measurement data. These errors are applied in the exact solution of the
problem using the normal distribution function. The results of these cases are shown in Table 1
as well. The convergence process for the case with 5% measurement error is shown in Fig. 2.
From the results of Table 1, it is clear that when there is no error in the measurements, the
solution for all load cases converge easily to the material constants and the number of iterations
is almost the same whether the load cases are solved together or separately. Further, when the
error percentage in measurements increases, the number of iterations and errors in the obtained
results increase too. In addition, the number of iterations is less for the cases that the problem
is solved by using 2 or 3 load cases. Moreover, it is seen that the obtained results are more
accurate when more than one load case is considered in the inverse analysis.

Table 1. Results for material constants with different values of measurement errors, Example 1

Load case 1 2 3 1+2 1+2+3

without
measu-
rement
error

No. of iterations 6 6 6 5 5

Constants [Pa]
(Error [%])

A10=80 A10=80 A10=80 A10=80 A10=80
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

A01=20 A01=20 A01=20 A01=20 A01=20
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

1%
measu-
rement
error

No. of iterations 8 12 8 6 7

Constants [Pa]
(Error [%])

A10=77.17 A10=80.36 A10=77.66 A10=81.15 A10=80.81
(3.5) (0.4) (2.9) (1.4) (1)

A01=23.18 A01=19.52 A01=22.15 A01=18.74 A01=19.04
(15.9) (2.4) (10.7) (6.3) (4.8)

5%
measu-
rement
error

No. of iterations 10 11 17 4 5

Constants [Pa]
(Error [%])

A10=70.058 A10=72.97 A10=75.66 A10=86.43 A10=80.53
(12.4) (8.7) (5.4) (8) (0.6)

A01=31.09 A01=25.93 A01=25.18 A01=12.60 A01=19.39
(55.4) (29.6) (25.9) (36.9) (3)

4.2. Example 2. Anisotropic hyper-elastic material

In this example, the same geometry of the previous example but with an anisotropic hyper-
-elastic material is considered. The exact material constants of the Holzapfel hyper-elastic model
for this material are assumed 7.64 Pa, 996.6, 524.6 and 0.226 for R10, k1, k2 and κ, respectively.
The direction of the fibers in a hyper-elastic material that determines theM andM′ vectors can
be obtained from two-dimensional images of soft biological tissues (Schriefl et al., 2012). In this
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Fig. 2. Convergence of (a) A10 and (b) A01 for different load cases with 5% error in measurements

example, these vectors are assumed to be known (M = 0.766e1−0.643e2,M′ = 0.5e1−0.866e2).
The initial guesses for the material constant, which are obtained from the method presented in
Section 3.2, are R10 = 10.65 Pa, k1 = k2 = 144.2 and κ = 0.25. At first, the problem was solved
without any measurement error. Table 2 shows the number of iterations and obtained constants
when the results of different load cases were used separately or together. The tolerance for the
convergence rule was assumed 0.01. Then, the problem was solved by considering 1 and 5 percent
error in the measurement data. The results of these cases are shown in Table 2. The convergence
process of constants for the case with 1% error in measurements is shown in Fig. 3. From the
results given in Table 2, it is seen that the inverse solution diverges for load cases 2 and 3 even
without any measurement error. Further, it is seen that when an error exists in measurements,
the solution cannot be obtained by only one load case. It is also observed that the number of
iterations for the solution with 3 load cases is smaller than the solution with 2 load cases.

Table 2. Results for material constants with different values of measurement errors, Example 2

Load case 1 2 3 1+2 1+2+3

without
measu-
rement
error

No. of iterat. 7

D
iv
er
ge
d

D
iv
er
ge
d

7 8

Constants
(Error [%])

R10=7.640 Pa (0) R10=7.640 Pa (0) R10=7.640 Pa (0)
k1 = 996.6 (0) k1 = 996.6 (0) k1 = 996.6 (0)
k2 = 524.6 (0) k2 = 524.6 (0) k2 = 524.6 (0)
κ = 0.226 (0) κ = 0.226 (0) κ = 0.226 (0)

1%
measu-
rement
error

No. of iterat.

Diverged

D
iv
er
ge
d

D
iv
er
ge
d

18 7

Constants
(Error [%])

R10=7.645 Pa (0.06) R10=7.645 Pa (0.06)
k1 = 1015 (1.8) k1 = 1020 (2.3)
k2 = 528.8 (0.8) k2 = 527.3 (0.5)
κ = 0.227 (0.4) κ = 0.227 (0.4)

5%
measu-
rement
error

No. of iterat.

Diverged

D
iv
er
ge
d

D
iv
er
ge
d

37 15

Constants
(Error [%])

R10=7.607 Pa (0.4) R10=7.650 Pa (0.1)
k1 = 1079 (8.2) k1 = 926.0 (7)
k2 = 509.8 (2.8) k2 = 572.8 (9.1)
κ = 0.228 (0.8) κ = 0.225 (0.4)

4.3. Example 3. A rectangular plate with a hole made of polyvinyl alcohol

In order to verify the proposed method for obtaining material constants of hyper-elastic
materials, a sample was made of polyvinyl alcohol which exhibits hyperelastic mechanical be-
havior. Polyvinyl alcohol is usually used to simulate soft tissues of human body (Hebden et al.,
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Fig. 3. Convergence of (a) R10, (b) k1, (c) k2 and (d) κ for different load cases with 1% error in
measurements

Fig. 4. The polyvinyl alcohol sample used in the experiments

2006). The sample used in the experiments (Fig. 4) is a rectangular plate with dimensions of
80.04mm×10.02 containing a 33.28mm diameter hole.
Two load cases are considered for the polyvinyl alcohol sample. In the first case, the sample

is placed horizontally on the desk and by using a force meter, a load is applied to one end while
the other end is fixed. This load case is shown in Fig. 5. In this case, a load of 1.2 N is applied
to the sample.
In the second case, the sample is hanged by its weight and by using a hook, a load is applied

to the sample. This case is shown in Fig. 6. A load of 1.5 N is applied in this case. It should
be mentioned that, in this case, there exists a body force in the same direction of loading too.
Therefore, the deflection of the member in the second case is much more than the deflection in
the first load case.
For measuring the displacement at the sampling points, these points were marked before

the test. By using the measured displacements, the material constants are obtained for a simple
cylindrical sample and for the rectangular sample with a hole. The finite element model (con-
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Fig. 5. First load case for the rectangular sample

Fig. 6. Second load case for the rectangular sample

Fig. 7. Load application in FEA for the two cases

structed in ABAQUS) and displacement for the two load cases are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. As
it is shown in Fig. 7, the load is not directly applied to the material. A rigid plate is used in the
FEA model for load application in order to simulate the experiment more accurately.

The material constants obtained from loading the cylindrical sample are presented in Table 3.
The material constants obtained for the rectangular sample are presented in Table 4, where the
results of the first and second cases are used separately and together. From Table 4 it is seen that
when each test is used separately to obtain the material constants, the number of iterations is
larger and the constants deviate more from those obtained for the cylindrical sample in Table 3.
Further, when two tests are used together to obtain the constants, the deviation from constants
of Table 3 and number of iterations are smaller.
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Fig. 8. Displacement contours in the sample for two load cases

Table 3. Material constants obtained for the cylindrical sample

C10 [Pa] C01 [Pa] Number of iterations

4.964 0.541 19

Table 4. Material constants obtained for the rectangular sample with a hole

Test C10 [Pa] C01 [Pa] Number of iterations

1 6.231 0.756 28
2 5.843 0.641 43
1+2 5.006 0.524 13

5. Conclusions

A method to obtain the constants of isotropic and anisotropic incompressible hyper-elastic ma-
terials is presented. In the proposed method, by using the measured displacements at some
sampling points on the boundary of a member with a non-standard shape, the unknown mate-
rial constants of the material are computed. The measured data are obtained from more than
one test with different load cases. It is shown that the method is more efficient when the results
of two or three load cases are simultaneously used to solve the problem.
From the results of the numerical examples, it is concluded that when the measurement

error is zero for isotropic materials, the solution process corresponding to all load cases easily
converge to the exact solution and the number of iterations is almost the same whether the load
cases are solved together or separately. However, for anisotropic hyper-elastic materials, even in
the cases without any measurement error, the solution corresponding to some load cases may
diverge. Since the number of constants to be determined in the anisotropic case is more than
the isotropic case, more load cases are needed to find the unknown constants of hyper-elastic
anisotropic materials.
For both isotropic and anisotropic hyper-elastic materials, when the measurement error in-

creases, the number of iterations and the error in the obtained results increase too. Further, it
can be seen that usually the number of iterations is smaller for the cases that the problem is
solved by using the measured data from 2 or 3 load cases and the results obtained are more
accurate.
In this research, the preferred direction vectors are considered to be known. However, if one

considers these parameters as unknowns, the number of the unknowns of the inverse problem
increases. This will complicate the problem more and more, and the need for conducting more
experiments increases as well.
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A mobile flexible manipulator is developed in order to achieve high performance require-
ments such as high-speed operation, increased high payload to mass ratio, less weight, and
safer operation due to reduced inertia. Hence, this paper presents a method for finding the
Maximum Allowable Dynamic Load (MADL) of geometrically nonlinear flexible link mobile
manipulators. The full dynamic model of a wheeled mobile base and the mounted flexible
manipulator is considered with respect to dynamics of non-holonomic constraint in environ-
ment including an obstacle. In dynamical analysis, an efficient model is employed to describe
the treatment of a flexible structure in which both the geometric elastic nonlinearity and
the foreshortening effects are considered. Then, a path planning algorithm is developed to
find the maximum payload that the optimal strategy is based on the indirect solution to
the open-loop optimal control problem. In order to verify the effectiveness of the presented
algorithm, several simulation studies are carried out for finding the optimal path between
two points in the presence of obstacles. The results clearly show the effect of flexibility and
the proposed approach on mobile flexible manipulators.

Keywords: flexible link, nonholonomic mobile manipulator, optimal control, obstacle, path
planning

1. Introduction

Mobile manipulators that are required to have a long reach, fast motion and reduced weight
typically also possess significant structural flexibility. For example, mobile flexible manipulators
have important application in space stations, manufacturing automation, nuclear contaminated
environments, and many other areas. A common task for mobile robots is handling heavy loads
from one place to another, particularly for wheeled mobile flexible manipulators when operating
in high speeds with long arms. For such systems, to make an effective use of robotic systems, it
is important to consider the path planning of the system for finding full-load motion in point-
-to-point maneuvers since it increases the productivity and economic usage of robotic systems.
However, kinematic and dynamic analysis of such a nonholonomic wheeled mobile robot (WMR)
is challenging due to complex wheel/manipulator interactions, flexibility and kinematic constra-
ints. An efficient model should be employed to describe the treatment of a flexible structure in
which both the geometric elastic nonlinearity and the foreshortening effects are considered.
In this investigation, the optimal strategy is based on the indirect solution to the open-loop

optimal control problem. In the open loop optimal control, in spite of the closed-loop ones, many
difficulties like process nonlinearities and all types of constraints can be explicitly considered
because of the off-line computation of optimal trajectories. On the other hand, the indirect
solution method appears to be a well suited approach for this kind of problems, which is based
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on Pontryagin’s minimum principle. Combining this approach with an iterative algorithm, the
optimal paths and maximum load for WMM in the presence of obstacles can be achieved.
Many researchers have studied the problems of mobile manipulators for the last few years.

The dynamic model for links in most of these researches is often based on rigid or small deflec-
tion theory, but for applications like light-weight links, high-precision elements or high speed
maneuver, it is necessary to capture the deflection caused by nonlinear terms. Seraji (1998) re-
ported a simple on-line approach for motion control of mobile manipulators using the augmented
Jacobian matrix. Yamamoto and Yun (1994) focused their research on the modeling and com-
pensation of the dynamic interaction between the manipulator and the mobile platform of a
mobile manipulator, and developed a coordination algorithm based on the concept of a prefer-
red operating region. Korayem et al. (2012) and Xi and Fenton (1991) designed an algorithm for
motion planning of flexible manipulators in quasi-static operations. A concise motion expression
for flexible manipulators was developed to reflect the contributions of joint motions and link
deflections to the motion of the end effector by three respective Jacobians. It was found that the
algorithm was efficient and accurate for motion planning of flexible link manipulators. Damaren
and Sharf (1995) presented and classified different types of inertial and geometric nonlinearities
in the dynamical equation for flexible multibody systems. They observed that for sufficiently fast
maneuvers of the flexible-link manipulators, the ruthlessly linearized approximation completely
inadequate.
Several papers tried to give an answer to the path planning problem and calculate the MADL

for rigid and flexible manipulators. For instance, Wang et al. (2001) developed an algorithm that
maximized the robot payload while taking into account realistic constraints such as joint torque
limits and velocity bounds. The governing optimal control problem was converted into a direct,
SQP parameter optimization in which the joint trajectories were defined by B-spline polynomials
along with a time-scale factor. Park (2003) presented a method for generating the path of a
redundant flexible manipulator which significantly reduced residual vibration in the presence of
obstacles. The proposed method was based on an optimized path that was constructed from
a combined Fourier series and polynomial with coefficients of each harmonic term selected to
minimize the residual vibration.
One of the most popular methods for obstacle avoidance is the artificial potential field method

(Castro et al. 2002). In contrast to many methods, the robot motion planning through artificial
potential fields (APF) is able to take into account simultaneously the problems of obstacle
avoidance and trajectory planning. The first use of the APF concept for obstacle avoidance
was presented by Khatib (1986). He proposed the force involving an artificial repulsion from
the surface which should be non-negative, continuous and differentiable. More recently, a new
version such as the repulsive artificial potential field has been proposed (Agirrebeitia et al.,
2005). In most of the previous works, flexibility and nonholonomic constraints of the wheeled
mobile manipulator in the path planning problem have not been considered. Hence, this paper
proposes a method for planning the trajectory of the nonholonomic mobile flexible manipulator
for determining the maximum allowable load and considering the effect of flexibility to achieve
the specified point to point maneuver in the presence of an obstacle.

2. Kinematic and dynamic model of the mobile flexible manipulator

In this Section, for the sake of modeling and analysis, a mobile flexible manipulator comprising
a manipulator flexible arm mounted on a nonholonomic mobile base is considered, as shown
in Fig. 1. The motion of the system has to be decomposed into the motion of the flexible
manipulator and the motion of the base. The unidirectional platform shown in Fig. 2 is a typical
example of a nonholonomic WMR which has two rear driving wheels and two castor wheels.
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The two driving wheels are powered by DC motors and have the same wheel radius r. The
point Pb is the origin of WMR axis, which is located at the intersection of the longitudinal
x-axis and the lateral y-axis. L0 and b are length and width or WMR body, respectively. The
origin of the inertial frame {X,Y } is shown as O and as such allows the position of the WMR
to be completely specified through the following vector of generalized coordinates with respect
to {X,Y }, qb = [Xb, Yb, ϕ, θr, θl], where Xb and Yb are the coordinates of the center of mass.
The orientation of the WMR frame from the inertial frame is denoted by ϕ. θr and θl are the
angular displacements of the right and left driving wheel, respectively. Due to the nonholonomic
nature of the system, the constraint equation obeys the ideal no-slip condition. The rolling and
the knife edge constraint equations for this system can be found in Yamamoto and Yun (1994).
In the next Section, these constraints will be explained.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of a mobile flexible manipulator

Fig. 2. Nonholonomic wheeled mobile robot platform

The global position vector of the end-effector r can be defined by appropriately considering
the position vector of the corresponding local coordinate in the global reference system as

ri = rb + rm/b = rb +
0
i−1r+R





x+ u
v
w





(2.1)

where rb is the position of the mobile platform, R is the transformation matrix and u, v, w
denote the longitudinal and transverse displacements.
The analysis of the flexible link can be modeled by slender elastic beams. In this investiga-

tion, a more efficient computationally model is employed, in which both the geometric elastic
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nonlinearity and the foreshortening effects are considered. The model takes into account the
distinction between the longitudinal displacement due to axial deformation, denoted as s, and
the longitudinal displacement that can occur due to the foreshortening effect, denoted by ufs.
The longitudinal displacement caused by transverse deflection of the neutral axis of the beam
can be expressed as (Korayem et al., 2012)

ufs = −
1
2

x∫

0

[(∂v
∂x

)2
+
(∂w
∂x

)2]
dx (2.2)

The assumed field of displacements for u can be written as

u =



u
v
w


 =



s+ ufs
v
w


 (2.3)

The general expression of the strain energy is written in terms of s,v and w, as below (Korayem
et al., 2012)

U =
EA

2

l∫

0

( ∂s
∂x

)2
dx+

EI

2

l∫

0

(∂2v
∂x2

)2
dx+

EI

2

l∫

0

(∂2w
∂x2

)2
dx (2.4)

where E, A, I, and l denote Young’s modulus, cross-sectional area, moment of inertia of the
cross section, and length, respectively. This formulation brings nonlinear inertia terms and a
constant stiffness matrix in the equations of motion.
The Lagrangian method is utilized to formulate the dynamic equations governing the motion

of mobile flexible manipulator systems. In order to derive dynamic equations, the kinetic energy
and the potential energy are computed for the entire system. The kinetic energy for the overall
system is obtained by computing the kinetic energy for each element ij and then by summing
over all the elements. The potential energy of the manipulator is obtained by computing the
strain energy for each element ij due to elasticity and gravity of any link. After calculation
of these energies, by applying the Lagrangian multipliers procedure and performing some alge-
braic manipulations, the compact form of the governing equations of a two-link flexible mobile
manipulator can be obtained from



Mbb Mbm Mbf

Mmb Mmm Mmf

Mfb Mfm Mff






q̈b
q̈m
q̈f


+



Cb(qb, qm, qf , q̇b, q̇m, q̇f )
Cm(qb, qm, qf , q̇b, q̇m, q̇f )
Cf (qb, qm, qf , q̇b, q̇m, q̇f )


+



Gb(qb, qm, qf )
Gm(qb, qm, qf )
Gf (qb, qm, qf )


=



Fb −AT(q)λ

Fm
0




(2.5)

whereM is the nonlinear mass matrix, C is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, G de-
scribes the gravity effects, and A denotes the nonholonomic constraints. The generalized coor-
dinates q and the generalized force F are the following vectors

q = [qb, qm, qf ] = [Xf , Yf , ϕ, θr, θl, θ1, θ2, qf1, . . . , qfn]

F = [Fb, Fm, 0] = [0, 0, 0, τwr , τwl, τ1, τ2, 0, . . . , 0]
(2.6)

The WMRs are called nonholonomic mobile robots because of their no-slip kinematic constra-
ints. The vehicle is prevented from sliding sideways relative to its instantaneous heading, and
each drive wheel is assumed to roll without slipping. These three independent nonholonomic
constraints are represented as

Ẏf cosϕ− Ẋf sinϕ− dϕ̇ = 0
Ẏf sinϕ+ Ẋf cosϕ+ bϕ̇ = rθ̇r

Ẏf sinϕ+ Ẋf cosϕ− bϕ̇ = rθ̇l
(2.7)
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The compact form of the nonholonomic constraints can be written as

A(q)q̇ = 0 (2.8)

and

A =



− sinϕ cosϕ −d 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
− cosϕ − sinϕ −b r 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
− cosϕ − sinϕ b 0 r 0 0 0 . . . 0


 (2.9)

where r is the radius of the driving wheel, b is the distance of two wheels and d is the distance
between the front and rear wheels.
By defining the matrix B(q) , which is the null space of the matrix A(q), the Lagrange

multipliers can be eliminated

A(q)B(q) = 0 (2.10)

One choice of B(q) is as follows

B =




(r/2b)(b cos ϕ− d sinϕ) (r/2b)(b cosϕ+ d sinϕ) 0 0 0 . . . 0

(r/2b)(b sinϕ+ d cosϕ) (r/2b)(b sinϕ− d cosϕ
)
n 0 0 0 . . . 0

(r/2b) −(r/2b) 0 0 0 . . . 0
1 0 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 0 1 . . . 0
...

...
...
...
...
... 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1




(2.11)

as well as q̇ can be expressed as follows

q̇ = B(q)v (2.12)

where

v = [θ̇r, θ̇l, θ̇1, θ̇2, q̇f1, . . . , q̇fn]T (2.13)

By differentiating equation (2.12)

q̈ = B(q)v̇ + Ḃ(q)v (2.14)

after performing some algebraic manipulations, the dynamic equation of the mobile flexible
manipulator is

BT(q)M[B(q)v̇ + Ḃ(q)v] +BT(q)(C +G) = BT(q)F (2.15)

Finally, the dynamic equations in the state space are as follow

ẋ =

[
Bv

(BTMB)−1(−BTMḂv −BTC)

]
+

[
0

(BTMB)−1

]
F (2.16)

By using these equations, the optimal trajectory planning problem can be formulated.
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3. Optimization strategy

Path planning in the case of a mobile flexible manipulator is complex due to flexibility of the
manipulator arm. In this Section, an indirect solution to the optimal control problem is applied
for the off-line global trajectory planning of the mobile flexible manipulator. The purpose of
the optimal control problem is to determine the control u(t) that minimizes the performance
index J(u). In this investigation, the specific objective functional J is to obtain the optimal paths
with minimum effort and vibration. The general expression which minimizes the cost functional
means that (Wang et al., 2001)

minJ =

tf∫

t0

L
(
X(t),U(t), t

)
dt =

1
2
‖X1‖2WP +

1
2
‖X2‖2WV +

1
2
‖U‖2R (3.1)

Here, the integrand L(·) is a smooth differentiable function in the arguments, X(t) and U(t)
denote the state space form of the generalized coordinate and the joint torque, respectively.
‖X‖2

K
= XTKX is the generalized squared norm, WP , WV are symmetric, positive semi-

-definite (k× k) weighting matrix, and R is the symmetric, positive definite (k× k) matrix. The
designer can decide on the relative importance among the angular position, angular velocity,
vibration amplitude and control effort by the numerical choice of penalty matrices WP , WV

andR. In order to minimize the objective function subjected to the nonlinear dynamic equations,
the well-known Pontryagin minimum principle is used. By introducing the cost vector ψ, the
Hamiltonian function of the system can be defined as

H(X,U,ψ, t) = L(X,U) +ψTẊ (3.2)

The PMP then implies that the necessary condition for a local minimum is that H be minimized
with respect to u(t) at all times. If it is assumed that the set of admissible inputs is bounded
U−i ¬ u∗i ¬ U+i , this condition is equivalent to

Ẋ =
∂H

∂ψ
ψ̇ =
−∂H
∂X

0 =
∂H

∂U
(3.3)

The considered boundary conditions are

X(ti) = Xi X(tf ) = Xf (3.4)

where X(ti) and X(tf ) represent positions and velocities of the links at the beginning and at
the end of the maneuver. The optimal trajectory is then obtained by solving the 2n differential
equations

ẋ∗(t) =
∂H

∂p

(
x∗(t), u∗(t), p∗(t), t

)

ṗ∗(t) = −∂H
∂x

(
x∗(t), u∗(t), p∗(t), t

)

H
(
x∗(t), u∗(t), p∗(t), t

)
¬ H

(
x∗(t), u(t), p∗(t), t

)

(3.5)

The control values are limited with the upper and lower bounds. One of the most commonly
used motors for actuating the joints of small and medium size mobile robots are permanent
magnet DC motors. Typical speed-torque characteristics of DC motors in which the relationship
between speed and torque is linear are defined as below (Wang et al., 2001)

U
(+)
allow = K1 −K2q̇ U

(−)
allow = −K1 −K2q̇ (3.6)
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where

K1 =
[
τs1 τs2 . . . τsm

]T
K2 = diag

[
τs1
ω1

τs2
ω2

. . . τsm
ωm

]T

the stall torque (torque generated by the motor when fully “ON” but unable to move) and no-
-load speed (output speed of the motor when running without load) are denoted by τs and ωm,
respectively.

3.1. Maximum payload algorithm

The set of dynamic equations, the governing optimal control problem and the boundary
conditions lead to the standard form of a two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP). The
collocation method is one of the basic ways of solving TPBVP. The method iterates on the
initial values of the co-state until the final boundary conditions are satisfied by the following
desired accuracy

h(X(tf ), tf ) =
1
2
‖X1(tf )−X1f‖2Wp +

1
2
‖X2(tf )−X2f‖2WV ¬ ε (3.7)

In this Section, an algorithm is proposed to find the maximum payload shown in Fig. 3. The
proposed method considers torque bounds and is based on increasing the payload until one point

Fig. 3. The algorithm for calculation of the maximum payload

of one of the actuators torque reach the upper or lower torque bounds. As shown in Fig. 3, the
proposed algorithm includes two stages; the first stage index i increases the tip massmp until the
actuators torque reach the upper or lower torque constraints. The desired accuracy ε in TPBVP
solution must be satisfied for the payload in each step. A further increase in the payload exceeds
the torque limits. Consequently, the desired accuracy ε in TPBVP solution could not be satisfied
and the boundary conditions at yhe final time may be obtained incorrectly. At this status, while
one point of one of the actuators torque reach the upper or lower torque bounds; the second stage
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index k decreases the payload until the maximum payload for the supposed penalty matrices is
obtained with the accuracy ε. The accuracy of the maximum payload mpmax calculation depends
on the value e. The iteration number is denoted by s symbol in this algorithm.

3.2. Path planning in the presence of an obstacle

In order for mobile flexible manipulators to successfully carry out tasks, especially in carrying
heavy loads on different trajectories, the Artificial Potential Fields (APFs) is used throughout
the robot workspace with each point in the workspace having an associated potential. The idea
used in APF-based obstacle avoidance is to position a mobile manipulator in the workspace
such that the overall potential encountered by the mobile manipulator is minimized while still
accomplishing the desired task. A repulsive potential formulation based on the distance between
parts of the WMM and obstacles is used in the cost function for obstacle avoidance. The most
commonly used repulsive potential takes the form (Khatib, 1986)

Urep =






1
2
η
( 1
ρ(q, qobs)

− 1
ρ0

)
if ρ(q, qobs) ¬ ρ0

0 if ρ(q, qobs) > ρ0

(3.8)

where η is a positive weighting matrix, ρ(q, qobs) denotes the minimal distance from the robot q
to the obstacle, qobs denotes the point on the obstacle such that the distance between this point
and the robot is minimal between the obstacle and the robot, and ρ0 is a positive constant
denoting the distance of influence of the obstacle.
The obstacle avoidance problem is formulated in terms of collision avoidance of the base,

links and joints with the obstacles. In order to add the penalty function to the performance
index in order to guarantee free-collision motion of the mobile body, the distance between the
center of the mobile base and the center of the obstacle will be

ρb = ‖Pobs −Pb‖ =
√
(Xobs −Xb)2 + (Yobs −Yb)2 (3.9)

By assuming the links as lines, the minimal distance between ij link and the center of the
obstacle can be calculated as

ρij =
1√

(Xj −Xi)2 + (Yj −Yi)2

∣∣∣∣∣det
[
Xj −Xi Xobs −Xi
Xj −Xi Yobs −Yi

]∣∣∣∣∣ (3.10)

The position of parts in the workspace is denoted byXi andYi. Therefore, the objective function
to guarantee the free-collision motion can be defined as

J(u) =

tf∫

t0

L(X,U, t) dt =
1
2
‖X1‖2W1 +

1
2
‖X2‖2W2 +

1
2
‖U‖2R +

1
2

∥∥∥
1
ρ
− 1
ρ0

∥∥∥
2

η
(3.11)

The new objective function is used to obtain the trajectory optimization problem to avoid
collision of the WMM parts with the obstacles. Figure 4 shows the wheeled mobile robot in the
presence of an obstacle.

4. Simulation results

A simulation study has been carried out to investigate further the validity and effectiveness of
the mobile flexible manipulators in finding the optimal path between two points with different
objective functions. A two-link planar manipulator is considered. It is mounted on a differentially
driven mobile base at point F on the main axis of the base (Fig. 4). The parameters of the mobile
flexible manipulator are given in Table 1.
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Fig. 4. WMM in the presence of an obstacle

Table 1. Simulation of parameters

Parameter Value (base) Value (manipulator)

Length [m] L0 = 0.4 L1 = L2 = 1
Mass [kg] mb = 94 m1 = m2 = 3, mp = 0.5
Cross section area [m2] – A1 = A2 = 4 · 10−8
Moment of inertia [m4] Ib = 6.609 I1 = 0.416, I2 = 0.0625
Young’s modulus of the material [N/m2] – E1 = E2 = 2 · 1010

4.1. First case study: optimal path for minimum effort

The motion planning problem is to find the optimal trajectory with minimum effort. The
main motivation behind the minimum effort is to find a path to reduce the amount of torques
and hence to lower energy consumption. According to the algorithm presented in Fig. 3, the
general solution method is based on increasing the payload from its minimum value mpmin up
to the maximum payload can be found. Therefore, in this case, the initial payload, initial values
of the co-state vector, accuracy values, and penalty matrices are considered as follows

mpmin = 0.5 kg ψ(0) = 0 e = 0.1 ε = 0.0001

Wp =WV = 0 R = diag (1)
(4.1)

This cost function is typical for systems that need to conserve energy during a particular ope-
ration. The actuator constants are given as follows

K1 =
[
20 20 50 50

]T
N ·m

K2 = diag
[
1.5 1.5 2.5 2.5

] N ·m · s
rad

(4.2)

The system is initially at rest, thus the mobile base is initially at the point (xF = 0.75m,
yF = −0.5m, ϕ = 0◦) and moves to its final position (xF = 1.6m, yF = −0.2m, ϕ = 15◦). The
initial conditions of the manipulator are θ1(0) = 1.5 rad, θ2(0) = 2 rad, θ̇1(0) = 0, θ̇2(0) = 0
(point A in Fig. 5a) and the final conditions are θ1(tf ) = −0.86 rad, θ2(tf ) = 1.09 rad, θ̇1(tf ) = 0,
θ̇2(tf ) = 0 (point B in Fig. 5a) during the overall time tf = 1.9 s (see Fig. 5a) and also the
remaining boundary conditions are equal to zero.
A comparative study is carried out between the rigid model and flexible models (linear and

nonlinear models) as shown in Fig. 5b. The optimal angular positions of the link and wheels,
corresponding to the minimum effort are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b.
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Fig. 5. The optimal paths between point A and B via minimum effort (a) and for different models (b)

Fig. 6. The optimal angular positions of the first and second joints (a) and the right and left wheels (b)

The simulation results presented in Fig. 7 illustrate the optimal controls to carry the maxi-
mum payload, which also show the upper and lower bounds of the actuator torque capacity. By
increasing the payload from mpmin to mpmax, the required torque grows until one point of one
of the actuators torque reach the upper or lower torque bounds. It can be seen that, the second
motor reaches its maximum capacity. In this case study, the maximum payload is obtained to
be mpmax = 2.45 kg, while by considering the rigid link and Nikoobin’s method (Korayem et al.,
2012), the maximum payload is found to be mpmax = 8.25 kg. This difference is due to flexibility
of the link which increases the oscillation of torque curves.

Fig. 7. Minimum effort of the first and second motors within upper and lower acceptable boundaries

4.2. Second case study: minimum vibration trajectory

In the motion planning of flexible robots, obtaining the minimum vibration trajectory is
one of the most frequently encountered problems. The optimization objective is to minimize the
vibration excitation during motion. By increasing the weighting factors corresponding to the
derivative of flexural displacements (q̇f1, . . . , q̇fn), the vibrational motions will be suppressed.
The bounds of the motor capacity are not considered. Hence, the proper penalty matrices are
selected to be R = diag (0.01) and Wp = 0, WV = diag (0, 0, 1, . . . , 1). The load must be
carried from the initial point with coordinate (xe = 0.5m, ye = −0.08m) to the final point with
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coordinate (xe = 3.31m, ye = −0.25m). The optimal trajectory between these two points during
the overall time tf = 1.9 s is desired for the rest-to-rest maneuver. The other conditions remain
the same with the previous case study. The characteristics of the parts are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 8. The optimal paths via minimum vibration

Fig. 9. The optimal flexural deflections of the first link (a) and the optimal flexural displacements of the
second link (b)

The simulation results (small and large models) are illustrated in Fig. 8. The obtained optimal
flexural deflections, corresponding to the minimum vibration are shown in Figs. 9a and 9b. The
simulation results show that a significant reduction in manipulator vibration can be achieved by
employing the proposed optimization procedure. As expected, it can be seen, by decreasing the
amplitude vibration, that the linear and nonlinear models come closer together. Also, it is shown
that application of the proper input torque may decrease the end effector vibration significantly.

4.3. Third case study: trajectory optimization in the presence of an obstacle

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in path planning for autonomous mobile
manipulators in the presence of an obstacle because of their ability to replace objects in a wide
workspace. Hence, the problem is how to find a feasible trajectory for all components in order
to carry the maximum payload in environment with an obstacle. The characteristics of the non-
holonomic mobile manipulator, penalty matrices, accuracy value, and the actuator constants
are the same as in the first case study. Moreover, the augmented functional obstacle avoidance
is considered in the cost function. The task is considered to move the end effector from the
initial point p0 = (0.5,−0.08) to the final configuration pf = (3.31,−0.25) for the rest-to-rest
maneuver during the overall time tf = 1.9 s. Also, there is an obstacle with robs = 0.05m at a
point with coordinates pobs = (xobs = 1.1m, yobs = −0.55m). The simulation parameters are
shown in Table 1.
In this condition, the maximum payload is found to be 2.05 kg. To avoid the obstacle, the

manipulator moves far from it and causes a decrease in the allowable payload. The schematic of
the obstacle and the obtained optimal paths of the end-effector and the mobile base are shown in
Fig. 10a. A comparative study is performed between the rigid model and flexible models (linear
and nonlinear models) as shown in Fig. 10b.
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Fig. 10. The schematic view of obtained optimal paths in the presence of an obstacle (a) and the
obtained optimal paths of the end-effector and mobile base for different models (b)

5. Conclusions

The main objective of this investigation is to determine the trajectory optimization for cal-
culating the MADL of flexible-link mobile manipulators in the point-to-point maneuver in the
presence of an obstacle, based on the indirect solution to the optimal control problem. The effect
of dynamic interaction between the flexible manipulator and the mobile platform is considered
to characterize the motion of a nonholonomic mobile manipulator with the compliant link capa-
ble of large deflection, in which both the geometric elastic nonlinearity and the foreshortening
effects are considered. This model leads to a constant stiffness matrix and makes the formula-
tion particularly efficient in computational terms and numerically more stable than alternative
geometrically nonlinear formulations based on lower-order terms. Pontryagin’s minimum prin-
ciple is used to obtain the optimality conditions, which leads to a standard form of a two-point
boundary value problem. An augmented objective function based on an artificial potential field
is considered to avoid the obstacle during point-to-point maneuvers. Several simulation studies
on a nonholonomic wheeled mobile manipulator are carried out for finding the MADL and opti-
mal paths with different objective functions like minimum effort and minimum vibration. The
numerical results indicate the effect of employing trajectory optimization in the performance
improvement of the mobile flexible manipulator. It is shown that the presence of the obstac-
le causes the manipulator moves far from it; therefore, it reduces the maximum load-carrying
capacity. Moreover, in this method, the designer can compromise between different objectives
by considering proper penalty matrices, and may choose the proper trajectory between various
paths. The obtained results illustrate the power and efficiency of the model in overcomming
the highly nonlinear nature of the large deflection and optimization problem, which with other
methods may be very difficult or impossible to achieve.
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For understanding the effects of an internal microstructure, generalised microcontinuum
theories with additional microstructural parameters are developed. One such a parameter,
called the characteristic length of the material comparable with the internal cell size of the
material is involved in the couple stress theory. The problem of propagation of Lamb waves
in a plate with an internal microstructure and loaded with an inviscid liquid on both sides
is studied using the couple stress theory. The dispersion equation of Lamb waves with the
liquid loadings is derived. The impact of the liquid loadings is studied on the propagation
of Lamb waves. The effect of the characteristic length is also studied on the phase velocity
of Lamb waves in the plate for various modes in the presence of liquid loadings.

Keywords: couple stress, characteristic length, Lamb waves, elastic waves, liquid loadings

1. Introduction

Classical theory of elasticity is inadequate to capture the size effects, as the atomic structure
of the material is ignored in this theory, and it is based on the assumption of homogeneity of
the material. It can describe elastic deformations and properties of materials at macroscale.
However, experimental evidences show that mechanical behaviour of the material at microscale
is different from its behaviour at macroscale. To explain this, there was a need to develop a
new theory or to modify existing ones, which can fill this gap of theoretical and experimental
results. Microcontinuum theories such as micropolar theory (Eringen, 1968), strain gradient
(Mindlin, 1964) and couple stress theory (Toupin, 1962; Mindlin and Tiersten, 1962; Koiter, 1964;
Hadjesfandiari and Dargush, 2011) were developed to investigate the microstructural effects in
the material.
Voigt (1887) was the first to create the idea of couple stresses in the materials by assuming

that an infinitesimal surface element transmits both Cauchy stresses and couple stresses. Cosse-
rat and Cosserat (1909) gave the mathematical model to analyse materials with couple stresses
by considering that the deformation of the medium is described by a displacement vector and
an independent rotation vector. This theory was not recognised at that time. Later on, this
concept was used by many researchers like Toupin (1962), Mindlin and Tiersten (1962), Koiter
(1964), Eringen (1968), Nowacki (1974) to explore microstructural effects in the material. Ma-
ny problems of wave propagation in an elastic medium with a microstructure under different
conditions have been studied by applying the couple stress theory. Sengupta and Ghosh (1974)
studied the effects of couple stresses on wave propagation in an elastic layer and they observed
that couple stresses affect the velocity of propagation of waves in the elastic layer. Das et al.
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(1991) studied thermo-viscoelastic Rayleigh waves under the influence of couple stress and gra-
vity. They derived more general equations of phase velocity for these waves and showed that it
reduces to classical elastic Rayleigh waves in the absence of couple stresses, viscosity and gra-
vity. Ottosen et al. (2000) studied Rayleigh waves by applying the indeterminate couple stress
theory. Georgiadis and Velgaki (2003) shown the dispersive nature of Rayleigh waves propaga-
ting along the surface of a half-space at high frequencies using the couple stress theory and also
tried to estimate the values of microstructural parameters in couple stress theory. Akgoz and
Civalek (2013) did the modeling and analysis of micro-sized plates resting on an elastic medium
using the modified couple stress theory. Chen and Li (2014) proposed a new modified couple
stress theory for anisotropic elasticity containing three length scale parameters and developed
composite laminated Kirchhoff plate models under this theory.
Hadjesfandiari and Dargush (2011) formulated a couple stress theory for an isotropic ma-

terial involving three parameters λ, µ and η. The constants λ, µ have the same meaning as
Lamé constants in Cauchy elasticity and η is a length scale parameter which accounts for co-
uple stress effects for isotropic solids. Evaluation of η requires characteristic material length l
which is absent in Cauchy elasticity. One of the major problems in these size dependent elastic
theories (Cosseret, 1909), micropolar (Eringen, 1968) and couple stress (Toupin, 1962; Mindlin
and Tiersten, 1962; Koiter, 1964; Hadjesfandiari and Dargush, 2011) is determination of these
length scale parameters. It was observed (Lakes, 1991) that the characteristic length would be
undetectable in any macroscopic mechanical experiment, but have relevance in studies involving
composite and cellular solids. In fibrous composites, the characteristic length may be of the order
of spacing between the fibres. In cellular solids, it may be comparable to the average cell size of
the material.
Lakes et al. (1986), while studying propagation of an ultrasonic wave in wet bone, pointed

out that bone may be regarded as a composite with particulate, porous and fibrous structural
elements at different levels of scale. Vavva et al. (2009) also described bone as a strongly hete-
rogeneous natural composite with a complex structure and carried out the study by taking the
characteristic length comparable to the size of the bone microstructure that is of the order of
10 to 500µm.
Lamb waves travel in thin stress free elastic plates and were originally studied by Horace

Lamb (1917). These waves are extremely useful for detection of cracks, corrosion and other
defects in materials using non destructive testing techniques and have immense applications in
aerospace, industrial and engineering fields. Viktorov (1967) gave the further details by provi-
ding dispersive nature of Lamb waves and explained that they are formed by interference of
multiple reflections and mode conversion of longitudinal and shear waves at the free surfaces of
the plate. Osborne and Hart (1945) examined Lamb waves activated in steel plates in under-
water explosions and made a comparison between theoretical and experimental results. Schoch
(1952) investigated the effect of an inviscid liquid loading on the propagation of Lamb waves
and derived the dispersion relation for leaky Lamb waves for an isotropic plate. Wu and Zhu
(1992) studied the propagation of Lamb waves in a plate bordered with inviscid liquid layers
on both sides. The dispersion equations of this case were derived and showed that phase velo-
city varies with thickness of the liquid layers. Sharma and Pathania (2003) studied generalized
thermoelastic Lamb waves in a homogeneous isotropic, thermally conducted plate bordered with
layers of an inviscid liquid or inviscid half space. Sharma and Kumar (2009) studied Lamb waves
in micropolar thermoelastic solid plates immersed in a liquid with varying temperature. They
studied the effect of the characteristic length and coupling factor on the phase velocity of the
Lamb wave. Vavva et al. (2009) discussed velocity dispersion of guided waves propagating in a
free gradient elastic plate by showing its application to cortical bone. They studied microstruc-
tural effects on the propagation of guided waves by applying gradient elasticity and concluded
that this theory can provide additional information for better understanding of the waves. Wu
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et al. (2009) investigated vibration characteristics in a microscale fluid loaded rectangular iso-
tropic plate attached to a uniformly distributed mass. They studied plate vibrations under the
simultaneous effect of fluid loadings and attached mass loadings.
In an earlier work, the authors (2014) successfully employed the couple stress model (Ha-

djesfandiari and Dargush, 2011) to capture size effects on velocity dispersion in an elastic plate.
It was observed that the microstructural parameter affected the dispersion of the Lamb wave.
The dynamical characteristics of a structure get affected when it is surrounded by a fluid. This
study becomes more important when the material under consideration exhibits internal micro-
structure. Lamb waves are guided waves propagating in a traction free plate surface, however
if the surface of the plate is in contact with the fluid, a part of energy will leak into the liquid,
and this phenomenon may find possible applications not only in non destructive evaluation of
materials, but also in biomedical field. Keeping this in mind, the fluid-solid model adopted by
Sharma and Kumar (2009) is applied to extend the study of Lamb waves (Sharma and Kumar,
2014) in a thin elastic plate with a microstructure. The study is carried out for a thin elastic
plate having mechanical properties similar to bone, bordered on both sides with an inviscid
liquid by applying the couple stress theory (Hadjesfandiari and Dargush, 2011) to capture the
effects of both liquid loading and microstructure in terms of the internal characteristic length of
the material.

2. Formulation and solution of the problem

Consider an infinite homogeneous isotropic, elastic plate of thickness 2d. The plate is bordered
both on the top and bottom with infinitely large homogeneous inviscid liquid layers of thick-
ness H. Consider the origin of the coordinate system (x, y, z) in the middle of the plate. The
XY -plane is chosen to coincide with the middle surface of the plate and z-axis is normal to the
plate, along the thickness of the plate pointing vertically downwards. We consider the XZ-plane
as the plane of incidence and assume that the solutions are explicitly independent of y.

Fig. 1. Geometry of the considered structure

The basic governing equation of motion and constitutive relations of couple stress elasticity
for an isotropic material in the absence of body forces (Hadjesfandiari and Dargush, 2011) are
given by

(λ+ µ+ η∇2)uk,ki + (µ− η∇2)∇2ui = ρüi
σji = λuk,kδij + µ(ui,j + uj,i)− η∇2(ui,j − uj,i)

µji = 4η(ωi,j − ωj,i) ωi =
1
2
ǫijkuk,j

(2.1)

where λ and µ are Lamé constants, η = µl2 is the couple-stress coefficient, l is the characteristic
length, ρ is the density of the plate, ui are the displacement components, commas are used for
partial differentiation and dot notation (·) is used for partial differentiation with time. Here,
σji is the non-symmetric force-stress tensor, µji is skew symmetric couple-stress tensor, ωi is the
rotation vector, δij is Kronecker’s delta and ǫijk is the permutation tensor.
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In the solid, we take

u =
∂φ

∂x
− ∂ψ

∂z
w =

∂φ

∂z
+
∂ψ

∂x
(2.2)

where u and w are the x and z components of the particle displacement in the plate. φ and
~ψ = (0, ψ, 0) are the potential functions of the longitudinal and shear waves in the solid. In the
liquid boundary layers, we have

u′1 =
∂φ1
∂x
− ∂ψ1

∂z
w′1 =

∂φ1
∂z
+
∂ψ1
∂x

u′2 =
∂φ2
∂x
− ∂ψ2

∂z
w′2 =

∂φ2
∂z
+
∂ψ2
∂x

(2.3)

where φj and ψj, j = 1, 2 are the scalar potential and vector potential for the bottom liquid layer
(j = 1) and for the top liquid layer (j = 2), u′j and w

′
j are respectively x and z components of

the particle displacement in the layers of the liquid. Because the inviscid liquid does not support
the shear motion, so the shear modulus of the liquid vanishes and hence ψj = 0, j = 1, 2. The
potential functions φ, ψ and φj satisfy the basic governing equations

∇2φ = 1
C21

∂2φ

∂t2
∇2ψ − l2∇4ψ = 1

C22

∂2ψ

∂t2
∇2φj =

1
C2L

∂2φj
∂t2

(2.4)

and for the liquid the stresses are σ′ji = λLu
′
k,kδij and the couple stresses in the case of the liquid

are all zero. C21 = (λ+2µ)/ρ, C
2
2 = µ/ρ are the dilatational and shear wave speeds, respectively,

in the classical theory of elasticity C2L = λL/ρL. Here CL is the velocity of sound in the liquid
and λL is the bulk modulus. Prime denotes the same quantities for the liquid layer.
Using equations (2.2) and (2.3) in equations (2.1)2,3, we get stresses and couple stresses in

terms of the potential functions as

σzx = µ
(∂2ψ
∂x2
− ∂2ψ

∂z2
+ 2

∂2φ

∂x∂z

)
+ µl2

(∂4ψ
∂x4
+
∂4ψ

∂z4
+ 2

∂4ψ

∂x2∂z2

)

σzz = µ
[C21
C22

(∂2φ
∂x2
+
∂2φ

∂z2

)
− 2∂

2φ

∂x2
+ 2

∂2ψ

∂x∂z

]

µzy = −2µl2
(∂3ψ
∂z3
+

∂3ψ

∂z∂x2

)

(2.5)

and the value of stresses in the liquid in terms of the potential function becomes

σ′zz = λL
(∂2φj
∂x2
+
∂2φj
∂z2

)
(2.6)

We assume solutions of the form

{φ,ψ, φj} = {f(z), g(z), φj(z)}eiξ(x−ct) (2.7)

where c = ω/ξ is the phase velocity, ω is the frequency and ξ is the wave number. Using solutions
(2.7) in Eqs. (2.4) and solving the resulting differential equations, we get the expressions for φ,
ψ and φj as

φ = (A1 cosαz +A2 sinαz)eiξ(x−ct)

ψ = (A3 cosβz +A4 sin βz +A5 cos γz +A6 sin γz)eiξ(x−ct)

φ1 = A7 sin δ[z − (d+H)]eiξ(x−ct) d < z < d+H

φ2 = A8 sin δ(z + d+H)eiξ(x−ct) − (d+H) < z < −d

(2.8)
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where

α2 = ξ2
( c2

C21
− 1

)
β2 + γ2 = −

(
2ξ2 +

1
l2

)

β2γ2 =
ξ2

l2

(
1 + ξ2l2 − c2

C22

)
δ2 = ξ2

( c2

C2L
− 1

)

Here φ1 and φ2 are solutions of standing waves and are chosen in such a way that the acoustical
pressure is zero at z = ±(d+H).
The boundary conditions at the solid-liquid interfaces z = ±d to be satisfied are:
(i) The magnitude of the normal component of the stress tensor of the plate should be equal
to the pressure of the liquid, that is σzz = σ′zz

(ii) Since the liquid does not support the shear motion so, the tangential component of the
stress tensor should be equal to zero, which implies σzx = 0

(iii) Couple stress tensor, µzy should vanish, that is µzy = 0

(iv) Normal component of the displacement of the solid should be equal to that of the liquid,
that is w = w′j where j = 1, 2

Imposing these above mentioned boundary conditions and using Eqs. (2.8), we get the follo-
wing four equations

µ
[(
−C

2
1

C22
(ξ2 + α2) + 2ξ2

)
C11A1 +

(
−C

2
1

C22
(ξ2 + α2) + 2ξ2

)
S1A2 − (2iξβ)S2A3

+ (2iξβ)C22A4 − (2iξγ)S3A5 + (2iξγ)C3A6
]
− λL(ξ2 + δ2)A7S4 = 0

µ[(−2iξα)S1A1 + (2iξα)C11A2 + (−ξ2 + β2 + l2ξ4 + l2β4 + 2l2ξ2β2)C22A3
+ (−ξ2 + β2 + l2ξ4 + l2β4 + 2l2ξ2β2)S2A4 + (−ξ2 + γ2 + l2ξ4 + l2γ4 + 2l2ξ2γ2)C3A5
+ (−ξ2 + γ2 + l2ξ4 + l2γ4 + 2l2ξ2γ2)S3A6] = 0

− 2η[(β3 + ξ2β)S2A3 − (β3 + ξ2β)C22A4 + (γ3 + ξ2γ)S3A5 − (γ3 + ξ2γ)C3A6] = 0
−A1αS1 +A2αC11 +A3iξC22 +A4iξS2 +A5iξC3 +A6iξS3 −A7δC4 = 0

(2.9)

Here S1 = sin(αd), S2 = sin(βd), S3 = sin(γd), C11 = cos(αd), C22 = cos(βd), C3 = cos(γd),
S4 = sin(δH) and C4 = cos(δH).
Equations (2.9) will have a non-trivial solution if the determinant of coefficients of the unk-

nowns A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6 and A7 vanishes. After applying this condition to the above
system of equations and with a series of tedious mathematical calculations, we obtain the fol-
lowing secular equations for the Lamb waves in a plate loaded with an inviscid liquid layer on
both sides

± αλLKβKγKδ

[
−β(1 + l2Kγ)

t4

t±13
+ γ(1 + l2Kβ)

t4

t±12

]

+ βKβ [(γ2 − ξ2) + l2K2γ ]µδP
( t1
t3

)±1
− γKγ [(β2 − ξ2) + l2K2β ]µδP

( t1
t2

)±1

= 4αβγδµξ2(Kβ −Kγ)

(2.10)

where Kβ = β2 + ξ2, Kγ = γ2 + ξ2, Kδ = δ2 + ξ2, P = −(C21/C22 )(ξ2 + α2) + 2ξ2, t1 = S1/C11,
t2 = S2/C22, t3 = S3/C3 and t4 = S4/C4.
Here “+” sign corresponds to skew symmetric and “−” sign refers to symmetric modes of

the Lamb waves.
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In the absence of the liquid layer, (λL → 0), Eq. (2.10) reduces to

βKβ[(γ
2 − ξ2) + l2K2γ ]

( t1
t3

)±1
− γKγ [(β2 − ξ2) + l2K2β ]

(t1
t2

)±1
=
4αβγξ2(Kβ −Kγ)

P
(2.11)

This equation is the same as the obtained and studied by the authors (Sharma and Kumar,
2014) for Lamb waves in an isotropic elastic plate within the couple stress theory.

3. Numerical results and discussion

To investigate the effects of characteristic length and inner microstructure on the propaga-
tion of Lamb waves, the material of the plate is assumed to have properties similar to cor-
tical bone, so following Vavva et al. (2009), the material properties are Young’s modulus
E = µ(3λ + 2µ)/(λ + µ) = 14GPa, Poisson ratio ν = λ/[2(λ + µ)] = 0.37 and densi-
ty ρ = 1500 kg/m3, the values of bulk longitudinal and shear velocities are C1 = 4063m/s,
C2 = 1846m/s, respectively. The fluid medium used is an inviscid liquid with CL = 1.5 ·103 m/s
and density ρL = 1000 kg/m3. The size of bone internal microstructure (internal cell size) ranges
from 10 to 500µm. Here, to study the impact of characteristic length, different cases of charac-
teristic lengths l, comparable with the internal cell size h such as l = 0.0003m, l = 0.0001m,
l = 0.00003 m are considered.
Figures 2 and 3 show the phase velocity profile of Lamb waves in an elastic plate under the

effect of an inviscid liquid layer on both sides for a fixed characteristic length (l = 0.0001m)
and fixed thickness of the liquid layer (H = 0.02m). Figure 2 shows the phase velocity profiles
of fundamental modes of symmetric (S0) and skew symmetric (A0) Lamb waves. The phase
velocity profiles of skew symmetric Lamb waves for different modes (M = 1, M = 2 and M = 3)
are shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that in the wave number range 0-2, the secular equation has
only one root – these are the fundamental modes (S0 and A0) of Lamb waves. As the wave
number increases, new roots start appearing for both symmetric and skew symmetric modes.
The behaviour of these profiles is quite in agreement with the earlier findings. It is observed
that the magnitude of phase velocity of these profiles is quite high for the lower wave number,
which decreases at a steady rate and becomes asymptotic for higher wave numbers.

Fig. 2. Phase velocity profile of fundamental modes of Lamb waves (symmetrical (S0) and skew
symmetrical (A0)) with the wave number in an elastic plate bordered with a liquid layer

Lamb waves propagating in a plate bounded by a liquid on both sides leak some of its
energy into the liquid and this situation has practical importance in the field of NDT. To study
the impact of loadings on Lamb waves, Figs. 4a and 4b are drawn showing phase velocity
profiles of skew symmetrical Lamb waves for two different values of thickness of the liquid layer
(H1 = 0.01m and H2 = 0.02m), and the profiles are compared with the case of no liquid
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Fig. 3. Phase velocity profiles of skew symmetrical modes (M1, M2 and M3 for M = 1, 2, 3, respectively)
of Lamb waves with the wave number in an elastic plate bordered with a liquid layer

loadings H0. Figure 4a is for M = 1 skew symmetrical mode and Fig. 4b is for M = 2 mode.
In both cases, the characteristic length (l = 0.0001m) is kept fixed. It can be seen that with
an increase in the thickness of the liquid loadings, the phase velocity of the skew symmetrical
Lamb waves decreases for the same wave number. As the variation in the phase velocity is very
small with the increasing value of thickness of the liquid layer and it is not possible to show
these variations graphically for a wide range of wave numbers, so the figures are drawn with
very small variations in the wave numbers to depict the effects more precisely.

Fig. 4. Phase velocity profile of Lamb waves for skew symmetrical mode ((a) M = 1, (b) M = 2) with
the wave number in an elastic plate bordered with a liquid layer of different thicknesses (H0 = 0.00m,

H1 = 0.01m and H2 = 0.02m)

The effect of the characteristic length parameter l, on the phase velocity profiles of skew
symmetric Lamb waves are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. The characteristic length parameter l is a
microstructural parameter involved in the couple stress theory and is assumed to be of the order
of internal cell size of the considered material. The material of the considered plate has properties
similar to cortical bone and the internal cell size of cortical bone varies from 10 to 500µm (Vavva
et al., 2009). So, here three different values of characteristic lengths are considered, for profile L1,
the characteristic length is 0.00003m, for L2 profile, the characteristic length is 0.0001m and
for L3, it is 0.0003m. In all the three cases, the considered characteristic length of the material
lies in the range of internal cell size of the material. As the problem deals with the study of
microstructural effects and to observe these effects again, graphs are drawn again with a very
small variation in the wave number and phase velocity of Lamb waves. Figure 5a shows the
phase velocity profiles of skew symmetric Lamb waves for M = 1 mode, with three different
values of the characteristic length and fixed thickness of the liquid layer (H = 0.02m). Figure 5b
shows the phase velocity profiles of skew symmetric Lamb waves for M = 2 mode, again with
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Fig. 5. Phase velocity profile of Lamb waves for skew symmetrical mode ((a) M = 1, (b) M = 2) with
the wave number in an elastic plate bordered with a liquid layer of fixed thickness and different

characteristic lengths L1 = 0.00003m, L2 = 0.0001m and L3 = 0.0003m

the same considered values of the characteristic length and fixed thickness of the liquid layer
(H = 0.02m). From both figures, it is observed that with an increase in the characteristic length
parameter l, the phase velocity of skew symmetric Lamb waves is also increasing for the same
wave number.

4. Conclusion

As the physical model of the problem consists of a thin plate loaded with an inviscid liquid on
both sides, it is of practical use in ultrasonic immersion testing of plates. The impact of liquid
loadings is studied on the propagation of phase velocity of Lamb waves. Three different cases for
thickness of the liquid loaded on both sides of the plate are considered. It is observed that with
an increase in the thickness of the loadings, the phase velocity tends to decrease. The material of
the plate considered is assumed to have properties similar to cortical bone (Vavva et al., 2009),
so it also enhances the applicability of this model in characterisation of the properties of bones
loaded with different type of fluids.
To find the impact of the microstructural parameter, the problem is solved by applying

the couple stress theory (Hadjesfandiari and Dargush, 2011). This theory involves only one
microstructural parameter, called the characteristic length (l) and is assumed to be of the order
of internal cell size of the material (Georgiadis and Velgaki, 2003; Vavva et al., 2009). Here,
three different values of the characteristic length are considered. They are comparable with the
internal cell size of the material and their effect is studied on the phase velocity of the Lamb
waves. It is observed that with an increase in the value of this parameter, the phase velocity of
the Lamb wave also increases.
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What is of particular importance in view of the development and operation of fast railway
transport is the overhead system vibration excited by pantograph motion. The problems
discussed in the paper are related to continuous system vibration under moving loads. Mo-
delling the catenary-pantograph system is connected with motion of two subsystems, namely:
continuous (contact wire) and discrete (pantograph). In the paper, the results of research
on dynamical phenomena caused by the interaction between the pantograph and catenary
are presented. The stiffness of the catenary wire is taken into account. The dynamical phe-
nomena occurring in the system are described by a set of partial and ordinary differential
equations. The solution to these equations has been obtained using approximate numerical
methods.

Keywords: dynamics of pantograph, stiffness of catenary system

1. Introduction

The theoretical problem discussed in the paper is a technical problem connected with the dyna-
mics of systems under moving loads (Bajer and Dyniewicz, 2012; Bogacz and Szolc, 1993; Fryba,
1999; Szolc, 2003). As a vibrating discrete-continuous structure, the pantograph-catenary system
has been chosen for analysis.
In any high voltage electric traction system, the current needed for operating a train is

collected from an overhead contact system by some form of sliding electrical contact. Such a
system usually consists of a horizontal wire with which the pantograph makes continuous contact,
and a catenary cable slung between the supports from which the contact wire is suspended at
intervals by vertical dropper wires.
The complex behaviour of the catenary-pantograph system has been the focus of attention of

many researchers for several years (Poetsch et al., 1997; Wu and Brennan, 1998). Over the last
sixty years, many studies of the catenary-pantograph dynamic behaviour have been undertaken
(Kumaniecka and Grzyb, 2000; Kumaniecka and Nizioł, 2000; Zhang et al., 2002).
In the past years, many researchers attempted to improve current collection quality in order

to reduce wear and maintenance costs of both the overhead line and pantograph. Numerous
studies on rail vehicles proved that the processes describing their dynamic state have a complex
and non-periodic character (Poetsch et al., 1997; Kumaniecka, 2007). To improve the pantograph-
-catenary interface, it is essential to understand better the complex behaviour of this couple. The
pantograph-catenary interaction at high speed is the critical factor for reliability and safety of
high speed railways. The large amplitudes of transversal vibration of the messenger and contact
wires can result in pantograph strip wear, loss of contact or disturbance of mutual interaction.
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With an increase in the train speed, the catenary-pantograph system with its dynamic beha-
viour proved to be a very important component for new train systems required to run at higher
speed. This speed can be limited by the power supply through the overhead catenary system.
The key point that describes the efficiency of the current collection is the contact force. The
zero value of this force induces the brake in the current collection, but too large value can result
in wear of the contact wire and pantograph strips.
The aim of the paper is to obtain a better understanding of the pantograph-catenary system

dynamics. The emphasis of studies is placed on the description of contact loss and proper
description of contact wire stiffness. A relatively simple analytical model presented in the paper
is appropriate to gain physical insight into the pantograph-catenary system.
In the paper, an analytical method for calculating the response of a catenary to a uniformly

moving pantograph is presented. To the authors’ knowledge, the loss of contact of such a system
has not been investigated so far.
The paper is organized in five Sections. Following Introduction 1, the models of the catenary-

-pantograph system including the contact wire, messenger wire, droppers, supporting towers and
the pantograph itself are described in Section 2. In Section 3 an analytical method for calculating
the response of a catenary to a uniformly moving pantograph is presented. The simulation results
are given in Section 4. Final concluding remarks are formulated in Section 5.

2. Modelling of the catenary-pantograph system

The presented models belong to the class of continuous systems excited by a uniformly moving
load. In the literature, many physical and a lot of different analytical models of the catenary-
-pantograph system have been proposed. Both the contact and carrying wire are one-dimensional
systems. The contact and carrying cables have been modelled by infinite or non-infinite homoge-
nous strings or Bernoulli-Euler beams. The pantograph has been modelled by an oscillator with
two or four degrees of freedom. Such systems were studied in the past by a number of researchers
employing different methods. A review paper describing the pantograph-catenary systems was
presented by Poetsch et al. (1997) and by Kumaniecka (2007). The dynamic interaction between
a discrete oscillator with four degrees of freedom and a continuous beam was also studied by
Kumaniecka and Prącik (2011).
The simplified model of the catenary with one contact point introduced in the paper, shown in

Fig. 1, is composed of two parallel infinitely long homogenous beams (the contact and carrying
cables) connected by lumped elements (suspension rods), which are positioned equidistantly
along the beams. The upper beam (carrying cable) is fixed at periodically spaced elastic supports.
The lower beam (contact wire) is suspended from the upper beam by visco-elastic elements.
These elements are used as a model of suspension rods. They are periodically placed at points
along the beams. It is assumed that the distance between the supports of carrying cable is equal l
and between the droppers 2lw. In the adopted model, the bending stiffness of the contact wire
is taken into account (Wu and Brennan, 1999; Kumaniecka and Prącik, 2011).
The system in question is subjected to a concentrated force (model of pantograph), which is

applied to the lower beam. This load moves along the lower beam at a constant velocity v.
Between the contact wire and pantograph there also appears the friction force. In the pre-

sented study, the friction force is neglected.
The physical model of the catenary with two contact points is presented in Fig. 2.
The mathematical model for a physical model of the catenary system adopted in this paper

and shown in Fig. 2, was discussed in detail and presented in the monograph by Kumaniecka
(2007).
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Fig. 1. Physical model of catenary with one contact point

Fig. 2. Physical model of catenary with two contact points

Motion of the catenary in the vertical plane is governed by equations

E1J1
∂4w1
∂x4
−N1

∂2w1
∂x2
+ ρ1

∂2w1
∂t2
− p+ pF − pm1 = 0

E2J2
∂4w2
∂x4
−N2

∂2w2
∂x2
+ ρ2

∂2w2
∂t2
+ p− pm2 = 0

(2.1)

where the following notation is used: E1, E2 – Young’s modulus of lower and upper beam,
respectively, Ji – cross-sectional moment of inertia (i = 1, 2), Ni – tensile force in the beams,
ρi – mass density, wi(x, t) – transversal displacements, x – spatial coordinate measured along
the non-deformed axis of beams, t – time. The functions w1(x, t) and w2(x, t) describe the lower
and upper beam transversal displacements, respectively.
The loads p(x, t) acting on the beams and caused by internal forces in the springs and

damping elements are treated as continuous. They can be expressed in the form

p(x, t) =
∑

(n)

{cb[w2(x, t)− w1(x, t)] + bb[ẇ2(x, t)− ẇ1(x, t)]}δ(x − xn) (2.2)

where: cb is the coefficient of spring elasticity, bb – damping coefficient, xn – coordinates of
droppers spacing (concentrated masses), xn = 2lw(2s − 1), s ∈ N , 2lw – distance between the
droppers, δ – Dirac’s function.
The interaction force between the pantograph and contact wire pF can be described by the

term

pF (x, t) = F (t)δ(x − vt) (2.3)
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The reaction force pmi (i = 1, 2) that comes from concentrated masses m spaced on the lower
and upper beams acting at points xn can be treated as distributed and written in the form:
— for the lower beam

pm1(x, t) =
∑

(n)

mẅ1(x, t)δ(x − xn) (2.4)

— for the upper beam

pm2(x, t) =
∑

(n)

mẅ2(x, t)δ(x − xn) (2.5)

The boundary and initial conditions adopted for numerical simulation have been based on
the assumed vibration model of a linear system (data from identification research).
In the present paper, the pantograph has been modelled as an oscillator with four degrees

of freedom. The model refers to a real system designed by engineers from Schunk Wien GmbH.
The basic pantograph is the standard WBL-85/3kV. The collector strips are represented by
masses m1L and m1P, the equivalent masses of the frames are denoted by m2 and m3. The
masses are connected by springs c11 and c22 to provide a nominally constant uplift force. The
aerodynamic force is taken into account (Bacciolone et al., 2005). The physical model of the
pantograph investigated in our studies is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Model of pantograph

The mathematical model for a physical model of the pantograph adopted in this paper and
shown in Fig. 3 was discussed in detail and presented in the monograph by Kumaniecka (2007).
In many real pantograph systems, the springs are guided in telescopic sliders, which gives reasons
to apply dry friction elements in the physical model. The structure of the simulation model has
been based on the formal notation of motion in form of ordinary differential equations.
Motion of the pantograph in the vertical plane is governed by equations

m1Lẍ1L = m1Lg − |F1| sgn (ẋ1L − ẋ2)− c11(x1L − x2) + PL(x, t)
m1P ẍ1P = m1P g − |F1| sgn (ẋ1P − ẋ2)− c11(x1P − x2) + PP (x, t)
m2ẍ2 = m2g − |F2| sgn (ẋ2 − ẋ3) + |F1|[ sgn (ẋ1P − ẋ2) + sgn (ẋ1L − ẋ2)]
− c22(x2 − x3) + c11(x1P − x2) + c11(x1L − x2)− Faer

m3ẍ3 = m3g − c33x3 − b33ẋ3 − |F3| sgn (ẋ3)− Fstat + c22(x2 − x3) + |F2| sgn (ẋ2 − ẋ3)

(2.6)

where: x1, x2, x3, ẋ1, ẋ2, ẋ3, m1,m2,m3 are displacements, velocities and masses of the ele-
ments, respectively, F1, F2, F3 – friction forces, Faer, Fstat – aerodynamic and static forces,
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PL(x, t), PP (x, t) – excitation forces, interaction forces between the pantograph and contact
wire.
The displacement of the pan-head is the main factor for dynamic performance of the panto-

graph, and it is related to the contact forces directly.

3. Analytical model of the system vibration

The catenary motion can be described by means of partial differential equations (2.1), which
govern small vertical vibrations of each beam in the vicinity of their equilibrium state, induced by
the transversal force moving along the lower beam. Some details are presented in the monograph
by Kumaniecka (2007) and in the paper by Kumaniecka and Prącik (2011). The mathematical
model for a physical model of the pantograph was discussed by Prącik and Furmanik (2000).
The interaction between the pantograph and contact wire is limited to a set of two parallel

forces

PL(x, t)δ(x − vt) PP (x, t)δ(x − vt+ xLP ) (3.1)

In the above equation, x denotes the spatial horizontal co-ordinate, t time, xLP is the distance
between the shoes.
In the case of one contact point, the function describing the contact force can be expressed

as

F (x, t) = PL(x, t) + PP (x, t) (3.2)

According to the results obtained by the authors (2011) and others (Wu and Brennan, 1999),
the forces PL(x, t), PP (x, t) can be connected with harmonic changes of catenary stiffness and
given in the form

PL(x, t) = k0






[
1− α cos

(2πv
L
t
)]
(x1L0 − x1L) for x1L0 > x1L

0 for x1L0 ¬ x1L

PP (x, t) = k0






[
1− α cos

(2π
L
(vt+ xLP )

)]
(x1P0 − x1P ) for x1P0 > x1P

0 for x1P0 ¬ x1P

(3.3)

In equations (3.3), the following notation is used: x1L, x1P denote vertical displacements of
the pantograph contact shoes, x1L0, x1P0 – vertical displacements of two points on the wire that
are in contact with masses m1L and m1P , respectively, k0, α – are stiffness coefficients (Wu and
Brennan, 1999), given by formulae

k0 =
kmax + kmin

2
α =

kmax − kmin
kmax + kmin

(3.4)

where L is the length of one span and kmax, kmin are the largest and the smallest stiffness values
in the span, respectively.
When the model with two contact points is investigated, the contact forces are written as

PL(x, t) = k0





[
1− α cos

(
2πv
l t
)]
[x1L0 − w1(x, t)] for x1L0 > w1(x, t)

0 for x1L0 ¬ w1(x, t)

PP (x, t) = k0






[
1− α cos

(
2π
l (vt+ xLP )

)]
[x1P0 −w1(x+ xLP , t)]

for x1P0 > w1(x+ xLP , t)

0 for x1P0 ¬ w1(x+ xLP , t)

(3.5)
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where w1(x, t) is the transversal displacement of the lower beam, x1L, x1P are coordinates of
strips motion (see Fig. 3), x1L ≡ w1(x, t)δ(x − vt) and x1P ≡ w1(x+ xLP , t)δ(x − vt+ xLP ).
The equations of catenary motion model (2.1) are presented in the monograph by Kuma-

niecka (2007). After substituting relations (3.3) or (3.5), in the case of one or two contact points,
respectively, to the equations of motion, they include some parameters associated with stiffness
of the contact wire k0, α.
In the case of one contact point, the solutions to set of equations (2.1) have been taken in

the form of waves

w1(x, t) =
∑

p1

∑

r1

Ar1
sin x−vtp1lw
x−vt
p1lw

sin(ωr1t− ϕr1)

w2(x, t) =
∑

p2

∑

r2

Ar2
sin x−vtp2lw
x−vt
p2lw

sin(ωr2t− ϕr2)
(3.6)

where pi are associated with the moving modes and ri with the standing modes for i = 1, 2, and
the coefficients Ar1 , Ar2 could be determined numerically using a collocation method.
To solve equations of motion (2.1) and (2.6) for two contact points, it is necessary to employ

another expression for functions which describe transversal displacements of the lower beam

w1(x, t) =
∑

p1

∑

r1

Ar1
sin x−vtp1lw
x−vt
p1lw

sin(ωr1t−ϕr1) +
∑

p1

∑

r1

Br1
sin x+xLP−vtp1lw
x+xLP−vt

p1lw

sin(ωr1t−ϕr1) (3.7)

4. Numerical analysis

On the basis of the given mathematical model, a simulation program applying the package
VisSim Analyze ver. 3.0 has been built. Numerical simulations have been carried out for different
data sets.
The numerical calculations have been done for the following parameters of the system

m1L = m1P = 7.93 kg m2 = 8.73 kg m3 = 10.15 kg

F1 = 2.0N F2 = F3 = 2.5N Faer = 30.0N Fstat = 600N

Faer = 30N c3 = 60Ns/m xLP = 1.0m

The parameters of the system correspond to the parameters of the real overhead power lines
for high speed trains (data set for pantograph WBL 85-3 kV/PKP).
The block schemes of simulation of mass displacements and contact forces of the pantograph

model at Fstat = 600N and 500N, Faer = 30N are presented in Figs. 4 and 5.
To investigate the phenomena of contact loss in the overhead system, numerical simulations

for the contact force less than the limit force were carried out by Kumaniecka and Prącik (2011).
In Fig. 6, the loss of contact between the pantograph and catenary is illustrated.
The results of simulations of the variability of contact forces of the pantograph (with two

contact points), when the vertical displacement amplitude between the contact points spaced
by 1m, is equal 0.03m, are presented in Fig. 7. The simulations have been done for velocity
v = 55.55m/s using the blockscheme of simulation similar to that presented in Fig. 4 but
utilizing a different expression for w1(x, t) (respectively to equation (3.7)).
Based on the results of simulations, we can conclude that the pantograph with two contact

strips guarantees better interaction (strips are detached convertible).
The analysis of the simulation results (see Fig. 7) shows that the response of the system

in question is not harmonic, it consists of standing and moving modes. To conclude, it can be
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Fig. 4. Block scheme of simulation of mass displacements and contact forces of the pantograph model
at Fstat = 600N, Faer = 30N; in the case of one contact point, when x1L ∼= x1P

Fig. 5. Block scheme of simulation of contact forces and contact loss at Fstat = 500N, Faer = 30N; in
the case of one contact point, when x1L ∼= x1P
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Fig. 6. Contact force for uplift force Fstat = 500N; loss of contact in the case of one contact point

Fig. 7. Variability of contact forces of the pantograph with two contact points

stated that the motion of the contact wire has a wavy character. The calculations have confirmed
that the travelling force is a source of waves propagating leftwards and rightwards at different
frequencies (Snamina, 2003; Bogacz and Frischmuth, 2013).
The domination of lower frequency modes is visible (see Fig. 8). The same effect is visible

in the case of a pantograph with one contact point. For a two contact points pantograph, the
modal damping is more effective.

Fig. 8. Spectrum FFT of vibration displacements

In Figs. 9 and 10, some results of the lower beam vibration in the case of one or two con-
tact points are shown. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the critical amplitude value of vibration
displacement, critical as referred to displacement values x1L0 = x1P0 = 0.03m adopted as an
example (for the data set taken for numerical simulations at the velocity v = 55.55m/s), has
been exceeded.
The examples of the results presented above have been obtained with the catenary stiffness

parameters and the velocity of pantograph motion v = 55.55m/s. At higher velocities taken for
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Fig. 9. Results of simulations of the beam displacement function w1(x, t) for p1 = 1, r1 = 1, 2; in the
case of one contact point

Fig. 10. Simulations of lower beam vibration of the catenary model in the case of two contact points

simulations and the analysis of subsequent excited mode vibration frequencies of the catenary
in 3D graphs of displacements. there can be seen a more marked interaction in the case of two
contact points pantograph. Also two maxima and minima of waves moving parallel, positioned
at an angle to the time axis, are visible.

5. Final conclusions

The state-of-the-art of the theoretical and experimental investigations indicates the need for
continuation of the research to improve the modelling of the catenary-pantograph system. In
the present paper, a simplified model of the pantograph and catenary has been proposed. The
equations of motion are based on a beam model with one or two concentrated varying forces
moving along the contact wire at a constant velocity. The structure of the simulation model
is based on a formal notation of motion in form of partial and ordinary differential equations.
For the simulation, software package VisSim has been applied. The paper has discussed the
application of the stiffness formula to the analysis of pantograph-catenary interaction.
On the basis of the results of simulations of the lower beam displacements (Figs. 9 and 10)

the following conclusions can be drawn:

• The wave sequence is associated with the pantograph motion (the compound of three mo-
des of moving waves and three standing ones). The frontal maximum and reverse minimum
of the displacement are visible. The ratio of the absolute value of the maximum to that of
the minimum is equal to 9.
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• Damping of the displacement amplitude excited in the lower beam is time and space
variable. For example, a reduction of the beam displacement maximum by about 20 dB
occurs after approximately 0.6 s, in the case of analysis on the span of length of about 100m.

The results of analysis of the simulation performed on the adopted model of mutual inter-
action between the pantograph and catenary have shown the domination of lower frequencies
components in the spectrum of the lower beam vibration displacements, similarly to the case
of one contact point system (Fig. 8). This fact has been also indicated by others scientists
(Poetsch et al., 1997; Szolc, 2003). On the basis of the simulation results of the lower beam
displacements, it can be concluded that there is a wave sequence associated with the pantograph
motion. Damping of the lower beam vibrations, caused by the moving pantograph, is variable
in time and space. The described phenomena should be taken into account in real applications
in high speed railways.
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The flexural vibration stability of a coupled double-walled viscoelastic carbon nanotube
conveying a fluid based on the Timoshenko beam (TB) model is investigated. The coupled
system is surrounded by an elastic medium which is simulated as Pasternak foundation. Van
der Waals (vdW) forces between the inner and outer CNTs are taken into account based
on the Lenard-Jones model. Using small scale theories, Hamilton’s principle and applying
two dimensional (2D) magnetic field higher order governing equations are derived. The
differential quadrature method (DQM) is applied to solve partial differential equations and
investigate natural frequency of the system. The effects of viscoelastic constant, magnetic
field with variable magnitudes and surface stresses on natural frequency of the structure are
demonstrated in this study.

Keywords: flexural vibration, conveying fluid, coupled-system, thermo-magnetic fields,
viscoelasticity

1. Introduction

Since Iijima (1991) discovered Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) many articles have been published in
different fields of physics and engineering, which were focused on the CNTs and their applica-
tions. For example Ke and Wang (2011) demonstrated the influence of the length scale parame-
ter of modified couple stress theory (MCST) on natural frequency of the double-walled Carbon
nanotube (DWCNT). Pradhan and Mandal (2013) investigated the effects of environmental
temperature changes on buckling, bending and vibrational stability of the CNT embedded by
pinned boundary conditions. Kong et al. (2009) illustrated the effects of strain gradient theory
(SGT) on the static, dynamic and free vibration response of a microstructure including CNTs.
Kiani (2014) presented a single-walled Carbon nanotube (SWCNT) structure introduced to a
3D magnetic field. He investigated the effects of the magnetic field on longitudinal, transverse
and lateral frequencies of the structure. According to his results, longitudinal magnetic field
was more effective than the transverse one. Lei et al. (2013) investigated vibration characteri-
stics of nonlocal viscoelastic nanobeams using the Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic model based on TB
theory. They discussed the effects of the Kelvin-Voigt coefficient, nonlocal constant, external
damping ratio, and beam length-to-diameter ratio on natural frequencies of the carbon nano-
tubes. Ansari et al. (2014) illustrated nonlinear free vibration of a TB with different boundary
conditions. They used the Gurtin-Murdoch continuum elasticity model to obtain equilibrium
equations which were affected by surface stress layers. According to their results, the effects of
rigidity of the surface layers and surface residual stress on natural frequency were not neglegible.
Lei et al. (2012) illustrated the effects of surface elasticity modulus, residual surface stress, non-
local parameter and aspect ratio on the transverse natural frequency. Xu et al. (2010) presented
the equilibrium equations of a pipe conveying fluid with the pined-pined boundary condition in
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order to investigate the effects of the fluid flow velocity on the natural frequency. The results
were obtained using Galerkin’s method and a complex mode approach. Ghorbanpour Arani et
al. (2014) presented a mathematical model of a coupled viscoelastic CNT conveying fluid flow
based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory affected by Visco-Pasternak foundation, nonlocal small
scale theory, surface stresses and a longitudinal magnetic field. They depicted the effects of
surface stresses, viscoelastic constant, nonlocal small scale coefficient and the magnetic field on
natural frequency of the system. Khosrozadeh and Hajabasi (2012) investigated the natural fre-
quency of a DWCNT including nonlinear vdW interaction and simply supported, fixed or free
boundary conditions. The results revealed that the influence of nonlinear components of vdW
forces on natural longitudinal frequency was neglected.
Shen and Zhang (2011) presented post-buckling, nonlinear bending and nonlinear vibration

analysis of a nanoscale structure based on nonlocal small scale theory. The system including a
thermo-elastic CNT rested on an elastic foundation. The effects of the nonlocal parameter and
temperature changes on natural frequency, static bending and buckling load were demonstra-
ted in their work. Ghorbanpour Arani and Amir (2013) investigated free vibration analysis of
a coupled-Boron nitride nanotube (BNNT) structure affected by electro-thermal fields. The di-
splacement field and strain-stress relation were based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and strain
gradient theory, respectively. The effects of fluid velocity, aspect ratio and temperature changes
on natural frequencies were demonstrated in their results.
In this study, a double-bonded DWCNT conveying viscous fluid flow is presented. The vi-

scoelastic structure is affected by a surface stress layer, 2D magnetic field, vdW interaction and
Pasternak foundation loads. The CNTs are based on Timoshenko beam theory, and the gover-
ning equations will be obtained using Hamilton’s principle. DQM is used to solve the partial
differential equations and investigate natural frequency of the system. Finally, the effects of vi-
scoelastic constant, small scale coefficients, surface stresses and the magnetic field on the natural
frequency of the structure are presented in this paper.

2. Governing equations

2.1. TB theory

Figure 1 demonstrates a coupled-structure made of carbon nanotubes based on TB theory
in which L is length of the tubes and R and h are outer radius and thickness of the CNTs,
respectively. The effects of zigzag graphene sheet rolling procedure are considered in this study.
In the zigzag rolling procedure, the radius of CNT is obtained by R = 0.142p

√
3/2π nm in which

P denotes the numbers of carbon atoms (Shen and Zhang, 2011). Since the displacement field is
based on Timoshenko beam theory, Eq. (2.1) demonstrates strain-displacement relation of TB
theory

εxxij =
∂Uij(x, t)

∂x
+ z

∂Ψij(x, t)
∂x

γxzij = 2εxzij =
∂Wij(x, t)

∂x
+ Ψij(x, t) (2.1)

where the subscript i = 1, 2 indicate the number of upper and lower nanotubes, respectively,
j = 1, 2 indicate the inner and outer tubes, respectively, and Ψij(x, t) is rotation of cross-section
of the nanotubes.

2.2. Surface stress effect

Influence of the surface effect on stability of nano or microstructures cannot be ignored
because in these structures the surface-to-bulk ratio will increase. An appropriate theoretical
notion is offered by Gurtin-Murdoch. It is based on the continuum mechanical model including
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a coupled CNT’s deformed element based on the TB model conveying fluid under
two dimensional magnetic field

surface stress effects which is well known as the Gurtin-Murdoch model (Ansari et al., 2014; Lu
et al., 2006). Mechanical stresses regarding the TB theory are

T sxxij = (λ
s + 2µs)εxxij + τ s T sxzij = τ

s∂Wij

∂x
(2.2)

where τ s and δnm are the residual surface stress and Kronecker tensor, respectively, and λs and
µs are surface Lame constants. In this study, we consider that the surface stresses on the layers
satisfy the equilibrium relation so T szzij cannot be neglected (Lei et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2006),
thus the components of stress tensor for the bulk of nanotube can be shown in Eq. (2.3)1 (Ansari
et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2006)

Txxij = E∗εxx +
ν

1− ν σzz = E
∗
(∂Uij
∂x
+ z

∂Ψij
∂x

)
+
2zν

h(1− ν)
(
τS
∂2Wij

∂x2
− ρS ∂

2Wij

∂t2

)

Txzij = GκSγxzij = G∗ks
(∂Wij

∂x
+ Ψij

) (2.3)

where ρs is density of the surface layers. E∗ = E(1 + g∂/∂t) and G∗ = G(1 + g∂/∂t) are
viscoelastic parameters of the CNTs based on the Kelvin-Voigt model (Lei et al., 2013). E and
G are elasticity and shear modulus of the CNTs, respectively, which are functions of temperature
according to Table 1.

2.3. Hamilton’s principle

To develop a comprehensive model for coupled DWCNT, we use extended Hamilton’s prin-
ciple which can be expressed as follows (Ghorbanpour Arani and Amir, 2013)

t1∫

t0

δΠ dt =

t1∫

t0

δ(U strain −KTotal −ΩTotal ) dt = 0 (2.4)

where Π indicates total mechanical energy of the structure which includes kinetic energy KTotal ,
external work done by external forces ΩTotal and potential energy U strain .
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2.3.1. Total kinetic energy

The total kinetic energy of the coupled system contains kinetic energies of nanotubes, surface
layer and flow fluid as follows (Ansari et al., 2014; Ghorbanpour Arani et al., 2014)

KTotal = Knanotubes +K
surface
nanotubes +Kfluid

=
1
2
ρf

l∫

0

{ ∫

Af

[(∂Ui1
∂t
+ z

∂Ψi1
∂t
+ Uf cos θ

)2
+
(∂Wi1

∂t
− Uf sin θ

)2]
dA

}
dx

+
ρS

2

l∫

0

{ ∮

Sij

[(∂Uij
∂t
+ z

∂Ψij
∂t

)2
+
(∂Wij

∂t

)2]
dS

}
dx

+
1
2

l∫

0

{ ∫

Aij

ρCNT
[(∂Uij

∂t
+ z

∂Ψij
∂t

)2
+
(∂Wij

∂t

)2]
dAij

}
dx

(2.5)

where Uf is the fluid flow velocity and ρf , ρS, ρCNT are density of the fluid, surface layer and
CNT, respectively.

2.3.2. External work

The external work that includes the elastic medium, thermal and magnetic fields, vdW
interactions, and conveying fluid forces are presented as follows (Ghorbanpour Arani et al.,
2014)

ΩTotal =
1
2

l∫

0

[ ~ML
y Ψij) + (~F

L
x Uij) + (~F

L
z Wij)] dx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lorentz work

+
1
2

l∫

0

(qvdWij Wij + qPasternaki2 Wi2) dx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
External work done by vdW & Pasternak

+
1
2

l∫

0

−E∗Aijα∆T
(∂Wij

∂x

)2
dx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
External work done by thermal changes

+
1
2

l∫

0

[
−ρfU2fAf

∂2Wi1

∂x2
(cos θWi1 + sin θUi1)

]
dx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
External work done by centripetal fluid force

− 1
2

l∫

0

[
µeAf

∂3Ui1
∂x2∂t

+ µeAfUf
(
− sin θ ∂

2θ

∂x2
−
(∂θ
∂x

)2
cos θ

)]
Ui1 dx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
External work done by viscous fluid

− 1
2

l∫

0

[
µeAf

∂3Wi1

∂x2∂t
+ µeAfUf

(
− cos θ ∂

2θ

∂x2
−
(∂θ
∂x

)2
sin θ

)]
Wi1 dx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
External work done by viscous fluid

(2.6)

in which the Lorentz external work is the resultant of two-dimensional (2D) magnetic fields ap-
plied along the longitudinal and transverse directions. ~H = Hx

~i+Hz
~k is considered in order to

show the effects of this type of magnetic field on stability of our structure. In order to show how
the electric and magnetic fields are generated and changed by each other, Maxwell’s equations
are presented (Ghorbanpour Arani et al., 2014; Kiani, 2014). The load inserted by Pasternak
foundation which surrounds the external CNTs and the vdW interaction forces are distributed
transverse loads, whose their external works are presented in Eq. (2.7), see Ghorbanpour Arani
and Amir (2013), Khosrozadeh and Hajabasi (2012), Shen and Zhang (2011). The structure
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is introduced to a uniform thermal field. Hence, temperature changes apply an axial compres-
sive load to the system. The external work done by the thermal load is shown in the above
equation. Finally, the external work done by the viscous fluid flow is presented in Eq. (2.6),
see Ghorbanpour Arani et al. (2014), Ghorbanpour Arani and Amir (2013), in which µe is the
effective viscosity which is modified by the Knudsen number (Ghorbanpour Arani et al., 2014).
The Knudsen number is a dimensionless ratio which is used to modify the fluid flow velocity as
follows

VCF =
Vave,slip

Vave,no−slip
= (1 + bKn)

(
1 + 4

2− σν
σν

Kn
1 + Kn

)
(2.7)

where VCF is the correction factor which will be used to modify the fluid flow velocity as
Vavg ,slip = VCF · Vavg ,no−slip and the governing equations as Uf = Vavg ,slip .

2.3.3. Strain energy based on Strain gradient theory

The strain energy of mechanical structures is related to the stress and strain tensors of each
structure. Strain gradient and modified couple stress theories are presented in this article in
order to obtain strain energy of coupled DWCNT.
In the constitutive equations of the strain gradient theory (Ghorbanpour Arani and Amir,

2013; Kong et al., 2009), for isotropic linear elastic materials there are only three independent
higher-order material length scale parameters in addition to the two classical material parame-
ters. Strain stress potential energy of the bulk and surface layer of the system is obtained by
strain gradient theory, and will be investigated as below in the general form

U =
1
2

(∫

Γ

(Tkpεpq + pkγk + τ
(1)
ptqη

(1)
ptq +mkpχkp) dV +

∮

S

(T Sxxεxx + T
S
xzγxz) dS

)
(2.8)

in which

εpq =
1
2
(Dp,q +Dq,p) γk = εmm,k χkp =

1
2
(φk,p + φp,k)

η
(1)
ptq =

1
2
(εtq,p + εqp,t + εpt,q)−

1
15
[δpt(εmm,q + 2εmq,m)]

− 1
15
[δtq(εmm,p + 2εmp,m) + δqp(εmm,t + 2εmt,m)]

(2.9)

where ε, γ, η and χ are strain, dilatation gradient, deviatoric stretch gradient and symmetric
rotation gradient tensors, respectively. Stresses and higher order stress tensors are mentioned by

Tpg =

{
E∗εpq if p ≡ q
2κSG∗εpq if p 6= q

(2.10)

and

pk = 2G∗l20γk τ
(1)
ptq = 2G

∗l21η
(1)
ptq mkp = 2G∗l22χkp (2.11)

where T, p, τ and m are stress, higher order stress and deviatoric stress tensors, respectively.
According to Eqs. (2.11), l0, l1 and l2 are parameters of small scale theory. Therefore, with respect
to Eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and using Hamilton’s principle based on strain gradient theory, equations
of motion are obtained. Using dimensionless parameters (Ghorbanpour Arani and Amir, 2013;
Kong et al., 2009), we have
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(wij , uij) =
(Wij , Uij)

Ro
ζ =

x

l
L =

L

l
(L0, L1, L2) =

(L0, L1, L2)
L

g∗ =
g

l

√
E

ρCNT
τ =

t

l

√
E

ρCNT
Iij =

Iij
Al2

uf =
√
ρf
E
Uf

H∗x =

√
ηmH2x
E

H∗z =

√
ηmH2z
E

µ =
µ

R0
√
Eρf

βij =
κsGAij
EAij

h1 =
π(R3i +R

3
o)EsTs

EAl2
h2 =

2π(Ri +Ro)EsTs
EA

h3 =
2νπIτ sRo
(1− ν)EAhl3

h4 =
2νπIEρs

(1− ν)EAhρCNT l2
h5 =

2πρs(Rin +Rout)
ρCNTA11

h6 =
π(R3in +R

3
out)ρ

s

ρCNTAinl2

(cij , c′ij) =
(c, c′)l2

EAij
Gp =

Gp
EA

Kw =
Kwl

2

EA
λ =

l

Ro

Π0 =
2π(Ri +Ro)τ s

EA
f =

Af
A

ρ =
ρf

ρCNT
∆T = α∆T

Therefore, the dimensionless equilibrium equations can be written as:
— for δuij = 0

− 1
λ

∂2uij
∂ζ2
− g∗

λ

∂3uij
∂ζ2∂τ

+
2L0βij
κsλ

∂4uij
∂ζ4
+
2L0g∗βij
κsλ

∂5uij
∂ζ4∂τ

+
20L1βij
25κsλ

∂4uij
∂ζ4

+
20L1g∗βij
25κsλ

∂5uij
∂ζ4∂τ

+
H∗xH

∗
z

λ

∂2wij
∂ζ2

− H∗z
2

λ

∂2uij
∂ζ2
− h2

λ

∂2uij
∂ζ2
+
1
λ

∂2uij
∂τ2

+
Γijfijρ

λ

∂2uij
∂τ2
− µ
√
ρ

λ

∂3uij
∂τ∂ζ2

= 0

(2.12)

— for δwij = 0

− βij
∂Ψij
∂ζ
− βijg∗

∂2Ψij
∂ζ∂τ

− βijg
∗

λ

∂3wij
∂ζ2∂τ

− βij
λ

∂2wij
∂ζ2

+
8βijL

2
1

15λκs

∂4wij
∂ζ4

+
16βijL

2
1

15κs

∂3Ψij
∂ζ3

+
8βijg∗L

2
1

15λκs

∂5wij
∂ζ4∂τ

+
16βijg∗L

2
1

15κs

∂4Ψij
∂ζ3∂τ

+
βijL

2
2

4λκs

∂4wij
∂ζ4

− βijL
2
2

4κs

∂3Ψij
∂ζ3

− βijg
∗L
2
2

4κs

∂4Ψij
∂ζ3∂τ

+
βijg

∗L
2
2

4λκs

∂5Ψij
∂ζ4∂τ

− 2Π0
λ

∂2wij
∂ζ2

+
1
λ

∂2wij
∂τ2

+
Γijρfij
λ

∂2wij
∂τ2

− H∗x
2

λ

∂2wij
∂ζ2

+
H∗xH

∗
z

λ

∂2uij
∂ζ2
− Γij

√
ρfij

∂Ψij
∂τ
+
Γiju

2
ffij

λ

∂2wij
∂ζ2

+
∆T

λ

∂2wij
∂ζ2

+
∆Tg∗

λ

∂3wij
∂ζ2∂τ

µuf
λ

∂3wij
∂ζ3

−
√
ρµ

λ

∂2wij
∂ζ2

− (1− Γij)q′i2
Pasternak − q′ij

vdW = 0

(2.13)

— for δΨij = 0

− Iij
∂2Ψij
∂ζ2
+ Iijg∗

∂3Ψij
∂ζ2∂τ

+ βijΨij +
βij
λ

∂wij
∂ζ
+ βijg∗

∂Ψij
∂ζ
+
βijg

∗

λ

∂2wij
∂ζ∂τ

+
Γijfijρuf

λ

∂wij
∂τ

− h1
∂2Ψij
∂ζ2
+
Π0
λ

∂wij
∂ζ
+ Iij

∂2Ψij
∂τ2

+ Γijfijρ
∂2Ψij
∂τ2

− IijH∗z 2
∂2Ψij
∂ζ2
+ h3

∂3wij
∂ζ3

+
h4
λ

∂3wij
∂ζ∂τ2

− 2βijL
2
o

κs

∂2Ψij
∂ζ2
− 2βijg

∗L
2
0

κs

∂3Ψij
∂ζ2∂τ

+
2I ijβijL

2
0

κs

∂4Ψij
∂ζ4
+
2βijIijg∗L

2
0

κs

∂5Ψij
∂ζ4∂τ
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+
20IijβijL

2
1

25κs

∂4Ψij
∂ζ4
+
20βijIijg∗L

2
1

25κs

∂5Ψij
∂ζ4∂τ

+
16βijL

2
1

25κsλ
∂3wij
∂ζ3

− 32βijL
2
1

25κs

∂2Ψij
∂ζ2

(2.14)

+
16βijg∗L

2
1

25κsλ
∂4wij
∂ζ3∂τ

− 32βijg
∗L
2
1

25κs

∂3Ψij
∂ζ2∂τ

+
βijL

2
2

4κsλ
∂3wij
∂ζ3

− βijL
2
2

4κs

∂2Ψij
∂ζ2

+
βijg

∗L
2
2

4κsλ
∂4wij
∂ζ3∂τ

− βijg
∗L
2
2

4κs

∂3Ψij
∂ζ2∂τ

= 0

where Γij for j = 1 (inner nanotube) equals 1 and for j = 2 (outer nanotube) equals 0. By
estimating l0 and l1, the presented theory converts into the modified couple stress theory.

3. Numerical method

DQM is a numerical method like Galerkin’s method, Finite Element, Finite Difference method
etc. This method is based on the Gaussian integral method and Lagrange polynomial, and some
of its important merits are appropriate accuracy and easy access. Partial differential equations
will be converted into algebraic equations in this method in two steps. First of all, Chebyshev
points distribute grids along the CNTs, then Lagrange polynomial constructs DQ’s weighting
coefficient matrix (Ghorbanpour Arani et al., 2014). The components of displacement field will
be divided into time dependent and time independent functions

u(ζ, τ) = u(ζ)eiωτ w(ζ, τ) = w(ζ)eiωτ Ψ(ζ, τ) = Ψ(ζ)eiωτ (3.1)

where ω = λL
√
ρCNT /E is the dimensionless natural frequency, λ is the natural frequency and

ρCNT is density of the tubes. According to Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), the equilibrium and boundary
equations will change to algebraic equations

∂n(uij , wij , Ψij)
∂ζn

∣∣∣∣
ζ=ζr

=
N∑

k=1

Cnrk{uk(ζk), wk(ζk), Ψk(ζk)} (3.2)

By using Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and some mathematical manipulations, the partial differential equ-
ations turn into state space algebraic equations (Ghorbanpour Arani et al., 2014) which are
shown by

([
0 I

M−1e Ke iM
−1
e De

]
− ωI

){
dd
d∗

}
= 0 (3.3)

where Ke, De, Me and I are the stiffness, damping, mass and unit matrices, respectively. Sub-
script b is the element related to the boundary points and subscript d indicates the remaining
elements. The imaginary part of the eigenvalue Im(ω)t is structural damping and the real part
Re(ω) represents the natural frequency of the structure.

4. Discussion

Some numerical examples and also validation of our results in comparison with other accepted
articles are expressed in this Section. Mechanical and geometrical properties of the CNTs are
presented in Table 1 (Shen and Zhang, 2011; Zhang and Shen, 2006).
Our purpose is to investigate the natural frequency of the coupled DWCNT. Obviously, it is

a nanoscale structure, so small scale theories must be applied in equilibrium equations to obtain
appropriate results.
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Table 1. Variety of elasticity and shear modulus of CNTs in different temperatures according
to the rolling procedure

Rolling
procedure

Type of
CNT

Inner
Thickness
[nm]

Tempera-
ture
[K]

Young’s Shear
radius modulus modulus
[nm] [TPa] [TPa]

Zigzag
(17,0) 0.6654 0.088

300 3.9 1.36
500 3.89 1.36

(21,0) 0.822 0.087
300 3.81 1.37
500 3.79 1.37

Fig. 2. Comparison of the dimensionless natural frequency with those presented by Yin et al. (2011) for
MCST, SGT and classical theories

Fig. 3. The effect of structural damping of the CNTs on natural and damping frequencies,
Hx = 0.1GA/m (zigzag inner 17.0 and outer 21.0, clamped-clamped, L0 = L1 = L2 = 0.1m, EsTs = 0,

τs = 0, Hz = 0, ∆T = 0)

Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of our results with those by Yin et al. (2011), which
is based on modified couple stress theory (MCST), strain gradient theory (SGT) and classical
theory (CT), respectively. Figures 3a and 3b present the effects of the Kelvin-Voigt coefficient
on the zigzag CNT. Before reaching the critical flow velocity, the natural frequency decreases
with an increase in the flow velocity while the damping frequency remains negative and its ma-
gnitude decreases. Also the viscoelastic constant increases the magnitude of damping frequency.
The effects of magnetic fields on stability of the elastic beam are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b.
Figure 4a illustrates that stability of the coupled DWCNT increases as the magnitude of longi-
tudinal magnetic field increases. Figure 4b indicates the effect of the transverse magnetic field
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on foundation frequency of the structure. By comparing Fig. 4a with Fig. 4b, we conclude that
the longitudinal magnetic field has a more stabilizing effect on the structure than the transverse
magnetic field.

Fig. 4. The influence of 2D-magnetic field on the natural frequency, ∆T = 200 and g∗ = 0 (zigzag CNT
inner 17.0 and outer 21.0, clamped-clamped, Hz = 0GA/m, uf = 0.01)

Fig. 5. The effect of surface layer rigidity and layer residual stress constant on the natural frequency
∆T = 200 and g∗ = 0 (zigzag CNT inner 17.0 and outer 21.0, clamped-clamped, uf = 0.01, Hx = 0,

Hz = 0)

Fig. 6. The effects of different boundary conditions on natural frequency with various temperatures
g∗ = 0 (zigzag inner 17.0 and outer 21.0, L0 = L1 = L2 = 0.1m, EsTs = 0, τs = 0, Hx = Hz = 0)

The surface stresses divide into two parameters, surface layer rigidity (ESTS) and residual
surface tension (τ s). The effects of these parameters are shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, respectively.
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It is obvious that the increasing of the rigidity modulus of the structures reinforces their stability.
Figure 5 demonstrates that the natural frequency of the coupled DWCNT increases with

an increase in the surface layer rigidity parameter (ESTS). It is also shown in Fig. 5 that
the increasing of the residual surface tension (τ s) increases the natural frequency. Figure 6
illustrates the effects of different boundary conditions and temperatures on the critical flow
velocity and natural frequencies. As it can be observed in Fig. 6, strain gradient theory increases
the vibration stability region, and the modified couple stress has a more stable region than in
the classical theory. It is also shown that the clamped condition is the most stable condition,
and the temperature changes have the least effect on the stability of the structure.

5. Conclusion

A viscoelastic couple DWCNTs structure based on the TB theory which is affected by the surface
stress layer, magnetic field and temperature changes is presented in this paper. In order to obtain
an appropriate compliance with the laboratory model, strain gradient and modified couple stress
theories are considered in this study. There is a 3% discrepancy between the stability of CT and
other theories. The results reveal that the effect of the viscoelastic coefficient on the vibration
response of the system is not negligible. The magnetic field increases the stability region by
increasing the rigidity of the system. The effect of the surface stress layer on natural frequency of
the structure shows that the surface stress layer is an inherent characteristic for nanostructures.
These results are an appropriate guide for designers and engineers to design useful mechanical
structures.
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In this paper, a non-homogenous fractional oscillator equation in finite time interval is
considered. The fractional equation with derivatives of order α ∈ (0, 1] is transformed into its
corresponding integral form. Next, a numerical solution of the integral form of the considered
equation is presented. In the final part of this paper, some examples of numerical solutions
of the considered equation are shown.
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1. Introduction

Fractional differential equations have numerous applications in physics, engineering and biology.
There is a number of monographs (Atanackovic et al., 2014; Baleanu et al., 2012; Hilfer, 2000;
Kilbas et al., 2006; Klimek, 2009; Leszczynski, 2011; Magin, 2006; Malinowska and Torres, 2012;
Podlubny, 1999) and a huge number of papers (Agrawal, 2002; Ciesielski and Leszczynski, 2006;
Katsikadelis, 2012; Klimek, 2001; Riewe, 1996; Sumelka, 2014; Sumelka and Blaszczyk, 2014;
Zhang et al., 2014) that cover various problems in fractional calculus. The list is large and is
growing rapidly. An important issue is that the derivative of fractional order at any point of the
domain has a local property only when the order is an integer number. For non-integer cases,
the fractional derivative is a nonlocal operator and depends on the past values of the function
(left derivative) or future ones (right derivative).
There are two different ways to formulate differential equations containing derivatives of frac-

tional order. The first way is simply to replace integer order derivatives in differential equations
by fractional ones. The second one relies on modifying the variational principle by replacing the
integer order derivative by a fractional one. This leads to fractional differential equations which
are known in the literature as the fractional Euler-Lagrange equations. It involves different types
of Lagrangians, e.g., depending on Riemann-Liouville or Caputo fractional derivatives, fractio-
nal integrals, and mixed integer-fractional order operators (Agrawal et al., 2011; Almeida and
Malinowska, 2012; Baleanu et al., 2014; Klimek et al., 2014; Odzijewicz et al., 2012). This second
approach, in recent years, seems to become increasingly important.
The main feature of the fractional Euler-Lagrange equations is that these equations invo-

lve simultaneously the left and right derivatives of fractional order. This is also a fundamental
problem in finding solutions to equations of a variational type (Baleanu et al., 2012; Klimek,
2009). Consequently, numerous studies have been devoted to numerical schemes for the fractio-
nal Euler-Lagrange equations (Blaszczyk et al., 2011; Blaszczyk and Ciesielski, 2014, 2015a,b;
Bourdin et al., 2013; Pooseh et al., 2013; Xu and Agrawal, 2014).
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In this paper, we present a numerical solution of the non-homogenous fractional oscillator
equation in a finite time interval.

2. Preliminaries

We consider a variational differential equation containing fractional derivatives of order α ∈ (0, 1]
in the finite time interval t ∈ [0, b]

CDα
b−D

α
0+x(t)− ω2αx(t) = f(t) (2.1)

where ω > 0, x(t) is an unknown function and f(t) is a given function. Equation (2.1) is
supplemented by the following boundary conditions

x(0) = 0 x(b) = L (2.2)

In this type of equation (derived from the Lagrangian with fractional derivative and the pro-
perties of the considered variational problem (Klimek, 2009) we assume x(0) = 0 on the left
boundary.
We recall some definitions and properties of the fractional operators (Kilbas et al., 2006;

Oldham and Spanier, 1974; Podlubny, 1999). The left and right Riemann-Liouville fractional
derivatives of order α ∈ (0, 1) are defined by

Dα
0+x(t) := DI

1−α
0+ x(t)

Dα
b−x(t) := −DI1−αb− x(t)

(2.3)

and the left and right Caputo derivatives are defined as follows

CDα
0+x(t) := I

1−α
0+ Dx(t)

CDα
b−x(t) := −I1−αb− Dx(t)

(2.4)

where D is an operator of the first order derivative and the operators Iα0+ and I
α
b− are respectively

the left and right fractional integrals of order α > 0 defined by

Iα0+x(t) :=
1

Γ (α)

t∫

0

x(τ)
(t− τ)1−α dτ (t > 0)

Iαb−x(t) :=
1

Γ (α)

b∫

t

x(τ)
(τ − t)1−α dτ (t < b)

(2.5)

If α = 1 then D10+x =
CD10+x = x

′ and D1b−x =
CD1b−x = −x′. The relations between the Caputo

and Riemann-Liouville derivatives are of the form

CDα
0+x(t) = D

α
0+x(t)−

t−α

Γ (1− α)x(0)

CDα
b−x(t) = D

α
b−x(t)−

(b− t)−α
Γ (1− α)x(b)

(2.6)

The composition rules of the fractional operators (for α ∈ (0, 1]) looks as follows

Iα0+
CDα
0+x(t) = x(t)− x(0)

Iαb−
CDα

b−x(t) = x(t)− x(b)
(2.7)
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and the fractional integral of a constant C

Iα0+C = C
tα

Γ (1 + α)
(2.8)

In particular, when α = 1, then CD1b−D
1
0+ = −D2 and Eq. (2.1) becomes

−D2f(t)− ω2x(t) = f(t) (2.9)

and its analytical solution with respect to boundary conditions (2.2) has the form

x(t) =
sin(ωt)
sin(ωb)

[L+ F (b)]− F (t) (2.10)

where

F (t) =
1
ω

t∫

0

f(τ) sin(ω(t− τ)) dτ (2.11)

This solution we will apply to verifiction of numerical results obtained by our method for the
case α = 1.

3. Equivalent integral form

The first step of our method is to transform a differential equation into an integral equation.
We integrate Eq. (2.1) twice: the first time by using right fractional integral operator (2.5)2 and
the second time by using left fractional integral operator (2.5)1. Finally, we obtain

Iα0+I
α
b−
CDα

b−D
α
0+x(t)− ω2αIα0+Iαb−x(t) = Iα0+Iαb−f(t) (3.1)

Next, we use the composition rule of operators (2.7)2 and get

Iα0+
(
Dα
0+x(t)−Dα

0+x(t)
∣∣∣
t=b

)
− ω2αIα0+Iαb−x(t) = Iα0+Iαb−f(t) (3.2)

In the above equation there occurs the value Dα
0+x(t)

∣∣
t=b
, and it is unknown at this stage.

Here, we treat it as a constant. By using property (2.7)1 and the assumption x(0) = 0 in the
boundary condition, and the fractional integral of constant (2.8) we obtain the following form
of the considered equation

x(t)−Dα
0+x(t)

∣∣∣
t=b

tα

Γ (α+ 1)
− ω2αIα0+Iαb−x(t) = Iα0+Iαb−f(t) (3.3)

The unknown value Dα
0+x(t)

∣∣
t=b
in the above equation can be determined on the basis of the

boundary condition. Substituting the value t = b into Eq. (3.3)

x(b)−Dα
0+x(t)

∣∣∣
t=b

bα

Γ (α+ 1)
− ω2αIα0+Iαb−x(t)

∣∣∣
t=b
= Iα0+I

α
b−f(t)

∣∣∣
t=b

(3.4)

we obtain

Dα
0+x(t)

∣∣∣
t=b
=
Γ (α+ 1)

bα

[
x(b)− ω2αIα0+Iαb−x(t)

∣∣∣
t=b
− Iα0+Iαb−f(t)

∣∣∣
t=b

]
(3.5)

Next, we put the right-hand side of formula (3.5) into Eq. (3.3) and get the integral form of
Eq. (2.1)

x(t)−ω2α
[
Iα0+I

α
b−x(t)−

( t
b

)α
Iα0+I

α
b−x(t)

∣∣∣
t=b

]
=
( t
b

)α[
L− Iα0+Iαb−f(t)

∣∣∣
t=b

]
+ Iα0+I

α
b−f(t) (3.6)
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4. Numerical solution

In this Section, we present a numerical scheme for Eq. (3.6). We introduce a homogeneous grid of
n+1 nodes (with the constant time step ∆t = b/n): 0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < ti < ti+1 < . . . < tn = b,
and ti = i∆t, i = 0, 1, . . . , n. For every grid node ti, we write the following equation

x(ti)− ω2α
[
Iα0+I

α
b−x(t)

∣∣∣
t=ti
−
( ti
tn

)α
Iα0+I

α
b−x(t)

∣∣∣
t=tn

]

=
( ti
tn

)α[
L− Iα0+Iαb−f(t)

∣∣∣
t=tn

]
+ Iα0+I

α
b−f(t)

∣∣∣
t=ti

(4.1)

In order to simplify notation, we denote the values of functions x(t) and f(t) at the node ti by
xi = x(ti) and fi = f(ti), respectively. The numerical problem is to approximate the values of
Iα0+I

α
b−x(t)

∣∣
t=ti
and Iα0+I

α
b−f(t)

∣∣
t=ti
, for i = 0, 1, . . . , n, properly. In our previous works (Blaszczyk

and Ciesielski, 2015a,b) we have determined the discrete form of the composition of operators.
On the basis of these results, we present the final discrete forms

Iα0+I
α
b−x(t)

∣∣∣
t=ti
≈

i∑

j=0

u
(α)
i,j

n∑

k=j

v
(α)
j,k xk

Iα0+I
α
b−f(t)

∣∣∣
t=ti
≈

i∑

j=0

u
(α)
i,j

n∑

k=j

v
(α)
j,k fk

(4.2)

where the coefficients u(α)i,j and v
(α)
j,k are as follows

u
(α)
i,j =

(∆t)α

Γ (α+ 2)





0 for i = 0 and j = 0

(i−1)α+1 − iα+1 + iα(α+1) for i > 0 and j = 0

(i−j+1)α+1 − 2(i−j)α+1 + (i−j−1)α+1 for i > 0 and 0 < j < i

1 for i > 0 and j = i

v
(α)
j,k =

(∆t)α

Γ (α+ 2)






0 for j = n and k = n

(n−j−1)α+1 − (n−j)α+1 + (n−j)α(α+ 1) for j < n and k = n

(k−j+1)α+1 − 2(k−j)α+1 + (k−j−1)α+1 for j < n and j < k < n

1 for j < n and k = j

(4.3)

One can observe that in order to compute the values of operators (4.2) at every node ti, we need
to use the values of functions at all nodes of the domain.
Now we present the numerical scheme of integral equation (3.6). If we substitute (4.2) into

(4.1), then the solution can be written as a system of n+ 1 linear equations

xi − ω2α
[

i∑

j=0

u
(α)
i,j

n∑

k=j

v
(α)
j,k xk −

( i
n

)α n∑

j=0

u
(α)
n,j

n∑

k=j

v
(α)
j,k xk

]

=
( i
n

)α
[
L−

n∑

j=0

u
(α)
n,j

n∑

k=j

v
(α)
j,k fk

]
+

i∑

j=0

u
(α)
i,j

n∑

k=j

v
(α)
j,k fk i = 0, . . . , n

(4.4)
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The above system can also be written in the matrix form

A · x = b (4.5)

with the coefficients of matrices A and b

Ai,j =

{
1 if i = j
0 if i 6= j − ω2α

[min(i,j)∑

k=0

u
(α)
i,k v

(α)
k,j −

( i
n

)α j∑

k=0

u
(α)
n,kv

(α)
k,j

]

i = 0, . . . , n j = 0, . . . , n

bi =
( i
n

)α
[
L−

n∑

j=0

u
(α)
n,j

n∑

k=j

v
(α)
j,k fk

]
+

i∑

j=0

u
(α)
i,j

n∑

k=j

v
(α)
j,k fk i = 0, . . . , n

(4.6)

respectively, and x = [x0, x1, . . . , xn]T.

Fig. 1. Numerical solution of Eq. (2.1) for α ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1}, b = 1, and different values of parameters
ω, L and functions f(t); left-side: different ω and f(t) = 10; right-side: constant ω = 5 and different f(t)
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Fig. 2. Numerical solution of Eq. (2.1) for α ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1}, f(t) = 10 sin(2πt), b = 1, different values
of parameter ω, and L = 0 (left-side), L = 1 (right-side)

5. Example of computations

We present the results of computations obtained by our numerical scheme to the forced fractio-
nal oscillator equation. The system of linear equations (4.5) has been solved by the Gaussian
elimination algorithm (the LUP decomposition (Press et al., 2007)). We present several exam-
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ples of calculations for different values of the parameters α, ω and different functions f . In the
examples we assume: b = 1 and L ∈ {0, 1} in the right boundary condition. In Figs. 1 and 2 we
present results of the numerical solution of Eq. (2.1). The values of the parameters used in the
solution of equation (2.1) are given in plot legends. The time domain t ∈ [0, 1] has been divided
into n = 1000 subintervals in all examples.

5.1. Numerical error analysis

The discretization of differential or integral equations always entails certain errors. The
knowledge of an analytical solution xanal(t) allows us to evaluate the errors of our numerical
solution xnum(t). We define the average error as

Erravg =
1

m+ 1

m∑

i=0

|xnum(ti)− xanal(ti)| for i = 0, . . . ,m (5.1)

where m is the number of measurement points.
Let us consider Eq. (2.1) with the parameters ω = 0, L = 0 and the function f(t) = (b−t)2−α.

In this case

Iα0+I
α
b−f(t) = I

α
0+I

α
b−(b− t)2−α = tαb2Γ (3− α)

2∑

j=0

(−1)j
Γ (3− j)Γ (α + 1 + j)

( t
b

)j
(5.2)

and the analytical solution (by using Eq. (3.6) and further simplifications) has form

xanal(t) = tαb2Γ (3− α)
2∑

j=0

(−1)j [(t/b)j − 1]
Γ (3− j)Γ (j + α+ 1) (5.3)

In Tables 1 and 2, we present the values of the analytical (exact) solution xanal(t) for
α ∈ {0.5, 0.75} at the selected values of nodes ti, i = 0, . . . , 10 and the corresponding nu-
merical values xnum(t) calculated for different numbers of grid nodes (n ∈ {100, 200, 400, 800}).
The errors generated by numerical schema are also included in Tables 1 and 2. One can note
that the error decreases with a decrease in the time step of the grid.

Table 1. Values of analytical and numerical solutions of Eq. (2.1) for α = 0.5, ω = 0,
f(t) = (b− t)2−α, b = 1, L = 0

ti xanal(ti) xnum(ti) xnum(ti) xnum(ti) xnum(ti)
n = 100 n = 200 n = 400 n = 800

0 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000
0.1 0.159378794072 0.159379032826 0.159378842522 0.159378803745 0.159378795979
0.2 0.186040855728 0.186041292916 0.186040941860 0.186040872522 0.186040858974
0.3 0.184034779322 0.184035363697 0.184034893461 0.184034801419 0.184034783568
0.4 0.166968260457 0.166968963299 0.166968397209 0.166968286848 0.166968265515
0.5 0.141421356237 0.141422156701 0.141421511713 0.141421386199 0.141421361972
0.6 0.111541920371 0.111542800274 0.111542091205 0.111541953283 0.111541926669
0.7 0.080319362547 0.080320302735 0.080319545231 0.080319397768 0.080319369292
0.8 0.050087922696 0.050088897461 0.050088112561 0.050087959382 0.050087929735
0.9 0.022768399153 0.022769357797 0.022768587015 0.022768435655 0.022768406192
1 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000

Erravg – 5.92466 · 10−7 1.15654 · 10−7 2.2385 · 10−8 4.30118 · 10−9
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Table 2. Values of analytical and numerical solutions of Eq. (2.1) for α = 0.75, ω = 0,
f(t) = (b− t)2−α, b = 1, L = 0

ti xanal(ti) xnum(ti) xnum(ti) xnum(ti) xnum(ti)
n = 100 n = 200 n = 400 n = 800

0 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000
0.1 0.067645942013 0.067646050586 0.067645965523 0.067645947053 0.067645943086
0.2 0.094996909603 0.094997100277 0.094996949929 0.094996918109 0.094996911394
0.3 0.105395550994 0.105395806812 0.105395604628 0.105395562237 0.105395553351
0.4 0.104362700328 0.104363008356 0.104362764589 0.104362713751 0.104362703135
0.5 0.095196902130 0.095197250210 0.095196974490 0.095196917206 0.095196905277
0.6 0.080331627323 0.080332002341 0.080331705051 0.080331643482 0.080331630691
0.7 0.061751765560 0.061752151496 0.061751845314 0.061751782104 0.061751769002
0.8 0.041170523241 0.041170897406 0.041170600282 0.041170539178 0.041170526550
0.9 0.020119449943 0.020119771392 0.020119515708 0.020119463484 0.020119452744
1 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000

Erravg – 2.42522 · 10−7 5.03981 · 10−8 1.04972 · 10−8 2.19045 · 10−9

6. Conclusions

In this work, the method of solving of the non-homogenous fractional oscillator equation with
derivatives of order α ∈ (0, 1] has been presented. First, the equation has been transformed
into integral form. Next, the numerical scheme for the integral form of the equation has been
proposed. Analysing the solutions of the equation for different values of parameters α, ω, various
boundary conditions and different functions f(t) one can understand the influence of these
parameters on the solution. One can note that if the value of α decreases then the amplitude of
oscillations increases, and if the value of ω increases then the oscillation frequency increases as
well. The analytical solution of this type of fractional differential equation (except for the case
α = 1) is not yet known. Our proposed numerical method of solutions for α→ 1 is consistent with
the analytical solution for α = 1. This type of considered equation can be used in mathematical
modelling of the oscillatory behavior of systems where the use of the classical oscillator equation
is insufficient.
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The paper is focused on numerical identification of 2D temperature fields in flow boiling of
the liquid through a horizontal minichannel with a rectangular cross-section. The heat trans-
fer process in the minichannel is described by a two-dimensional energy equation with the
corresponding boundary conditions. Liquid temperature is determined using the homotopy
perturbation method (HPM) with Trefftz functions for Laplace’a equation. The numerical
solution to the energy equation found with the HPM is compared with the solution obtained
for the simplified form of the energy equation. Considering that only the thermal sublayer
is taken into account, both solutions give similar results.

Keywords: homotopy perturbation method, Trefftz method, flow boiling, inverse problem

Nomenclature

a – thermal diffusivity [m2/ s]
a, b, c, d – approximation coefficients
cp – specific heat [J/(kgK)]
D – hydraulic diametrer [m]
f – friction coefficient
G – mass flux [kg/(m2s)]
h – homotopy
H – minichannel length [m]
N,M – number of Trefftz functions
p – pressure [Pa]
Pr – Prandtl number
q – heat flux [W/m2]
qV – volumetric heat flux [W/m3]
Re – Reynolds number
S – section area [m2]
T – temperature [K]
u – Trefftz function
w – velocity [m/s]
x – distance along minichannel length [m]
y – distance along glass, foil and liquid [m]
α – heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2K)]
δ – thickness, depth [m]
ϕ – void fraction
λ – thermal conductivity [W/(mK)]
µ – dynamic viscosity [Pa s]
ρ – density [kg/m3]
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Subscripts
ave – average, G – glass, F – foil, f – liquid, h – hydraulic, in – inlet, k – measurement

point, n – number of function, M – minichannel, out – outlet, sat – saturation, T – thermal
layer, 0 – initial approximation

Superscripts
n – refers to number of function, -̃- refers to particular solution

1. Introduction

The Trefftz method, first described by Trefftz (1926), is used for solving any partial differential
equations that are linear. The method involves approximating the unknown solution using a
linear combination of functions that exactly satisfy the given differential equation, i.e., Tref-
ftz functions. The linear combination coefficients are determined through minimizing the error
functional that describes the mean-square error between the approximate solution and the adop-
ted boundary conditions. In Ciałkowski and Frąckowiak (2002), Herrera (2000), Maciąg (2011),
Zieliński (1995) the authors reported the use of Trefftz functions for solving direct and inverse
problems in mechanics.
The homotopy perturbation method (HPM) proposed by He (1999) is a useful tool for

obtaining exact and approximate solutions to linear and nonlinear partial differential equations.
The unknown solution to the differential equation is expressed as the summation of an infinite
series that is supposed to be convergent to the exact solution. The HPM procedure generally
requires few calculation steps to achieve the accuracy of the solutions. Additional information
on HPM can be found in He (2000, 2006), Momani and Odibat (2007), Rajabi et al. (2007),
Jafari and Seifi (2009), Słota (2011). Application of HPM to the solution of direct and inverse
stationary and non stationary heat conduction problems was presented in Hetmaniok et al.
(2012), Al-Khatib et al. (2014) and Grysa et al. (2012).
The paper presents a two-dimensional mathematical model describing heat transfer in flow

boiling in an asymmetrically heated rectangular minichannel. In each of the three domains of
the test section: the glass pane, the heating foil and the liquid, the heat transfer process has
been described by different differential equations with appropriate boundary conditions. The
solution of these equations leads to the solution of a threefold conjugated heat transfer problem
consisting of a direct problem (in the glass pane) and two inverse problems (in the heating foil
and boiling liquid). The Trefftz functions for Laplace’s equation are used to determine two-
dimensional temperature distributions in the glass pane, in the heating foil and in the liquid.
The aim of this study is to apply the HPM coupled with the Trefftz method to find the two-
dimensional temperature distribution of the boiling liquid flowing in an asymmetrically heated
horizontal minichannel. Known liquid and foil temperature distributions help determination of
the heat transfer coefficient from the Robin condition.

2. Experiment

Discussed in detail by Piasecka (2013, 2014) the experimental approach to this issue is described
below in brief. In the experiment in which the difference between temperatures of the heating
foil and the liquid is small, heat transfer enhancement occurs through the phase change that
accompanies the boiling process. A microstructured heating surface (the heating foil is enhanced
on the side of the fluid) additionally intensifies the process which described Piasecka (2013, 2014).
The basic module of the experimental stand is the test section with a minichannel and

cooling liquid FC-72 flowing through it, seeFig. 1. One of the walls of the minichannel, made of
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the heating foil supplied with the controlled direct current, is isolated with a glass pane from
the outside environment. A thin layer of liquid crystals deposited on the exterior of the foil
helps measurement of two-dimensional temperature distribution. Boiling liquid flow structures
are observed through the glass pane closing the minichannel on the other side of the flow.
The measurements included the local temperature of the heating foil, liquid inlet and outlet
temperatures and pressure, current and voltage drop of the electric power supplied to the foil,
local void fraction and mass flux. Numerical calculations for FC-72 were performed based on
the experiment and on the results described in detail in Piasecka (2014).

Fig. 1. Measuring module: 1 – glass panes, 2 – heating foil, 3 – thermosensitive liquid crystals,
4 – minichannel, 5 – thermocouples and pressure gauges (pictorial view, not to scale)

3. Mathematical model

For simplicity, only two dimensions are taken into account: dimension x along the flow direction
and dimension y, perpendicular to the flow direction, relating to the thickness of the protecting
glass (δG) and the foil (δF ), and to the depth of the channel (δM ), Fig. 2. We focused on the
central part of the measurement module (along its length) so that the physical phenomena on
the side edges did not affect the thermodynamic parameters within the investigated segment,
Fig. 2. The fluid flow in the minichannel was assumed to be steady, stationary and laminar
(Re < 2000) with a constant mass flux, (Hożejowska et al., 2014; Hożejowska and Piasecka,
2014). The velocity vector had only one component w(y) parallel to the heating foil (with other
components equal to zero) given by the formula

w(y) =
∆p

2µH
(δMy − y2) (3.1)

Thus the energy equation exclusively for the liquid phase can be written as follows

LTf = ATf (3.2)

where L = ∂2/∂x2+∂2/∂y2 is the Laplace operator and A is the differential operator defined as

A =
w(y)
a

∂

∂x
a =

λf
cp,fρf

The boundary conditions for equation (3.2) are as follows (Bohdal, 2000; Hożejowska et al.,
2014):
— liquid temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the minichannel are known

Tf (0, y) = Tin

Tf (H, y) = Tout

}
for 0 ¬ y ¬ δM (3.3)
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— liquid temperature in the domain of contact with the heating foil meets the condition

Tf (x, δG + δF ) =

{
TF (x, 0) if TF (x, 0) < Tsat(x)

Tsat(x) if TF (x, 0)  Tsat(x)
(3.4)

where Tsat is the saturation temperature dependent on the pressure p(x) which changes linearly
along the minichannel,
— the two-phase mixture per unit volume in the minichannel contains vapour phase and liquid
phase in proportion ϕ and (1 − ϕ), respectively. The same proportions of vapour and liquid
phases are assumed to refer to any cross-sectional area of the minichannel and then to the heat
transfer surface. For bubbly and bubbly-slug flows, following Bohdal (2000), Hożejowska et al.
(2014), the whole heat flux generated in the foil is assumed to be transferred to the liquid phase
in proportion carried over from the void fraction

λf
∂Tf
∂y
= λF (1− ϕ(x))

∂TF
∂y

for y = 0 and 0 ¬ x ¬ H (3.5)

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the unit with the minichannel and the boundary conditions.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the measuring module with boundary conditions (pictorial view, not to scale)

The temperatures of the heating foil and the glass are assumed to satisfy the following
equations (Hożejowska et al., 2009; Piasecka et al., 2004):
— in the glass

LTG = 0 (3.6)

— in the foil

LTF = −
qV
λF

(3.7)

The conditions at the glass-foil contact can be written as

TF (xk,−δF ) = TG(xk,−δF ) = Tk

λF
∂TF
∂y
= λG

∂TG
∂y

y = −δF 0 ¬ x ¬ H
(3.8)

where Tk denotes the temperature measured at the glass-foil interface at discrete points (xk,−δF )
using liquid crystals thermography. The remaining boundaries are assumed to be isolated, Fig. 2.
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When the heating foil temperature distribution and the temperature gradient are known, the
heat transfer coefficient α(x) at the foil-liquid interface can be determined from the Robin
condition

−λF
∂TF
∂y
(x, 0) = α(x)[TF (x, 0) − Tf,ave(x)] (3.9)

The reference temperature Tf,ave is determined as a mean liquid temperature in the thermal
layer

Tf,ave(x) =
1
δT

δT∫

0

Tf (x, y) dy (3.10)

where δT is the thickness of the thermal boundary layer determined by Bohdal (2000)

δT =
− 1
3

Pr δh (3.11)

and

δh =
2µf

fwaveρf
f =
64
Re

Re =
waveρfD

µf
(3.12)

and wave is the mean velocity of the liquid, calculated from

wave =
1
0.5δM

0.5δM∫

0

w(y) dy (3.13)

4. Numerical methods

4.1. Trefftz method

The Trefftz method has been used to calculate approximate two-dimensional temperature
distributions of the glass pane and the heating foil. The unknown distributions of TG and TF
have been approximated with a linear combination of the Trefftz functions ui(x, y) adequate for
Laplace’s equation (3.6) (Piasecka et al., 2004), in this case harmonic polynomials, that is

TG(x, y) =
NG∑

i=1

aiui(x, y) TF (x, y) = ũ(x, y) +
NF∑

j=1

bjuj(x, y) (4.1)

where ũ(x, y) is the particular solution to equation (3.7). The unknown coefficients ai and bj of
linear combinations (4.1) are calculated using the least square method which led to minimizing
the functionals suitable for each function TG and TF . These functionals describe the mean
squared error between the approximates and prescribed boundary conditions. This procedure
was thoroughly discussed in Piasecka et al. (2004) and Hożejowska et al. (2009).
Numerical computations have been made sequentially. We obtained the solution first in

the glass, and then in the heating foil. The approximate functions TG and TF , obtained with
the Trefftz method, satisfied exactly equations (3.6) and (3.7), respectively, and approximately
the adopted boundary conditions. Solving these equations has led to solving two heat transfer
problems: the direct problem in the glass and then the inverse problem in the heating foil. Fluid
temperature has been computed in the next stage by solving the inverse problem with the HPM
and Trefftz method combined.
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4.2. Homotopy perturbation method (HPM)

The use of the HPM in combination with the Trefftz method for identifying the source
function was presented in Grysa and Maciąg (2013) and Al-Khatib et al. (2014). In this study,
the above combination is used to find the two-dimensional liquid temperature distribution in
the minichannel. According to the homotopy method, a homotopy h(x, y, p) can be constructed
as the solution to

(1− p)[L(h)− L(u0)] + p[L(h) −A(h)] = 0 (4.2)

where the parameter 0 ¬ p ¬ 1 and u0 is the initial approximation of equation (2) that satisfies
boundary conditions (3.3)-(3.5). Substituting p = 1 into (4.2), we have

L(h)−A(h) = 0 (4.3)

that is equation (3.2).
Expanding the function h in the power series in p, we obtain

h(x, y, p) = h0(x, y) + h1(x, y)p + h2(x, y)p2 + h3(x, y)p3 + . . . (4.4)

and the solution to (3.2) is expressed as

Tf (x, y) = lim
p→1

h(x, y, p) = h0(x, y) + h1(x, y) + h2(x, y) + h3(x, y) + . . . (4.5)

Finally, we take an approximate solution of (3.2) in form of truncated series (4.5)

Tf (x, y) =
Nf∑

i=0

hi(x, y) (4.6)

The convergence of HPM for partial differential equations was proved in Biazar and Ghazvini
(2009) and Turkyilmazoglu (2011). The outcome of computations indicates that satisfactory
results can be obtained with three or four terms in series (4.6). The assumptions relating to the
initial approximation u0 can be weaker. In further calculation, the initial approximation may
be an arbitrary function. Substituting (4.4) into (4.2) and comparing coefficients at subsequent
powers of p to zero, we obtain a system of equations from which we calculate h0, h1, h2, . . .
sequentially

L(h0)− L(u0) = 0
L(h1) + L(u0)−A(h0) = 0
L(h2)−A(h1) = 0
...

L(hNf )−A(hNf−1) = 0

(4.7)

The Trefftz method is used to determine functions hn(x, y), n = 0, 1, . . . , Nf , which are solutions
to successive equations in system (4.7). In this case, the solutions hn(x, y) contain two terms: a
linear combination of the Trefftz functions ui(x, y) and a particular solution of the n-th equation
from system (4.7), see Ciałkowski and Frąckowiak (2000), i.e.
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h0(x, y) =
N0∑

i=1

c
(0)
i ui(x, y) + u0

h1(x, y) =
N1∑

i=1

c
(1)
i ui(x, y) + L−1[A(h0)]− u0

h2(x, y) =
N2∑

i=1

c
(2)
i ui(x, y) + L−1[A(h2)]

...

hn(x, y) =
Nn∑

i=1

c
(n)
i ui(x, y) + L−1[A(hn−1)]

(4.8)

where the functions u0, L−1[A(h0)]− u0, L−1[A(hn)] are particular solutions to the appropriate
equations from system (4.7) and L−1 is the inverse of operator L. Since the differential operators
L and A are linear, one can rewrite recursive formula (4.8) in a more concise form

h0(x, y) =
N0∑

i=1

c
(0)
i ui(x, y) + u0

hn(x, y) =
n∑

s=0

Ns∑

i=1

c
(s)
i L−(n−s)[An−s(ui(x, y))] + L−n[An(u0)]− L−n+1[An−1(u0)]

n = 1, 2, . . . , Nf

(4.9)

where L−n = L−1(L−(n−1)) and An = A(An−1). The description of the use of inverse operators
in the Trefftz method can be found in Ciałkowski and Frąckowiak (2000), Grysa et al. (2012).
Known boundary conditions (3.3)-(3.5) help determination of the coefficients of linear com-

bination (4.8) by minimizing the corresponding error functional appropriate for each function
hn(x, y), n = 0, 1, . . . , Nf . Sequential determination of the functions hn(x, y) requires each time
taking into account the computed functions hn(x, y) in boundary conditions (3.3)-(3.5) after
appropriate modification (Grysa and Maciąg, 2013). The approximate liquid temperature com-
puted from (4.6) satisfies approximately both equation (3.2) and boundary conditions (3.3)-(3.5).

5. Results

Numerical calculations for cooling liquid FC-72 have been performed based on the experimental
results described in detail in Piasecka (2013, 2014) concerning a forced flow of FC-72 through
an asymmetrically heated minichannel, Fig. 3. The flow structures and the void fraction have
also been observed. In further calculations, the local void fraction determined at lengths 0.09m,
0.133m, 0.27m, and 0.34m is approximated with a quadratic function, Fig. 3.
Approximate temperature distributions of the glass, heating foil and liquid have been deter-

mined sequentially. In the first instance, the approximate temperatures of the glass TG and
the heating foil TF were calculated knowing both the temperature distribution at the foil-
-glass interface and the heat flux at the foil inside the surface-liquid interface. Fifteen Tref-
ftz functions ui(x, y) for Laplace’s equation were adopted for calculations, i.e. NG = NF = 15.
To determine TG and TF , we adopted the particular solution to equation (4.1) in the form
ũ(x, y) = −0.5qV λ−1F y2. The distribution of the fluid temperature could be obtained only after
determining the glass and the foil temperature. The liquid temperature Tf in the minichannel
was determined based on (4.6) with the initial approximation u0 = 0 (other forms of the initial
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Fig. 3. (a) Hue distribution on the exterior of the minichannel obtained with liquid crystal
thermography and the corresponding flow structures observed for the given temperature distribution,

(b) void fraction. Experimental parameters of the runs (Piasecka, 2014); foil parameters:
δF = 1.02 · 10−4m, H = 0.35m, λF = 8.3W/(mK); glass parameters: δG = 0.006m, λG = 0.71W/(mK);
for #1: G = 282kg/(m2s), Re = 944, pin = 129kPa, Tin = 293K, Tout = 319K, qV = 1.92 · 105 kW/m3;
for #2: G = 277kg/(m2s), Re = 009, pin = 139 kPa, Tin = 293K, Tout = 334K, qV = 2.99 · 105 kW/m3

approximation u0, for example, a harmonic function, did not affect the final result). The follo-
wing quantities were used in calculations: local void fraction, pressure drop, liquid temperature
at the inlet and outlet of the minichannel, liquid saturation temperature and the foil tempe-
rature gradient in the foil-liquid contact area along the channel. Three steps of recursion were
made approximating hn(x, y) with five Trefftz functions ui(x, y) in each step, i.e. Nf = 2 and
Nn = 5. Figure 4 presents two-dimensional temperature distribution of the glass, the foil and
the flowing liquid. Application of Trefftz method allowed to obtain two-dimensional temperature
distributions in the three neighbouring domains.

Fig. 4. Temperature of the glass pane and the heating foil determined by the Trefftz method.
Temperature of the liquid obtained HPM /Trefftz method. Additional data: as in Fig. 3 for #2

To verify the solution obtained by the HPM combined with the Trefftz method, equation
(3.2) has been solved using a different approach with an additional simplification. The liquid
temperature change along the whole minichannel length has been replaced with the formula
from (Bohdal, 2000)

∂Tf
∂x
=

Dq

SGcp,f
(5.1)
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Substituting (5.1) into (3.2), we obtain the Poisson equation. The solution to this equation is
given in the form of the sum of the linear combination of the Trefftz functions ui(x, y) and the
particular solution

TF (x, y) =
Mf∑

j=1

djuj(x, y) +
Dqρf
SGλf

L−1[w(y)] (5.2)

The coefficients dj are calculated in the same way as in the Trefftz method. Five Trefftz functions
ui(x, y) are taken, analogously to the combination of the HPM with the Trefftz method.
Figure 5 compares the cooling liquid temperature distribution derived from the solution ob-

tained from formulas (4.6) and (5.2). Both approaches produce very similar results in the thermal
layer, Fig. 5. This is the result of the fact that the determination of the liquid temperature in
the minichannel leads to the solution of the inverse problem.

Fig. 5. Temperature of the liquid: (a) obtained by formula (4.6), (b) obtained by formula (5.2),
(c) temperature scale; additional data: as in Fig. 3 for #2

For correct interpretation of the temperature distribution shown in Fig. 5, one has to take
into account the physics of flow boiling. In the considered case, the heat received from the foil
is transferred by the bubbles of gas to the center (axis) of the minichannel which can be seen
in Fig. 4. For that reason, once the boiling incipience has taken place, the bubbles lower the
temperature of the fluid in the immediate neighbourhood of the foil and the temperature of the
foil alone, see Fig. 5. The measured temperature of the heating foil at the foil-glass contact, see
Fig. 3, confirms that such a phenomenon is observed (i.e. temperature rise and then a rapid drop
after the boiling incipience), see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 as well as the figures presented in Piasecka
(2013, 2014).
In Hożejowska and Piasecka (2014) and Hożejowska et al. (2014) in order to determine the

temperature of the liquid for equation (3.2), the Trefftz functions were derived assuming the
velocity w(y) to be a roof or parabolic function. When the velocity profile has a more complex
form, liquid temperature can be calculated from the HPM combined with the Trefftz method.
The known temperature field of the liquid is employed to determine the heat transfer coeffi-

cient at the contact point of the foil and liquid, calculated from Robin condition (3.9). Figure 6
presents the heat transfer coefficient calculated from Eq. (3.9) when the liquid temperature is
calculated using the HPM plus Trefftz method and when the liquid temperature is obtained
by (5.2). Concentrating only on the thermal sublayer, we obtain similar plots of heat transfer
coefficients, Fig. 6, with differences that do not exceed 5 kW/(m2K) on average. A fast increase
in the heat transfer coefficient values results from the phase change which accompanies heat
transfer. It is observed that when the heat flux supplied to the heating wall grows, the heat
transfer coefficient grows too. A further increase in the heat flux results in an increase in the
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void fraction and a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient, Fig. 6. In the enhanced boiling
region, heat transfer coefficient values decrease with the distance from the minichannel inlet and
with the increasing vapour fraction in the flowing mixture.

Fig. 6. Heat transfer coefficients as a function of the minichannel length obtained using: (a) HPM plus
Trefftz method, (b) Trefftz method and inverse operations; additional data: as in Fig. 3

6. Conclusions

The presented combination of the HPM and the Trefftz method helps determination of the
approximate two-dimensional temperature distribution of the boiling liquid. The Trefftz method
is used to solve the direct heat transfer problem for the glass pane and the inverse problem in the
heating foil, determining their temperatures and gradients. Known temperature distributions in
the foil-liquid contact area are used to compute the heat transfer coefficient from the Robin
boundary condition. The results are summarized and compared with those obtained from the
simplified model. The resulting two-dimensional liquid temperature distributions are similar, in
particular when the considerations are limited to the thermal layer. An analogous relationship
is observed for the heat transfer coefficient calculated for both models. The advantage of the
HPM/Trefftz method combination is its simplicity and a small number of steps of recursion to
produce a satisfactory result. The number of Trefftz functions used in calculations is also small.
In addition, this combination of methods can be used to solve problems described by non-linear
equations. Thus, further work will be directed towards determination of the temperature of the
liquid phase, vapour phase and the mixture of these two phases in two-phase flows for more
complex models than those presented here.
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The paper presents a probabilistic method of assessing lifetimes of selected structural com-
ponents or assemblies of devices/systems affected by destructive processes that occur during
aircraft operation. Reliability status of the device is evaluated by means of diagnostic or
operational parameters. It is assumed that these devices (systems, assemblies) operate re-
liably if effects of wear and tear processes described by diagnostic parameters do not exceed
boundary conditions/regimes. From the mathematical aspect, the method has been based
on difference equations from which, when rearranged, a partial differential equation of the
Fokker-Planck type is derived. A density function of the component wearing is a particular
solution to this equation. With the density function of the component wearing applied, after
suitable rearrangements, one can determine a density function of time for the exceeding
the boundary condition. Now, with the density function of time of reaching the boundary
condition found, and after rearrangement of this function, one receives dependences that
can be applied to determine lifetime of the device given consideration. An example at the
end of the paper illustrates how this method can be applied to analyse an airborne sighting
system.

Keywords: reliability, lifetime, destructive processes, permissible condition

1. Introduction

Any manifestations of aeronautical engineering, i.e. aeronautical devices, systems, etc., make
design engineers, manufacturers and users meet requirements connected with maintaining high
values of safety and reliability parameters. Examining the safety and reliability of an aircraft
throughout the operational process involves predictions about health/maintenance status of
particular devices and systems of an aircraft and the aircraft itself as a platform combining
all the above-mentioned elements. Analyzing an aircraft as an object intended to provide, e.g.
transportation of passengers and cargo, we can assume that the operating conditions are of
special importance compared with other popular means of transport (Pamuła, 2011). A series of
factors make values of parameters that describe health/maintenance status of an aircraft change
over time. Destructive processes resulting from overloads, friction, vibration, ageing processes,
etc. prove to have the crucial effect on that change.
An aircraft is a platform upon which systems like the following ones are integrated:

• automatic control systems,
• communication systems,
• avionic systems,
• air armament systems,
• sighting systems,
• systems to abandon the aircraft in emergency, etc.
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The health/maintenance status of aircraft devices is mainly evaluated with a set of diagno-
stic parameters. The effect of destructive processes is visible in changes of values of diagnostic
parameters, which cause increments in deviations from nominal values of these parameters. De-
viations from nominal values of diagnostic parameters are used to estimate reliability of a given
device. This question is addressed in (Niu et al., 2011; Tomaszek and Wróblewski, 2001; Toma-
szek et al., 2004, 2011, 2013; Tomaszek and Szczepanik, 2005; Ye et al., 2011; Zhanshan and
Krings, 2008). Among the above mentioned works, (Niu et al., 2011) is an interesting publica-
tion where health/maintenance status of a piece of equipment is analysed with the Mahalanobis
distance indicator and the Weibull distribution applied.
This paper is an attempt to analyse and describe degradation of health/maintenance status

of selected devices as a result of destructive processes affecting them.
Classification of correlations between effects of destructive processes and changes in values

of diagnostic parameters is presented by Ważny (2011a). The density function of changes in
deviations of the diagnostic parameter has been determined in this article, with the following
assumptions applied:
• the device health is determined by one dominant diagnostic parameter (its current value
is denoted by x),

• the change in value of the diagnostic parameter due to the destructive effect of ageing
processes occurs as the calendar time passes by,

• the deviation of the diagnostic parameter from the nominal value is

z = |xp − xn|

where xp is measured value of the diagnostic parameter, xn – nominal value of the diagno-
stic parameter,

• the value of the diagnostic parameter deviation determines the level of reliability of a given
structural component. If it remains within the interval z ∈ [0, Zd], the component will be
recognised as serviceable (fit for use). Otherwise, it will be recognised unserviceable (unfit
for use),

• the increase in the diagnostic parameter deviation against the calendar time satisfies the
relationship

dz

dt
= c

where c is a random variable that depends on ageing processes, t – the calendar-based
time.

2. Determining the density function of changes in values of deviations of the
diagnostic parameter

It is assumed that the intensity of growth of the component wear and tear takes the same form
as the failure rate for the Weibull distribution

λ(t) =
α

θ
tα−1 (2.1)

where α and θ are constants in the Weibull distribution with the following denotations: α – the
shape factor, θ – the scale factor.
The stochastically approached dynamics of changes in values of diagnostic parameters, inclu-

ding the parameter deviation, is described by difference equation. Let Uz,t denote the probability
that at the time instance t the diagnostic parameter deviation takes value z.
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A difference equation takes the following form for the assumed conditions

Uz,t+∆t =
(
1− α

θ
tα−1∆t

)
Uz,t +

α

θ
tα−1∆tUz−∆z,t (2.2)

where ∆z is the increment in the diagnostic parameter deviation in the time interval ∆t.
Equation (2.2) written down in functional notation takes the following form

u(z, t+∆t) =
(
1− α

θ
tα−1∆t

)
u(z, t) +

α

θ
tα−1∆tu(z −∆z, t) (2.3)

where u(z, t) is the density function of the diagnostic parameter deviation, [1− (α/θ)tα−1∆t] –
probability that in the time interval ∆t there will be no increment in the diagnostic parameter
deviation, (α/θ)tα−1∆t – probability that in the time interval ∆t there will be the ∆z increment
in the parameter deviation, and the following condition is satisfied

α

θ
tα−1∆t ¬ 1

Rearrangement of equation (2.3) into a partial differential equation results in the following
approximation

u(z, t+∆t) = u(z, t) +
∂u(z, t)
∂t

∆t

u(z −∆z, t) = u(z, t)− ∂u(z, t)
∂z

∆z +
1
2
∂2u(z, t)
∂z2

(∆z)2
(2.4)

Having substituted relationships (2.4) into equation (2.3) and with some rearrangements
done, the following is arrived at

∂u(z, t)
∂z

= −α
θ
tα−1∆z

∂u(z, t)
∂z

+
1
2
α

θ
tα−1(∆z)2

∂2u(z, t)
∂z2

(2.5)

Consideration is given to the increment in the diagnostic parameter deviation per time unit
(when ∆t = 1), hence

∆z

∆t
= c ⇒ ∆z = c∆t =⇒

∆t=1
c

where c denotes increment in the diagnostic parameter deviation per one time unit.
The final form of equation (2.5) is as follows

∂u(z, t)
∂z

= − αc
θ
tα−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ(t)

∂u(z, t)
∂z

+
1
2
αc2

θ
tα−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
β(t)

∂2u(z, t)
∂z2

(2.6)

The solution to equation (2.6) takes the form

u(z, t) =
1√
2πA(t)

exp
(
−(z −B(t))

2

2A(t)

)
(2.7)

where B(t) is an average value of the diagnostic parameter deviation for the operating time t

B(t) =
t∫

0

γ(t) dt (2.8)
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A(t) – a variance of the diagnostic parameter deviation for the operating time t

A(t) =
t∫

0

β(t) dt (2.9)

With integrals (2.8) and (2.9) calculated, the following expressions are arrived at

B(t) =
t∫

0

αc

θ
tα−1 dt =

c

θ
tα A(t) =

t∫

0

αc2

θ
tα−1 =

c2

θ
tα (2.10)

Hence, relationship (2.7) takes the following form

u(z, t) =
1√
2π c

2

θ t
α
exp


−

(
z − c

θ t
α
)2

2 c
2

θ t
α


 (2.11)

Relationship (2.11) presents the density function of the diagnostic parameter deviation from
the nominal value.
With the following substitutions

c

θ
= b

c2

θ
= a

relationship (2.11) takes the following form

u(z, t) =
1√
2πatα

exp
(
−(z − bt

α)2

2atα
)

(2.12)

With the density function found, one can write down a relationship for reliability with respect
to time of the diagnostic parameter deviation increasing up to the boundary value. The formula
takes the form

R(t) =

zd∫

−∞
u(z, t) dz (2.13)

where zd is a permissible value of the diagnostic parameter deviation.

3. Determining distribution of time of exceeding the permissible condition by
the diagnostic parameter deviation

The probability of exceeding the boundary value by the diagnostic parameter with the density
function of changes in the diagnostic parameter deviation can be written down in the following
form

Q(t, zd) =
∞∫

zd

1√
2πatα

exp
(
−(z − bt

α)2

2atα
)
dz (3.1)

The density function of the distribution of time of exceeding the permissible value of the
diagnostic parameter zd equals

f(t) =
∂

∂t
Q(t, zd) (3.2)
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With (3.1) taken into account, this equation takes the form

f(t) =
∂

∂t

∞∫

zd

1√
2πatα

exp
(
−(z − bt

α)2

2atα
)
dz (3.3)

Now, the time derivative of the integrand for relationship (3.3) can be found

f(t) =
∞∫

zd

[2(z − btα)bαtα + (z − btα)2α
2atα+1

− α

2t

]
u(z, t) dz (3.4)

In order to calculate integral (3.4), we need to determine an antiderivative. We assume the
following form of the antiderivative of the integrand in relationship (3.4)

w(z, t) = u(z, t)θ(z, t) (3.5)

The derivative of the indefinite integral with respect to the variable z is equal to the integrand
of relationship (3.4). Hence

∂u(z, t)
∂z

θ(z, t) + u(z, t)
∂θ(z, t)
∂z

=
[2(z − btα)bαtα + (z − btα)2α

2atα+1
− α

2t

]
u(z, t) (3.6)

Now, the derivative ∂u(z, t)/∂z is calculated

∂u(z, t)
∂z

=
1√
2πatα

exp
(
−(z − bt

α)2

2atα
)[
−2(z − bt

α)
2atα

]
= u(z, t)

[
−(z − bt

α)
atα

]
(3.7)

After substitution of (3.7) into (3.6), the following relationship can be written down

u(z, t)
[
−(z − bt

α)
atα

θ(z, t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

I−L

+
∂θ(z, t)
∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
II−L

]
= u(z, t)

[2(z − btα)bαtα + (z − btα)2α
2atα+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
I−P

− α
2t︸︷︷︸

II−P

]
(3.8)

Using relationship (3.8), the function θ(z, t) is determined in such a way that the left side of
relationship (3.8) equals its right side. Therefore

I − L = I − P ⇒ θ(z, t) = −2bαt
α + α(z − btα)
2t

II − L = II − P ⇒ ∂θ(z, t)
∂z

= − α
2t

(3.9)

After reduction

θ(z, t) = −α(z + bt
α)

2t
(3.10)

The conclusion is that the primitive of the integrand takes the following form

w(z, t) = u(z, t)
[
−α(z + bt

α)
2t

]
(3.11)

where

u(z, t) =
1√
2πatα

exp
(
−(z − bt

α)2

2atα
)
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We calculate integral (3.3)

f(t)zd = u(zd, t)
α(zd + btα)
2t

(3.12)

where

u(zd, t) =
1√
2πatα

exp
(
−(zd − bt

α)2

2atα
)

Thus, relationship (3.12) determines the density function of time of exceeding the boundary
(permissible) condition by the diagnostic parameter zd deviation

f(t)zd =
α(zd + btα)
2t

1√
2πatα

exp
(
−(zd − bt

α)2

2atα
)

(3.13)

4. A method to assess the lifetime of a device with respect to the diagnostic
parameter being analyzed

The formula for the reliability of a device with respect to the diagnostic parameter deviation
from the nominal value can be expressed as

R(τ) = 1−
τ∫

0

f(t, zd) dt (4.1)

where

f(t, zd) =
α(zd + btα)
2t

1√
2πatα

exp
(
−(zd − bt

α)2

2atα
)

(4.2)

Thus, the unreliability of a device can be expressed by the following formula

Q(τ) =
τ∫

0

α(zd + btα)
2t

1√
2πatα

exp
(
−(zd − bt

α)2

2atα
)
dt (4.3)

One can simplify integral (4.3) by making the following substitution u = tα

Q(u) =

α
√
u∫

0

zd + bu
2u

1√
2πau

exp
(
−(zd − bu)

2

2au

)
du (4.4)

Integral (4.4) should be converted into a simpler form and the problem comes down to solving
the indefinite integral

∫
f(u, zd) du (4.5)

where f(u, zd) is the integrand of equation (4.5).
For the integrand of integral (4.5), the following change (zd − bu)2 = (bu− zd)2 and substi-

tution are performed ω = (bu− zd)2/(2au)

1
2
√
π

∫
1√
ω
e−ω dω (4.6)
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The following substitution into integral (4.6),
√
ω = w results in what follows

1
2
√
π

∫
1√
ω
e−ω dω =

1√
π

∫
e−w

2
dw (4.7)

With one more substitution into the integral (4.7)

w2 =
y2

2
2w dw = y dy (4.8)

formula (4.7) can be written down as

1√
π

∫
e−w

2
dw =

1√
2π

∫
exp

(
−y
2

2

)
dy (4.9)

Considering the above substitution y takes the form expressed by

y =

√
2(btα − zd)√
2atα

(4.10)

Hence, remembering about the appropriate notation for the limits of integration, the unre-
liability of a device with respect to the growth of the diagnostic parameter deviation will be
expressed by the following equation

Q(τ) =
1√
2π

√
2(btα−zd)√
2atα∫

−∞
exp

(
−y
2

2

)
dy (4.11)

Assuming some specific level of risk of failure, i.e. the level of probabilities of exceeding the
permissible value of the parameter deviation, the following equation can be written down

Q(τ) = Q∗ (4.12)

Hence

Q∗ =
1√
2π

γ∫

−∞
exp

(−y2
2

)
dy (4.13)

For the assumed value of Q∗, the value of the upper limit of integral (4.13) is to be found in
the Standard Normal Distribution Table.
In this way, we obtain the value of γ. Thus, the equation to determine lifetime of an element

takes the following form

γ =

√
2(btα − zd)√
2atα

(4.14)

Having solved equation (4.14), one can find the lifetime of a device with respect to the
assumed diagnostic parameter.
Therefore, having the value of the parameter γ and using relation (4.14), one can determine

the lifetime of the device with respect to the diagnostic parameter given consideration. The
following substitution has been made to do this

s = tα (4.15)

Using formula (4.15), one can determine the lifetime of the device on the basis of the following
relationship

t∗ =
1
a
ln
2bzd + γ2a+ γ

√
4bzda+ γ2a2

2b2
(4.16)
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5. Example of calculation

To start verification of the method intended to determine the lifetime of a device with the Weibull
distribution parameters applied, the coefficients of this distribution should be determined first.
Both the parameter θ reflecting the scale factor and the parameter α representing the ratio of
the shape have been pre-assumed to equal unity (determination thereof will provide the basis
for further work).
Data recorded in the course of operating one of the sighting system units, i.e. the sighting

head, has been assumed a good example, on the basis of which the above-presented model has
been verified. The construction of this head enables visualisation of the sighting data in the
form of the sighting marker that supports the sighting process while making use of air weapons.
Under maintenance procedures/works performed every 100 hours’ flight time recorded are values
of diagnostic parameters of the sighting head in form of two co-ordinates ε and β that define the
co-ordinates of the check position of the sighting marker. Nominal values of these co-ordinates
(with permissible error range included) are determined by the aircraft manufacturer responsible
for adjusting the sighting head with the sighting system at the stage the aircraft is introduced
in service. If in the course of maintenance, the measured values of co-ordinates of the sighting
marker position are within the limits of permissible error, no maintenance efforts are taken to
correct the sighting marker position. On the other hand, if the value of at least one of the two
diagnostic parameters exceeds the permissible error value, the sighting system is subjected to
maintenance to remove the error. This is done by means of introducing into the system the
co-ordinates that remove the deviation of the sighting marker position from the nominal one.
With data recorded in the course of the operational process (ε1, t1); (ε2, t2); . . . ; (εn, tn) and

related to changes in values of one of the parameters that define health/maintenance status of
the sighting system, the rate of changes (of the increase) in deviation of the diagnostic parameter
can be written down as

ct1 = ε1 c =
ε1
t1

(5.1)

For the data presented in Fig. 1, recorded in the course of maintenance works every 100 hours’
flight time of the aircraft, the following parameters have been found that enable determination
of lifetime described with relationship (4.14)

b = 0.00123 a = 1.524 · 10−6 c = 0.00123 (5.2)

Fig. 1. Changes in the value of the diagnostic parameter that describes the position of the sighting
marker and the value of the lifetime found

It is important for aeronautical systems that the level of reliability of the device in question
nears unity. That is why the reliability has been assumed close to unity to determine the lifetime
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of the device. Assuming the level of reliability R∗(t) = 0.98, the value of the parameter γ∗ = 2.32
could be found from the Standard Normal Distribution Tables. The parameter εd could be found
in the system technical documentation (Maintenance Manual), where information is given on
the value of permissible deviation of the diagnostic parameter that describes co-ordinates of the
sighting marker position. Using operational data (Fig. 1) and the above-determined parameters,
the lifetime has been calculated from Eq. (4.14). In the analyzed case, it is

t∗ = 124 months (5.3)

6. Summary

The process of operating technical devices installed on an aircraft involves influences of change-
able weather and mechanical conditions resulting from, among other things, in-flight overloads.
These factors lead to the accumulation of destructive factors affecting the system(s) and causing
the nominal performance characteristics of selected system components decline. The material
presented in this article is a continuation of analyses to develop methods of finding density func-
tion of changes in deviations of parameters, and the time of exceeding the permissible condition
by the diagnostic parameter under analysis, the parameter being affected by particular destruc-
tive factors (Ważny, 2011a,b). The presented method enables determination of residual lifetime
of a device and can be used to modify the process of operating the device in question. In this
way, the number of checks of health/maintenance status can be limited, which consequently can
reduce the time the device remains beyond the operational-use system.
The relationship for the failure rate described by parameters typical of the Weibull distribu-

tion, as applied to determine the rate of wear and tear of the component/device, is an important
part of this study. Further work should be focused on verification of the method in question as
referred to larger population of objects under analysis. Parameters that describe the rate of
the ever increasing intensity of the component/device wear and tear should be found. Both
objectives determine future lines of activity for the Author.
The above-presented considerations have been based on analyses of the process of opera-

ting aeronautical devices/systems. However, they can be successfully applied for other technical
objects, the health/maintenance status of which is usually determined by means of diagnostic
parameters. Implementation of this method is possible if we, firstly, have values of diagnostic
parameters located along the axis of time of the device service/operation and, secondly, know the
value of the boundary/limiting error that – when exceeded by the diagnostic parameter – makes
operation of the device less effective (i.e. the device is at the medium level of serviceability).
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In the paper, the analytical solution of excited torsional vibrations of prismatic thin-walled
beams for different types of boundary conditions and different types of external excitation
of torsional moment are formulated. The presented solution can be applied, among others,
to preliminary analysis of the optimal position of the actuators and the value of the applied
voltage to the elements for minimization of the vibrations of the beams.

Keywords: thin-walled beams, torsional vibrations, excited vibrations

1. Introduction

Knowledge of the analytical solution of externally excited vibrations for a considered model
of realistic structures is very useful for preliminary analysis in the design process or choosing
parameters and algorithms for vibration control of the systems. The model of an excited pri-
smatic beam response for torsional or coupled bending-torsional vibrations can be applied for
analysis of vibration of some machine elements, e.g. turbine-blades (Gryboś, 1996; Łączkowski,
1974; Pust and Pesek, 2014; Rao, 1991). Sometimes, the beam cross-section takes form of an
open thin-walled structure. In this paper, thin-walled beams of closed cross-sections as general
models of blades are analyzed (Librescu and Na, 1998; Song and Librescu, 1993; Song et al.,
2002).
Recently, application of piezoelectric elements for vibration reduction of thin structures are

commonly discussed in the literature (Elliott and Nelson, 1997; Hansen and Snyder, 1997; Mo-
heimani and Fleming, 2006; Preumont, 2006). See also the papers by Ferdek and Kozień (2013),
Kozień and Kołtowski (2011). These types of vibration cancellation were considered by the au-
thors in preliminary analysis of the possibility of reduction of torsional vibrations of prismatic
beams with solid cross-sections (Augustyn and Kozień, 2014).
There are well known analytical solutions for problems of the dynamics of thin walled beams

with open cross-section, starting with Gere (1954), Gere with Lin (1958), Aggrawal with Cranch
(1967), and Carr (1969) and later e.g. by Bishop et al. (1989), Dokumaci (1987), Kaliski and
Solarz (1992), Tao (1964), Timoshenko et al. (1974) and Yaman (1997). Different cases of vibra-
tions in such a type of structures are discussed in many of articles. A review of these different
approaches, theories and models for static and dynamic cases is given by Sapountzakis (2013).
The effect of variable cross-section on natural frequencies is discussed in (Eisenberger, 1997).
Non-linear models are discussed by Crespo Da Silva (1988a,b), Rozmarynowski with Szymczak
(1984) and Di Egidio et al. (2003a,b). The steady-state forced vibrations are discussed by Crespo
Da Silva (1988b) and Di Egidio et al. (2003b). The problem of optimal design of a thin-walled
beam for a given natural frequency is analyzed by Szymczak (1984). Torsional vibrations of
composite thin-walled beams are analyzed by Song and Librescu (1993). The models with the
effect of rotary inertia are analysed by Arpaci et al. (2003) and with adaptive capabilities by
Song et al. (2002). A detailed solution for the general case of excited vibrations, especially in the
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transient case, are not easily found in the literature. This formulation was given by one of the
authors of this paper for bending vibrations of a beam for different types of external excitations
(Kozień, 2013).
The main aim of this paper is to formulate the analytical solution for describing the excited

torsional-type vibrations of a thin-walled beam for different combinations of boundary conditions
(simply supported, free, fixed) and different types of external torsional moment type excitations
(harmonic concentrated, harmonic distributed, pulse concentrated, pulse distributed). The pre-
sented solution, among others, can be applied to preliminary analysis of the optimal position
of the actuators and to calculations of voltage applied to the elements for minimization of vi-
brations of beams when the application of piezoelectric elements are considered. In this model,
the influence of external piezoelectric elements can be modeled by the external concentrated
moment of a suitable value, as it was done by Elliott and Nelson (1997), Hansen and Snyder
(1997) for pairs of elements in simulations of bending vibrations of beams, as was proposed by
Augustyn and Kozień (2014) for double pairs of elements for torsional vibrations of beams.

2. Formulation of the problem

2.1. Equation of motion

Let us consider a prismatic beam with a thin-walled cross section of an open type (Murray,
1986; Piechnik, 2007; Vlasov, 1959) in which it is also assumed that the material is isotropic.
The geometry of the cross-section is shown in Fig. 1, where G is the gravity center (centroid),
S – shear center. The origin of the co-ordinate system Sxyz lies in the shear center, and the
axes Sy and Sz are parallel to the principal axes of the cross-section (Gη,Gζ).

Fig. 1. Geometry of the cross-section

The equations of coupled vibrations of the beam take the following form

EJζ
∂4v(x, t)
∂x4

+ ρA
[∂2v(x, t)

∂t2
− zG

∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂t2

]
= qy(x, t)

EJη
∂4w(x, t)
∂x4

+ ρA
[∂2w(x, t)

∂t2
+ yG

∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂t2

]
= qz(x, t)

EJω
∂4ϕ(x, t)
∂x4

−GJs
∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂x2

+ ρJ0
∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂t2

+ ρA
[
−zG

∂2v(x, t)
∂t2

+ yG
∂2w(x, t)
∂t2

]
= ms(x, t)

(2.1)

where v(x, t) is the displacement of the beam in the y direction, w(x, t) is the displacement of the
beam in the z direction, ϕ(x, t) is the rotation of the axis of beam around the x direction, Jη is
the principal moment of inertia of the cross-section with respect to the η axis, Jζ is the principal
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moment of inertia of the cross-section with respect to the ζ axis, J0 is the polar moment of inertia
with respect to the shear center, Js is the equivalent moment of inertia of the cross-section due
to torsion, E is Young’s modulus, G is the shear modulus, ρ is the material density, yG, zG are
the positions of the gravity center G (co-ordinates), qy(x, t) is the distributed force acting in
the y direction (external excitation), qz(x, t) is the distributed force acting in the z direction
(external excitation), ms(x, t) is the distributed twisting moment (external excitation).
When the considered cross-section is such that the position of the shear center and gravity

center is the same (e.g. for the cross-section with two axes of symetry), the following relationship
is valid yG = zG = 0. It means, that the equation of motion for twisting existing in system (2.1)
is separated from the equations of bending vibrations, and takes simplified and independent
form from bending vibrations form

EJω
GJs

∂4ϕ(x, t)
∂x4

− ∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂x2

+
ρJ0
GJs

∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂t2

=
1
GJs

ms(x, t) (2.2)

Hence, for the considered cross-section, it is possible to analyze torsional vibrations separately
with the bending ones.
If the cross-section is a monolithic type, equation of motion (2.3) takes the following form

−GJs
∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂x2

+ ρJ0
∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂t2

= ms(x, t) (2.3)

In general, vibrations of the analyzed structure can be described in form of a three-
dimensional model of a solid structure. But for some structures, for which one characteristic
dimension (the so-called length) is high enough in comparison to the characteristic dimensions
of the cross-section, then so-called one-dimensional models of structures are built for simplici-
ty of the analysis. The results of their application must give good enough results of analysis
in comparison with three-dimensional models. The same case takes place during detailed con-
sideration of the cross-section shape. If one characteristic dimension of the cross-section (the
so-called thickness) is small enough in comparison with the second one (the so-called width),
the whole structure is called a thin-walled one. A detailed rule states that for a thin-walled
cross-section, the thickness is more than eight times smaller than the highest way measured
along the middle-line of the cross-section between its two end-points. Moreover, the length of
this way should be more than eight times smaller than the length of the beam (Piechnik, 2007).
For such a beam the assumptions of the Bernoulli-Euler beam theory or the de Saint-Venant
rule of loadings, for example, are invalid. Their motion must be analyzed as a three-dimensional
body or by the application of an especially formulated theory for thin-walled beams. Due to the
form of the middle line of the cross-section, three types of thin-walled beams are defined: with an
open cross-section, with a closed cross-section and with a mixed one (Piechnik, 2007). Depending
on the type of cross-section, the suitable theory of thin-walled beams should be applied. For a
thin-walled beam with an open cross-section, as considered in this article, the Vlasov theory can
be applied (Piechnik, 2007; Vlasov, 1959).

2.2. Boundary conditions

The equation of motion of the thin-walled beam is the fourth order due to the spatial
variable x. Therefore, a set of the four boundary conditions must be formulated for each beam
element. Their formulation is connected with the Vlasov theory of thin-walled beams and must
take into account the warping effect.
The following types of boundary conditions can be formulated in a natural way (Gere, 1954;

Piechnik, 2007):
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• Simply supported:
— no rotation of the cross-section around the axis of the beam

ϕ = 0 (2.4)

— zero normal stress (free of warping of the cross-section)

∂2ϕ

∂x2
= 0 (2.5)

• Fixed:
— no rotation of the cross-section around the axis of the beam

ϕ = 0 (2.6)

— plain cross-section (blocked warping of the cross-section)

∂ϕ

∂x
= 0 (2.7)

• Free:
— zeroes for the total torsional moment (free for rotation)

GJs
∂ϕ

∂x
− EJω

∂ϕ3

∂x3
= 0 (2.8)

— zero normal stress (free for warping of the cross-section)

∂2ϕ

∂x2
= 0 (2.9)

3. Eigen-problem, natural vibrations

Now, the eigen-problem analysis of the thin-walled prismatic beam with length l is considered.
The equation of motion has the form

EJω
GJs

∂4ϕ(x, t)
∂x4

− ∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂x2

+
ρJ0
GJs

∂2ϕ(x, t)
∂t2

= 0 (3.1)

The solution to the problem is proposed in form (3.2)1 – the Fourier method of solution.
After suitable manipulations, it leads to a solution to the problem of separated variables (3.2)2.
It can be written as two independent ordinary differential equations (3.2)3,4. The first of the
fourth order for the independent spatial variable x, and the second of the second order for the
independent variable t (time). The form of unknown functions in the spatial domain can be
written in form (3.2)5). For the above given homogeneous boundary conditions, these series of
functions satisfy orthogonality conditions (3.4) – see Appendix A for detailed analysis. Finally,
the solution can be written in form (3.7), where the series of constants an and bn are determined
based on initial conditions (3.6)

ϕ(x, t) =
+∞∑

n=1

Xn(x)Tn(t)

EJω
GJs

d4Xn(x)
dx4

Xn(x)
−

d2Xn(x)
dx2

Xn(x)
= − ρJ0

GJs

d2Tn(t)
dt2

Tn(t)
= λ4n

EJω
GJs

d4Xn(x)
dx4

− d2Xn(x)
dx2

− λ4nXn(x) = 0
d2Tn(t)
dt2

+ λ4n
GJs
ρJ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
ω2n

Tn(t) = 0

Xn(x) = An sin(αnx) +Bn cos(αnx) +Cn sinh(βnx) +Dn cosh(βnx)

(3.2)
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where

αn =

√
−GJs +

√
(GJs)2 + 4EJωGJsλ4n
2EJω

βn =

√
GJs +

√
(GJs)2 + 4EJωGJsλ4n
2EJω

ωn = λ2n

√
GJs
ρJ0

(3.3)

and

l∫

0

Xn(x)Xm(x) dx =

{
γ2n n = m

0 n 6= m
(3.4)

Finding the solution to the system of differential equation (3.2)2 or (3.2)3,4 for a given
boundary conditions is the well-known eigen-mode problem which gives a set of eigen-values
(powered natural frequencies of a system ω2n – solution of equation (3.2)4 and a set of eigen-
functions (eigen-modes, waveforms of eigen-functions Xn(x) – solution of equation (3.2)3). The
equations, which make possible the finding of natural frequencies ωn (3.3)1,2,3 or exact formula
for ωn for a different combination of typical types of boundary conditions (fixed, simply sup-
ported, free) are given in Table 1. Moreover, the analytical form of eigen-functions for the same
combination of boundary conditions (simply supported, free, fixed) are also given in Table 1.
The other name of the problem is the modal problem and the detailed solution of this problem
was done by Gere (1954).
If the solution to the equation of motion fulfills initial conditions (3.6), where ϕ0(x) is the

initial angle of torsion of the beam for t = 0, and Ω0(x) is the initial angular velocity of the
beam for t = 0, the problem of natural vibrations is completely defined. These initial conditions
should be applied for the detailed solution of the second equation of system (3.2)3,4

ϕ(x, 0) = ϕ0(x)
∂

∂t
ϕ(x, 0) = Ω0(x) (3.5)

Solution (3.6) represents the so-called natural vibrations, which are the response of the
system to initial conditions written in the time and spatial domains ϕ(x, t)

ϕ(x, t) =
+∞∑

n=1

Xn(x)[an sin(ωnt) + bn sin(ωnt)]

an =
1

ωnγ2n

l∫

0

Ω0(x)Xn(x) dx bn =
1
γ2n

l∫

0

ϕ0(x)Xn(x) dx

(3.6)

4. Excited vibrations

When analyzing the excited vibrations of a realistic beam (with internal damping), the general
solution of the homogeneous differential equation is a function relatively fast tending to zero
with respect to time due to the internal and external damping.
The complete solution to the problem of excited vibrations, understood as the particular

solution to the non-homogeneous equation (2.2), for the excitation function of harmonic type,
has the form of a sum of two components: connected with a set of natural frequencies ωn and
connected with the external loading frequency ν. Note, that the set of constants An, Bn, Cn
and Dn existing in particular solution (2.2)5, must be found taking into account the complete
solution.
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Simply supported-
ωn = nπ

l2

√
n2π2EJω+l2GJs

ρJ0
sin
(
nπ
l x
)

-simply supported

Fixed-fixed αnβn = ωn
√

ρJ0
EJω
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− αn[cosh(βnl)−cos(αnl)]
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4
n
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4
n
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2
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ϕ(x, t) =
+∞∑

n=1

Xn(x)Hn(t) (4.1)

Putting proposed solution (4.1) into equation (2.2) and taking into account the first of
equation of system (3.2)3,4 one can obtain

+∞∑

n=1

[(EJω
GJs

d4Xn(x)
dx4

− d2Xn(x)
dx2︸ ︷︷ ︸

λ4nXn(x)

)
Hn(t) +

ρJ0
GJs

d2Hn(t)
dt2

Xn(x)
]
=
1
GJs

ms(x, t) (4.2)

and then after suitable manipulations

+∞∑

n=1

[d2Hn(t)
dt2

+
GJs
ρJ0

λ4n
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ω2n

Hn(t)
]
Xn(x) =

GJs
ρJ0

1
GJs

ms(x, t) =
1
ρJ0

ms(x, t) (4.3)

The external load function existing in equation (2.2) can be represented in a series form
(4.4), in terms of functions Xn(x) and a series of the known functions of time Qn(t)

1
ρJ0

ms(x, t) =
1
ρJ0

+∞∑

n=1

Xn(x)Qn(t)

Qn(t) =
1
γ2n

l∫

0

ms(x, t)Xn(x) dx Q∗n(t) =
1
ρJ0

Qn(t)

(4.4)

Substituting formulas (4.1) and (4.4) into equation (2.2), the differential equation for the
determination of the unknown functions Hn(t) takes the form

d2Hn(t)
dt2

+ ω2nHn(t) = Q∗n(t) (4.5)

The solution to this equation has the form

Hn(t) =
1
ωn

t∫

0

Q∗n(τ) sin[ωn(t− τ)] dτ (4.6)

known as the Duhamel integral.
The given formulas make possible the formulation of the analytical solution of excited vibra-

tions of a beam with defined boundary conditions.
Let us formulate the general form of the Duhamel integral for the following types of external

excitations and different boundary conditions given by the eigen-functions Xn(x):
— Harmonically distributed moment with a constant amplitude m0

ms(x, t) = m0 sin(νt) [m0] = N

Hn(t) = m0
1
ρJ0

1
γ2n

1
ω2n − ν2

[
sin(νt)− ν

ωn
sin(ωnt)

] l∫

0

Xn(x) dx

ϕ(x, t) =M0
1
ρJ0

∞∑

n=1

1
γ2n

1
ω2n − ν2

[
sin(νt)− ν

ωn
sin(ωnt)

] l∫

0

Xn(x)Xn(x) dx

(4.7)
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— Pulsed distributed moment with a constant amplitude Qm acting at the time t = t0

ms(x, t) = Qmδ(t− t0) [Qm] = Ns

Hn(t) =






0 t < t0

QM
1
ρJ0

1
γ2n

1
ωn
sin[ωn(t− t0)]

l∫
0
Xn(x) dx t  t0

ϕ(x, t) =





0 t < t0

QM
1
ρJ0

∞∑
n=1

1
γ2n

1
ωn
sin[ωn(t− t0)]

l∫
0
Xn(x)Xn(x) dx t  t0

(4.8)

— Harmonic concentrated moment with a constant amplitude M0 applied to the point x = x0

ms(x, t) =M0δ(x− c) sin(νt) [M0] = Nm

Hn(t) =M0
1
ρJ0

1
γ2n

1
ω2n − ν2

[
sin(νt)− ν

ωn
sin(ωnt)

]
Xn(x0)

ϕ(x, t) =M0
1
ρJ0

∞∑

n=1

1
γ2n

1
ω2n − ν2

[
sin(νt)− ν

ωn
sin(ωnt)

]
Xn(x0)Xn(x)

(4.9)

— Pulsed concentrated moment with a constant amplitude Qm acting at the time t = t0 at the
point x = x0

ms(x, t) = QMδ(x − x0)δ(t − t0) [QM ] = Nms

Hn(t) =





0 t < t0

QM
1
ρJ0

1
γ2n

1
ωn
sin[ωn(t− t0)]Xn(x0) t  t0

ϕ(x, t) =






0 t < t0

QM
1
ρJ0

∞∑
n=1

1
γ2n

1
ωn
sin[ωn(t− t0)]Xn(x0)Xn(x) t  t0

(4.10)

5. Example – excited torsional vibrations of a simply supported thin-walled beam

5.1. Formulation of the problem

As an example, let us consider excited vibrations of a thin-walled beam simply supported on
both ends. The beam is made of steel (E = 2.1 · 1011 Pa, G = 8.1 · 1010 Pa, ρ = 7800 kg/m3) and
has length l = 6m. The shape of cross-section with its detailed dimensions is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Cross-section of the analyzed beam (dimensions given in mm)
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The boundary conditions take form

ϕ(0, t) = 0
∂2

∂x2
ϕ(0, t) = 0

ϕ(l, t) = 0
∂2

∂x2
ϕ(l, t) = 0

(5.1)

5.2. Natural vibrations – a comparison of the results for different models

The following models of beam are applied for comparison of the lowest natural frequencies
for torsional vibrations:

• three-dimensional solid model solved by application of the finite element method,
• thin-walled Vlasov analytical model,
• model with a monolithic cross-section.

The finite element solution has been obtained by application of the Ansys finite element
package. The model is built of 76800 three dimensional 8-nodes solid elements of the type
solid45. The generated mesh is shown in Fig. 3. Due to the degrees of freedom of the applied
elements, the boundary conditions on the two ends of the beam are modeled as free sliding
along the axis of the beam and as blocked displacements for all nodes in the plane of its ends.
Therefore, deplanation of the ends is possible.

Fig. 3. Part of the FEM mesh of the beam

The second group of values of the natural frequencies is obtained based on the thin-walled
model described in the text, especially based on the formula given in the first row in Table 1.
The values of Js, Jω and J0 are calculated based on the formulas given by Gere (1954).
The third group of results is obtained for the beam modeled with the assumption of

a monolithic type cross-section (shaft) with free-free (ϕ(0, t) = ϕ(l, t) = 0) or fixed-fixed
(∂ϕ(0, t)/∂x = ∂ϕ(l, t)/∂x = 0) boundary conditions. The values of natural frequencies are
the same for these cases of boundary conditions (Woroszył, 1984).
In Table 2, a comparison of the lowest natural frequencies for the analyzed beam for the three

considered models and the relative percentage error is given to one model obtained from three
dimensional solid models, as the reference model. It should be noted that for the considered
beam, the values of natural frequencies are correctly estimated theoretically with a monolithic
cross-section only for the first few torsional modes. For higher modes, only the theory for thin-
walled beam gives good enough results.
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Table 2. Comparison of the lowest natural frequencies for the analyzed beam [Hz]

Mode 3-D Solid Thin-walled Monolytic
No. value [Hz] value [Hz] error [%] value [Hz] error [%]

1 25.15 25.54 1.6 25.40 1.0
2 50.97 51.89 1.8 50.81 -0.3
3 78.11 79.84 2.2 76.21 -2.4
4 107.16 110.05 2.7 101.62 -5.2
5 138.64 143.16 3.3 127.02 -8.4
6 172.98 179.66 3.9 152.42 -11.9
7 210.56 219.94 4.5 177.83 -15.5
8 251.65 264.36 5.1 203.23 -19.2
9 296.50 313.14 5.6 228.64 -22.9
10 345.26 366.49 6.1 254.04 -26.4

A comparison of the natural frequencies for the two beam models – the thin-walled one and
the monolithic one are shown in Fig. 4 in form of the relative percentage error in comparison
to the values obtained for the thin-walled model as the reference model. On the horizontal axis,
there are identification numbers of the first hundred torsional modes (n = 1, 2, . . . , 100). It can
be shown that for the considered beam, the error of the estimated values of natural frequencies
found by application of the theory with monolithic cross-section grow rapidly with an increase
in the number of torsional modes.

Fig. 4. Relative error of the natural frequencies for torsional modes for the beam models

5.3. Excited vibrations

The vibrations are excited by a concentrated moment with an amplitude M0 = 5Nm acting
at the point distanced 0.4l (2.4m) from the end of beam.
The initial conditions are zeroes (i.e ϕ0(x) = 0 and Ω0 = 0 in formulas (3.6))

ms(x, t) =M0δ(x− 0.4l) sin(νt) (5.2)

The angular frequency of the excitation is ν = 200 rad/s. Material damping is neglected. The
analytical solution has the form

ϕ(x, t) =
2
l

1
ρJ0

M0

∞∑

n=1

1
ω2n − ν2

[
sin(νt)− ν

ωn
sin(ωnt)

]
sin(λn0.4l) sin(λnx) (5.3)

In the analysis, the first five modes are considered.
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The displacement of the middle of the beam just after the beginning of vibrations and for
the steady-state are shown in Fig. 5. The control point is the place of action of the concentrated
excitation moment. It is distanced by 0.4l (2.4m) from the end of the beam.

Fig. 5. Displacement at the control point – complete analytical solution, transient and steady-state

The plots show the necessity of taking into account the full solution instead of the steady-
state case if the results are important just after the start of action of external loadings. Due
to internal material damping (not taken into account in the considered model), the transient
component existing in solution is a function that relatively fastly tends to zero. Therefore, enough
time after the start of action of the harmonic excitation, the solution takes the steady-state form.

6. Conclusions

• The solution of the problem for a monolithic cross-section is not an asymptotic case of the
solution of the thin-walled case if the value of Jω tends to zero.

• The given formulas can be applied to the analysis of reduction of torsional vibrations by
coupled sets of piezoelectric elements. The action of piezoelectric elements can be appro-
ximately modeled by a concentrated moment put in the suitable cross-section, see Elliott
and Nelson (1997), Hansen and Snyder (1997) for beams.

• The given formulas make it possible to find an analytical solution for the transient case of
the response (just after the excitation is applied) and for the steady-state case.

• The solution can be generalized by assuming the Voigt-Kelvin model of the viscous type
of damping for description of the internal material damping.

Appendix A. Orthogonality of the eigen-functions

Formula (3.2)2 can be written in the following form

GJsλ
4
nXn(x) = EJω

d4Xn(x)
dx4

−GJs
d2Xn(x)
dx2

GJsλ
4
mXm(x) = EJω

d4Xm(x)
dx4

−GJs
d2Xm(x)
dx2

(A.1)

Let us multiply the first equation of system (A.1) by the eigen-function Xm(x) and the
second equation suitably by Xn(x), and then subtract the equations by sides and integrate.
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Finally, formula (A.1) is

GJs(λ4n − λ4m)
l∫

0

Xn(x)Xm(x) dx = EJω

l∫

0

d4Xn(x)
dx4

Xm(x) dx− EJω
l∫

0

d4Xm(x)
dx4

Xn(x) dx

−GJs
l∫

0

d2Xn(x)
dx2

Xm(x) dx+GJs

l∫

0

d2Xm(x)
dx2

Xn(x) dx

(A.2)

By integrating the right side of equation (4.2) by parts, one obtains the following formulas
for each component

EJω

l∫

0

d4Xn(x)
dx4

Xm(x) dx

= EJω

[
d3Xn(x)
dx3

Xm(x)
∣∣∣
l

0
− d2Xn(x)

dx2
dXm(x)
dx

∣∣∣
l

0
+

l∫

0

d2Xn(x)
dx2

d2Xm(x)
dx2

dx

]

EJω

l∫

0

d4Xm(x)
dx4

Xn(x) dx

= EJω

[
d3Xm(x)
dx3

Xn(x)
∣∣∣
l

0
− d2Xm(x)

dx2
dXn(x)
dx

∣∣∣
l

0
+

l∫

0

d2Xm(x)
dx2

d2Xn(x)
dx2

dx

]

GJs

l∫

0

d2Xn(x)
dx2

Xm(x) dx = GJs
dXn(x)
dx

Xm(x)
∣∣∣
l

0
−

l∫

0

dXn(x)
dx

dXm(x)
dx

dx

GJs

l∫

0

d2Xm(x)
dx2

Xn(x) dx = GJs
dXm(x)
dx

Xn(x)
∣∣∣
l

0
−

l∫

0

dXm(x)
dx

dXn(x)
dx

dx

(A.3)

Finally, the relationship (A.2) can be written in the form

GJs(λ4n − λ4m)
l∫

0

Xn(x)Xm(x) dx =
(
EJω

d3Xn(l)
dx3

−GJs
d2Xn(l)
dx2

)Xm(l)

−
(
EJω

d3Xn(0)
dx3

−GJs
d2Xn(0)
dx2

)
Xm(0)−

(
EJω

d3Xm(l)
dx3

−GJs
d2Xm(l)
dx2

)
Xn(l)

+
(
EJω

d3Xm(0)
dx3

−GJs
d2Xm(0)
dx2

)
Xn(0) − EJω

d2Xn(l)
dx2

dXm(l)
dx

+EJω
d2Xn(0)
dx2

dXm(0)
dx

EJω
d2Xm(l)
dx2

dXn(l)
dx

− EJω
d2Xm(0)
dx2

dXn(0)
dx

(A.4)

For any physically possible combination of the discussed boundary conditions, all components
existing on the right-hand side are equal to zero. It means that for n 6= m

l∫

0

Xn(x)Xm(x) dx = 0 (A.5)

For n = m
l∫

0

Xn(x)Xn(x) dx = γ2n (A.6)
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The value of γ2n depends on the form of the eigen-functions (see Table 1).
These relationships are known as the orthogonality conditions of the eigen-function Xn(x).
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Free vibration analysis of thick functionally graded nanocomposite annular and solid disks
with variable thickness reinforced by single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) is presen-
ted. Four types of distribution of uniaxial aligned SWCNTs are considered: uniform and
three kinds of functionally graded (FG) distribution through radial direction of the disk.
The effective material properties of the nanocomposite disk are estimated by a micro me-
chanical model. The axisymmetric conditions are assumed and employing the graded finite
element method (GFEM), the equations are solved. The solution is considered for four dif-
ferent thickness profiles, namely constant, linear, concave and convex. The achieved results
show that the type of distribution and volume fraction of CNTs and thickness profile have
a great effect on normalized natural frequencies.

Keywords: free vibration, carbon nanotube, functionally graded material, thick disk, variable
thickness, graded finite element method

1. Introduction

In the recent years, nano-structured materials such as nanocomposites, have generated consi-
derable interest in the material research community and became an attractive new subject in
material science due to their potentially impressive mechanical properties. Carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) have illustrated remarkable mechanical, thermal and electrical properties. For example,
they could potentially have a Young’s modulus as high as 1TPa and a tensile strength appro-
aching 100GPa (Odegard et al., 2002). These enormous advantages make them highly desirable
candidates for the reinforcement of polymer composites, provided that good interfacial bonding
between CNTs and polymer and proper dispersion of the individual CNTs in the polymeric
matrix can be assured (Fiedler et al., 2006).
The majority of researches performed on carbon nanotube reinforced composites (CNTRCs)

are focused on their material properties (Esawi and Farag, 2007; Thostenson et al., 2001; Dai,
2006; Kang et al., 2006; Lau et al., 2006). Han and Elliott (2007), by the use of molecular dynamic
simulation (MD), obtained the elastic modulus of composite structures reinforced by CNTs and
studied the effect of volume fraction of SWCNTs on mechanical properties of nanocomposites.
Hu et al. (2005), by analyzing the elastic deformation of a representative volume element (RVE)
under various loading conditions, evaluated the macroscopic elastic properties of CNTRCs. Zhu
et al. (2007) studied the effect of CNTs on the mechanical properties of polymeric composi-
tes. Their results showed that adding CNTs could greatly improve Young’s modulus. Due to
dependency of the interaction at the polymer and nanotube interface on the local molecular
structure and bonding, Odegard et al. (2003) a constitutive model for CNTRCs by utilizing an
equivalent-continuum modeling method proposed.
Functionally graded materials (FGMs) are special composite materials, microscopically in-

homogeneous, in which mechanical properties vary smoothly and continuously from one surface
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to the other. This idea was used for the first time by Japanese researchers (Koizumi, 1993)
and led to the concept of FGMs. A wide range of researches have been carried out on FGMs
in various fields of mechanics. Motivated by the concept of FGMs, Shen (2009) presented a
kind of CNTRCs in which the volume fraction of CNTs is graded with certain rules through
desired directions and demonstrated that using FG-CNTRCs improve the mechanical properties
of the structures. Zhu et al. (2012) studied bending and free vibration analyses of composite
plates reinforced by SWCNTs using the finite element method based on the first order shear
deformation plate theory. The effective material properties of the FG-CNTRC are graded in the
thickness direction and are estimated according to the rule of mixture. Zafarmand and Kadkho-
dayan (2015) investigated nonlinear behaviour of FG-CNTRC rotating thick disks with variable
thickness where the nonlinear axisymmetric theory of elasticity is employed. The three dimen-
sional free vibration analysis of FC-CNTRC panels was investigated by Yas et al. (2013). The
boundary conditions were assumed to be simply supported and the equations were solved by
a generalized differential quadrature (GDQ) method. Ke et al. (2010) performed nonlinear free
vibration analysis of FG-CNTRC beams based on Timoshenko beam theory and Von-Karman
geometric nonlinearity. The Ritz method was applied to derive the governing eigenvalue equation
which was then solved by a direct iterative method to obtain the nonlinear vibration frequencies
of FG-CNTRC beams with different end supports. Sobhani Aragh and Yas (2010) investigated
the static and free vibration characteristics of continuously graded fiber-reinforced (CGFR) cy-
lindrical shells based on three dimensional elasticity. The boundary conditions were assumed
to be simply supported and the equations were solved by a GDQ method. Moreover, several
researches were carried out about free vibration analysis of FG disks with variable thickness
(Alipour et al., 2010; Gupta et al., 2007; Efraim and Eisenberger, 2007; Tajeddini and Ohadi,
2011).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate free vibration analysis of thick FG-CNTRC annu-

lar and solid disks with variable thickness. Material properties are assumed to vary continuously
through radial direction. The effective material properties of FG-CNTRC disks are estimated
using a micro-mechanical model and the normalized natural frequencies of FG-CNTRC annu-
lar and solid disks for various types of distributions and volume fractions of CNTs, boundary
conditions and thickness to radius ratios as well as different kinds of thickness profiles are com-
puted and compared. The difficulty in obtaining analytical solutions for the response of graded
material systems is due to the dispersive nature of heterogeneous material systems. Therefore,
analytical or semi-analytical solutions are available only through a number of problems with
simple boundary conditions. Thus, in order to find the solution for a thick FG-CNTRC disk of
variable thickness with various boundary conditions, powerful numerical methods such as the
graded finite element method (GFEM) are needed. The graded finite element incorporates the
gradient of material properties at the element scale in the framework of a generalized isoparame-
tric formulation. Some studies can be found in the literature on the modeling of non-homogenous
structures by using GFEM (Kim and Paulino, 2002; Zafarmand and Hassani, 2014; Ashrafi et
al., 2013).

2. Problem formulation

In this Section, different types of CNTs distributions through radial direction of the disk is
introduced. The axisymmetric governing equations of motion are obtained and the graded finite
element method is used for modeling the non-homogeneity of the material.

2.1. Material properties in FG-CNTRC disks

A thick FG-CNTRC disk of inner radius a, outer radius b and variable thickness h(r) is
considered. The geometry and coordinate system of the disk is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Axisymmetric thick FG-CNTRC disk

This FG-CNTRC disk consists of SWCNTs (along the radial direction) and an isotropic
matrix. UD-CNTRC represents the uniform distribution and FG V, FG O and FG X-CNTRC,
the functionally graded distribution of CNTs in the radial direction of the nanocomposite disk.
Several studies have been published each with different focuses on mechanical properties of
CNTRCs. However, due to the simplicity and convenience, in the present study, the rule of
mixture is employed, and thus the effective material properties of CNTRC disk can be obtained
as (Shen, 2009)

E1 = η1VCNTECNT1 + VmEm
η2
Ei
=
VCNT
ECNTi

+
Vm
Em

(i = 2, 3)

η3
Gij
=
VCNT
GCNTij

+
Vm
Gm

νij = VCNT νCNTij + Vmνm (i 6= j)

ρ = VCNTρCNT + Vmρm

(2.1)

where ECNTi , GCNTij , νCNTij and ρCNT are elasticity modulus, shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio and
density, respectively, of the CNTs, and Em, Gm, νm and ρm are the corresponding properties
of the matrix. ηj (j = 1, 2, 3) is the CNTs’ efficiency parameter which can be computed by
matching the elastic modulus of CNTRCs observed from the MD simulation results with those
obtained from the rule of mixture. VCNT and Vm are volume fractions of the CNTs and matrix,
respectively, which are related by VCNT +Vm = 1. The type of distribution and volume fraction
of the CNTs has serious effects on the disk behavior. As has been mentioned previously, four
types of distribution are utilized in this study; that is either uniformly distributed (UD) or
functionally graded (FG) in the radial direction of the disk. These types with the distribution
for a section in the r-z plane of the disk with a constant thickness profile are depicted in Fig. 2
(the dash lines are CNTs in a huge scale). Distributions of CNTs through the radial direction
of these four types of CNTRC disks are assumed to be as (Shen, 2009)

VCNT = V ∗CNT type UD

VCNT = 2
r − a
b− aV

∗
CNT type FG V

VCNT = 2
b− r
b− aV

∗
CNT type FG O

VCNT = 4
∣∣∣
r − a
b− a

∣∣∣V ∗CNT type FG X

(2.2)

in which

rm =
a+ b
2

V ∗CNT =
wCNT

wCNT +
ρCNT
ρm
(1 −wCNT )

(2.3)
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where wCNT is the mass fraction of CNTs which does not depend on the variable r and is unique
for all types of distribution. ρCNT and ρm are the densities of CNTs and matrix, respectively.

Fig. 2. Different types of distribution: (a) UD, (b) FG V, (c) FG O, (d) FG X

2.2. Governing equations

The governing equations may be obtained based on Hamilton’s principle

t2∫

t1

δI dt =

t2∫

t1

δ(Π − T ) dt = 0 (2.4)

whereΠ and T are potential and kinetic energy, respectively. These functions and their variations
are

Π =
1
2

∫∫∫

Ω

εT · σ dΩ δΠ =
1
2

∫∫∫

Ω

δεT · σ dΩ

T =
1
2

∫∫∫

Ω

ρU̇T · U̇ dΩ δT =
1
2

∫∫∫

Ω

ρU̇T · δU̇ dΩ

(2.5)

where Ω is the volume of the domain under consideration and ρ is the mass density that depends
on the r coordinate.
Substituting Eqs. (2.5) into Hamilton’s principle (Eq. (2.4)), applying the side conditions

δU|t1 ,t2 = 0 and using part integration, one obtains
∫∫∫

Ω

δεT · σ dΩ +
∫∫∫

Ω

ρÜT · δU̇ dΩ = 0 (2.6)

The stress-strain relations from Hook’s law in matrix form are as

σ = Dε (2.7)

where the stress and strain components and the coefficients of elasticity D are as in the following
relations
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σ =
{
σr σθ σz σrz

}T
ε =

{
εr εθ εz γrz

}T

D =




D11 D12 D13 0
D12 D22 D23 0
D13 D23 D33 0
0 0 0 D55




(2.8)

in which

D11 =
1− ν23ν32
E2E3∆

D22 =
1− ν13ν31
E1E3∆

D33 =
1− ν12ν21
E1E2∆

D12 =
ν21 + ν31ν23
E2E3∆

D13 =
ν31 + ν21ν32
E2E3∆

D23 =
ν32 + ν12ν31
E1E3∆

D55 = G13 ∆ =
1− ν12ν21 − ν23ν32 − ν13ν31 − 2ν21ν32ν13

E1E2E3

(2.9)

where Ei, Gij and νij are found from (2.1). It is obvious that the matrix D is dependent on the
spatial variable r.
The strain-displacement equations based on the theory of linear theory of elasticity in cylin-

drical coordinates with the axisymmetric assumption are

εr =
∂u

∂r
εθ =

u

r
εz =

∂w

∂z
γrz =

∂u

∂z
+
∂w

∂r
(2.10)

where u and w are the radial and axial components of the displacement, respectively. Equation
(2.10) can be formulated in the matrix form as

ε = LU (2.11)

in which U is the displacements vector and L is a matrix containing partial differentiating
equations as

U =
{
u v

}T
L =

[
∂r 1/r 0 ∂z
0 0 ∂z ∂r

]T
(2.12)

Moreover, the boundary conditions used in this study are defined as follows:
Solid disk:
• Clamped r = b → u = w = 0

• Simply supported r = b → σr = w = 0

• Free r = b → σr = σrz = 0

Annular disk:
• Clamped r = a, b → u = w = 0

• Simply supported r = a, b → σr = w = 0

• Free r = a, b → σr = σrz = 0

2.3. Graded finite element modeling

In order to solve the governing equations, the isoparametric finite element method with
graded element properties is employed. For this purpose, the variational formulation is consi-
dered. In conventional finite element formulations, a predetermined set of material properties
are used for each element such that the property field is constant within an individual element.
For modeling a continuously nonhomogeneous material, the material property function must be
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discretized according to the size of elements mesh. This approximation can provide significant
discontinuities. Based on these facts, the graded finite element is strongly preferable for the
modeling of the present problem. Using the graded elements for the modeling of gradation of
the material leads to more accurate results than dividing the solution domain into homogenous
elements.
The finite element approximation of the domain is in the r-z plane, which is the plane of

revolution. The section of the cylinder in the r-z plane is considered and divided into a number
of simplex linear quadrilateral elements. For convenience, we use the local coordinate with its
variables (ξ, η) between −1 to 1, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Local coordinate

For element (e), the displacements are approximated as (Zienkiewicz, 2005)

U(e) = ΦΛ(e) (2.13)

where Φ is the matrix of linear shape functions in the local coordinate and Λ(e) is the nodal
displacement vector of the element, which is

Φ =

[
Φ1 0 Φ2 0 Φ3 0 Φ4 0
0 Φ1 0 Φ2 0 Φ3 0 Φ4

]

Λ(e) =
{
U1 V1 U2 V2 U3 V3 U4 V4

}T
(2.14)

in which

Φi =
1
4
(1 + ξiξ)(1 + ηiη) (2.15)

To treat the material inhomogeneity by using the GFEM, it may be written

Ψ (e) =
4∑

i=1

ΨiΦi (2.16)

where Ψ (e) is the material property of the element.
Substituting Eq. (2.13) in Eq. (2.11) gives the strain matrix of element (e) as

ε(e) = BΛ(e) (2.17)

where

B = LΦ(e) (2.18)

By imposing Eqs. (2.7), (2.13), (2.17) into Eq. (2.6), it can be achieved as

δΛ(e)
T
(∫∫∫

Ω

BTDB dΩ

)
Λ(e) + δΛ(e)

T
(∫∫∫

Ω

ρΦTΦ dΩ

)
Λ̈(e) = 0 (2.19)
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Since δΛ(e)
T
is the variation of the nodal displacements and is arbitrary, it can be omitted from

(2.19), thus this equation can be written as

M(e)Λ̈(e) +K(e)Λ(e) = 0 (2.20)

where the mass and stiffness matrices are defined as

M(e) =
∫∫∫

Ω

ρΦTΦ dΩ K(e) =
∫∫∫

Ω

BTDB dΩ (2.21)

For finding the components of mass and stiffness matrices, the integral must be taken over the
elements volume. As D and ρ are not constant in the case of FG types distributions, these
matrices are evaluated by numerical integration for each element using the Gauss-Legendre
technique (Zienkiewicz, 2005). Now by assembling the element matrices, the global equations of
motion for the FG-CNTRC disks can be obtained as

MΛ̈+KΛ = 0 (2.22)

Once the finite element equations are estimated, substituting Λ = Λ0eiωt (ω is the natural
frequency) into Eq. (2.22) leads to an eigenvalue problem that can be solved using standard
eigenvalue extraction procedures.
In this regard, for calculating the elemental characteristic matrices (2.21) with the use of

Gauss-Legendre technique, obtaining the global ones and solve the eigenvalue problem after
imposing the boundary conditions, a FE code is prepared by the authors.

3. Numerical results and discussion

3.1. Validation

To validate the current work, the data of a non-homogeneous solid circular plate with variable
thickness can be used (Gupta et al., 2007). The outer radius of the disk is roand the variable
thickness is defined as

h(r) = h0(1 + αr + βr2) (3.1)

where h0, α and β are the thickness at the middle and taper parameters, respectively. The
elasticity modulus and density vary in the r direction as below

E(r) = E0eµr ρ(r) = ρ0eηr (3.2)

in which µ and η are non-homogeneity parameters.
The comparison of the first three frequency parameter (Ω = ω

√
ρ0r20(1− ν2)/E0) for a

circular plate of η = −0.5, µ = 0.1, α = −0.5 and β = 0.5 with the published data is shown in
Table 1 and a good agreement between these results is observed.

3.2. Numerical results

In this Section, the free vibrational response of FG-CNTRC disks with variable thickness
is presented. The disk is made of Polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) as the matrix, where
SWCNTs act as fibers aligned in the radial direction. The properties of basic materials are
(Han and Elliott, 2007; Shen, 2009)

Em = 2.5GPa νm = 0.34 ρm = 1150 kg/m3

ECNT1 = 5.6466TPa ECNT2 = 7.08TPa νCNT = 0.175

ρCNT = 1150 kg/m3
(3.3)
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Table 1. Frequency parameter compared with the result by Gupta (2007)

Boundary
condition

h0 = 0.1 h0 = 0.2

GFEM
Gupta Difference

GFEM
Gupta Difference

(2007) [%] (2007) [%]

Ω1 0.4121 0.4083 0.9 0.7765 0.7673 1.2
Clamped Ω2 1.4657 1.4471 1.2 2.5050 2.4604 1.8

Ω3 3.0403 2.9897 1.6 4.7195 4.6123 2.3

Simply
supported

Ω1 0.1857 0.1852 0.3 0.3650 0.3641 0.2
Ω2 1.0800 1.0715 0.8 1.9362 1.9258 0.5
Ω3 2.5635 2.5349 1.1 4.1489 4.1205 0.7
Ω1 0.3358 0.3348 0.3 0.6503 0.6480 0.3

Free Ω2 1.3553 1.3436 0.9 2.3823 2.3572 1
Ω3 2.9541 2.9159 1.3 4.7125 4.6299 1.8

The key issue for successful application of the extended rule of mixture to CNTRCs is to
determine the CNT efficiency parameter ηj (j = 1, 2, 3). However, there are no experiments con-
ducted to determine the value of ηj for CNTRCs (Shen, 2009). Han and Elliott (2007), with the
use of MD simulation and energy minimization, obtained the elastic moduli of polymer/CNT
composites. In the conventional rule of mixture, the whole system is assumed to be continuum
and the interfaces between the matrix and fibers remain fully intact, thus the general macrosco-
pic rule of mixtures cannot be applied straightforwardly to composites with strong interfacial
interactions. Besides, micromechanics equations cannot capture the scale difference between the
nano and micro levels. For this purpose, CNT efficiency parameters ηj (j = 1, 2, 3) are obtained
by comparing Young’s moduli ECNT1 and ECNT2 of CNTRCs achieved from the extended rule of
mixture to those from MD simulation given by Han and Elliot (2007). It should be noticed that
there are no MD results available for shear modulus G12 in Han and Elliott (2007). The results
are shown in Table 2 and will be used in the present study, in which it is assumed η3 = 0.7η2
(Yas et al., 2013).

Table 2. Comparison of Young’s moduli for polymer/CNTRC at T0 = 300 (Yas et al., 2013)

V ∗CNT

MD (Hanet al., 2007) Extended rule of mixture
E1 [GPa] E2 [GPa] E1 [GPa] η1 [–] E2 [GPa] η2 [–]

0.12 94.6 2.9 94.78 0.137 2.9 1.022
0.17 138.9 4.9 138.68 0.142 4.9 1.626
0.28 224.2 5.5 224.5 0.141 5.5 1.585

Furthermore, the thickness profile of FG-CNTRC disk is in the form of

h(r) = h0
(
1− q

(r
b

)m)
(3.4)

where h0, q and m are geometric parameters that 0 ¬ q < 1 and m > 0. By changing the values
of q and m, four different thickness profiles, namely constant, linear, concave and convex are
introduced in Table 3 and, in the case of a = 0, b = 0.5m, are shown in Fig. 4.

Table 3. Different kinds of thickness profiles

Constant Linear Concave Convex

q = 0
q = 0.7 q = 0.7 q = 0.7
m = 1 m = 0.5 m = 2
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Fig. 4. Different kinds of thickness profiles

It should be also stated that the plane of revolution of the disk (r-zplane) is devided into
1200 linear quadrilateral elements with mesh density of 60 × 20 regularly placed along the r
and z direction. In the case of linear thickness profile, a schematic of finite element mesh is
illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Finite element mesh

Now, by introducing the normalized natural frequency as

Ω = ωb
√
ρm
Gm

(3.5)

the first five normalized natural frequencies for FG-CNTRC annular and solid disks for different
types of distribution and volume fractions of CNTs, boundary conditions and thickness to radius
ratios (h0/b) as well as different thickness profiles are presented.
The effect of volume fraction of CNTs (V ∗CNT ) on the first five normalized natural frequen-

cies (Ω) of the solid UD and FG-CNTRC disk for different types of CNTs distribution is shown
in Table 4. In this case, the boundary conditions are assumed to be clamped, the thickness profile
to be constant and h0/b = 0.5. As it can be seen; the normalized natural frequencies increase
when V ∗CNT raises due to growth of the structure stiffness. Moreover, changing the type of CNTs
distribution, affects the magnitude of natural frequencies. The FG V type of distribution has
the highest natural frequencies and the FG O has the lowest ones.
The comparison of first five normalized natural frequencies for UD and FG-CNTRC solid

disks for different boundary conditions with the linear thickness profile, V ∗CNT = 0.12 and
h0/b = 0.5 is presented in Table 5. According to the results, boundary conditions have noticeable
effects on natural frequencies. Thus, by changing the boundary conditions, the free vibration
response of the disk can be controlled.
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Table 4. Comparison of the first five normalized natural frequencies (Ω) for clamped UD and
FG-CNTRC solid disks for different V ∗CNT with constant thickness and h0/b = 0.5

V ∗CNT = 0.12 V ∗CNT = 0.17 V ∗CNT = 0.28
UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X

Ω1 1.977 2.059 1.885 1.953 2.537 2.686 2.385 2.507 2.688 2.981 2.435 2.672
Ω2 4.669 4.699 4.631 4.576 6.009 6.075 5.943 5.882 6.339 6.536 6.219 6.231
Ω3 7.381 7.394 7.349 7.32 9.503 9.547 9.455 9.432 10.01 10.18 9.953 9.981
Ω4 10.13 10.14 10.11 10.06 13.06 13.09 13.02 12.98 13.74 13.91 13.73 13.71
Ω5 12.94 12.94 12.67 12.42 16.54 16.54 16.03 15.64 17.02 16.70 16.49 16.25

Table 5. Comparison of the first five normalized natural frequencies (Ω) for UD and FG-CNTRC
solid disks for different boundary conditions with the linear thickness profile, V ∗CNT = 0.12 and
h0/b = 0.5

Clamped Simply supported Free
UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X

Ω1 1.44 1.53 1.323 1.426 1.317 1.427 1.125 1.335 2.942 3.009 2.775 2.723
Ω2 4.262 4.291 4.21 4.109 4.055 4.109 3.938 3.908 5.399 5.508 5.074 5.37
Ω3 6.936 6.957 6.884 6.818 6.669 6.709 6.581 6.579 7.945 8.085 7.658 7.905
Ω4 9.638 9.653 9.582 9.522 9.323 9.348 9.259 9.208 10.65 10.75 10.38 10.64
Ω5 12.4 12.41 12.35 12.33 12.03 12.04 11.98 11.96 13.41 13.49 10.79 13.39

Table 6 demonstrates the effect of thickness-to-radius ratio on the normalized natural fre-
quencies of UD and FG-CNTRC solid disks for different types of CNTs distribution with the
concave thickness profile and V ∗CNT = 0.17, and the boundary conditions assumed to be simply
supported. It is obvious that enlarging the thickness-to-radius ratio leads to growth of natural
frequencies, and this growth is larger in the lower natural frequencies.

Table 6. Comparison of the first five normalized natural frequencies (Ω) for simply supported
UD and FG-CNTRC solid disks for different thickness-to-radius ratios (h0/b) with the concave
thickness profile and V ∗CNT = 0.17

h0/b = 0.1 h0/b = 0.2 h0/b = 0.3
UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X

Ω1 0.473 0.562 0.337 0.475 0.881 1.032 0.638 0.889 1.205 1.382 0.905 1.215
Ω2 2.125 2.203 1.971 1.732 3.493 3.596 3.278 3.01 4.271 4.372 4.057 3.867
Ω3 4.175 4.154 4.065 3.866 6.284 6.313 6.124 6.053 7.349 7.407 7.184 7.182
Ω4 6.604 6.467 6.555 6.304 9.35 9.312 9.257 9.022 10.64 10.65 10.55 10.36
Ω5 9.355 9.113 9.366 9.059 12.65 12.56 12.63 12.41 14.11 14.07 14.08 13.95

The influence of different thickness profiles on the normalized natural frequencies of free
UD and FG-CNTRC solid disks with V ∗CNT = 0.28 and h0/b = 0.5 for different types of CNTs
distribution is illustrated in Table 7. The achieved results show that the natural frequencies are
highly dependent on the thickness profile. Moreover, the highest natural frequencies occur in
the convex thickness profile and the smallest ones occur in the concave thickness profile.
Now, the free vibration response of FG-CNTRC annular disks of variable thickness is discus-

sed. As before, the effect of volume fraction of CNTs, boundary condition, thickness to radius
ratio and thickness profile on the first five normalized natural frequencies of annular UD and
FG-CNTRC disks are studied, in this case of a/b = 0.2. These results are illustrated in Tables
8-11. As it can be concluded from these tables, the normalized natural frequncies increase when
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Table 7. Comparison of the first five normalized natural frequencies (Ω) for free UD and
FG-CNTRC solid disks for different thickness profiles with h0/b = 0.5 and V ∗CNT = 0.28

Linear Concave Convex
UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X

Ω1 4.027 4.162 3.762 3.585 3.375 3.886 3.401 3.291 4.349 4.459 4.158 3.884
Ω2 7.38 7.566 6.942 7.257 7.014 7.211 6.479 6.896 7.793 7.95 7.482 7.65
Ω3 10.87 11.06 10.46 10.71 10.45 10.65 9.991 10.28 11.32 11.49 10.99 11.16
Ω4 14.49 14.67 14.17 14.42 14.04 14.23 13.71 13.97 14.95 15.13 14.64 14.89
Ω5 18.21 18.39 15.02 18.18 17.75 17.93 14.76 17.72 18.14 17.31 15.12 17.82

Table 8. Comparison of the first five normalized natural frequencies (Ω) for clamped UD and
FG-CNTRC annular disks for different V ∗CNT with constant thickness and h0/b = 0.5

V ∗CNT = 0.12 V ∗CNT = 0.17 V ∗CNT = 0.28
UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X

Ω1 3.203 3.237 3.167 3.301 4.122 4.194 4.076 4.314 4.348 4.541 4.321 4.757
Ω2 6.598 6.609 6.589 6.513 8.493 8.535 8.485 8.419 8.951 9.108 8.977 9.015
Ω3 10.03 10.04 10.02 10.03 12.93 12.96 12.92 12.98 13.61 13.77 13.66 13.83
Ω4 13.09 13.13 12.86 12.55 16.66 16.67 16.34 15.82 17.21 17.06 16.81 16.47
Ω5 13.55 13.56 13.54 13.1 17.47 17.51 17.29 16.61 18.31 18.49 18.09 17.29

Table 9. Comparison of first five normalized natural frequency (Ω) for UD and FG-CNTRC
annular disks for different boundary conditions with linear thickness profile, V ∗CNT = 0.12 and
h0/b = 0.5

Clamped Simply supported Free
UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X

Ω1 2.829 2.838 2.801 2.928 2.228 2.264 2.124 2.337 3.205 3.234 3.066 2.945
Ω2 6.155 6.154 6.144 5.984 5.181 5.191 5.125 5.045 6.097 6.129 5.797 6.093
Ω3 9.478 9.477 9.456 9.422 8.178 8.14 8.152 8.129 9.232 9.215 8.944 9.196
Ω4 12.88 12.87 12.86 12.83 11.28 11.16 11.27 11.23 12.53 12.46 11.43 12.59
Ω5 16.37 16.36 16.35 15.49 14.47 14.26 13.39 14.49 15.93 15.09 12.28 15.16

Table 10. Comparison of first five normalized natural frequency (Ω) for simply supported
UD and FG-CNTRC annular disks for different thickness to radius ratio (h0/b) with concave
thickness profile and V ∗CNT = 0.17

h0 = 0.1 h0 = 0.2 h0 = 0.3
UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X

Ω1 1.429 1.193 1.418 1.432 2.212 2.023 2.156 2.329 2.593 2.515 2.488 2.781
Ω2 3.271 2.927 3.271 3.208 5.011 4.826 4.932 4.776 5.904 5.849 5.812 5.62
Ω3 5.712 5.279 5.767 5.592 8.421 8.209 8.418 8.285 9.626 9.561 9.609 9.559
Ω4 8.692 8.223 8.809 8.632 12.25 12.05 12.31 12.15 13.62 13.53 13.67 13.54
Ω5 12.14 11.69 12.31 12.12 16.37 16.19 16.48 16.34 17.81 17.64 17.76 17.83
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Table 11. Comparison of first five normalized natural frequency (Ω) for free UD and
FG-CNTRC annular disks for different thickness profile with h0/b = 0.5 and V ∗CNT = 0.28

Linear Concave Convex
UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X UD FG V FG O FG X

Ω1 4.392 4.448 4.187 3.881 4.077 4.149 3.798 3.56 4.752 4.775 4.628 4.229
Ω2 8.336 8.399 7.978 8.281 7.928 7.986 7.472 7.887 8.814 8.858 8.585 8.731
Ω3 12.58 12.59 12.27 12.48 12.11 12.09 11.75 12.01 13.11 13.13 12.86 13.01
Ω4 17.03 16.98 15.97 17.09 16.54 16.44 15.69 16.61 17.56 16.91 16.07 17.63
Ω5 21.58 19.22 16.79 21.35 21.13 20.97 16.31 21.22 18.63 17.57 17.31 18.79

the volume fraction of CNTs or thickness-to-radius ratio raises. Moreover, the boundary condi-
tion and the type of CNTs distribution as well as the thickness profile have a great influence
on the normalized natural frequencies. Besides, in comparison to solid disks, annular disks of
the same conditions have larger normalized natural frequencies and, unlike the solid disks, the
highest normalized natural frequencies of annular disks occur in the case of FG X type of CNTs
distribution.
Thus, the normalized natural frequencies can be controlled and altered by changing the

distribution and volume fraction of CNTs, boundary condition, thickness-to-radius ratio and
the thickness profile.

4. Conclusions

In this study, free vibration analysis of thick FG-CNTRC annular and solid disks with variable
thickness is presented. The axisymmetric conditions are assumed, volume fraction of CNTs
is considered to be graded continuously along the radial direction and material properties are
estimated through the extended rule of mixture. By employing the graded finite element method
and Hamilton’s principle, the free vibrational response of FG-CNTRC disks is investigated.
Detailed parametric studies are performed to illustrate the effects of several parameters including
the type of distribution and volume fraction of CNTs, boundary condition, thickness-to-radius
ratio and the thickness profile on the normalized natural frequencies of FG-CNTRC disks. From
this analysis, some typical conclusions can be made:
• The normalized natural frequencies increase when the CNTs volume fraction or thickness-
-to-radius ratio rises.

• In solid FG-CNTRC disks, the FG V type of CNTS distribution has higher normalized
natural frequencies than the other types, and in the case of annular FG-CNTRC disks, the
higher normalized frequencies occur in FG X type of CNTs distribution.

• By using the variable thickness profile, the normalized natural frequencies can be control-
led. Convexing the thickness profile generates larger normalized natural frequencies and
concaving the thickness profile, generates smaller ones.
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A modified analytical shear lag model is used for the evaluation of the interfacial shear and
peeling stresses in a cracked bi-material structure composed of two elastic plates bonded
together by an interface zero thickness material and subjected to monotonically increasing
thermal loading. The “peeling” stress can be determined by the aid of the interfacial shear
stress and is proportional to deflections of the thinner plate of the structure. The interface
is assumed to exhibit brittle failure when the shear stress reaches the critical value. The
analytical solution and the length of the debonding and intact zones as well as the interfacial
shear and peeling stresses for given material properties and thermal loading are discussed
and illustrated in figures.

Keywords: cracked bi-material plates, monotonic thermal loading, interfacial shear and
peeling stresses

1. Introduction

Interfacial stresses are the main driving factors for the initiation of delamination. To minimize
such failure in multi-layered structures, it is important to develop a better understanding of the
stress distribution in the interface. The shear lag approach is one of the most used analytical
tools in mechanics of composite materials. The papers of Dowling and Burgan (1990), Nairn
(1988a,b) as well as the basic paper of Cox (1952) trace the interest in shear lag of aircraft
and ship design from the early days to the more recent attention devoted to it by structural
engineers. The shear lag model has been adopted and successfully used by different authors. In
the papers of Nikolova et al. (2006), Nikolova (2008), Nikolova and Ivanova (2013), the shear lag
approach is applied to a bi-material layered structure with the pre-cracked first layer. Different
loadings are considered: static, thermal and combined thermo-mechanical ones.
The shear lag approach is also intensively used in the interface fracture mechanics considering

the cracking, decohesion and delamination of the thin film on a substrate. A very important
basic case in the fracture mechanics of thin films is the problem of a crack in the film oriented
perpendicular to the film/substrate interface with the crack tip touching the interface and of
a crack of the same geometry, but with length less than the film thickness, so that the crack
tip is within the film. This problem was investigated by Beuth (1992) and Beuth and Klingbeil
(1996). The plastic yielding of the substrate and film is accompanied by vertical cracking in the
films and the interface fracture as well as delamination from the ends of the vertical crack in the
film and the crack extension in the substrate along the interface (Hutchinson and Suo, 1991).
Interfacial shear and peeling stresses of layered composite materials under thermal loading

were analysed in numerous papers. In most of them, the analysis is based on linear fracture
mechanics assumptions when both element cracking and interface debonding are treated as
mixed mode crack propagation with critical conditions expressed in terms of stress intensity
factors, cf. Zhang (2000), Bleeck et al. (1998), Sorensen et al. (1998).
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The approximate analytical model for the assessment of interfacial stresses in a bi-material
soldered assembly with a low-yield-stress of the bonding material was presented by Suhir (2006).
The aim of this paper is to investigate the interfacial shear and peeling stresses at the interface

of a cracked bi-material structure subjected to monotonically increasing thermal loading. An
approximate predictive model (Nikolova et al., 2006; Nikolova, 2008; Nikolova and Ivanova,
2013) is developed for the evaluation of interfacial thermal stresses in a bi-material structure.
This material is considered linearly elastic at the stress level below the critical point and ideally
plastic at higher stresses.
The delamination process is analysed for a cracked bi-material structure with stress free

boundary. The plates are assumed as linear elastic and isotropic with different stiffness and
thermal expansion moduli. The analytic solutions for the shear and peeling stresses are obtained.
The main objective of the paper is to discuss the effect of the interface parameters and interfacial
stresses on the delamination process.

2. Assumptions and problem formulation

2.1. Assumption

The following major assumptions are made in our analysis:

• The approximate analytical model can be used to present the influence of the temperature
on behavior of the peeling stress and length of the interface debonding zone in the pre-
-cracked two plates structure with an interface zero thickness adhesive layer and subjected
to thermal loading.

• At least one of the structure components (the “plate A”/”plate B”) is thick and stiff eno-
ugh, so that this structural component and the construction as a whole do not experience
bending deformations.

• The bonding material behaves linearly in the elastic stage. When the induced shearing
stress exceeds the critical value, the interface debonding occurs.

• The interfacial stresses can be evaluated based on the concept of the interfacial compliance
without considering the effect of “peeling”. The “peeling” stress can be then determined
from the evaluated interfacial shear stress. Due to this assumption, the “peeling” stress is
proportional to the deflections of the thinner plate of the assembly, i.e., to its displacements
with respect to the thicker plate.

2.2. Two-plate structure model and basic equations

Let us consider two elastic plates A and B (the plate A has a normal [transverse] crack to
the interface). The plates have different material properties and thermal expansion coefficients
αA, αB and they are bonded along the interface I and loaded by a monotonically increasing
thermal loading ∆T (see Fig. 1).
The modified shear lag model is applied and the plate bending is neglected, according to the

second assumption (see Section 2.1). The interface is supposed to be with negligible thickness
and works only on shear (Nikolova et al., 2006; Nikolova, 2008; Nikolova and Ivanova, 2013).
In view of symmetry, only the solution for the half plate is derived taking the origin of

Cartesian coordinate at the centre of interface I. The plates length is denoted by 2L and thickness
of plates A and B by 2hA, 2hB , and the Young moduli by EA and EB , respectively. The thickness
of structures is denoted by 2h = 2hA+2hB and is equal to the sum of the thickness of the plate
A and B. The uniform temperature of the plates is denoted by ∆T .
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Fig. 1. Model of a Cracked two-plate structure

According to the shear lag hypothesis, the following ordinary differential equations of 1D
plate equilibrium can be stated

dσA
dx
=

τ I

2hA

dσB
dx
= − τ I

2hB
(2.1)

where τ I = τ I(x) is the interface shear stress.
The following constitutive equations for the plates and interface hold

σA = EA(εA − αA∆T ) σB = EB(εB − αB∆T ) τ I = GIwI (2.2)

where

wI =
uA − uB
hA + hB

=
uI

hA + hB
εA =

duA
dx

εB =
duB
dx

(2.3)

and uA = uA(x), uB = uB(x) and uI = uI(x) = uA(x) − uB(x) are the displacement fields in
the plate A, plate B and the interface. GI is the representative shear modulus of the interface
(adhesive).
Introduce now non-dimensional variables defined as follows

x =
x

h
ui =

ui
h

σi =
σi
EB

τ I =
τ I

EB
G
I =

GI

EB

hA =
hA
hA
+ hB ξ =

hA
hB

η =
EA
EB

i = A,B, I h = hA + hB

(2.4)

Then equilibrium equations (2.1) and constitutive equation (2.2) become

dσA
dx
=
τ I(1 + ξ)
2ξ

dσB
dx
= −τ

I(1 + ξ)
2

(2.5)

where

σA = η(εA − αA∆T ) σB = (εB − αB∆T )

In subsequent derivation, the formulas will be expressed in terms of non-dimensional varia-
bles, but the dashes over the parameters will be deleted, but remembered.

2.3. Debonding zone solution

Let us denote uI(x) as uI(x) = uA(x) − uB(x). Putting the constitutive equations (2.2) in
(2.1), we obtain

d2uI
dx2
= λ2uI −

d

dx
[(αA − αB)∆T ] λ2 =

GI(1 + ξ)(1 + ξη)
2ξη

(2.6)
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Assuming uniform temperature fields in the plates and constant thermal expansion coeffi-
cients, equation (2.6) becomes

d2uI
dx2
= λ2uI (2.7)

Then equilibrium equations (2.5) can be expressed as follows

d2uA
dx2
=

λ2

1 + ξη
uI

d2uB
dx2
= − λ2

1 + ξη
ξηuI (2.8)

Obviously, the substitution uI(x) = uA(x)− uB(x) has to be satisfied.
The general solution of equation (2.7) has the form

uI = A1 cosh(λx) +A2 sinh(λx) (2.9)

where are the integration constants which have to be determined.
Considering the two plate structure with a transverse crack in the first plate A, the following

boundary and contact conditions are proposed

uB(0) = 0 ⇒ uI(0) = uA(0)

σA(0) = 0 σA(L) = σB(L) = 0
(2.10)

The strain-stress behavior and respective displacements can be obtained from equations (2.7)
and (2.8), satisfying the above-mentioned contact and boundary conditions (2.10). The stress-
-strain and displacements field is presented in detail by Nikolova et al. (2006), Nikolova (2008),
Nikolova and Ivanova (2013).
Now the equation for the interfacial shear stress has the following form

τ I(x) = GIuI(x) =
GI(1 + ξη)(αA − αB)∆T

λ

cosh[λ(L− x)]
sinh(λL)

(2.11)

2.4. Length of the debonding zone

The debond length ld, which gives the magnitude of brittle cracking along the interface layer
can be calculated from (2.11) assuming that at τ I(x) = τ cr, uI(ld) = ucr = τ cr/GI . Then

τ I(x) = GIuI(x) =
GI(1 + ξη)(αA − αB)∆T

λ

cosh[λ(L− x)]
sinh(λL)

= τ cr (2.12)

Using the substitution exp[λ(L− ld)] = y, we receive from (2.12) the following equation for

y2 − 2Ay + 1 = 0 A =
λτ cr sinh(λL)

GI(1 + ξη)(αA − αB)∆T
(2.13)

Then two roots of (2.13) are available

y1,2 = A±
√
A2 − 1 (2.14)

Now using the substitution exp(λld) = y, we obtain

ld1,2 = L−
1
λ
ln(A±

√
A2 − 1) (2.15)

Obviously, A2 − 1 > 0.
Then we have to choose the length of the debonding zone from the condition that this length

has a maximum value, i.e.

ld = L−
1
λ
ln(A+

√
A2 − 1) (2.16)
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3. Determination of the peeling stress

3.1. Basic equation of the dimensional peeling stress

The basic equation for the dimensional peeling stress p(x), can be obtained using the following
equation of equilibrium for the thinner plate A of the structure treated as an elongated thin
plate (Suhir, 2006; Nikolova and Ivanova, 2013)

x∫

−x∗

x∫

−x∗

p(ς) dς dς +D1w′′(x) =
hA
2
T (x) =

hA
2

[ x∫

−x∗

τ I(ς) dς − EBτ cr(L− ld)
]

(3.1)

where

DA =
EAh

3
A

12(1 − ν2A)
τ I(x) =

EBG
I(1 + ξη)(αA − αB)∆T

λ

cosh[λ(L− x)]
sinh(λL)

(3.2)

w(x) is the deflection function of the plate A (with respect to the thicker plate that does not
experience bending deformations), DA is the flexural rigidity of this plate and τ I(x) is the
dimensional interfacial shear stress, see equations (2.4) and (2.11)

T (x) =
x∫

−x∗

τ(ς) dς −EBτ cr(L− ld) (3.3)

are the thermally induced forces acting in the cross-sections of the two-plate structure, τ cr is the
dimensional critical stress of the interface and (L − ld) is length of the intact zone, where L is
half the structure length. The length ld can be defined as ld = x∗ = L− (1/λ) ln[A+

√
A2 − 1].

The origin 0 of the coordinate x is in the mid-cross-section of the structure.
The peeling stress p(x) can be evaluated as

p(x) = Kw(x) = EIw(x) (3.4)

where K is the spring constant of the elastic foundation, w(x) is the deflection function and
EI is Young’s modulus of the bonding material.
We obtain the following integral equation for the peeling stress function p(x)

x∫

−x∗

x∫

−x∗

p(ς) dς dς +
DA

K
p′′(x) =

hA
2
T (x) (3.5)

After differentiating this equation twice with respect to the coordinate x and considering rela-
tionship (3.3), we obtain the following basic equation for the peeling stress function

pIV (x) + 4β4p(x) = 2β4hAEBτ ′(x) (3.6)

where β = 4
√
K/4DA is the parameter of the peeling stress.

In the case, when plastic strains occur in the bonding material, the following conditions must
be fulfilled at the boundary, x = x∗ = ld, between the intact and the debonding zones

τ I(x∗) = EBτ cr T (x∗) = −EBτ cr(L− ld) (3.7)

From (3.5) we find, by differentiation (for more details see Nikolova and Ivanova (2013))
x∫

−x∗

p(ς) dς +
DA

K
p′′′(x) =

hA
2
EBτ

I(x)

x∗∫

−x∗

x∫

−x∗

p(ς) dς dς = 0

x∗∫

−x∗

p(ς) dς = 0

(3.8)
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With consideration of conditions (3.8)2, relationships (3.5) and (3.8)1 result in the following
boundary conditions for the peeling stress function p(x)

p′′(x∗) = −
hAKleτ

cr

4DA
= −2β4hA(L− ld)EBτ cr

p′′′(x∗) =
hAKτ

cr

2DA
= 2β4hAEBτ cr

(3.9)

The peeling stress in the debonding zone should be zero as it follows from equation (3.6).
The dimensional shear stress is equal to the dimensional critical stress between the intact and
the debonding zones.

3.2. Solution to the peeling stress equation

Equation (3.6) has form of an equation of a beam lying on a continuous elastic foundation.
We seek a solution to this equation in form

p(x) = C0V0(βx) + C1V1(βx) + C2V2(βx) + C3V3(βx) +B
sinh[λ(L− x∗)]
sinh(λx)

(3.10)

These functions p(x) are odd functions, i.e. p(−x) = −p(x). They have their maximum value
(zero derivative) at the origin, and are symmetric with respect to the mid-cross-section of the
assembly.
The final form of the solution to equation (3.6) is the following

p(x) = C0V0(βx) + C2V2(βx) +B
sinh[λ(L− x∗)]
sinh(λx)

(3.11)

where the functions Vi(βx), i = 0, 2 are expressed as follows

V0(βx) = cosh(βx) cos(βx) V2(βx) = sinh(βx) sin(βx) (3.12)

The first two terms in (3.11) provide the general solution to the homogeneous equation, which
corresponds to non-homogeneous equation (3.6), and the third term is the particular solution
to this equation. Introducing this term into equation (3.6), we obtain

(3.13)B =
2GIEBhAβ4(αA − αB)∆T (1 + ξη)

4β4 + λ4
(3.13)

Using boundary conditions (3.9), we obtain the following algebraic equations for the constants
C0 and C2 of integration

− 2β3[sin(βx∗) cosh(βx∗) + sinh(βx∗) cos(βx∗)]C0
− 2β3[sin(βx∗) cosh(βx∗) + sinh(βx∗) cos(βx∗)]C2 = 2β4hAEBτ cr

− β[sin(βx∗) cosh(βx∗)− sinh(βx∗) cos(βx∗)]C0
+ β[sin(βx∗) cosh(βx∗) + sinh(βx∗) cos(βx∗)]C2 = −2β4hA(L− ld)EBτ cr

(3.14)

Algebraic equations (3.14) have the following solutions

C0=
βhAEB [sin(βx∗) cosh(βx∗)(1−2β2L+2β2ld)+sinh(βx∗) cos(βx∗)(1+2β2L−2β2ld)]τ cr

cos(2βx∗)− cosh(2βx∗) (3.15)

C2=
βhAEB [sin(βx∗) cos(βx∗)(1+2β2L−2β2ld)−sinh(βx∗) cos(βx∗)(1−2β2L+2β2ld)]τ cr

cos(2βx∗)− cosh(2βx∗)
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Note that for long enough elastic zones, solution (3.11) can be simplified as follows

p(x) =
βhAEB [sin(βx∗) cosh(βx∗)(1− 2β2L+ 2β2ld)]τ cr

cos(2βx∗)− cosh(2βx∗)
cosh(βx) cos(βx)

+
βhAEB[sinh(βx∗) cos(βx∗)(1 + 2β2L− 2β2ld)]τ cr

cos(2βx∗)− cosh(2βx∗)
cosh(βx) cos(βx)

+
βhAEB[sin(βx∗) cos(βx∗)(1 + 2β2L− 2β2ld)]τ cr

cos(2βx∗)− cosh(2βx∗)
sinh(βx) sin(βx)

− βhAEB[sinh(βx∗) cos(βx∗)(1− 2β2L+ 2β2ld)]τ cr
cos(2βx∗)− cosh(2βx∗)

sinh(βx) sin(βx)

+
2GIEBhAβ4(αA − αB)∆T (1 + ξη)

4β4 + λ4
sinh[λ(L− x∗)]
sinh(λx)

(3.16)

4. Numerical example

Let us consider two elastic plates A (made from ZrO2) and B (made from Ti6Al4V) bonded
by the interface with finite lengths 2L = 120mm and variable thickness of the first plate hA
2hA = [1.6mm, 2mm], 2hB = 2mm, h = hA+hB = [1.8mm, 2mm], ξ = hA/hB = [0.8, 1] under
monotonic temperature loading ∆T . The following material characteristics are taken:
• ZrO2 – Young’s modulus EA = 132.2GPa, coefficient of thermal expansion αA =
= 13.3 · 10−6K−1,
• Ti6Al4V – Young’s modulus EB = 122.7GPa, coefficient of thermal expansion αB =
= 10.291 · 10−6K−1,
• interface layer – Young’s modulus EI = 2.1GPa, shear modulus GI = 800MPa and the
critical shear stress τ I = τ cr = 18MPa.

In Table 1, the variable parameters of the problem considered are presented.

Table 1. Variable parameter

Name Variable

Thickness of the first plate A hA
Geometric parameter of the structure ξ = hA/hB
Non-dimensional parameter λ =

√
GI(1 + ξ)(1 + ξη)/2ξη

Flexural rigidity of the plate A DA = EAh3A/[12(1 − ν2A)]
Parameter of the peeling stress β = 4

√
K/4DA

Temperature monotonic loading ∆T

The behavior of the dimensional interfacial shear and the peeling stresses on x/h, the di-
mensional peeling stress p(x) for three different temperature of the monotonic loading ∆T and
as well as the behavior of the respective peeling stresses p(x) for three different values of the
parameter ξ = hA/hB are illustrated at the given bellow figures (Figs. 2, 3, and 4).
The analytically calculated shear and peeling stresses are plotted in Fig. 2 for a temperature

∆T = 350K. As shown in this figure, the interfacial shear stress is equal to the critical shear
stress at the point between the intact and debonding zones. Thereafter, the shear stress decreases
sharply from its maximum value at the interface end (the dependence of the interfacial shear
stress for different temperatures is presented in detail in Nikolova et al. (2006), Nikolova (2008)).
Contrary to the shear stress, the interfacial peeling stress attains a maximum value at the

end of the interface. From the beginning of the intact zone, the peeling stress has a negative
value and then increases to its maximum value (less than the critical shear stress value).
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Fig. 2. Calculated interfacial stresses

Figure 3 shows the behavior of the peeling stresses p(x) for ξ = hA/hB = 1 and three
different values of temperature loading ∆T . The peeling stress again attains a maximum value
at the end of the interface layer and is negative in the middle of the intact zone.

Fig. 3. Dependence of p(x) on x/h for different temperature loadings ∆T

The maximum peeling stress decreases with a rise of the temperature loading ∆T .
For a given value hB = 0.001m, three different thicknesses hA and ∆T = 350K, the interfa-

cial peeling stresses are plotted as a function of the axial distance in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the peeling stresses p(x) on x/h for three different values of the parameter ξ

The thickness of material A is varied in a range hA = 0.0008m-0.001m. The peeling
stress p(x) decreases with a increase in the parameter ξ and attains its maximum value at
the interface end, strongly depending on the thickness of plate (material) A. The maximum pe-
eling stress increases with a decrease in the plate A thickness hA, while the area for the peeling
stress region decreases with the increasing of the thickness hA.
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The dependence of the interfacial peeling stress is sensitive to material properties and geo-
metry of the bi-material structure.
When the thickness of the first plate is very small, the peeling stress increases extremely

rapidly and exceeds the critical shear stress value, then in the structure the full debonding of
the interface can be observed.

5. Conclusions

The shear lag method, classical plate theory formulation and elastic foundation theory have
been used to investigate the interfacial shear and peeling stresses in a pre-cracked bi-material
structure subjected to monotonic thermal loading.
The following results can be summarized:

(1) The lengths of the debonding and intact zones are calculated by means of the shear lag
analysis associated with constitutive equations.

(2) The peeling stress is sensitive to material properties, geometry of the pre-cracked bi-
-material structure and the applied thermal loading. Therefore, the thermally induced
interfacial peeling stresses in different ceramic-metal composites are preferable to be with
low maximum values.

(3) Interfacial shear and peeling stresses due to thermal and elastic mismatch in layered struc-
tures are one of the major reasons of mechanical and thermal failure and delamination in
multilayered structures.

(4) The obtained from the present analysis results can be used for the assessment of thermal-
ly induced stresses in different pre-cracked ceramic-metal composites during production
of new ideally designed ceramic-metal composites with optimal properties of combining
high temperature resistance and hardness (ceramic), and the ability to undergo plastic
deformation (metal).
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The paper presents the anthropodynamic dummy constructed at the Department of Auto-
motive Vehicles and Transportation of the Kielce University of Technology, Kielce, Poland.
The dummy is shown at the concept and design stages, and as a final construction. The first
part of the study presents structural and dynamic requirements, and also the structure and
construction selected for the dummy. The vertical dynamics of the body of a seated human
is accounted for by conducting detailed analysis of the variation range of mass parameters
and of the dummy elastic and damping parameters. The second part of the study presents
the results of experimental simulations performed for the dummy.

Keywords: anthropodynamic dummy, vibratory comfort

1. Introduction

Initially, the measurements of transfer of vibrations by vehicle seats required participation of
human subjects exposed to vibrations. The research results obtained in this way were far from
satisfactory due to a significant variety of people’s individual body features. Moreover, such
measurements require input functions that must be safe for humans. Therefore, for ethical and
safety reasons, it is advisable to conduct evaluation of vehicle seats without people being subject
to vibrations. On the other hand, using stiff mass or a sand bag instead of a living person fails
to ensure results that are satisfactorily consistent with real conditions (Griffin, 1990; Łomako et
al., 1998; Mansfield and Griffin, 1996). Much better results can be obtained when the human
subject is replaced with a dummy imitating dynamic reactions of a seated person. An example
of such dummies is the Memosik. Information about impedance, measured under buttocks of a
seated person as well as about the head-seat acceleration transmittance are useful in building
the dummies. Memosik I was intended for tests at the 1-50Hz frequency range. An adequately
formed base and low centre of gravity ensure dummy stability during tests (Knoblauch et al.,
1995). Memosik 1 dummy was the basis for Memosik II model which is intended for tests at the
0.5-30Hz frequency range, which is typical for analyzing vibrational comfort in passenger vehicles
(Knoblauch, 1992). Memosik III model was based on Memosik II, in which the degrees of freedom
were reduced from five to three (Cullmann and Wölfel, 1998). Two subsequent dummy models:
Memosik IV (Wölfel, 2006) and Memosik V (Mozaffarin et al., 2008) are active dummies, made
on the basis of a passive dummy. Memosik IV enables conduction of tests in vertical direction,
whereas Memosik V additionally enables tests in longitudinal and lateral directions.
Using dummies is justified by the requirement of comparability and objectivity of the results.

In the course of comparative studies of several constructional solutions of seats, after some time,
people change their position to a more comfortable one, stiffen their bodies due to weariness,
etc. It distorts the research results. Dummies, on the other hand, manifest no such behaviour.
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2. Construction of anthropodynamic dummy

The construction of an anthropodynamic dummy presented in Fig. 1 is based upon the model
with four degrees of freedom, which imitates propagation of vertical vibrations to selected body
parts of a sitting person (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Anthropodynamic dummy on a passenger seat

By means of four masses, the anthropodynamic model imitates four selected parts of the
human body:
• mass m1 imitates mass of the head,
• mass m2 imitates mass of the pectoral girdle, chest and its internal organs and arms,
• massm3 imitates mass of the internal organs, abdominal cavity, diaphragm and abdominal
walls,
• mass m4 imitates mass of the spine, pelvis, thighs, forearms and hands.

Fig. 2. Anthropodynamic model of a sitting human

The base of the dummy (imitating buttocks) and the support (imitating human back) con-
nected with the basis with a hinged grip is made of epoxy resin. The weight of those elements
accounts for 6 percent of the total dummy weight and it has not been taken into consideration
in the studies.
The dummy frame consists of guides, fixed and moving discs, clamps and line bearings. The

frame is fixed to the base, in which six evenly spaced sockets have been made. Mounted in the
sockets are rubber springy-damping elements (Fig. 3), and the entire construction rests upon
the dummy base.
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Fig. 3. The base of the dummy frame with rubber spring-damping elements mounted in six sockets:
1 – frame basis, 2 – rubber element

The guides are made of metal rollers. The accurate position of guides is ensured by fixed
metal discs connected with the guides by aluminium clamps. Three moving discs slide on the
guides, imitating respectively mass of the first (head), second (chest) and the third (abdomen)
part of the human body (Fig. 4). Mounting the suitable set of weights to vibrating elements
enables one to imitate individual anthropometric features of different body types.

Fig. 4. Moving discs imitating the respective body parts with a sample sets of weights: a – disc 1,
b – disc 2, c – disc 3

The moving discs have holes where longitudinal bearings are mounted. The bearings ensure
minimal resistance to motion for the discs moving on the guides.
Each moving disc is connected to the dummy frame by means of a spring-damper system

consisting of a damper and a spring (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Spring-damper system: 1 – spring, 2 – damper

Properly selected sets of weights, dampers, springs and rubber elements enable the dummy
to imitate the vertical dynamics of various types of the human body.

2.1. Selection of spring-damping elements of the anthropodynamic dummy and
identification of their parameters

One of the fundamental requirements to be met by the anthropodynamic dummy is the
accurate imitation of the vertical dynamics of a seated human body. For that purpose, a number
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of tests has been carried out on a stand constructed on the basis of MTS components (Zuska,
2007). The objective of the tests was to determine the transmittance of acceleration for three
configurations (output-input): head-seat, chest-seat and abdomen-seat in the selected group of
people, Fig. 6 (Zuska, 2007).
Upon the transmittance courses for medians and quantiles 0.1 and 0.9 of the modules de-

signated in laboratory tests, the stiffness (k1, k2, k3, k4), damping (c1, c2, c3, c4) and mass
parameters of the model presented in Fig. 2 are identified.

Fig. 6. Courses of transmittance modules: (a) head – seat, (b) chest – seat, (c) abdomen – seat

Before the selection of the supple elements, a number of constructional requirements to be
met was adopted. The requirements have been established upon the assumed dimensions of
the dummy and the identified parameters of stiffness and damping elements of the mathematic
model (Table 1). For the obtained stiffness and damping coefficients, a 15% toleration has been
permitted.

Table 1. Parameters of the anthropodynamic model

Parameter Quantile 0.1 Median Quantile 0.9

Mass [kg]

m1 4.83 5.77 7.43
m2 13.75 16.43 21.17
m3 6.75 8.06 10.38
m4 33.05 39.40 50.90

Stiffness
coefficient
[N/m]

k1 3898 5098 7169
k2 14856 18124 24181
k3 11350 14761 20644
k4 508863 398800 279187

Damping
coefficient
[N·s/m]

c1 200 212 302
c2 254 257 349
c3 197 209 245
c4 13385 1113 17
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The tests aimed at determining:

• stiffness coefficient of the springs,
• damping coefficient of the dampers,
• stiffness and damping coefficients of the rubber elements,

and have been carried out on the testing stand adopted for such tests (construction based on a
hydraulic actuator manufactured by MTS). They which enabled imitation of the working para-
meters of dampers, springs and rubber elements (Table 2) as well as recording of the following
signals:

• displacement of the plate with the fixed rubber element or spring and displacement of the
holder with the fixed cylinder of the damper,

• compressive force affecting the rubber element or spring and damping force of the shock
absorber.

Table 2. Working parameters of spring-damping systems

Parameter
System

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Frequency [Hz] 1-20 1-20 1-20 1-20
Amplitude [mm] 0.00-2.73 0.00-4.49 0.00-2.15 0.05-0.62
Pre-load load [kg] 5.77 16.43 8.06 69.66

2.1.1. Selection of coil springs and identification of their stiffness coefficient

Taking into consideration the constructional assumptions and stiffness coefficients (k1, k2,
k3) identified for the mathematical model, a pre-selection of springs has been made.
For every pre-selected spring, a test has been carried out to identify their actual stiffness

coefficient (Table 3).

Table 3. Parameters of the 50-centile dummy springs

Stiffness coefficient [N/m] Deviation from

Designation
Assumed Catalogue Test-determined the assumed
value value value value [%]

k1m50 5098 5300 5495 7.8
k2m50 18124 17781 20249 11.7
k3m50 14761 15556 17230 16.7

The obtained values of stiffness coefficients k1m50 and k2m50 differ from the assumed values
by less than 15 percent and fall within the assumed range of toleration, whereas the value of the
k3m50 stiffness coefficient differs from the assumed one by 16.7 percent and does not meet the
15-percent toleration range. However, a decision has been made to keep the spring and not to
reject it until the entire dummy has been examined.

2.1.2. Selection of dampers and identification of their damping coefficient

Taking into consideration the constructional requirements:

• damper maximum length 250mm,
• minimum stroke of the piston rod 10mm,
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as well as damping coefficients (c1, c2, c3) identified for the mathematical model, a pre-selection
of dampers has been made.
The actual characteristics of the selected dampers differed from the required ones. Therefore,

constructional changes have been made, which included:

• using oil of various density and viscosity,
• replacing the valves installed in the piston by suitable discs with openings (ducts, bypasses).

After each constructional change in the dampers, a test has been performed to determine
the work diagram, which served as a basis for identifying the damping coefficient of the tested
dampers (Fig. 7).
The obtained values of the damping coefficient (Table 4) differ from the assumed values by

less than 15 percent.

Table 4. Parameters of dampers of the 50-centile dummy

Damping coefficient [N·s/m] Deviation from the
Designation Assumed value Determined value assumed value [%]

c1m50 212 222.65 5.0
c2m50 257 264.36 2.9
c3m50 209 191.54 8.4

2.1.3. Selection of rubber elements and identification of their damping (c4) and stiffness (k4) coefficients

The rubber element in the mathematical model is presented as a Kelvin-Voigt spring-damping
element.
Taking into consideration the constructional requirements:

• rubber elements have cylindrical shape of a 50mm diameter,
• height of the rubber elements falls within the 20-100mm range,
• quantity of the rubber elements to ensure the dummy stability is either three, four or six
items,

as well as the damping (c4) and stiffness (k4) coefficients identified for the mathematical models,
a pre-selection of the rubber elements has been made (Table 5) followed by identification of
actual values of those coefficients.

Table 5. Initial parameters of the selected rubber elements

Hardness Diameter Height
Shape

[◦Sh] [mm] [mm]

40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 50 20, 40, 60 cylinder

For every pre-selected rubber element, a test has been carried out to determine its static
characteristics (Fig. 8) upon which the stiffness and damping coefficients for the tested elements
have been identified.
An assumption has been made that the characteristics of the rubber element f(λ, λ̇) may be

presented in an additive form

f(λ, λ̇) = fs(λ) + ft(λ̇)

where fs(λ) is the stiffness component of the characteristics, ft(λ̇) – the damping component of
the characteristics.
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Fig. 7. Work diagrams and the actual characteristics of dampers utilised in the 50-centile
anthropodynamic dummy: (a) work diagram of disc 1 support, (b) damping characteristics of disc 1
support, (c) work diagram of disc 2 support, (d) damping characteristics of disc 2 support, (e) work

diagram of disc 3 support, (f) damping characteristics of disc 3 support

Given a relatively small nonlinearity of the frame axis within the range of actual work
parameters (pre-load load – 23 kg, deflection amplitude – 0.62mm) it has been assumed that it
has a linear shape (Fig. 8b, Fig. 9). The slope of the linear regression line of the frame axis is
the required stiffness coefficient of the rubber element (Fig. 11).

Since the velocity of the damper piston rod is known for every point in the diagram (Fig. 10a),
it is possible to determine the damping characteristics ft(λ̇) (Fig. 10b).
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Fig. 8. Characteristics of selected rubber elements: (a) for wide range of loads, (b) made for actual work
parameters (actual load range)

Fig. 9. Stiffness characteristics of the rubber element

Fig. 10. Characteristics of the rubber element without stiffness component and the damping
characteristics based upon it: (a) work diagram of the rubber element, (b) damping characteristics

The slope of the linear regression line of the damping characteristics is the required damping
coefficient of a single rubber element (Table 6).

The obtained value of the stiffness coefficient differs from the assumed value by 18 percent
and meets the 20 percent tolerance range, whereas the value of the damping coefficient differs
from the assumed value by 98% and fails to meet the 20 percent tolerance range. It has been
decided to keep the rubber elements and not to reject it until the entire dummy has been
examined.
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Table 6. Parameters of the selected rubber elements

Coefficient Designation
Assumed Determined Deviation from the
value value assumed value [%]

Damping [N·s/m] c4m50 1113 2207.94 98
Stiffness [N/m] k4m50 398800 470940 18

3. Anthropodynamic dummy – the results of verification tests

The value measured in the tests has been the acceleration of three moving discs of the dummy
(disc 1, disc 2 and disc 3) and the acceleration of the surface of the plate on which the dummy
is placed.
The recorded acceleration signals have been used for determining the transmittance of three

input-output systems: plate – disc 1, plate – disc 2, plate – disc 3.
The list of the test results conducted for the dummy and the median transmittance courses,

determined for 80 tested people, are presented in the Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Results of the experiment – testing of the dummy and the median of tests of 80 people:
(a) transmittance of disc 1 and body part 1, (b) transmittance of disc 2 and body part 2,

(c) transmittance of disc 3 and body part 3

The highest compatibility is displayed by the transmittance courses of disc 2 and body part 2.
As presented in the diagram of transmittance courses, the highest enhancement is observed for
frequencies of 5Hz and 5.5Hz, respectively. The difference between the maximum enhancement
values for these characteristics is 3.3 percent. The courses of the curves for other frequency
ranges presented in the diagrams are also very similar.
As indicated by the transmittance courses of body part 1 and disc 1, the highest enhancement

for both courses occurs for the same frequency of 4.5Hz. The difference of enhancement values
for this frequency is 10.6 percent. The characteristics have similar courses in the frequency range
between 3 and ca. 12Hz. Above the latter frequency, there are increasing discrepancies between
the characteristics.
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The transmittance courses for body part 3 and disc 3 are the least compatible. The highest
enhancement for both these courses exists in different resonant frequencies, with a 1.5Hz off-
set with respect to one another. The difference between the maximum enhancement values is
15 percent. In this instance, the characteristics display the highest compatibility in two frequency
ranges: 1-6Hz and 9-12.5 Hz.

4. Conclusion

Testing vibrational comfort in vehicles may involve either the entire body of a sitting person or
its selected parts. For ethical reasons, as well as for ensuring safety and repeatability of obtained
results, people are increasingly often replaced with anthropodynamic dummies. The structure
of such dummies, used for testing vibrational comfort, should reflect the structure of a sitting
human being while taking into consideration the analysed body parts for which test are to be
carried out.
The results of the conducted experimental tests indicate that at least three areas of the

human body should be distinguished in a dummy, as each one is characterised by a different
resonance frequency and various levels of acceleration enhancement. The structure of the dummy
presented in this paper comprises these parts. The proposed amount of degrees of freedom is a
compromise between obtaining the most accurate representation of the human body structure
and the constructional limitations which occurred as the dummy was being built.
The symmetric construction of the dummy prevents the occurrence of forces producing

unwanted longitudinal or lateral rocking which, in consequence, increases the dummy stabi-
lity. Properly formed buttocks and the back ensure the adequate imitation of the distribution of
individual pressures produced by a vehicle driver or passenger. The construction of the dummy
enables one to imitate mass structures of people of various weight (slim, normal weight, obese).
A significant qualitative and quantitative similarity between the characteristics obtained

in laboratory tests of the dummy transmittance and the respective characteristics of human
subjects proves that dummies (with a construction based upon the results of the experiment)
may be successfully applied to evaluate the impact of vibrations on vehicle passengers.
The assumed solution enables a fairly easy reconfiguration of the dummy to imitate the 10th

and the 90th percentile of the weights of tested people.
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This article presents the solution for free vibration of nanobeams based on Eringen nonlocal
elasticity theory and Timoshenko beam theory. The small scale effect is considered in the
first theory, and the transverse shear deformation effects as well as rotary inertia are taken
into account in the latter one. Through variational formulation and the Hamilton principle,
the governing differential equations of free vibration of the nonlocal Timoshenko beam and
the boundary conditions are derived. The obtained equations are solved by the differential
transformation method (DTM) for various frequency modes of the beams with different end
conditions. In addition, the effects of slenderness and on vibration behavior are presented. It
is revealed that the slenderness affects the vibration characteristics slightly whilst the small
scale plays a significant role in the vibration behavior of the nanobeam.

Keywords: free vibration, nanobeam, Eringen nonlocal elasticity theory

1. Introduction

Nanostructures have significant mechanical, electrical and thermal performances that are supe-
rior to conventional structural materials. They have attracted much attention in modern science
and technology. For example, in micro/nano electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS); na-
nostructures have been used in many areas including communications, machinery, information
technology, biotechnology technologies, etc. So far, three main methods have been provided to
study the mechanical behavior of nanostructures. These are the atomistic (Baughman et al.,
2002), semi-continuum (Li and Chou, 2003) and continuum models (Wang and Cai, 2006). Ho-
wever, both atomistic and semi-continuum models are computationally expensive and are not
suitable for analyzing large scale systems.
Due to the inherent size effects, at nanoscale, the mechanical characteristics of nanostructures

are often significantly different from their behavior at macroscopic scale. Such effects are essential
for nanoscale materials or structures and the influence on nano-instruments is great (Maranganti
and Sharma, 2007). Generally, theoretical studies on size effects at nanoscale are by means of
surface effects (Zhu et al., 2009), strain gradients in elasticity (Mindlin, 1964) and plasticity
(Aifantis, 1984) as well as nonlocal stress field theory (Eringen, 1983, 1972a), etc. Unfortunately,
the classical continuum theories are deemed to fail for these nanostructures, because length
dimensions at nano scale are often sufficiently small such that call the applicability of classical
continuum theories into the question. Consequently, the classical continuum models need to be
extended to consider the nanoscale effects. This can be achieved through the nonlocal elasticity
theory proposed by Eringen (1972a) which considers the size-dependent effect. According to
this theory, the stress state at a reference point is considered as a function of strain states of all
points in the body. This nonlocal theory is proved to be in accordance with the atomic model
of lattice dynamics and with experimental observations on phonon dispersion (Eringen, 1983).
In nonlocal theory, nonlocal nanoscale in the constitutive equation could be considered simply
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as a material-dependent parameter. The ratio of internal characteristic scale (such as the lattice
parameter, C-C bond length, granular distance, etc.) to external characteristic scale (such as
crack length, wave length, etc.) is defined within a nonlocal nanoscale parameter. If the internal
characteristic scale is much smaller than the external characteristic scale, the nonlocal nanoscale
parameter approaches zero and the classical continuum theory is recovered.
For analyzing these nanoscale beams, Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theories appear

to be inadequate, since they are scale free. For this problem, continuum mechanics is needed,
and one of the efficient theories for nonlocal continuum mechanics is Eringen’s (Eringen, 1983;
1972a,b) theory which allows small scale effect by indicating that stress at one point is a function
of strain at all points of the body.
In the recent years, nanobeams and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have held a wide variety of

potential applications (Zhang et al., 2004; Wang, 2005; Wang and Varadan, 2006) such as sen-
sors, actuators, transistors, probes, and resonators in nanoelectromechnical systems (NEMSs).
Thus, establishing an accurate model of nanobeams is a key issue for successful NEMS design.
As a result, nanotechnological research on free vibration properties of nanobeams is important
because such components can be used as design components in nano-sensors and nano-actuators.
Furthermore, many researchers worked on bending, buckling and vibration of beam-like elements
(Peddieson et al., 2003; Liew et al., 2008; Xu, 2006; Amara et al., 2010) and in some papers the
Euler-Bernoulli theory has been applied for vibration of nanobeams (Lu et al., 2006; Zhang et
al., 2005; Xu, 2006). But they used the Euler-Bernoulli theory which does not account trans-
verse shear force and rotary inertia which are significant in stubby beams and high vibration
frequencies. So in this paper, we used Timoshenko beam theory and the governing equations
and boundary conditions for free vibration of a nonlocal Timoshenko beam have been derived
via Hamilton’s principle. To the author’s best knowledge, there is no work reported on the ap-
plication of DTM on vibration analysis of nonlocal Timoshenko beams with various boundary
conditions. Furthermore, the solution procedure in this study is the differential transformation
method (DTM) which is a semi analytical-numerical technique depending on Taylor series expan-
sion. This method was first introduced by Zhou (1986) in his study about electrical circuits, and
this method has the advantage of its simplicity in use as well as high accuracy. The results in
this paper are provided by a MATLAB code with respect to DTM rules, for the first time.

2. Nonlocal Timoshenko beam equations and boundary conditions

Consider a beam with length L and cross sectional area of A. Based on Timoshenko beam theory,
strain-displacement and strain energy relations are as follows (Wang et al., 2000)

εxx = z
dφ

dx
γxz = φ+

dw

dx
(2.1)

in which x is the longitudinal coordinate measured from the left end of the beam and z is the
coordinate measured from the mid-plane of the beam, w represents the transverse displacement
and φ is rotation of the beam due to bending, εxx is the normal strain, γxz is the transverse
shear strain, σxx is normal stress and σxz – transverse shear stress. The strain energy relation
is as follows (Leissa and Qatu, 2011)

U =
1
2

L∫

0

∫

A

(σxxεxx + σxzγxz) dAdx (2.2)
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After substituting equations (2.1) into equation (2.2) and putting the bending moment and shear
force into relation (2.2), the strain energy becomes

U =
1
2

L∫

0

∫

A

(
σxxz

dφ

dx
+ σxz

(
φ+

dw

dx

)]
dAdx =

L∫

0

1
2

[
M
dφ

dx
+Q

(
φ+

dw

dx

)]
dx

M =
∫

A

σxxz dA Q =
∫

A

σxz dA

(2.3)

where M is the bending moment and Q is the shear force. The kinetic energy T , by assuming
free harmonic motion and rotary inertia effect, is

T =
1
2

L∫

0

(ρAω2w2 + ρIω2φ2) dx (2.4)

in which ω is the circular frequency of vibration and ρ and I are the mass density and the second
moment of area of the beam, respectively. Applying Hamilton’s principle (Chow, 2013), requires

δ(T − U) = 0 =
L∫

0

[
−Mdδφ

dx
−Q

(
δφ +

dδw

dx

)
+ ρAω2wδw + ρIω2φδφ

]
dx (2.5)

After performing integration by parts, we reach

0 =
L∫

0

[(dM
dx
−Q+ ρIω2φ

)
δφ+

dQ

dx
+ ρAω2w

)
δw
]
dx− [Mδφ]L0 − [Qδw]L0 (2.6)

This results in the following equations

dM

dx
= Q− ρIω2φ dQ

dx
= −ρAω2w (2.7)

And the boundary conditions are in two forms of below relations

Either w = 0 or Q = 0

Either φ = 0 or M = 0
(2.8)

As can be seen, the equations appear to be the same as in local Timoshenko beam theory, but
the shear force and bending moment expressions in nonlocal beam theory must be different. The
constitutive equation of classical elasticity is an algebraic relationship between stress and strain
tensors while Eringen nonlocal elasticity includes spatial integrals which indicate the average
effect of strain of all points of the body to the stress tensor at the given point (Eringen, 1972b;
1983). Since the spatial integrals in constitutive equations are mathematically difficult to solve,
they can be converted into equal differential constitutive equations under certain conditions.
The nonlocal constitutive stress-strain relation for an elastic material in the one dimensional
case beam can be simplified as (Eringen, 1983)

σxx − (e0a)2
d2σxx
dx2

= Eεxx (2.9)

in which E is the Young modulus, e0a is the scale coefficient that incorporates the small scale
effect, a represents the internal characteristic length and e0 is a constant appropriate to each
material which is measured experimentally. The local and nonlocal constitutive shear strain-
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-stress relations are the same, since form of the Eringen nonlocal constitutive model cannot be
applied in the z direction

σxz = Gγxz (2.10)

in which G is the shear modulus. After multiplying the term (z dA) and integrating over the
area A, equation (2.9) becomes

M − (e0a)2
d2M

dx2
= EI

dφ

dx
(2.11)

By integrating equation (2.10) over the area, we obtain

Q = KsGA
(
φ+

dw

dx

)
(2.12)

in whichKs is the shear correction factor in the Timoshenko beam theory in order to compensate
for the error in assuming equal shear stress or strain in the whole beam thickness. Now by
substituting equations (2.7) into equation (2.11), the moment can be reached as below

M = EI
dφ

dx
− (e0a)2

(
ρAω2w + ρIω2

dφ

dx

)
(2.13)

And by utilizing equations (2.12) and (2.13) in Timoshenko beam equations (2.7), the governing
equation for the vibration of nonlocal Timoshenko beam may be obtained as below

EI
d2φ

dx2
−KsGA

(
φ+

dw

dx

)
+ ρIω2φ− (e0a)2

(
ρAω2

dw

dx
+ ρIω2

d2φ

dx2

)
= 0

KsGA
(dφ
dx
+
d2w

dx2

)
+ ρAwω2 = 0

(2.14)

On the basis of equation (2.8) and due to various endings of the beam, e.g. for a simply supported
end, we have

w = 0 M = EI
dφ

dx
− (e0a)2

(
ρAω2w + ρIω2

dφ

dx

)
= 0 (2.15)

and for a clamped end

w = 0 φ = 0 (2.16)

and for a free end

M = EI
dφ

dx
− (e0a)2

(
ρAω2w + ρIω2

dφ

dx

)
= 0

Q = KsGA
(
φ+

dw

dx

)
= 0

(2.17)

3. Non-dimensional parameters

The non-dimensional parameters contributes to simplification of the equations and to the making
of comparisons in the studies possible. The non-dimensional parameters are introduced as the
following terms

x =
x

L
w =

w

L
λ2 = ω2

ρAL4

EI

Ω =
EI

KsGAL2
α =

e0a

L
ε =

L
√
A√
I
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where λ2 is frequency parameter, Ω – shear deformation parameter, α – scaling effect arameter,
ε – slenderness ratio.
By applying the non-dimensional parameters to governing equations (2.14), the following

relations are obtained

Ω
(
1− α2λ2

ε2

)d2φ
dx2
+
(Ωλ2

ε2
− 1

)
φ− (α2λ2Ω + 1)dw

dx
= 0

dφ

dx
+
d2w

dx2
+ λ2Ωw = 0

(3.1)

Also boundary conditions equations (2.15)- (2.17) appear for the simply supported end as

w = 0 M =
(
Ω − Ωα2λ2

ε2

)dφ
dx
−Ωα2λ2w = 0 (3.2)

And for the clamped end as

w = 0 φ = 0 (3.3)

And for the free end as

M =
(
Ω − Ωα2λ2

ε2

)dφ
dx
−Ωα2λ2w = 0 Q = KsGA

(
φ+

dw

dx
= 0 (3.4)

4. Differential transformation method

The differential transformation method is one of the useful techniques to solve differential equ-
ations with small calculation errors and capable of solving nonlinear equations with boundary
condition value problems. Abdel-Halim Hassan (2002) applied the DTM to eigenvalues and nor-
malized eigenfunctions. Also Wang (2013) and Chen and Ju (2004) used the method in their
studies. The DTM is a transformation technique based on the Taylor series expansion and is a
useful tool to obtain analytical solutions to differential equations. The DTM is proved to be a
good computational tool for various engineering problems. Using the differential transformation
technique, ordinary and partial differential equations can be transformed into algebraic equ-
ations from which a closed-form series solution can be obtained easily. In this method, certain
transformation rules are applied to both the governing differential equations of motion and the
boundary conditions of the system in order to transform them into a set of algebraic equations
as presented in Table 1 and 2.

Table 1. Basics of the differential transform method (Chen and Ju, 2004)

Original function Transformed function

f(x) = g(x ± h(x) F (K) = G(K)±H(K)
f(x) = λg(x) F (K) = λG(K)

f(x) = g(x)h(x) F (K) =
K∑
l=0

G(K − l)H(l)

f(x) =
dng(x)
dxn

F (K) =
(k + n)!
k!

G(K + n)

f(x) = xn F (K) = δ(k − n) =





0 if k 6= n
1 if k = n
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Table 2. Transformed boundary conditions (BC) based on DTM (Chen and Ju, 2004)

X = 0 X = 1

Original Transformed Original Transformed
BC BC BC BC

f(0) = 0 F [0] = 0 f(1) = 0
∞∑
k=0

F [k] = 0

df

dx
(0) = 0 F [1] = 0

df

dx
(1) = 0

∞∑
k=0

kF [k] = 0

d2f

dx2
(0) = 0 F [2] = 0

d2f

dx2
(1) = 0

∞∑
k=0

k(k − 1)F [k] = 0
d3f

dx3
(0) = 0 F [3] = 0

d3f

dx3
(1) = 0

∞∑
k=0

k(k − 1)(k − 2)F [k] = 0

The solution of these algebraic equations gives the desired results of the problem. It is
different from the high-order Taylor series method because the Taylor series method requires
symbolic computation of necessary derivatives of data functions and is expensive for large orders.
The basic definitions and the application procedure of this method can be introduced as

follows:
The transformation equation of the function f(x) can be defined as (Chen and Ju, 2004)

F [k] =
1
k!
dkf(x)
dxk

∣∣∣
x=x0

(4.1)

where f(x) the original function and F [k] is the transformed function.
The inverse transformation is defined as

f(x) =
∞∑

k=0

(x− x0)kF [k] (4.2)

Combining equations (4.1) and (4.2), one obtains

f(x) =
∞∑

k=0

(x− x0)k
k!

dkf(x)
dxk

∣∣∣
x=x0

(4.3)

Considering equation (4.3), it is noticed that the concept of the differential transform is
derived from Taylor series expansion. In actual application, the function f(x) is expressed by a
finite series, and equation (4.3) can be written as follows

f(x) =
n∑

k=0

(x− x0)k
k!

dkf(x)
dxk

∣∣∣
x=x0

(4.4)

which implies that the term in relation (4.5) is negligible

f(x) =
∞∑

k=n+1

(x− x0)k
k!

dkf(x)
dxk

∣∣∣
x=x0

(4.5)

In this study, the natural frequencies determine the value of n.
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5. Solution with DTM

According to the DTM rules given in Table 1, equations (3.1) will be transformed into the
following equations

Ω
(
1−α

2λ2

ε2

)
(k + 1)(k + 2)Φ(k + 2) +

(Ωλ2

ε2
−1
)
Φ(k)− (α2λ2Ω + 1)(k + 1)W (k + 1) = 0

(5.1)
(K + 1)Φ(k + 1) + (k + 1)(k + 2)W (k + 2) + λ2ΩW (k) = 0

The rules of the DTM for defining boundary conditions are given in Table 2. W (k) and Φ(k)
are transforms of w(x) and φ(x), respectively. By substituting values for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., α = 0,
ε = 34.641 and Ω = 0.2436 into equations (5.1), we can evaluate the amounts of W (2),W (3), . . .
and Φ(2), Φ(3), . . . in terms of ω2 and some constants like c1, . . .. The values can be achieved
with a computer program, and after substituting W (i) and Φ(i) into boundary conditions the
following equation is obtained

Nr1(n)(ω)c1 +Nr2(n)(ω)c2 = 0 r = 1, 2, . . . , n (5.2)

in whichNs are polynomials in terms of ω corresponding to the n-th term. When solving equation
(5.2) in matrix form, the following eigenvalue equation may be obtained

∣∣∣∣∣
Nn
11(ω) Nn

12(ω)
Nn
21(ω) Nn

22(ω)

∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (5.3)

The solution to equation (5.3) gives ωnr which is the r-th estimated eigenvalue for the n-th
repeat. The number of repeats can be obtained by equation (5.4) as

|ωnr − ωn−1r | < δ (5.4)

In the present study, δ = 0.0001 and this shows the accuracy of calculations. With respect
to the differential transformation method and the algorithm above, a MATLAB code has been
developed in order to determine vibration characteristics of the nonlocal Timoshenko nanobeam.

6. Results and discussion

In the present study, the impact of the small scale coefficient as well as the effect of slenderness
on the first, second and third frequencies of the nonlocal Timoshenko nanobeam are presented.
Also, three types of boundary conditions are compared. In order to validate the computed
results, a comparison between the present paper and the results obtained by Wang et al. (2007)
is performed. The mechanical properties of the nonlocal Timoshenko nanobeam are given in
Table 3.

Table 3. Mechanical properties of the nonlocal Timoshenko nanobeam (Wang et al., 2007)

Property Unit

E T·Pa 5.5
P g·cm−3 2.3
ν – 0.19

Also, the Timoshenko shear correction factor ks is taken 0.563. For calculating the exact
difference between the results of the present paper and the available results in literature, relation
(6.1) has been applied

%difference = 100 · |reference− present|
present

(6.1)
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As shown by the comparisons given in Tables 4 and 5, a close correlation between these results
validates the proposed method of solution.

Table 4. First three nondimensional frequencies
√
λ of the nonlocal Timoshenko beam for both

clamped ends and L/d = 10

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3
α pre- Wang et al. diff. pre- Wang et al. diff. pre- Wang et al. diff.

sent (2007) [%] sent (2007) [%] sent (2007) [%]

0 4.53 4.45 1.766 7.19 6.95 3.33 9.6 9.2 4.1
0.1 4.4233 4.3471 1.72 6.67 6.4952 2.62 8.4 8.2 2.38
0.3 3.83 3.7895 1.057 5 4.9428 1.14 5.95 5.846 1.74
0.5 3.2657 3.242 0.725 4 3.994 0.15 4.75 4.6769 1.53
0.7 2.85 2.8383 0.41 3.45 3.4192 0.89 4.05 3.9961 1.33

Table 5. First nondimensional natural frequency
√
λ of the nonlocal Timoshenko beam for two

kinds of boundary conditions and L/d = 10

Clamped-simple Simple-free
α pre- Wang et al. diff. pre- Wang et al. diff.

sent (2007) [%] sent (2007) [%]

0 3.82 3.7845 0.929 3.08 3.0929 0.418
0.1 3.73 3.6939 0.967 3.059 3.0243 1.13
0.3 3.23 3.2115 0.5727 2.91 2.6538 8.8
0.7 2.415 2.4059 0.37 2.4 2.0106 16

In addition, the convergence of the differential transformation method is perused. In Fig. 1,
the convergence of the third frequency of the nonlocal Timoshenko beam with both clamped
ends is presented. It illustrates that the third frequency converges at the 46th repeat, while the
first and the second frequencies converged before, in this example at the 29th and 37th repeats.

Fig. 1. Convergence of the third frequency, L/d = 10, α = 0

The variables in governing equations (3.1) are α, ε and Ω. α relates to the small scale
effect, ε is in terms of the slenderness (L/d) and Ω relates to the mechanical properties and
slenderness. So, it is possible to investigate the effects of slenderness and small scale on various
frequencies and mode shapes of the nonlocal Timoshenko beam. Furthermore, determination
of the magnitude of e0 is significant due to its prominent effect on the small scale coefficient.
Some researchers worked on estimating the magnitude of e0a. For instance, Zhang et al. (2005)
estimated the magnitude of the parameter for carbon nanotubes to be approximately 0.82. In
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this study, we adopt 0 ¬ α < 0.8 in our investigations as reported by Lu et al. (2006). As
Figs. 2a,b,c show when the coefficient α equals zero, the frequency of the nonlocal Timoshenko
beam equals its local counterpart. As the coefficient increases, the frequency ratio decreases,
which means that the nonlocal beam frequency becomes smaller than the local counterparts.
This reduction is especially noticeable in higher modes and cannot be neglected. In sum, the
small scale effect makes the beam more flexible since in nonlocal theory elastic springs link the
atoms together (Liew et al., 2008).

Fig. 2. Effect of small scale on different frequency modes, L/d = 10: (a) clamped ends, (b) simply
supported beam, (c) clamped-simply beam

Figure 3 indicates that the small scale have significant effect on short beams and, as the
beam gets longer, its impact becomes gradually negligible. So, the small scale will diminish for a
very long and thin (slender) beam. Also, Fig. 4 illustrates that the nonlocal Timoshenko beam
frequency approaches the local Timoshenko beam frequency as the slenderness increases.

Fig. 3. Small scale effect on the frequency ratio with different values of L/d (both ends clamped)
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Table 6. First three frequencies
√
λ of the nonlocal Timoshenko beam with two kinds of boun-

dary conditions

e0a Mode L/d = 10 L/d = 20 L/d = 30

Simply supported-simply supported beam
0

1

3.08057 3.12577 3.13451
0.1 3.08056 3.12577 3.13451
0.3 3.08056 3.12577 3.1345
0.5 3.08052 3.12576 3.1345
0.7 3.08047 3.12574 3.13449
0.9 3.08040 3.12572 3.13448
0

2

5.94588 6.18907 6.24037
0.1 5.94584 6.18906 6.24036
0.3 5.94558 6.18898 6.24033
0.5 5.94466 6.18882 6.24025
0.7 5.94425 6.18858 6.24015
0.9 5.94318 6.18826 6.24000
0

3

8.53236 9.15198 9.29787
0.1 8.53225 9.15194 9.29785
0.3 8.53139 9.15165 9.29771
0.5 8.52995 9.15107 9.29743
0.7 8.52936 9.15020 9.29702
0.9 8.52366 9.14904 9.29647

Clamped-simply supported beam
0 3.829744 3.901179 3.915187
0.1 3.829726 3.901175 3.915186
0.3 3.829653 3.901155 3.915176
0.5 1 3.829491 3.901111 3.915155
0.7 3.829248 3.901045 3.915136
0.9 3.828925 3.900957 3.915086
1 3.828732 3.900904 3.915063
0 6.644277 6.948166 7.01359
0.1 6.644219 6.948148 7.013581
0.3 6.642754 6.948008 7.013516
0.5 2 6.642824 6.947726 7.013386
0.7 6.641431 6.947305 7.013191
0.9 6.639576 6.946740 7.01293
1 6.638475 9.946408 7.012778
0 9.177342 9.888691 10.05988
0.1 9.177189 9.888635 10.05986
0.3 9.175962 9.888215 10.05966
0.5 3 9.173494 9.887381 10.05925
0.7 9.169836 9.886127 10.05866
0.9 9.164950 9.883445 10.05853
1 9.162052 9.883461 10.05806
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Fig. 4. Effect of slenderness on the nonlocal beam frequency (α = 0.7, both ends clamped)

7. Conclusion

A semi-analytical method called the differential transformation method is generalized to ana-
lyze vibration characteristics of a nanobeam. The formulation is based on the assumptions of
Timoshenko beam theory and the nonlocal differential constitutive relations of Eringen. The
transverse shear force and rotary inertia that become significant at short beams and higher fre-
quencies are taken into account in the equations. Also, the effect of the small scale coefficient as
well as the slenderness and boundary conditions in various frequency ratios are investigated. It
is demonstrated that the DTM has high precision and computational efficiency in the vibration
analysis of nanobeams.
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Assuming that the thermo-elastic creep response of the material is governed by Norton’s law
and material properties, except Poisson’s ratio, are considered as a function of the radius
of the spherical vessel, an analytical solution is presented for calculation of stresses and
displacements of axisymmetric thick-walled spherical pressure vessels made of functionally
graded materials. This analytical solution could be used to study the time and temperature
dependence of stresses in spherical vessels made of functionally graded materials. Creep
stresses and displacements are plotted against dimensionless radius and time for different
values of the powers of the material properties.

Keywords: spherical pressure vessels, creep, time-dependent, thermo-elastic, functionally gra-
ded material

1. Introduction

Composites are commonly employed in various structural and engineering applications. Recently,
a new class of composite materials known as functionally graded materials (FGMs) has drawn
considerable attention. From viewpoints of solid mechanics, FGMs are non-homogeneous elastic
mediums (Ghannad and Nejad, 2013). FGMs are those in which two or more different material
ingredients change continuously and gradually along a certain direction (Noda et al., 2012).
The mechanical and thermal responses of materials with spatial gradients in composition are
of considerable interests in numerous industrial applications such as tribology, biomechanics,
nanotechnology and high temperature technologies. These materials are usually mixtures of
metal and ceramic which exhibit excellent thermal resistance with low levels of thermal stresses
(Alashti et al., 2013).
Extensive studies have been carried out, both theoretically and numerically, on thermo-elastic

creep stress distribution in functionally gradient materials. Time-dependent creep analysis of
FGM spheres and cylinders has been an active area of research over the past decade.
Assuming the infinitesimal strain theory, Finnie and Heller (1959) studied creep problems

in engineering materials and a steady-state creep solution for a spherical vessel under internal
pressure. Johnson and Khan (1963) obtained a theoretical analysis of the distribution of stress
and strain in metallic thick-walled spherical pressure vessels subject to internal and external
pressures at elevated temperatures. Penny (1967) investigated creep of spherical shells containing
discontinuities.
In this study, the solution procedure has been applied to pressurized spherical shells conta-

ining discontinuities with a view to discovering, in broad terms, how stresses change with time
and how strains accumulate during the creep process. Bhatnagar and Arya (1975) obtained cre-
ep analysis of a pressurized thick-walled spherical vessel made of a homogeneous and isotropic
material by making use of the finite strain theory, and with considering large strains. Miyazaki
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et al. (1977) presented a parametric analysis of the creep buckling of a shallow spherical shell
subjected to uniform external pressure using the finite element incremental method. Xiroucha-
kis and Jones (1979) investigated creep buckling behavior of a geometrically imperfect complete
spherical shell subjected to a uniform external pressure using Sanders’ equilibrium and kinema-
tic equations appropriately modified to include the influence of initial stress-free imperfections
in the radius.
In this study, the Norton-Bailey constitutive equations are used to describe the secondary

creep behavior, and elastic effects are retained. Arya et al. (1980) studied effect of material ani-
sotropy on creep of pressurized thick-walled spherical vessel considering the large strain theory.
Kao (1981) obtained creep deformations and creep buckling times for axisymmetric shallow sphe-
rical shells with and without initial imperfections. For nonlinear creeps, both strain-hardening
and time-hardening rules are employed in this study. Creep of a sphere subjected to inner and
outer pressures, and also thermal stress, was discussed by Sakaki et al. (1990) by using internal
stress arising from a spherically symmetric, finite plastic strain. Assuming that the elastic beha-
vior of the material is undergoing both creep and dimensional changes, Miller (1995) presented
a solution for stresses and displacements in a thick spherical shell subjected to internal and
external pressure loads. Based on basic equations of steady-state creep of spherically symme-
tric problems, You et al. (2008) proposed a simple and efficient iterative method to determine
creep deformations and stresses in thick-walled spherical vessels with varying creep properties
subjected to internal pressure. Using a long-term material creep constitutive model defined by
the Θ projection concept, Loghman and Shokouhi (2009) evaluated the damage histories of
a thick-walled sphere subjected to an internal pressure and a thermal gradient. They studied
the creep stress and damage histories of thick-walled spheres using the material constant creep
and creep rupture properties defined by the theta projection concept. Aleayoub and Loghman
(2010) studied time-dependent creep stress redistribution analysis of thick-walled FGM spheres
subjected to internal pressure and a uniform temperature field.
In this study, using equations of equilibrium, compatibility and stress-strain relations, a dif-

ferential equation, containing creep strains, for radial stress is obtained. Ignoring creep strains
in this differential equation, a closed-form solution for initial thermo-elastic stresses at zero time
is presented. Pankaj (2011) investigated creep stresses for a thick isotropic spherical shell by
finitesimal deformation under steady-state temperature and internal pressure by using Seth’s
transition theory. Marcadon (2011) presented mechanical modelling of the creep behavior of
Hollow-Sphere Structures. Based on basic equations of steady-state creep of spherically symme-
tric problems, Nejad et al. (2011) presented a new exact closed form solution for creep stresses in
isotropic and homogeneous thick spherical pressure vessels. Loghman et al. (2011) investigated
time-dependent creep stress redistribution analysis of thick-walled spheres made of a functionally
graded material (FGM) subjected to internal pressure. In another study, Loghman et al. (2012)
investigated magneto-thermo-elastic creep behavior of thick-walled spheres made of functionally
graded materials (FGM) placed in uniform magnetic and distributed temperature fields and
subjected to internal pressure using the method of successive elastic solution. They developed
a semi-analytical method in conjunction with Mendelson’s method of successive elastic solution
to obtain history of stresses and strains. Assuming that the creep response of the material is
governed by Norton’s law, Nejad et al. (2013) presented a new exact solution for steady state
creep stresses of hollow thick-walled spherical shells subjected to internal and external pressure,
made of functionally graded materials (FGMs). By using the method of successive elastic solu-
tion, Fesharaki et al. (2014) presented a semi-analytical solution for the time-dependent creep
behavior of hollow spheres under thermomechanical loads.
In this study, assuming that the thermo-elastic creep response of the material is governed by

Norton’s law, an analytical solution is presented for the calculation of stresses and displacements
of FGM thick-walled spherical pressure vessels. For the creep material behavior, the solution is
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asymptotic. For the stress analysis after creeping for a long time, an iterative procedure is
necessary.

2. Geometry and loading condition, material properties and creep constitutive
model

2.1. Geometry and loading condition

A thick-walled spherical vessel made of a functionally graded material with inner radius a,
and outer radius b, subjected to internal pressure Pi and external pressure Po and a distributed
temperature field due to steady-state heat conduction from the inner surface to the outer surface
of the vessel is considered.

2.2. Material properties

The material properties are assumed to be radially dependent

E(r) = Ei
( r
a

)n1
α(r) = αi

( r
a

)n2
λ(r) = λi

( r
a

)n3
(2.1)

Here Ei, αi and λi are the modulus of elasticity, linear expansion and thermal conductivity on
the linear surface, r = a and n1, n2 and n3 are inhomogeneity constants determined empirically.

Fig. 1. Geometry and boundary conditions of the sphere

2.3. Creep constitutive model

For materials with creep behavior, Norton’s law (1956) is used to describe the relations
between the rates of stress σ̇ij and strain ε̇ij in the multi-axial form

ε̇ij =
1 + ν
E

σ̇ij −
ν

E
σ̇kkδij +

3
2
Dσ
(N−1)
eff Sij (2.2)

and

Sij = σij −
1
3
σkkδij

σeff =

√
3
2
SijSij =

1√
2

√
(σrr − σθθ)2 + (σrr − σφφ)2 + (σφφ − σθθ)2 = σrr − σθθ

(2.3)

where D and N are material constants for creep. σeff is the effective stress, Sij is the deviator
stress tensor and σrr and σθθ = σφφ are respectively the radial and circumferential stresses.
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3. Heat conduction formulation

In the steady-state case, the heat conduction equation for the one-dimensional problem in sphe-
rical coordinates simplifies to

1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2λ

∂T

∂r

)
= 0 (3.1)

We can determine the temperature distribution in the spherical vessel by solving Eq. (3.1) and
applying appropriate boundary conditions. Equation (3.1) may be integrated twice to obtain
the general solution

T (r) = A1r−n3−1 +A2 (3.2)

It is assumed that the inner surface is exposed to uniform heat flux, whereas the outer surface
is exposed to airstream. To obtain the constants of integration A1 and A2, we introduce the
following boundary conditions

−λT ′ =
{
qa for r = a

h∞(T − T∞) for r = b
(3.3)

where T ′ = dT/dr.
Applying these conditions to the general solution, we obtain

A1 =
an3+2qa
(n3 + 1)λi

A2 = T∞ +
qa
h∞

(a
b

)2
− an3+2qa
λi(n3 + 1)bn3+1

(3.4)

Substituting the constants of integration A1 and A2 into the general solution, we obtain the
temperature distribution

T (r) = T∞ +
qa
h∞

(a
b

)2
+

an3+2qa
(n3 + 1)λi

(r−n3−1 − b−n3−1) (3.5)

4. Formulation of the thermo-elastic creep analysis

4.1. Solution for linear elastic behavior of FGM thick spherical pressure vessels

For the stress analysis inan FGM thick spherical pressure vessel, having material creep be-
havior, solutions of the stresses at a time equal to zero (i.e. the initial stress state) are needed,
which correspond to the solution of materials with linear elastic behavior. In this Section, equ-
ations to calculate such linear stresses in FGM thick spherical pressure vessel analytically will
be given. The elastic stress-strain relations in each material read

σrr =
E

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) [(1− ν)εrr + 2νεθθ − (1 + ν)αT ]

σθθ = σφφ =
E

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) [εθθ + νεrr − (1 + ν)αT ]
(4.1)

where σrr and σθθ = σφφ are radial and circumferential stresses, respectively. Here E, ν and α are
Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and thermal expansion coefficient, respectively, and T = T (r)
is the temperature distribution in the sphere. The strain displacement relation is written as

εrr =
dur
dr

εθθ =
ur
r

(4.2)
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where εrr and εθθ = εφφ are radial and circumferential strains and ur is the displacement in the
r-direction. The equation of the stress equilibrium inside the FGM spherical pressure vessel is

dσrr
dr
+
2
r
(σrr − σθθ) = 0 (4.3)

Using Eqs. (4.1)-(4.3), the essential differential equation for the displacement ur can be obtained
as

d2ur
dr2
+
n1 + 2
r

dur
dr
+
ν ′′n1 − 2

r2
ur = ν ′(Arn2−1 +Brn2−n3−2)

ν ′ =
1 + ν
1− ν ν ′′ =

2ν
1− ν

(4.4)

where

A = (n1 + n2)
[T∞αi
an2
+

qaαi
h∞an2

(a
b

)2]
− an3−n2+2qaαi(n1 + 1)b−n3−1

λi(n3 + 1)

B =
(n1 + 1)an3−n2+2qaαi

λi(n3 + 1)
− an3−n2+2qaαi

λi

(4.5)

It is obvious that the homogeneous solution for Eq. (4.4) can be obtained by assuming

ur = Crx (4.6)

Substituting Eq. (4.6) into Eq. (4.4) one can obtain the following characteristic equation

x2 + (n1 + 1)x+ (ν ′′n1 − 2) = 0 (4.7)

The roots of Eq. (4.7) are

x1 =
−(n1 + 1) +

√
(n1 + 1)2 − 4(ν ′′n1 − 2)
2

x2 =
−(n1 + 1)−

√
(n1 + 1)2 − 4(ν ′′n1 − 2)
2

(4.8)

For selected common values of n1 = ±0.4,±0.8 and ν = 0.292 in this study, the discriminant of
Eqs. (4.8) is always greater than zero; therefore, x1 and x2 are real and distinct. The homogeneous
solution to Eq. (4.4) is then as follows

uh = C1rx1 + C2rx2 (4.9)

The particular solution to differential equation (4.4) can be obtained as

up = u1rx1 + u2rx2 (4.10)

where

u1 =
∫ −rx2P (r)
W (rx1, rx2)

dr u2 =
∫

rx1P (r)
W (rx1, rx2)

dr (4.11)

in which

P (r) = ν ′(Arn2−1 +Brn2−n3−2) (4.12)

is the expression on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.4), and W is defined as

W (rx1, rx2) =

∣∣∣∣∣
rx1 rx2

x1r
x1−1 x2r

x2−1

∣∣∣∣∣ = (x2 − x1)r
x1+x2−1 (4.13)
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Therefore, u1 and u2 can be obtained by the following integration

u1 = ν ′
[∫ −rx2Arn2−1
(x2 − x1)rx1+x2−1

dr +
∫ −rx2Brn2−n3−2
(x2 − x1)rx1+x2−1

dr
]

= −ν ′
[ Arn2−x1+1

(x2 − x1)(n2 − x1 + 1)
+

Brn2−n3−x1

(x2 − x1)(n2 − n3 − x1)
]

u2 = ν ′
[∫ rx1Arn2−1

(x2 − x1)rx1+x2−1
dr +

∫
rx1Brn2−n3−2

(x2 − x1)rx1+x2−1
dr
]

= ν ′
[ Arn2−x2+1

(x2 − x1)(n2 − x2 + 1)
+

Brn2−n3−x2

(x2 − x1)(n2 − n3 − x2)
]

(4.14)

Substituting Eqs. (4.14) into Eq. (4.10), one can obtain the particular solution as

up = ν ′
[ Arn2+1

(n2 − x2 + 1)(n2 − x1 + 1)
+

Brn2−n3

(n2 − n3 − x2)(n2 − n3 − x1)
]

(4.15)

The complete solution to Eq. (4.4) can be written as

ur(r) = C1rx1 + C2rx2 + ν ′
[ Arn2+1

(n2 − x2 + 1)(n2 − x1 + 1)
+

Brn2−n3

(n2 − n3 − x2)(n2 − n3 − x1)
]

(4.16)

The corresponding stresses are

σrr =
Ei
(
r
a

)n1

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
{
C1r

x1−1[2ν + (1− ν)x1] + C2rx2−1[2ν + (1− ν)x2]

+
Aν ′[(n2 + 1)(1 − ν) + 2ν]rn2
(n2 − x2 + 1)(n2 − x1 + 1)

+
Bν ′[(n2 − n3)(1− ν) + 2ν]rn2−n3−1
(n2 − n3 − x2)(n2 − n3 − x1)

− (1 + ν)
[(T∞αi

an2
+

qaαi
h∞an2

(a
b

)2
− an3−n2+2qaαib−n3−1

λi(n3 + 1)

)
rn2

+
an3−n2+2qaαi
λi(n3 + 1)

rn2−n3−1
]}

σθθ =
Ei
(
r
a

)n1

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
{
C1r

x1−1(1 + x1ν) + C2rx2−1(1 + νx2)

+
Aν ′[(n2 + 1)ν + 1]rn2

(n2 − x2 + 1)(n2 − x1 + 1)
+
Bν ′[(n2 − n3)ν + 1]rn2−n3−1
(n2 − n3 − x2)(n2 − n3 − x1)

− (1 + ν)
[(T∞αi

an2
+

qaαi
h∞an2

(a
b

)2
− an3−n2+2qaαib−n3−1

λi(n3 + 1)

)
rn2

+
an3−n2+2qaαi
λi(n3 + 1)

rn2−n3−1
]}

(4.17)

To determine the unknown constants C1 and C2 in each material, boundary conditions have to
be used, which are

σrr =

{
−Pi for r = a

−Po for r = b
(4.18)

The unknown constants C1 and C2 are given in Appendix.
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4.2. Solution for creep behavior of FGM thick spherical pressure vessel

The relations between the rates of strain and displacement are

ε̇rr =
du̇r
dr

ε̇θθ =
u̇r
r

(4.19)

And the equilibrium equation of the stress rate is

dσ̇rr
dr
+
2
r
(σ̇rr − σ̇θθ) = 0 (4.20)

The relations between the rates of stress and strain are

σ̇rr =
E

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) [(1− ν)ε̇rr + 2νε̇θθ]−
3
2

E

(1− ν)(1− 2ν)Dσ
(N−1)
eff S′rr

σ̇θθ =
E

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) [ε̇θθ + νε̇rr]−
3
2

E

(1− ν)(1− 2ν)Dσ
(N−1)
eff S′θθ

(4.21)

where

S′rr = (1− ν)Srr + 2νSθθ S′θθ = Sθθ + νSrr (4.22)

Using Eqs. (4.19)-(4.22), the essential differential equation for the displacement rate u̇r in FGM
spherical vessel can be obtained as

d2u̇r
dr2
+
du̇r
dr

(2
r
+
d lnE
dr

)
+
u̇r
r

( 2ν
1− ν

d lnE
dr
− 2
r

)
=
d lnE
dr

3
2(1− ν)Dσ

(N−1)
eff S′rr

+
1
1− ν

d

dr

(3
2
Dσ
(N−1)
eff S′rr

)
+

3
r(1− ν)Dσ

(N−1)
eff (S′rr − S′θθ)

(4.23)

In general, the quantities σeff , S′rr and S
′
θθ are very complicated functions of the coordinate r,

even in an implicit function form. Therefore, it is almost impossible to find an exact analytical
solution to Eq. (4.23). We can alternatively find an asymptotical solution to Eq. (4.23). At first,
we assume that σeff , S′rr and S

′
θθ are constant, i.e. they are independent of the coordinate r

d2u̇r
dr2
+
1 + n1
r

du̇r
dr
− νn1 − 1

r2
u̇r =

3
2
D

r
σ
(N−1)
eff [S′rr(1 + n1 − v′) + S′θθ(n1ν ′ − 1 + ν ′)] (4.24)

The homogeneous solution to Eq. (4.24) is then

uh = D1rx1 +D2rx2 (4.25)

The particular solution to differential equation (4.24) can be obtained as

up = u′1r
x1 + u′2r

x2 (4.26)

where

u′1 =
∫ −rx2Hr−1
(x2 − x1)rx1+x2−1

dr u′2 =
∫

rx1Hr−1

(x2 − x1)rx1+x2−1
dr

H =
3
2

D

(1− ν)σ
(N−1)
eff [S′rr(2 + n1)− 2S′θθ]

(4.27)

The complete solution to Eq. (4.24) can be written as

u̇r(r) = D1rx1 +D2rx2 +
3
2

Drσ
(N−1)
eff [(n1 + 2)S′rr − 2S′θθ]
(1− ν)[n1(ν ′′ − 1)− 2]

(4.28)
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where the unknown constants D1 and D2 can be determined from the boundary conditions. The
corresponding stress rates are

σ̇rr =
Ei
(
r
a

)n1

(1− 2ν)(1 + ν)
{
D1r

x1−1[2ν + (1− ν)x1] +D2rx2−1[2ν + (1− ν)x2]

+
3
2

ν ′

n1(ν ′′ − 1)− 2
Dσ
(N−1)
eff [(n1 + 2)S′rr − 2S′θθ]−

3
2
Dσ
(N−1)
eff S′rr

}

σ̇θθ =
Ei
(
r
a

)n1

(1− 2ν)(1 + ν)
{
D1r

x1−1(1 + νx1) +D2rx2−1(1 + νx2)

+
3
2

1 + ν
n1(ν ′′ − 1)− 2

Dσ
(N−1)
eff [(n1 + 2)S′rr − 2S′θθ]−

3
2
Dσ
(N−1)
eff S′θθ

}

(4.29)

To determine the unknown constants D1 and D2 in each material, boundary conditions have to
be used. Since the inside and outside pressures do not change with time, the boundary conditions
for stress rates on the inner and outer surfaces may be written as

σ̇rr =

{
0 for r = a

0 for r = b
(4.30)

The unknown constants D1 and D2 are given in Appendix. When the stress rate is known, the
calculation of stresses at any time ti should be performed iteratively

σ
(i)
ij (r, ti) = σ

(i−1)
ij (r, ti−1) + σ̇

(i)
ij (r, ti)dt

(i) ti =
i∑

k=0

dt(k) (4.31)

To obtain a generally useful solution, a higher-order approximation of σeff , S′rr and S
′
θθ should

be made

σeff (r) =σeff (r) +

d
dr [σeff (r)]

∣∣∣
r=r

1!
(r − r) +

d2

dr2
[σeff (r)]

∣∣∣
r=r

2!
(r − r)2 +

d3

dr3
[σeff (r)]

∣∣∣
r=r

3!
(r − r)3

S′rr(r) = S
′
rr(r) +

d
dr [S

′
rr(r)]

∣∣∣
r=r

1!
(r − r) +

d2

dr2 [S
′
rr(r)]

∣∣∣
r=r

2!
(r − r)2 +

d3

dr3 [S
′
rr(r)]

∣∣∣
r=r

3!
(r − r)3
(4.32)

S′θθ(r) = S
′
θθ(r) +

d
dr [S

′
θθ(r)]

∣∣∣
r=r

1!
(r − r) +

d2

dr2 [S
′
θθ(r)]

∣∣∣
r=r

2!
(r − r)2 +

d3

dr3 [S
′
θθ(r)]

∣∣∣
r=r

3!
(r − r)3

where r is the center point of the wall thickness in the following analysis.

5. Numerical results and discussion

In the previous Sections, the analytical solution of creep stresses for FGM thick-walled spheri-
cal vessels subjected to uniform pressures on the inner and outer surfaces has been obtained.
In this Section, some profiles are plotted for the radial displacement, radial stress and circum-
ferential stress as a function of the radial direction and time. An FGM thick-walled spherical
vessel with creep behavior under internal and external pressure is considered. Radii of the sphere
are a = 20mm, b = 40mm. Mechanical properties of the sphere such as modulus of elastici-
ty, linear expansion and thermal conductivity are assumed to be varying through the radius.
The inhomogeneity constants n1 = n2 = n3 = n, and n ranges from −0.8 to +0.8. The fol-
lowing data for loading and material properties are used in this investigation: Ei = 207GPa,
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ν = 0.292, αi = 10.8 · 10−6K−1, Pi = 80MPa, Po = 0MPa, qa = 500W/m2, λi = 43W/(m◦C),
h∞ = 6.5W/(m2 ◦C), T∞ = 25◦C, D = 1.4 · 10−8, N = 2.25.
The distributions of creep stress components σrr and σθθ after 10h of creeping for values

of n = ±0.4, ±0.8 are plotted in Fig. 2. It must be noted from Fig. 2a that the radial stress
increases as n decreases, and that the radial stress for different values of n is compressive. The
absolute maximums of radial stress occur at the outer edge. It means the maximum shear stress,
which is τmax = (σθθ − σrr)/2 for each value of n will be very high on the outer surface of the
vessel.

Fig. 2. Normalized radial and circumferential stresses versus dimensionless radius after 10h of creeping

It is also clear from Fig. 2a that the maximum changes in the radial stresses with time
take place for the material n = 0.8 and the minimum changes occur for n = ±0.4, −0.8.
The circumferential stress shown in Fig. 2b remains compressive throughout and is observed
to decrease with the increasing radius for n = −0.4, −0.8, and reaches the minimum value
somewhere towards the inner radius followed by an increase with a further increase in the
radius. It also can be seen from Fig. 2b that the circumferential stress remains compressive
throughout the cylinder for n = +0.8 with the maximum value at the inner radius and zero at
the outer radius under the imposed boundary conditions, and that the minimum changes occur
for n = 0.4.

Time dependent stress redistributions at the point r = 30mm are shown in Fig. 3. It can
be seen in Fig. 3a that the radial stress increases as time increases. It must be noted from
Fig. 3b that, for n = +0.4, +0.8 the circumferential stress decreases as time increases, whereas
for n = −0.4, −0.8 the circumferential stress increases as time increases.

Fig. 3. Time-dependent radial and circumferential stresses at the point r = 30mm

The radial displacement along the radius is plotted in Fig. 4a. There is an increase in the
value of the radial displacement as n increases and the maximum value of radial displacement
occurs at the outer edge. The time-dependent radial displacement at the point r = 30mm
is shown in Fig. 4b. Figure 4b shows that the radial displacement redistribution at the point
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r = 30mm increases as time increases for n = −0.4, −0.8, while for n = +0.4, +0.8 the radial
displacement decreases as time increases. Figure 5 shows the effect of adding external pressure to
the radial and circumferential stresses. It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the radial stress decreases as
the external pressure increases while the circumferential stress increases as the external pressure
increases.

Fig. 4. (a) Normalized radial displacement versus dimensionless radius after 10h of creeping,
(b) time-dependent radial displacement at the point r = 30mm

Fig. 5. The effect of adding external pressure to the radial and circumferential stresses

Temperature distribution of four different values of n is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen in
Fig. 6 that the maximum values of temperature occur at the inner radius for n = −0.8 and
that the minimum values of temperature occur at the outer radius for all values of n under the
imposed boundary conditions.

Fig. 6. Temperature distribution of FGM thick-walled spherical vessel for values of n = ±0.4, ±0.8

6. Conclusions

In this paper, assuming that the thermo-creep response of the material is governed by Norton’s
law, an analytical solution is presented for the calculation of stresses and displacements of FGM
thick-walled spherical pressure vessels. For the stress analysis inasphere, having material creep
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behavior, the solutions of the stresses at a time equal to zero (i.e. the initial stress state) are
needed, which corresponds to the solution of materials with linear elastic behavior. It is assumed
that the material properties change as graded in the radial direction to a power law function.
To show the effect of inhomogeneity on the stress distributions, different values are considered
for inhomogeneity constants. The pressure, inner radius and outer radius are considered con-
stant. The heat conduction equation for the one-dimensional problem in spherical coordinates
is used to obtain temperature distribution in the sphere. For the creep material behavior, the
solution is asymptotic. For the stress analysis after creeping for a long time, the iterative proce-
dure is necessary. It could be seen that the inhomogeneity constants have significant influence
on the distributions of the creep stresses and radial displacement. By increasing the grading
parameter n, the normalized radial stress increases due to internal pressure and temperature
distribution while the normalized circumferential stress decreases (Fig. 2). The absolute maxi-
mums of radial and circumferential stresses occur at the outer edge. It must be noted that the
radial and circumferential stresses at the point r = 30mm for different values of n are com-
pressive. As can be seen, the absolute maximum of radial stress at the point r = 30mm occurs
at a time equal to 10 hours for different values of n, whereas for n = +0.4, +0.8 the absolute
maximum of circumferential stress occurs at a time equal to zero, and for n = −0.4, −0.8 the
absolute maximum of circumferential stress occurs at a time equal to 10 hours.

Appendix

The unknown constants in Eqs. (4.17) are

C1 =
−Pi(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)

Ei[2ν + (1− ν)x1]ax1−1
− C2[2ν + (1− ν)x2]ax2−1
[2ν + (1− ν)x1]ax1−1

− Aν ′[(n2 + 1)(1 − ν) + 2ν]an2
(n2 − x2 + 1)(n2 − x1 + 1)[2ν + (1− ν)x1]ax1−1

− Bν ′[(n2 − n3)(1− ν) + 2ν]an2−n3−1
(n2 − n3 − x2)(n2 − n3 − x1)[2ν + (1− ν)x1]ax1−1

+
1 + ν

[2ν + (1− ν)x1]ax1−1
{[T∞αi

an2
+

qaαi
h∞an2

(a
b

)2
− an3−n2+2qaαib−n3−1

λi(n3 + 1)

]
an2

+
aqaαi

λi(n3 + 1)

}

(A.1)

C2 =

(
Pib

x1−1 − Poan1+x1−1

bn1

)
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)

Ei[2ν + (1− ν)x2](bx2−1ax1−1 − bx1−1ax2−1)

− Aν ′[(n2 + 1)(1 − ν) + 2ν](n2 + ν ′ + 1)(bn2ax1−1 − bx1−1an2)
(n2 − x2 + 1)(n2 − x1 + 1)[2ν + (1− ν)x2](bx2−1ax1−1 − bx1−1ax2−1)

− Bν ′[(n2 − n3)(1− ν) + 2ν](bn2−n3−1ax1−1 − bx1−1an2−n3−1)
(n2 − n3 − x2)(n2 − n3 − x1)[2ν + (1− ν)x2](bx2−1ax1−1 − bx1−1ax2−1)

+
1 + ν

[2ν + (1− ν)x2](bx2−1ax1−1 − bx1−1ax2−1)
{[T∞αi

an2
+

qaαi
h∞an2

(a
b

)2

− an3−n2+2qaαib−n3−1

λi(n3 + 1)

]
(bn2ax1−1 − bx1−1an2)

+
qaαi

λi(n3 + 1)
(bn2−n3+1an3−n2+x1+1 − bx1−1a)

}

(A.2)
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The unknown constants in Eqs. (4.29) are

D1 =
3
2ν
′Dσ(N−1)eff (ax2−1 − bx2−1)[(n1 + 2)S′rr − 2S′θθ]

[2ν + (1− ν)x1][n1(ν ′′ − 1)− 2](ax1−1bx2−1 − bx1−1ax2−1)

+
3
2Dσ

(N−1)
eff S′rr(b

x2−1 − ax2−1)
[2ν + (1− ν)x1](ax1−1bx2−1 − bx1−1ax2−1)

(A.3)

D2 =
3
2ν
′Dσ(N−1)eff (ax1−1 − bx1−1)[(n1 + 2)S′rr − 2S′θθ]

[2ν + (1− ν)x2][n1(ν ′′ − 1)− 2](ax2−1bx1−1 − bx2−1ax1−1)

+
3
2Dσ

(N−1)
eff S′rr(b

x1−1 − ax1−1)
[2ν + (1− ν)x2](ax2−1bx1−1 − bx2−1ax1−1)

(A.4)
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The effects of magnetic field and heat source strength on thermal convection of a compres-
sible rotating ferromagnetic fluid through a porous medium are investigated theoretically
using linear stability theory. A normal mode analysis method is employed to find solutions
for the fluid layer confined between parallel planes with free boundaries. The cases of sta-
tionary and oscillatory instabilities are discussed. For the stationary state, compressibility,
medium porosity and temperature gradient due to heat source have destabilizing effects,
whereas rotation and ratio of magnetic permeability delay the onset of convection. The ma-
gnetic field and medium permeability have both stabilizing and destabilizing effects under
certain conditions. The variations in the stationary critical thermal Rayleigh number and
neutral instability curves in (Ra1, x)-plane for various values of physical parameters are
shown graphically to depict the stability characteristics. The sufficient conditions for the
non-existence of overstability are obtained and the principle of exchange of stabilities holds
true in the absence of magnetic field and rotation under certain conditions.

Keywords: ferrofluids, rotation, magnetic field, porous medium, heat source, compressibility

1. Introduction

Ferrofluids (also known as magnetic fluids) are electrically non-conducting colloidal suspensions
of fine solid ferromagnetic particles or nanoparticles (iron, nickel, cobalt etc.) and their study
opens a wide range of attractive and futuristic applications in various engineering and medi-
cal science purposes like vacuum technology, instrumentation, lubrication mechanism, acoustics
theory, recovery of metals, detection of tumours, drug delivery to a target site, magnetic flu-
id bearings, non-destructive testing, sensors and actuators, sorting of industrial scrap metals.
They also serve as a challenging subject for scientists interested in the basics of fluid mechanics.
The ferromagnetic nanoparticles are coated with a surfactant to prevent their agglomeration.
Rosensweig (1985, 1987) discussed the fundamental concepts related to the use of ferrofluids
and provides a comprehensive and detailed application of ferrohydrodynamics (also known as
FHD) in various commercial usages such as novel zero-leakage rotary shaft seals used in compu-
ter disk drives (Bailey, 1983); semiconductor manufacturing (Moskowitz, 1975); pressure seals
for compressor and blowers (Rosensweig, 1985); tracer of blood flow in non-invasive circulatory
measurements (Newbower, 1972) and in loudspeakers to conduct heat away from the speakers
coil (Hathaway, 1979). The thermal instability problem of ferrofluids is a current topic of frontier
research and also attractive from a theoretical point of view. Thus, the overall field of ferroflu-
id research has a highly interdisciplinary character bringing physicists, engineers, chemists and
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mathematicians together. Finlayson (1970) discussed the convective instability problem of a fer-
romagnetic fluid layer heated from below when under the effect of a uniform vertical magnetic
field with or without considering the effect of body force (gravity force). He quantified that the
magnetization of a ferromagnetic fluid depends upon the magnetic field strength, temperature
gradient and density of fluid, and is known as ferroconvection (which is very similar to Bénard
convection as noted by Chandrasekhar, 1981). Lalas and Carmi (1971) studied a thermoconvec-
tive instability problem of ferrofluids without considering buoyancy effects, whereas the problem
of thermal convection in a ferromagnetic fluid saturating a porous medium under the influence
of rotation and/or suspended dust particles was simulated by Sunil et al. (2005a,b). Copious
literatures (Odenbach, 2002; Neuringer and Rosensweig, 1964; Berkovsky and Bashtovoy, 1996;
Sherman and Sutton, 1962) are available to deal with the hydrodynamic and hydromagnetic
instability problems of ferrofluids and forcing further investigation in the whole research area.
The thermo-convective transport phenomenon in a rotating porous medium is of significant

importance in modern science and engineering problems such as rotating machinery, crystal
growth, food processing engineering, centrifugal filtration processes, biomechanics and in thermal
power plants (to generate electricity by rotation of turbine blades). Magneto-hydrodynamics
(MHD) theory of electrically conducting fluids has several scientific and practical applications
in atmospheric physics, astronomy and astrophysics, space sciences, etc. Magnetic field is also
used in several clinical areas such as neurology and orthopaedics for probing and curing the
internal organs of the body in several diseases like tumours detection, heart and brain diseases,
stroke damage, etc. Aggarwal and Makhija (2014) studied the effect of Hall current on thermal
instability of ferromagnetic fluid in the presence of horizontal magnetic field through a porous
medium. Spiegel and Veronis (1960) simplified the set of equations for compressible fluids by
assuming that the vertical height of the fluid is much smaller than the scale height as defined by
them, and the fluctuations in density, temperature and pressure did not exceed their total static
variations. The thermal instability problem for a compressible fluid in the presence of rotation
and magnetic field was studied by Sharma (1997).
Detailed investigations related with the problem of convection through various porous me-

diums were supplied and very well defined by Nield and Bejan (2006). The fluid flow problems
saturating a porous medium plays a key role in petroleum and chemical industry, geophysical
fluid dynamics, filtering technology, recovery of crude oil from Earth’s interior, etc. Kumar et
al. (2014a,b, 2015) addressed theoretically the thermal instability problems of couple-stress and
ferromagnetic fluids by considering the effects of various parameters such as rotation, suspen-
ded particles, compressibility, heat source and variable gravity through Darcy and/or Brinkman
porous medium. The physical properties of comets, meteorites and interplanetary dust strongly
suggest the importance of porosity in astrophysical situations (McDonnel, 1978). The governing
hydrodynamic equations of motion are solved using a regular perturbation technique. The objec-
tive of the present study is to discuss the influence of rotation, compressibility and heat source
on thermal stability of a ferromagnetic fluid layer heated from below through a porous medium
using linear stability analysis. The understanding of rotating ferrofluid instability problems plays
a key role in microgravity environmental applications. Some existing results are recovered as a
particular case of the present study.

2. Governing equations

Consider an infinite horizontal porous layer saturated with a non-conducting compressible ferro-
magnetic fluid confined between the parallel planes z = 0 and z = d subject to a uniform vertical
magnetic field of intensity H(0, 0,H) and uniform vertical rotation Ω(0, 0, Ω). A Cartesian fra-
me of reference is chosen with the z-axis directed vertically upwards and the x- and y-axes at
the lower boundary plane. It is also assumed that the flow in the porous medium is governed by
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Darcy’s law in the equation of motion with medium porosity ε and permeability k1 for the case
of free and perfect conducting boundaries. The geometrical configuration of the present problem
is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Geometrical sketch of the physical problem

The basic governing equations of motion, continuity, energy and Maxwell equations for a
magnetized ferrofluid saturating a homogenous porous medium with constant viscosity under
Boussinesq approximation are given as follows (Finlayson, 1970; Rosensweig, 1985; Sunil et al.,
2005a,b)

ρ

ε

[∂q
∂t
+
1
ε
(q · ∇)q

]
= −∇p+ ρXi + µ0(M · ∇)H−

( µ
k1

)
q+
2ρ
ε
(q×Ω)

+
µe
4π
[(∇×H)×H]

ε
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρq) = 0

[ερcv + ρscs(1− ε)]
∂T

∂t
+ ρcv(q · ∇)T = kT∇2T + Φ

ε
(∂H
∂t

)
= [∇× (q×H)] + εη(∇2H ∇ ·H = 0

(2.1)

where the symbols ρ, t, µ, q, ∇p, µe, µ0, H, Xi = −gλi, ρs, cs, cv, T , kT , Φ and η denote,
respectively, density of the compressible fluid, time, co-efficient of viscosity, fluid velocity, pres-
sure gradient term, magnetic permeability of the medium, magnetic permeability of vacuum
4π · 10−7H/m (H – Henry), magnetic field intensity, gravitational acceleration term, density of
the solid material, heat capacity of the solid material, specific heat at constant volume, tempe-
rature, effective thermal conductivity, internal heat source strength and electrical resistivity.
The rotational effect induces two terms in the equation of motion, namely, the Centrifugal

force (−0.5 grad |Ω×r|2) and the Coriolis force 2(q×Ω). In Eq. (2.1)1, p = (pf −0.5ρ|Ω×r|2) is
the reduced pressure, where pf stands for the fluid pressure and Ω denotes the angular velocity.
Maxwell’s equations for an electrically non-conducting fluid with no displacement currents

are

∇ ·B = 0 ∇×H = 0 (2.2)

The magnetic induction B, magnetization M and the intensity of magnetic field H are related
by (Penfield and Haus, 1967)

B = µ0(H+M) (2.3)

In general, the magnetizationM of a ferrofluid depends upon the magnitude of magnetic field H
and temperature T , but in the present study it is assumed that the magnetization does not
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depend upon the magnetic field strength and is a function of temperature only. So, the magnetic
equation of state takes the form

M =M0[1 + χ(T0 − T )] (2.4)

where T0 andM0 are the reference temperature and reference magnetization, respectively, with
M0 =M(T0). χ = −(1/M0)(∂M/∂T )H0 stands for the pyromagnetic co-efficient and H0 is the
uniform magnetic field of the fluid layer when placed in an external magnetic fieldH = Hext0 ×λi,
where λi is the unit vector in the vertical direction.
According to Spiegel and Veronis (1960), the equations for compressible fluids are equivalent

to those for incompressible fluids if the static temperature gradient β is replaced by the term
(β − g/cp) and f is defined as any of the state variable (p, ρ, T ) and is expressed in the form

f(x, y, z, t) = fm + f0(z) + f ′(x, y, z, t) (2.5)

where fm is the constant space distribution of f , f0 is the variation in the absence of motion,
f ′(x, y, z, t) stands for the fluctuations in f resulting from motion of the fluid and cp stands for
the specific heat at constant pressure.
The quantities of the basic state are given by

q = qb = [0, 0, 0] p = pb(z) ρ = ρb(z) = ρ0(1 + αβz)

H = Hb(0, 0,Hz) M =Mb(z) β =
T0 − T1

d

T = Tb(z) = T0 −
(
β − g

cp

)
z +

Φ

2κ
(zd− z2) H0 +M0 = Hext0

(2.6)

and

ρ = ρm[1− αm(T − Tm) +Km(p − pm)] αm = −
(1
ρ

∂ρ

∂T

)

m

Km =
(1
ρ

∂ρ

∂p

)

m
p(z) = pm − g

z∫

0

(ρ0 + ρm) dz
(2.7)

where ρ0 and T0 stands for the density and temperature of the fluid at the lower boundary, whe-
reas pm and ρm stand for a constant space distribution of pressure p and density ρ, respectively.
The subscript b denotes the basic state, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion and β denotes
the basic temperature gradient.
Now, to analyze the stability of the basic state using the perturbation technique, infinitesimal

perturbations are assumed around the basic state solutions of the following form

q = qb + q′ p = pb(z) + p′ T = Tb(z) + θ ρ = ρb(z) + ρ′

M =Mb(z) +M′(mx,my,mz) H = Hb + h(hx, hy, hz)
(2.8)

where q′(u, v,w), p′, θ, ρ′, M′, h(hx, hy, hz) are the perturbations in velocity q, pressure p,
temperature T , density ρ, magnetization M and magnetic field intensity H, respectively. The
changes in density and magnetizationM′ caused by perturbation θ in temperature T are defined
as

ρ′ = −αρmθ M′ = −χM0θ (2.9)
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Using equation (2.8) in equations (2.1) and assuming the perturbation quantities to be very
small, the following linearized perturbation equations are obtained as follows

1
ε

(∂q′

∂t

)
= − 1

ρm
(∇p′)− g

( ρ′

ρm

)
λi −

µ0χM0(∇H)θ
ρm

+
µ0(M · ∇)h

ρm
− υ

k1
q′

+
2
ε
(q′ ×Ω) + µe

4πρm
[(∇× h)×H]

∇ · q′ = 0 E
(∂θ
∂t

)
= −

(∂Tb
∂z

)
w + κ(∇2θ)

∇ · h = 0 ε
(∂h
∂t

)
= (∇H)q′ + εη(∇2h)

(2.10)

where E = ε + (1 − ε)[ρscs/(ρmcv)], λi = [0, 0, 1] and w stands for the vertical fluid velocity.
Eliminating u, v and ∇p′ from the momentum equation and retaining the vertical component
of fluid velocity, the following perturbation equations are obtained

1
ε

∂

∂t
(∇2w) =

(
gα − µ0χM0∇H

ρm

]
∇21θ +

µ0M0(1 + χ∆T )
ρm

∇21
(∂hz
∂z

)
− υ

k1
(∇2w)

− 2Ω
ε

(∂ζ
∂z

)
+

µeH

4πρm

[ ∂
∂z
(∇2hz)

]

1
ε

(∂ζ
∂t

)
= − υ

k1
ζ +
2Ω
ε

(∂w
∂z

)
+

µeH

4πρm

(∂ξ
∂z

) (
E
∂

∂t
− κ∇2

)
θ = βLh(z)w

ε
(∂hz
∂t

)
= H

(∂w
∂z

)
+ εη(∇2hz) ε

(∂ξ
∂t

)
= H

(∂ζ
∂z

)
+ εη(∇2ξ)

(2.11)

where ξ = ∂hy
∂x − ∂hx

∂y (z-components of current density), ζ =
∂v
∂x − ∂u

∂y (z-component of vorticity),

∇2 = ∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 +
∂2

∂z2 (three dimensional Laplacian operator), ∇21 =
∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 (two dimensional

horizontal Laplacian operator), L = 1 − 1G = 1 −
βcp
g (modified dimensionless compressibility

parameter), S = Φd
2βκL (dimensionless heat source parameter), h(z) = 1−S

(
1− 2zd

)
(non-uniform

temperature gradient) and κ = kT
ρmcv
(thermal diffusivity of the fluid).

3. Normal modes and linear stability analysis

The system of equations (2.11) can be solved by using the method of normal modes in which the
perturbation quantities have solutions with dependence upon x, y and t of the following form

[w, θ, ζ, hz , ξ] = [W (z), Θ(z), Z(z),K(z),X(z)] exp[i(kxx+ kyy) + nt] (3.1)

where kx and ky are the horizontal wave numbers along the x and y directions, respectively,
k2 = k2x + k

2
y is a dimensionless resultant wave number and n is the growth rate of harmonic

disturbance. Infinitesimal perturbations of the state may either grow or damp depending upon
the growth rate n. Substituting expression (3.1) into linearized differential equations (2.11) along
with z = z∗d, a = kd, σ = nd2/υ, D = ∂/∂z∗, the following non-dimensional form is obtained
(after ignoring the asterisk)

(σ
ε
+
1
Pl

)
(D2 − a2)W (z) = −

(
g − µ0χM0∇H

ρmα

)αa2d2Θ
υ

−
[µ0M0(1 + χ∆T )

ρm

a2d

υ
− µeHd

4πρmυ
(D2 − a2)

]
DK − 2Ωd3

ευ
DZ

(3.2)
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and

(σ
ε
+
1
Pl

)
Z =
2Ωd
ευ

DW +
µeHd

4πρmυ
DX [(D2 − a2)− Ep1σ]Θ = −

βd2

κ
Lh(z)W

[(D2 − a2)− p2σ]K = −
Hd

εη
DW [(D2 − a2)− p2σ]X = −

Hd

εη
DZ

(3.3)

The dimensionless parameters in equations (3.2) and (3.3) are the thermal Prandtl number
Pr1 = υ/κ, the magnetic Prandtl number Pr2 = υ/η and the dimensionless medium permeability
Pl = k1/d2.
The boundary conditions appropriate for the case of two free boundaries are defined as
{
W = D2W = DZ = Θ = 0 at z = 0 and z = 1

hx, hy, hz are continuous at the boundaries
(3.4)

The solution to equations (3.2) and (3.3) satisfying boundary conditions (3.4) can be taken in
the form

W =W0 sin(lπz) l = 1, 2, 3, . . . (3.5)

where W0 is a constant. The most suitable mode corresponds to l = 1 (fundamental mode).
Therefore, using solution (3.5) with l = 1 into equations (3.2) and (3.3), the dispersion relation
is obtained as follows (after eliminating Θ, X, Z and K)

(1 + x)(1 + x+ iEPr1σi)(1 + x+ iPr2σi) = Ra1xεPLh(z)
1 + x+ iσiPr2
ε+ iσiP

− PQ1
ε+ iσiP

[xΓ + (1 + x)](1 + x+ iσiEPr1)

− TA1P 2(1 + x+ iσiEPr1)(1 + x+ iσiPr2)2
1

1 + x+ iσiPr2 +Q1P

(3.6)

where RaF is the thermal Rayleigh number for ferromagnetic fluids, Q – Chandrasekhar num-
ber, QM – modified Chandrasekhar number for ferromagnetic fluids, Γ – ratio of magnetic
permeability with magnetization to magnetic strength and TA – Taylor number

RaF =
(
g − µ0χM0∇H

ρmα

)αβd4

υκ
Q =

µeH
2d2

4πρmυη
QM =

µ0M0(1 + χ∆T )
ρm

Hd2

υη

Γ =
QM1
QM
=
4πµ0M
µeH

TA =
4Ω2d4

υ2

and

Ra1 =
RaF
π4

x =
a2

π2
iσi =

σ

π2
P = π2Pl

Q1 =
Q

π2
QM1 =

QM
π2

TA1 =
TA
π4

Equation (3.6) is the required dispersion relationship that accounts for the effects of rotation,
medium permeability, medium porosity, compressibility, uniform heat source and magnetic field
on thermal instability of the ferromagnetic fluid in a porous medium.
From equation (3.6), the thermal Rayleigh number Ra1 can be separated into the real and

imaginary parts as

Ra1 = X1 + iσiX2 (3.7)
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where X1, X2 and σi are real numbers defined as

X1 =
1

xεPLh(z)

(
[(1 + x)2ε− σ2i PPr1E(1 + x)]

+
PQ1[xΓ + (1 + x)][(1 + x)2 + σ2iPr1Pr2E]

(1 + x)2 + σ2i Pr
2
2

+
TA1P

2

[(1 + x) +Q1P ]2 + σ2iPr
2
2

{
[(1 + x)2 − σ2i Pr1Pr2E][(1 + x+Q1P )ε+ σ2i PPr2]

− σ2i [(1 + x)(Pr2 +Pr1E)][(1 + x)P +Q1P 2 − Pr2ε]
})

X2 =
1

xεPLh(z)

(
[(1 + x)2P + Pr1Eε(1 + x)] +

PQ1[xΓ + (1 + x)](1 + x)(Pr1E − Pr2)
(1 + x)2 + σ2i Pr

2
2

+
TA1P

2

[(1 + x) +Q1P ]2 + σ2iPr
2
2

{
[(1 + x)2 − σ2i Pr1Pr2E][(1 + x+Q1P )P − Pr2ε]

+ [(1 + x+Q1P )ε+ σ2i PPr2](1 + x)(Pr2 + Pr1E)
})

(3.8)

Since Ra1 is a physical quantity, it must be real. Hence, from equation (3.7) it follows that either
σi = 0 (stationary state) or X2 = 0, σi 6= 0 (oscillatory state). It should also be noted that when
µ0 = 0 (i.e. Γ = 0) then from equation (3.8)2 X2 cannot vanish and therefore, σi must be zero.
This implies that for an ordinary viscous fluid, the principle of exchange of stabilities is valid
even in the presence of a porous medium, and this statement is verified in Section 6.

3.1. The stationary state

For real σi, the marginal instability (or neutral instability) occurs when σi = 0. Substituting
σi = 0 into equations (3.7) and (3.8)1, the modified thermal Rayleigh number is obtained for
the onset of stationary convection in the following form

Rastat1 =
1

xεPLh(z)

{
(1 + x)2ε+ PQ1[xΓ + (1 + x)] + TA1P

2 (1 + x)2ε
Q1P + (1 + x)

}
(3.9)

Equation (3.9) leads to the marginal instability curves in stationary conditions.
For higher values of permeability (P → ∞) which correspond to the case of pure fluids,

equation (3.9) gives

Rastat1 =
1

Lh(z)

{Q1[xΓ + (1 + x)]
εx

+
TA1(1 + x)

2

Q1x

}
(3.10)

Minimizing equation (3.9) with respect to x yields an equation of degree four in x as

x4 +A1x3 +A2x2 +A3x+A4 = 0 (3.11)

where

A1 = 2(1 +Q1P )

A2 = Q21P
2 + 2Q1P −

Q1P

ε
+ TA1Q1P

3 − TA1P 2

A3 = −
[
2(1 +Q1P ) + 2TA1P

2 +
2Q1P (1 +Q1P )

ε

]

A4 = −1 +Q21P 2 + 2Q1P −
Q1P

ε
− TA1Q1P 3 − TA1P 2 −

(Q21P
2 + 2Q1P )Q1P

ε
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In the absence of heat source parameter (i.e. h(z) = 1), equation (3.9) gives

Rastat1 =
1

xεPL

{
(1 + x)2ε+ PQ1[xΓ + (1 + x)] + TA1P

2 (1 + x)2ε
Q1P + (1 + x)

}
(3.12)

which agrees with the previous published work by Aggarwal and Makhija (2014) in the absence
of the Hall effect but in the presence of rotation and compressibility.
The classical results for Newtonian fluids can be obtained as a particular case of the present

study.
For an incompressible (L = 1), non-rotatory and non-magnetized system, equation (3.12)

reduces to

Rastat1 =
(1 + x)2

Px
(3.13)

This coincides with the classical Rayleigh-Bénard result for a Newtonian fluid in a porous me-
dium.
To analyze the effects of various parameters such as modified compressibility, medium poro-

sity, temperature gradient due to internal heating, rotation, magnetic field and medium perme-
ability, the behaviour of dRastat1 /dL, dRastat1 /dε, dRastat1 /dh(z), dRastat1 /dTA1 , dRa

stat
1 /dQ1 and

dRastat1 /dP is examined analytically.
Differentiating equation (3.9) with respect to various parameters, i.e. L, ε, h(z), TA1 , Q1, P ,

leads to following expressions

dRastat1
dL

= − R⊕

L2h(z)
dRastat1
dε

= − 1
Lh(z)

{ [xΓ + (1 + x)]Q1
ε2x

}

dRastat1
dh(z)

=





1
L(1− S)2R

⊕ at z = 0

− 1
L(1 + S)2

R⊕ at z = d

(3.14)

This shows that the modified compressibility, medium porosity and temperature gradient (except
for the lower boundary) have a destabilizing effect

dRastat1
dTA1

=
1

Lh(z)

{ P (1 + x)2

x[Q1P + (1 + x)]

}
(3.15)

which is positive, thereby implying the stabilizing effect of the rotational parameter

dRastat1
dQ1

=
1

Lh(z)

{xΓ + (1 + x)
εx

− TA1P
2(1 + x)2

x[Q1P + (1 + x)]2
}

dRastat1
dP

=
1

Lh(z)

{ TA1(1 + x)
2

x[Q1P + (1 + x)]
− PQTA1(1 + x)

2

x[Q1P + (1 + x)]2
− (1 + x)

2

P 2x

} (3.16)

Equations (3.16) show that the magnetic field and medium permeability have dual effects. In
a non-rotating frame, the magnetic field has a stabilizing effect, whereas permeability has a
destabilizing effect where

R⊕ =
(1 + x)2

Px
+
[xΓ + (1 + x)]Q1

εx
+

TA1P (1 + x)
2

x[Q1P + (1 + x)]
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3.2. The oscillatory state

For an oscillatory state, setting X2 = 0, σi 6= 0 in equation (3.8)2 gives a polynomial in σ2i
of degree two in the form

a0σ
4
i + a1σ

2
i + a2 = 0 (3.17)

Solving equation (3.17) for σ2i , one gets

σ2i =
−a1 ±

√
a21 − 4a0a2
2a0

(3.18)

For simplicity, the values of coefficients a0, a1 and a2 are not mentioned here to save spaces.

With σ2i determined from equation (3.18), the Rayleigh number for an oscillatory instability
can be obtained with the help of equations (3.7) and (3.8)1 as

Raosc1 =
1

xεPLh(z)

(
(1 + x)2ε− σ2i PPr1E(1 + x)

+
PQ1[xΓ + (1 + x)][(1 + x)2 + σ2iPr1Pr2E]

(1 + x)2 + σ2i Pr
2
2

+
TA1P

2

[(1 + x) +Q1P ]2 + σ2iPr
2
2

{
[(1 + x)2 − σ2i Pr1Pr2E

]
[(1 + x+Q1P )ε+ σ2i PPr2]

− σ2i (1 + x)(Pr2 + Pr1E)[(1 + x)P +Q1P 2 − Pr2ε]
})

(3.19)

The values of the critical wave number xc for the oscillatory case can be obtained from equation
(3.19) with the condition dRaosc1 /dx = 0 and then substituting this critical wave number xc into
equation (3.19) yields the critical Rayleigh number Raosc1c for the oscillatory instability. Further,
substituting these critical wave number and the critical Rayleigh number of oscillatory instability
into equation (3.18) gives the critical frequency for the oscillatory case.

4. Results and discussion

In the present Section, we mainly focused on the determination of critical wave numbers and
critical thermal Rayleigh numbers for the stationary case. The values of the critical wave num-
ber xc for the onset of stationary instability are determined numerically from equation (3.11)
with the condition dRastat1 /dx = 0, and then equation (3.9) will give the critical thermal Rayle-
igh number for the stationary state. The variations in critical thermal Rayleigh numbers Rastat1c
for various values of physical parameters are depicted graphically in Fig. 2. Also, the variations
of marginal (neutral) instability curves in the (Ra1 − x) plane for different parametric values
(L, h(z), ε, TA1 , Q1, P ) are shown in Fig. 3. We fixed the values of the parameters except for the
varying parameter.
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Fig. 2. Variation of Ra1c verrsus L (a), TA1 (b), Q1 (c), P (d), ε (e), h(z) (f)various valuesof physical
parameters; curve 1: Q1 = 0, QM1 = 1, ε = 1, P = 1, h(z) = 5, L = 5, TA1 = 0, curve 2: Q1 = 1,

QM1 = 3, ε = 2, P = 2, h(z) = 10, L = 10, TA1 = 2, curve 3: Q1 = 3, QM1 = 5, ε = 3, P = 3, h(z) = 15,
L = 15, TA1 = 4, curve 4: Q1 = 5, QM1 = 7, ε = 4, P = 4, h(z) = 20, L = 20, TA1 = 6, curve 5: Q1 = 7,

QM1 = 9, ε = 5, P = 5, h(z) = 25, L = 25, TA1 = 8
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Fig. 3. Neural instability curve for different values of: (a) comprssibility parameter, h(z) = 5, P = 5,
ε = 5, Q1 = 10, QM1 = 10, TA1 = 500; (b) temperature gradient, L = 10, P = 2, ε = 3, Q1 = 10,
QM1 = 10, TA1 = 500; (c) porosity, L = 5, h(z) = 5, P = 2, Q1 = 20, QM1 = 20, TA1 = 1000;

(d) rotation parameter, L = 3, h(z) = 3, P = 3, ε = 2, Q1 = 50, QM1 = 50; (e) permeability, L = 2,
h(z) = 2, P = 5, ε = 3, Q1 = 10, QM1 = 10, TA1 = 50; (f) magnetic field parameter, L = 5, h(z) = 5,

P = 5, ε = 5, QM1 = 5, TA1 = 50
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5. The overstable case

Now, the possibility whether the instability may occur as overstability is examined. Equating
the real and imaginary parts of equation (3.6) leads to

[(1 + x)2 − σ2iEPr1Pr2](1 + x) = Ra1xεPLh(z)
(1 + x)ε+ σ2i PPr2

ε2 + σ2i P 2

− P [(1 + x)ε+ σ2i Pr1PE]
(1 + x)Q1 +QM1x

ε2 + σ2i P 2

− TA1P 2
{
[(1 + x)2 + σ2i Pr2(Pr2 − Pr1E)](1 + x)2

+ [(1 + x)2 − σ2i Pr2(Pr2 + 2Pr1E)]Q1P (1 + x)− σ4iEPr1Pr32
}

σi(Pr2 + Pr1E)(1 + x)2 = Ra1xεPLh(z)
σi[Pr2ε− P (1 + x)]

ε2 + σ2i P 2

− σiP [Pr1Eε− P (1 + x)][(1 + x)Q1 +QM1x]
ε2 + σ2i P 2

− TA1P 2σi
[
(Pr2 +Pr1E)(1 + x)3

+Q1P (2Pr2 + Pr1E)(1 + x)2 + σ2i Pr
2
2(Pr2 + Pr1E)(1 + x)− σ2iPr1Pr22Q1PE

]

(5.1)

Eliminating Ra1 between equations (5.1) and assuming σ2i = y, a four degree polynomial in y is
obtained as follows

b0y
4 + b1y3 + b2y2 + b3y + b4 = 0 (5.2)

where

b0 = TA1P
6Pr32[PPr2(1 + x)− Pr1E(Pr2ε+Q1P 2)]

b4 = TA1P
3ε4(1 + x)5 + [Pε4 + TA1P

2ε4(Pr1Eε+Q1P 2)](1 + x)4

+ [Pr1Eε5 + TA1Q1P
3ε5(Pr1E + Pr2)](1 + x)3 + [Q1Pε4(Pr1E − Pr2)](1 + x)2

+ [QM1Pε
4x(Pr1E − Pr2)](1 + x)

(5.3)

The coefficients b1, b2 and b3 involving the large number of terms are not written here as they
do not play any role in determining the overstability. Since σi is real for overstability to occur,
therefore all the roots of y should be positive. So, from equation (5.2), the product of roots
equals b4/b0 must be positive. b0 is negative if

PPr2(1 + x) < Pr1E(Pr2ε+Q1P 2) i.e. Pκ(1 + x) < ηE(Pr2ε+Q1P 2) (5.4)

and b4 is positive if

Pr1E > Pr2 i.e. ηE > κ (5.5)

Thus, for inequalities (5.4) and (5.5), the overstability cannot occur and the principle of exchange
of stabilities holds true. Therefore, the aforementioned inequalities are the sufficient conditions
for the non-existence of overstability, violation of which does not necessarily imply the occurrence
of overstability.

6. Principal of exchange of stabilities and oscillatory modes

Here, the conditions have been derived, if any, under which the principle of exchange of stabilities
is satisfied and the possibility of oscillatory modes for the ferromagnetic fluid takes place. For this
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purpose, equation (3.2) is multiplied by W ∗ (the complex conjugate of W ) and then integrated
over the range of z using equations (3.3). With the help of boundary conditions (3.4), it gives

(σ
ε
+
1
Pl

)
I1 −

(
g − µ0χM0∇H

ρmα

) καa2

βυLh(z)
(I2 + EPr1σ∗I3)

+
µ0M0(1 + χ∆T )

ρm

a2ε

Pr2H
(I4 + Pr2σ∗I5)

+
µeε

4πρmPr2
(I6 + Pr2σ∗I4) + d2

[(σ∗

ε
+
1
Pl

)
I7 +

µeε

4πρmPr2
(I8 + Pr2σ∗I9)

]
= 0

(6.1)

where the integrals I1-I9 are positive definite and defined as

I1 =
1∫

0

(|DW |2 + a2|W |2) dz I2 =
1∫

0

(|DΘ|2 + a2|Θ|2) dz I3 =
1∫

0

(|Θ|2) dz

I4 =
1∫

0

(|DK|2 + a2|K|2) dz I5 =
1∫

0

|K|2 dz

I6 =
1∫

0

(|D2K|2 + a4|K|2 + 2a2|DK|2) dz I7 =
1∫

0

(|Z|2) dz

I8 =
1∫

0

(|DX|2 + a2|X|2) dz I9 =
1∫

0

(|X|2) dz

(6.2)

Putting σ = iσi in equation (6.1) and equating the imaginary part leads to

σi

[
I1
ε
+
(
g − µ0χM0∇H

ρmα

) καa2

βυLh(z)
Pr1EI3 −

µ0M0(1 + χ∆T )
ρm

a2ε

Pr2H
Pr2I5

− µeεPr2I4
4πρmPr2

− d2I7
ε
+
µeεd

2Pr2I9
4πρmPr2

]
= 0

(6.3)

From equation (6.3), it is concluded that either σi = 0 or σi 6= 0, i.e. the modes may be
non-oscillatory or oscillatory, respectively.
For a non-magneto-rotatory system (i.e. I4 = I5 = I7 = 0), equation (6.2) reduces to

σi
[I1
ε
+
(
g − µ0χM0∇H

ρmα

) καa2

βυLh(z)
Pr1EI3

]
= 0 (6.4)

It is obvious from equation (6.4) that if g > µ0χM0∇H/(ρmα) then the term inside the square
bracket will surely be positive, which leads to σi = 0. Therefore, the modes are non-oscillatory
and the principle of exchange of stabilities is satisfied. The oscillatory modes are introduced due
to the presence of magnetic field and rotation. Thus the sufficient condition for the oscillatory
modes to appear in the system is that the inequality g < µ0χM0∇H/(ρmα) is satisfied.
Further, for an ordinary viscous fluid µ0 = 0 (i.e. Γ = 0), equation (6.3) reduces to

σi
[I1
ε
+

gκαa2

βυLh(z)
Pr1EI3

]
= 0 (6.5)

which implies that σi = 0 and the principles of exchange of stabilities is found to hold good.
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7. Conclusions

In this study, linear stability theory is used to find the critical Rayleigh number for the onset of
both stationary and oscillatory thermal instabilities. The effects of various embedded parameters
(rotation, magnetic field, compressibility, heat source, permeability and porosity) on thermal
instability of a ferrofluid have been analyzed for the stationary state. The main conclusions
drawn are presented as:

• For the case of stationary convection, compressibility, medium porosity and temperature
gradient due to heat source (except at the lower boundary) accelerate the onset of convec-
tion, whereas rotation and ratio of magnetic permeability delay the onset of convection.
The magnetic field and medium permeability have dual effects on thermal instability of
the system, whereas in the absence of rotation, the stabilizing effect of the magnetic field
and the destabilizing effect of the medium permeability is obvious from equations (3.16).

• The conditions Pκ(1 + x) < ηE(Pr2ε + Q1P 2) and ηE > κ are the sufficient conditions
for the non-existence of overstability. The principle of exchange of stabilities holds good
for an ordinary viscous fluid and also in the absence of magnetic field and rotation for
g > µ0χM0∇H/(ρmα). Hence, the oscillatory modes are due to the presence of magnetic
field and rotation only.

• Finally, from the present study, it is concluded that the compressibility, porosity, perme-
ability, rotation, magnetic field and heat source parameter have profound effects on the
onset of ferroconvection saturating a porous medium. The present work will also be useful
for understanding more complex problems under different physical parameters mentioned
above, and it is also possible to suppress the convective instability in a ferromagnetic fluid
layer by controlling the magnitude of heat source, compressibility and medium porosity.
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